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abstract of the thesis to be submitted for the Ph*D* Degree 
of the University of London. February. 1933*

"STUDIES IN TIL ■ (BD-CRDLU OF LAhUKRIT PROSK*"
The thesis, entitled as above, is divided into ten 

chapters dealing with the order of words mainly in Sanskrit 
Prose* In order to cover a long period of development, passqg 
in prose have been selected from the (1) Ait&reya iJrahmapa,
(2) Uah&bharata, (3) Rook and Pillar edicts of Adoka, (4) hajj 
Nikaya and (5) Dadakumaracarita and the word-order analysed* 

In the first chapter, an account is given of notices 
the question of word-order in the works on the orthodox systemi 
of Sanskrit grammar, Poetics and Logic and also of what has al: 
been done regarding the study of word-order in ^anskrit* In ei 
of the subsequent chapters the position of a particular syntaol 
element is traced in all the texts selected till a considerable 
number has been collected* The general tendency of the positi< 
of the particular element in each of the works has been establ] 
by figures showing the frequency of its occurrence in that 
position* The number of the cases of exceptions lias been detc 
mined and accounted for as far as possible* It lias been showi 
wherever it is so, how a particular order was mostly used in 
one period and how a different order was favoured in another tJ 
gradually it became more or leas fixed* Reference has 
occasionally been made to some of the modern Indo-Aryan langua? 
where these seem to show an order strikingly similar to or 
different from the one with which we are familiar in the severe 
texts examined for the present study*



Caraaratf irutlaahatl oahlyatEm*

yas tu prayunkte kudalo Tideue 
rfabdaa yathavad tytvahirakSlc X
so* nan tarn Spnoti jay aw paratra

#
TfigyogaTid dusyati eapad&bdai$. IX

• • •  ■

ldaa andham tamah kftonam jayeta bhuvanatrayaia X
yadi dabdahvayaa jyotir aaaaaaaram na dlpyate XI

ohandaaaia pratbamam angam prahur vy&kar&paw budhify,

•  •  ■

tat tra v&bodha^t dabdSaim nasti vyakarapad ft a*

• • • * •

tad Tyfikanpaa agamy* p&r&m brahmadh ig&ciy&te •



An aba tract ol' the Thesia

•stusiks in ? m  youa-cjRpjbR u* 3/uk»i;iut

The thesis, entitled aa abate, is divided into ten 
chapters dealing with the order or words mainly in Sanskrit 
?t ose* In order to ooffir a long period of development* pas sag' 
in prose hate been selected irotn the (lj Aitareya hrahmapa,
(?) ahabharatn, (3 ) Heck and illar edicts of Aioka, 
dikaya and (&) Aaiakuiaaraoarita and the word-order analysed*

In the first chapter, an account is given of notices 
the question of word-order in the works on the orthodox systeas 
of Sanskrit grammar, foe tics and ogic and also of what has all 
been done regarding the study of word-order in anskrit* in esc 
of the subsequent chapters the position of a particular syntact 
element is traced in all the texts selected till a considerable 
number lias been collected. The general tendency of the positic 
of the particular element in each of the works has been eetabli 
by figures shoving the frequency of its occurrence in that 
position* The number of the oases of exceptions has been 
determined and accounted for as far as possible* It lias been 
shown, wherever it is so, how a particular order was mostly use 
in one period and how a different order was favoured in another 
till gradually it became more or less fixed* Reference has 
occasionally been made to some of the modern in do-Aryan ian? -tag 
where these seem to show an order strikingly similar to or 
different from the one with which we are familiar in the severs 
texts examined for the present study*
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(») Titltft of Books. Journals. >»rl od i gala , «tc.
AB. dr A.3* « The Aitareys HrShjw^a; the *i«aaa number denote* 

the chapter, the first Arabic number stands for the 
•action (of the chapter) sod the second group of 
Arabic numbers for the page (of the edition used) 
e.g. AB. VI. 1, 139.

AIS « Altlndische Syntax by Delbrhok, SF. V.
A.O.s Acta Orientalia, Leiden.
AT?, s Kdiet of Ad oka.
Beag.Xaag. • The Origin end Development of the Bengali 

language by $. A. Chatterji.
BK. or P.K.s The DadaknnSracarita (sain book) of Dapgicti the 

Honan number denotes the Chapter* the first Arabic 
number is for page and the second for line, e.g. UK.XX. 
45, 8.

Hultssoh m  The Inscriptions of A*soka edited by A. hultssch 
if. m Xndogerganlsehe Forschungen.
JAL33. m The Journal of the Bonbay Branch «C the Royal Asiatic 

Society.
JHAS. * The Journal of the Heyal Asiatic Tooiety of Orefct 

Britain and Ireland.

1. For editions of the different works used Lee Bibliography 
at the end of the thesis. hen referred to for the first tin 
(in the thesis) the full title of the particular work has 
generally been given.



K.P* • fiie KJhryapr&kada of l̂ &ramaja; the Hatmn number denotes 
the chapter (ullEea) and the Arabic number stands for the 
section so marked in the edition 

kZ* - Kuhn*a Jeitschrilt fUr rergleiciiende s^racux orscx̂ ung aua 
dem Gebliete der idogerm&nibchen eprachen*

LSI* m The Linguistic Surrey of India by Sir George Abraham 
Grierson*

Mbh*s The >!ahabharata; the Homan number denotes tae book 
(I s Xdiparra, ZXI - Vanaparra and XII « flntiparra), 
the first Arabic number is for the chapter of the book 
and the second for the section so marked in the edition, 
e*g* ■ bh« I* 3, 7*

UHX* m The Uajjhima-Hikayay the Homan number is for part, the 
first Arabic number for page and the second for line* 
e*g* tem. ii* 54, is* 

iri* or M*:  «L* • feriOires de la ,-ociete de inputs tique de Pari 
PSf* « Papini’e Af^Sdhyayl; tic Homan number denotes the

chapter (adhySya), the first Arabic number the section 
(padaj of the chapter and the second the eutra so 
numbered*

f,K* • Pillar Kdiet (l>elhi-To?ra version) of Aioka, the Honan
Humber is for the number of the edict and the Arabic
number for line, e*g« P£* VII* 31*

RK* a Hook Kdiet (Glrnar version) of Ad oka; Homan number for
edict; Arabic number for line*



XI*
S*J>* » the rShit/adarpana of ViSvanathaj Roman number for 

chapter (pariccheda); Arabic number for section so 
marked*

3F* - 1 Syntaktisohe & oraohungen1, ran i. Delbrhok urid *lm.Usc 
TY.IIl. m 9Pie altindische vorti'olge &us dem 3 at» paths. 
Jrahmapa1 by t>elbrbck| and &¥. V* • 'Altindische Syntax9 
by Belbr&ck*

(b) 3raagaatlcal Terms*
abl* m ablative* inst* a* instrumental*
adj. a adjective* loo* - locative*
dat • 3 dative* obj. m object*
dir* •k direct* P*. m predicate or

predioative*
gen* • genitive* rel* m relative*
ind* 9 indirect* subj* m subject*

(c) Miscellaneous
oolloq• S colloquial*
contd* «* continued*
P.P. m Pevanampriya * riyadardi
e*g* 8 for example*
hng. 3 Bnglish*
IA* —• Indo-Aryan*
l*e* s that is*
HI A* s Mev (modern) Ind o-Aryan (vernacular)*
act* 3 Prakrit*
Kth. « Ratjhapala.
Skt* m Sanskrit*
▼is, s namely*



XII.
Other abbreviations rill be easily recognised* as far examplei 
Bloch * Lang. Uarathe s La f oraation de la langue iarathe

by Juiec Bloch.
Jesperson - '^il. of Gram.' - 'The Philosophy of Grammar9 by

Otto Eesperson.
Kellog - 'Hindi Gram.9 « 9A Grammar of the Hindi Language9 by

Rev* S. R. Kellog.

hatter in £ D *8 deleted .
For transliteratl on the system of the Royal Asiatic 

S ociety has been followed.



CKAPT&R I

IKTHCS)UGYI Oh

References to word-order in the works 
on the orthodox systems of Sanskrit 
Grammar, Poetics and Logic.

The Importance of the study of word-order in Sanskrl 
already recognised by all modern students of Indo-European 
comparative grammar attracted the attention of Indian minds as 
early as the second century B.C. It was about this tine that 
Patanjall, while commenting on the first rule of Papini's 
grammar, observed:-

‘samskftya saxaskftya padany utsrjyante tesam 
yathef Jam abhisambandho bhavati tad yatha ahara 
pat ran. pat ram Share tf? 1

He is the first to make an observation on the questf 
of word-order in a Sanskrit sentence. as the grammar of 
Fapini deals with both Vedic and classical Sanskrit, so the 
above remark of the commentator may reasonably be taken to appi 
to the language of both the periods of Sanskrit Literature.

1. Hahabhafya, ed. Kielhorn, Vol.I, p.39, 11.16-19.



2*

The meaning of the remark is that the words in Sanskrit are
derived by adding proper suffixes and inflections so that
they express the intended meaning in whatever order they may
be put* Thus in the example given above, either the verb -
which, here, is in the Imperative mood having for its subject
9tvaa9 understood - or the object may be placed first but in
both cases the meaning is the same, namely, 9 Bring a pot*9
And this is possible because Sanskrit is an inflectional
language and every word, when properly inflected, has its
connection with other words of the sentence definitely settled,
no matter what position it occupies in the sentence*

Taking another example, such as 9Yajnadatta saw
Devad&tta9, we see that, in English, the relationship of the
words depends upon their order 9which plays a grammatical
role and in which the freedom of word-order is naturally held

1 *
in check by the morphological value of the process,9 If 
the order is changed the meaning will be quite different*
But in Sanskrit the aaam idea, without any prejudice to the 
clearness of meaning9 can be expressed in six different ways 
by changing the relative order of the three words because here

1* Vendryes, J* Langage9, Chap* XV* p. 141 (;>nglish
translation)*



3*
grammar imposes no compulsory order* thus -

(1) Yajnadatto Devadattam apadyat*
(2) Devadattam apalyad Tajnadat tah.
(3) apadyad Yajnadatto Devadattam.
(4) apadyad Devadattaa Yajnadattah.
(5) Yajnadatto'padyad Bevadattam* 

and (6) Devadattam Yajnadatto'parfyat.
Here the subject and the object are recognised not, as in
Knglish, by their respective position in the sentence out by the
particular terminations 4#)aa and(a)m respectively m that have
been added to them* There remains one word more the verb*
’apatfyat* which being in the active voice agrees with the subjeo
in number and person and is in the past tense* This is a short
sentence where the connection which one word bears to the other
can be easily observed* But in a long sentence with several
enlargements of both subject and predicate it would be oonveniea
for grasping the sense to arrange the words, which are mutually
connected, in as close succession as possible* But even here
much freedom seems to have been allowed in the ancient period

1 *as would be evident from the following remark of Patanjali*
"ffnupurvyega samniviffamua yathe$(am abh1samb&ndh&$ 

3akyate kartum* na saltany anupurveypa samnivietuni* 
ananupurvyepa samnivifJan&m api yathe§tarn abuisambandho buavati*

1* Mahabhafya on Papini's rule 1* 1*58; Vol*I, p*152, 
11* 24«26#



4*
If the words are arranged In order, their mutual relation may
be established as desired* But these are not arranged in
order* (To this Pant&njali replies) The desired connection
between words can be shown even if the words are not arranged

1 *in order* He gives an examples
‘an&gvaham udahari, ya tvam harasi dirasa kumbham, hhaglni, 
s&clnam abhidh&vantam adrakpTr iti.
Here the words are not put in order according to their logical 
connection* ?or if so arranged they would be as followsi- 
‘udahari bhagini ya tvam kumbhai harasi dirasanagvaham s&oTnam 
abhidhavantaa adraitf Ih* - *Hie? my good water-carrier, you

e v
with the pi teller on your head, have you seen a bull running 
across here?*

Kaiyaja in his commentary on the ’'ahabhapya further 
elucidates the point when he remarks -

*pa(h&kranad arthakramo vallyan iti yathef(am abhisambandhsu 
The mutual connection in sense between the words is more 
important than the order In which the words are arranged*

Kagerfa, in his Valyakarapa^slddhlntalaghu£«anju^a, 
makes & further deduotion from the above remark of Patanjah*
He observes -

«
Xsattir api uandaayavilaiabena £u>dttbj<iue karapam.

1. .lahahiiaoyu, Vol.!. p. 153. 11.1-3.



5.
ea oanvyayapratiyogipadarthanaa tadbodhakapadanam oavyavadhaoaja 
prathamiko paathitirupa* kavye'nyatra oa ear van pratl 
prayega tadfdabuddher eva vaktur udderfyatvat* anasannasthale 
yojatra jrakyan mandsya bodhe vi lamb o' sty eva, amandaaya tv 
asattyabhave’pi pad&rthapasthitav akamksajnanavato bodho*vilam* 
benaiva bhavatlti na tadbodhe t as yah (aeatteh) karanatvam* 
Dhvanitaia cedam na padanteti autre jt£iaeye.' (p.522).

Proximity too la a causa of verbal cognition for an 
unintelligent man* It means putting o£ words connected in 
sense not at intervals but as near one another as possible*
In Literature as also elsewhere, the speaker intends to make 
himself understood as quickly as possible* If the words 
mutually connected in meaning are put separately at a distance, 
the unintelligent man is indeed slow in grasping the sense.
But an intelligent man who has full knowledge as to whioh word 
expects whioh other word in the sentence, discovers such words 
without difficulty and understands the sense without delay*
So proximity is no cause for quick understanding to him* All 
this has been suggested in the Bhifya on the Sutra fna p&d&nta* 
etc* Panini* 1* 1-58*

Prom the above remarks it is quite clear that the 
arrangement of the mutually expectant words in a suitable order 
was more or less recognised by later Sanskrit grammarians* 
Bhartfhari who flourished in the seventh century A.2). states 
no less than eight different views of the ancient grammarians 
regarding the precise nature of a sentence in Sanskrit* The



following verses summarise the views*-
1akhyatadabdah saraghato jatih aamghatmvartinl 
eko navayav&h dabdah kramo buddhyanusaihyti^ 
pad am Id yam pythaksarvapadaa sakamksamlty api 
yakyaa prati matir bhinna oahudha ny&yavad inam

- Vakyapadiya, 3 hap*11. 1-2*
Divergent are the views of the grammarians or logicians in
regard to the constitution of a sentence which is held to be
(1) a verbal form; (2) a collection of words; (3) a class;
(4) one and individual) (5) an order; (bj an intellectual
assimilation; (7) the first inflected word and (8) all such
words different from cue another but having mutual expectancy*
It is the fifth one with which the subject of the present study
is directly concerned and it is very interesting to note that
one of the ancient views regarding the nature oi a sentence was
the order of words* This definition agrees with the view of

1 *
the School of Logicians known as Ahhihitanv&yavadins who hold

2 *
that ’correlation between the meanings*, as expressed by words

^  J3c&mkfayogyatasamnidhivadad vakfyamliiasvarupapam padartnaaam
samanvaye tltparyartho vilefavapurl^ apadartuo’ pi vakyartha

#
ity abhihitanvayavadinam mataa*

- kavyapraklda, Jhap*lI, p*26*
2* dabdabodhe c&ikapadarthe* par&padlrthasya samb&ndha£

saasargamarySdaya bhasate - Vyutpattivada - quoted by 
hr* P* 3* Jhakravarti in his Vhilosophy of Sanskrit 
Grammar* Jhap.V, p.134*



7.
through their respective conventions, la what constitutes the
significance of a sentence*

Vi fiYu.no tha, in the very beginning of the second
chapter of his Sahityadarpa$a defines a sentence as -
’vaky&m syad yogyatikankaasatt iyuktaij. pad occayah. 9
A sentence is a collection of words possessing compatibility,
expectancy and proximity* lie further elucidates his own
statement in the prose commentary that follows these lines*
thus he says that 9yogyata9 or compatibility is the absence of
absurdity of the mutual connection of the meaning Signified by 

1 *the words*1 If the construction of a sentence was possible
even without this compatibility, then a collection of words
like 9vahnina si^noati9 (He sprinkles with fire) would have

2 *  1 • »  ’been a sentence* * or expectancy is the absence of
3 •

the completion of the full sense* This consists in the 
listener*e desire to know, on hearing a particular word, somethin 
more as some other word or words in the collection can reveal*
If a collection of words where this expectancy is absent could 
make a sentence, then such a collection as 'cow, horse*man, 
elephant9 would have constituted a sentence* isatti or

1* 4yagyata padarthanam parasparasambandhe badh&bhavah
- ̂ ahityadarpana. Chap*11, beginning* 

2* padooeayasyaitad abhave’pi vakyatve vahnina sincatlty 
api vakyaa syat - ibid*

3* £ka»k$a pratlti paryavasanavirahaJtu - ibid*



3.
proximity is 'the absence of interruption In the apprehension
of what in said.'1* ff there could he & sentence even when
there is suoh an interruption, then one might utter the word
'Devadatta* now and connect it with the word Ygoes' pronounced 

2*to-morrow* But this sort of connection is not possible*
In order to express a complete sense at a thus it is necessary 
to arrange the words which are inter-dependent in meaning as ola 
to one another as possible* This point has been very clearly 
stated in the Tarkahhasa in the following words i- 
1 aaaaihitatvamjtu pad a mam ekenaiva pumeavi lambo* ocarita tvam*
Tec ca sakgad eva pade$u aambh&vati narthadv&ra*9 (p.43) 
Proximity of words consists in their utterance by one person 
and that without any interval whatsoever* BhasEpariccheda 
defines *Ssattl* or% **
9 avyavadhanena padajanyapad&rthopasthiti^*' (p.2d5J* - the 
knowledge of the meaning of words resulting from the words 
(being heard) without any pause between the several words* 
Ann&aibha}£a also in his Tark&saagraha (p.52) declares 
akamkoa* yogyatE and Eaattl or saanldhl to be the causes of 
vakyarthajnana or verbal cognition* J&gadTda, the author of 
of the 5abda6aktipraka£ika9 does not take these three to be the

1* Ssattir buddhyaviociieda^* *>*D*II*
2* buddhivlechede'pi vakyatve idarum uocaritasya 

^evadattaiabdasya dinan tar occari term gaeohatltl 
padena saigati£ syat - ibid*



9*
direct causes of verbal cognition (3abda-bodha) but would takeam  1 T - . . .

them as ̂ ancillary {:ahakarin) condition. Oangeda, in his
Tattvacintamagi, recognises their importance for the so-called
verbal cognition*

Of the three factors set forth above, it has been
generally held that compatibility refers to the sense (arthanlsth
whereas expectancy refers to the physical aids (aabda-nistha)
as it is known that verbal expectancy is fulfilled by words 

2 *
alone* Hut Patanjali, while interpreting the me&uing of

• 3*vyaoeksa*. has made it perfectly clear that expectancy is
connected not only with the f arts but also with the meaning as it
is the meaning of one word which expects that of another in the
sentence* But VSfiat̂ ti* or proximity is directly an attribute
of words themselves* lien words (inter-related through
Mailing) are pronounced or written in close succession, the
sense desired to be conveyed by the speaker or writer is easily
comprehended* So what is required is the presentation of
ideas ’without the intervention of time or of other unconnected
words or ideas*9 This putting together of words inter-connected
in sense obtained more and more recognition from the writers of
Banekrit Poetics* Most of these authors while dealing with the
defects of Poetical compositions enumerated some which arise
mainly by reason of the order in which the words are arranged in

1* noticed by I>r* P*C* Chakravarti in his * Philosophy of 
Sanskrit Grammar*, Chapter V, p«i3C*

2* wSbdl hy akamkfa dabdenalva puryate* -
3. Idjifttf* tnn JX . i f,
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1 .the sentence. Below is given an account of these defects.

(1) Kljsjatva - * obscurity*• Example 
9 dhamraillasya na kasya prekgya nikamam kuranga&avakoyah 
Rajyaty apurvabandhavytttpatter oanasaa tfobham.9 
"^hoee heart does not become enamoured on seeing the loveliness 
of the beautifully-braided looks of the fawn-eyed one.9

In the above verse the syntactical connection 
intended to be conveyed is ’dhasuciliaeya dobnaa preksya kasya 
raSnasaw na rajyati.9 But the order in which the words have
been arranged makes it difficult to see the connection. Here
it is the idea signified by the verb that has been negatived and 
for that, the negative particle 9naf should have been placed 
just before the verb.

Avlaystavidheyam&a (vakyagata) - A sentence where the 
predicative factor is not properly discriminated* As for 
dxample

9nyakk£ro hy aynra eva rae yad arayah. . . *
•It is & disgrace thrt I have enemies*9

Here the cense intended to be expressed is - *that I 
have enemies is itself a disgrace9 for which the proper order 
of words would be 9ayasi eva nyakkarah9 so toat the emphasis

1. Taken from 9klvyapraka£a, aba ter VII.
2. K.P. p.3 05, verse Ho.182*
3. K.P. p.304. beginning of the verse Ho. 184.
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on *ayam eva9 would have been clearly brjught hone by placing 
It at the eery beginning of the sentence.**

(3) *sthanaathapada - 9 Word not placed in it» proper 
place*9

’priyepa sangratthya vipaksasannid&v 
upahitaa vaksasi plvar&stane 
arajam na kacid vijahau jaiabilai 
vacant! hi prempi guna na vastufu.9 *
9The lower had carefully strung a garland and placed it 

over her chest cowered with her high breasts. In the presenoe 
of her rivals; and though this garland had become sullied with 
water, yet not a certain girl did remove it! the value, lies, 
not in the presents themselves, but in the love that prompts 
one to make the present*9

As it stands, the expression, 9sraj am na k&cid 
vijahau* in the third line, means 9not one - but all ~ removed 
the garland*9 But what is really intended to be expressed 
is, that 9a certain girl (who received the present} did not 
remove the garland9, and to convey this idea the 9na9 should 
have been placed just before 9vijahau9* In the present case 
at least the metrical objection would not be accepted as it 
has been suggested that 9 kacid a raj am no vijahau9 - would have

1* That this became the normal order in the later period will 
be shown in the next chapter on the inversion of subject 
and predicate*

2* &.P. p*3S9, verse ko.236#
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kept the metre correct and the idea would have been expressed 
directly end unequivocally*

(4) akramah - the absence of the syntactic uniformity 
of order*

(a) fdvayam gatam sojsprati docanlyatam
samagamaprarthandya kapalina^ X • 
kala oa sa kantimatX kalavatas 
tvam asya lokasya oa ne trakaumudl XX*

9The brilliant digit of the moon and yourself (parvatX} 
who ard like moonlight to the eyes of the people, are the two 
things that have become pitiable by reason of seeking 
association with the Holder of the begging-bowl (Siva)*9

In the above example the particle 9caf in the fourth 
line should have been used just after 9tva*>f which is Intended 
to be mentioned together with the 9kala9 as sharing the same 
fate* Thus kala oa— ---- and 9tvam ca9 would have made the 
correlated clauses uniform*

(b) Another example is given of the same defect of 
composition (akrama$) where the adverb lias been misplaced*

9daktlr nistrimiajeyam tava bhujajugale natha dopakaradrlr 
vaktre pardve tatho&pa prativaaati jaahakuj fanl khadgaya$$l£

1* K*P* p*376, verse U0*252 (from Kalidasa9 s kum&rasambhana
Canto, V*)
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ajneysua sarvaga te vilasati oa purah kim mays vfddhaya te 
procyevettham prakopac ohaiikaraaitaya yaaya klrtya

prayatam. II. **
•O Lord, you have in your hands (in your anas, in your 

embrace) this strength of your long sword (a prostitute}) in 
your face you have the splendour of the mo on (the reoep table 
of blemishes}) by your side hangs this sword, a mighty 
slaughterer (a bawd); your command, all-pervading (going to 
all men) dances before you; - *hat use can you have of myself, 
overgrown (old) as I am.* - Having said this the King1 a Fame, 
white as the mo on9s rays, went forth, as if in a rage.9

Here, in the fourth line, the proper order of words 
would have been vittham procya9, out as it stands 9ittham9 seesm 
to tm connected with prakop&t and thus would mean - 9this way, 
in a rage9 which, as the context shows, is not the meaning.

(e) A third example of 9akrama9 is given where the word 
fitif Is misplaced.

'Lagnw ragaTftSigyS sudffhaa Iba yaya ita* ljrap tyarikapfrbo 
aStanganaa lho'pari parapurufalr ya oa patanti I
tatsakto'yam na kincid gapayati viditam te'stu tenasmi

datta
bhftyebhya^ drlniyogad gaditum iva gaiety ambudhim yasya

klrtlh 2# II

1. K.i?. pp.376-77, verse If0.253.
2. K.P. VII, p.377, verse Ho. 253 9ka.9
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* hose fame repaired to the ocean to deliver the following 

message to him under orders frost the Goddess of health - This 
Sword (woman), corroded with blood (full, of pass ion) fell upon 
the neelc In the act of (a) cutting, (b) embracing of the enemy 
and which was seen by strangers to fall upon elephants (to 
repair to Gapgalas out-castes), - being attached to this same 
Sword (woman), this King cares for nothing else, and - be it 
known to you - I am being given away by him to his dependents.9

In the fourth line of the above example, the word
,itlf which marks the end of what has been put in the direct 
narration, should have been placed just after 9bhftyebhya^9 
which closes the narration; otherwise the intended connection 
is obscure. In the present case it is obscure because 9Itl9w  m m m m

•4s separated from 9bhrtvebhyah9 follows immediately after 
(gata) which is not syntactically correlated with it.

(5) samapta^unarattatva - ’Resumption of the concluded.9
Os this defect, the following remark occurs in the
Valyakarapasiddhantalaghusianjufl of & age 6a.

9 samaptapunarattasya do$atoktalamkarikai$ Krlyikaraka- 
bh&venaavayabodhakasakalapadok tyanantaram tadghaJakayatkimo i dan 
vaylvi6efanopad§Lnaa hi ^amaptapunarattatvaOV9 (p.493.)

9The Rhetoricians have apoken of 9̂ amaptapunarattatva9 as 
a defect of composition. It consists in the additional state
ment of some attribute after a finished sentence where the 
subject, the verb and other words necessary for the expression 
of a complete idea have been mentioned.9
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The following is act example of this defects*

•nadeyonto ghartadhvan tarn, tapayanto viyogina$ 1 
patanti dadlnâ i pad a, bhisayantoty k§am£tala» II ^  
•Destroying the pitch darkness and tormenting the 

separated losers, fall the aoon-beams - flooding the earth.f
In this example, the sense is complete in the third 

line. But the attribute (bhaaayanta^i k$am&talam)t in the 
fourth line, has been added afterwards and is intended to be 
oonneoted with the subject, but there is no expectancy 
(akamkfa) for this new attribute.

Bslbr&ck, in considering the word-order of the 
datapaths Brahmapa, remarked that sometimes a ne t word or words

owere added to a sentence already complete in sense. * The same
is true of the Aitareya Brahmapa where new words (especially

3.
the predicative adjective and the dative of purpose) are added 
when the sentence does not necessarily require them for the 
completion of the sense.

From what has been said above (especially the 
quotation from Fa tan jail) it will be evident that Hanekrlt, 
possessing h rich store of inflections*, afforded a greater

1. Sahltyadarpapa, Chapter VIJ, pp.221-22.
2. Die altlndlache '«ortfoige aus dem ^atapathabrahsaapa * 27.
3. A discussion of this point will be found in Chapter IX 

where the position of the enlargements of predicate will be 
considered.
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freedom as to the order of words In the ancient period than it 
did in the later period when some restrictions came to be put 
on the theoretically almost complete freedom regarding the 
arrangement of the different words in the sentence. So the 
authors of Sanskrit Poetics, which form the basis of literary 
criticism in medieval India, looked upon the non-observance of 
those restrictions, necessary for the quick understanding of the 
meaning, as defects of composition even in verse where the 
exigencies of metre have to be considered. Thus it is but 
natural to hold thay they expected the writers of Sanskrit prose 
to be particularly careful about the order in which they 
should arrange their words in the Sentence so that the words 
syntactically correlated should be put as close to one another 
as possible.

Belbrttck in his 'Altindlsche Syntax*’* makes the 
following observation on the word-order of the Bhamnapa proses 
♦Old Indian has, just like other Indo-Qcrmanic languages, a 
traditional word-order, which normally is known to have been 
followed in the unimpassioned narration of Prose.* Thus 
according to the traditional word-order, a simple sentence 
should abide by the following rulesi

1. The Subject opens the sentence.
2. The Verb closes it.
3. The other parts of the sentence com in the middle.

1. Syntaktische Forschungen, V.1&86. pp.15-16
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4. The apposition follows the word to which it is 

related.
5. The attributive genitive and the adjective precede 

the substantive.
6. The prepositions precede the verb but.follow the 

eases they govern.
7. The enclitic words, if they have no definite 

connection with any particular word, have a tendency 
to advance towards the beginning of the sentence.
Yhat has been said of ancient Vedie prose holds 

good for the artificial prose of the classical Danskrit period 
as well and aost of the modern Xndo-Aryan languages have still 
preserved this order to a great extent. it should,
however, be noted here that certain modifications of this

1. (a) Blocfe, Jules - l.La formation de la lange mar a the , ~ee 2*
2.1a phrase amlnakcn Sanskrit, M.5#L.XIV

(b) Kellog, Hev. S.H. - 9A grammar of the Hindi Language4
Tecs. 913-929.

(o) Havalkar, Hev.G.H. 4The Student4s Marathi Grammar.
3ecs. 463-511.

(d) Taylor, G.F. - 4The Ctudent’o GSjar&tl Grammar wees. 114-1
(e) have, T.M. - 4A study of the Gdjarati j^nguage in the 

16th century (V.3•) with special reference to the 
Batavabodha to Upadeiam&ta.4 thesis (in type-script) 
approved for (London) 1931, pp.101-119.

(f) Sen, hr. D.G. - 4Bengali prose style4 Jhap.II.
(g) Chatterjee, S.&. - 4The Grlginand Development of the 

Bengali language4 Vol.i, especially pp.176-176.
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traditional order are found. The traditional order depended
upon the ordinary order in which the various ideas occurred
spontaneously to the mind of the speakr. hen this normal
order |n modified there will be found some special reason for
the modification. This reason often seems to be a desire to
give prominence to a particular word in order to attract to
it the attention of the listener. It is therefore important
to attempt to understand what is going on in the mind of the
speaker when he deviates from a previously established order.
This deviation is often the result of conflicting tendencies,
each of which is vdependent on some facts in the structure
of the language.1 It is the task of the linguistic
psychologist to find out why the rules are broken in this

2.or that case.
The ordinary rule that the subject should begin the 

sentence may be broken, and some other word, on which the 
speaker Intends to lay special emphasis, is then put first in 
the sentence. Thus, the predicate, (either noun or adjective 
or verb) or one of the oblique cases or an adverb (especially 
of time) is sometimes placed at the head of the sentence for

footnote 1 continued irw aroTjous jwnc«.
(h) Flatt, J.T. - 9A grammar of the Hindustani language

pp.228—36.
(1) Wenger's - 'Bengali grammar9, Kd. G.K.3ouse, pp.148*52.

1. Vendryes # Prof.J. * fXe Langage* 3hap.IV, pp.167*71.
2. Jesporsen. Otto * fThe Philosophy of Grammar*, p.344.
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the sake of euoh emphasis#**

Cel lit t# while dealing briefly with the order of
words in Indo-I'uropean, remark© with regard to Sanskrit* ’Host
of the Indo-European languages hare a tendency to fix* more or
leas* the order of words, and Sanskrit prose for example,
offers a fairly fixed order* But this order varies from one
language to another and alaoet all of them preserve some
important traces of the ancient liberty* The verb which is
normally found at the end of the sentence, occupies almost all
the place© in Greek, -atin — and the same is the case with
most of the ancient Indo-Iranian texts#’2* li*ustr*te
the above statement, Melllct gives a few example© from Homeric
Greek, and explains why different position is occupied by a
particular word*

Jacobi has dealt, though briefly, with the position
of word in n£h£ra§$rl Prakrit** and with the question of the
inversion of subject and predicate in Sanskrit^*

5.
Wackernagel while dealing with the Imio-Genaanlc

1# Speijcr, T>r# J#E, - ’Sanskrit Syntax* 17#
2# Heillet. A# - ’Introduction a l’dtude comparative dee

leagues indo-europdennes#* p#325#
3# Jacobi, H# - ’Auage whiten Irsftlongen im ^fUtarash^ri* -

Sec# 117-124 { rortste Hung)
4# * * - ’Xndo-Germanisohe Porachungen’ - 7ol#V# pp#335-

33d#
5# ackernagel, J# - IP# Vol#X# p#4Q2#
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word-order considered occasionally Vedic only.

The men attempted the question fairly elaborately
with reference to past-vcdic Sanskrit and Prakrit.

2.
Abel Bargaigne in his article, 'Stir la conatruction

grammatical© coneiderde dans son developpment historlque en
Sanskrit, en Grec etc.9 has ooc&aionally dealt with word-order
also. His discussion of the inversion of subject and predicate
is especially interesting.

In most of these, a comparatively short account of
the topic has been given and the conclusions embodied therein
appear to be those that were arrived at as a general
impression while reading the particular work or works
concerned. In no case do the results seem to rest on a strict
statistical basis! nor has any change in the order of a
particular syntactical element been traced in a series of
texts covering a long period of development. Jespersen, like
Meillet, remarked* fIt cannot be denied that the tendency

3.
towards a more regular word-order is universal.9 9In India
we witness a constant simplification of grammar from Sanskrit 
through Prakrit and Pali to the modern languages, Hindi , 
Hindustani, Bengali etc.9'** 9It cannot be denied that there

1. Thoms&en, £• - ’Die s«;rtstellung im nach-vedischen
altindischen und im mittc lindisohen, K «3d,19Q£

2. M.3.L. III, 1875.
3. Jespersen, Otto - 9Language * its nature, development and

origin, p.360.
4. ibid, p2335.
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is in them (i*e* languages like Sanskrit, Greek or Gothic) mu oh
more of what from one point of view io Sis order and from another
freed on* So a more regular word-order would be the result of
the progress made by language*

The present thesis is an attempt to deal, in some
details, with the order of words mainly in Sanskrit prose*
In order to covtr a long period at development, passages in

2*
prose have been seleoted from the (1) Aitareya Srahxaapa (2) baha

hharata 3*

1A ibid, p.356.
2* Book II* (i*e* Chaptere VI - X)

Xdiparva (Book 1) - a) Pattyyaparva - Chapter 3*
b) Puruvamdakathana - Chapter 63*

Vanaparva (Book III) o) U&p Ju jc opa Jchylna - * 19b.
d) Bibioarita - • 197.
e) Uahuyacarita - • 190*
f) Ceduka-Vrsadarbhacarita * 199*

h ) 3lbioarita - * 200*
h) ■ • » 201*
1) Indradyusnopakhyana * 202.

£&ntiparva (Book XII) 3) Br&uriayaaaiia Usyaka thana * 351*
(also known as ^ahapurusastaca* - Bloch, k.U.i

XIV)
The text of the b&habharata in its present fora dates from not 
earlier than the second century B.C. (of* Hopkins, K. K - 9 The 
Great Kple of India,9 p*386, also Chatterjee, U.K. - 'The Origin 
and development of the Bengali language Vol.I.p.56) and so is

Continued on . ugc 22*
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1# 2. 3.

(3) Rock and Pillar edicts of Aioka, (4) ka jj hima-hLkaya
4«

and (r ) hadaluiaaracar 1 ta and the word-order analysed*
In each oi tk subsequent chapters the position of 

a particular syntactical element has been noted in all the 
texts selected till & considerable number has been collected* 
The general tendency of the position of the particular element 
in each of the worla h&e been established by figures showing 
the frequency of its occurrence in that position* The number 
of the cases of exceptions has also been determined and 
accounted for as far as possible* It has been shown, wherever 
it is so, how a particular order was mostly in use in one 
period and how a different order was favoured in another till 
it became more or less fixed* Reference has occasionally 
been made to some of the modern Indo-Aryan Languages where

footnote 3 continued from previous page*
later than Afiokan Inscriptions and perhaps contemporary with 
the establishment of the Pali Canon* Nevertheless, as will 
be seen from this enquiry, in the development of word-order it 
is intermediate between these texts and the 3rahaapa prose*
?*e have, therefore, considered it after the Brahmaga and before 
the other texts*
1* Oirnar version*
2* Delhi • Topra version*
3* (a) Ra}|hapSlasutta (Ho*&2)

(b) Makhadevasutta (110*83)
(c) Vadhurasutta (Ho*84)
(d) BodhirSjakum&rasutta (Ho*85)

4* Kxoluaing • purvapljhika’ and ’uttaraplthixfi*9
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these seem to have an order strikingly similar to or 
different from the one with which we are familiar in the 
prose of either Yedic or classical Sanskrit Literature*

1 would he failing in my duty If 1 do not avail 
myaeIf of this opportunity to express my deep sense of 
gratitude to ray supervisor, Professor ft* L* Turner, who has 
opened my eyes to the western methods of scientific 
research. To him I feel Indebted in more ways than one*
He has been kind enough not only to go through the whole of 
this thesis, but also to help me constantly with his moat 
valuable suggestions for improvement which have gone a long 
way in bringing the work into toe form in which it now 
stands*
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CHAP II

XUVhR^KM W  ^UjUkOT A&> PRUDICAfA.

if... J.°.,y.-.p.̂ .d.1.9,*̂ ««

Xu order to determine the position of the different 
words in a sentence, It is necessary that the sentence should 
he broken Into parts; and the most fundamental division 
of a sentence is, no doubt, (a) Subject and (b) predicate, 
the subject, ordinarily, is either a now or a pronoun; and 
the predication nay be either by a noun or by an adjective 
or by a verb. Regarding the respective position, in the 
ancient prose, of the subject and predicate where both are 
nouns. BeIbrOok remarks, *?or the language of the Brahmapas 
the occasional initial position of the noun~predicate is much 
more frequent than the habitual initial position of the 
subject.91* Professor A.a. Keith, in the introduction to his 
translation of the Aitareya and the Kaudltakf BrShaapas, 
expresses the same view when he says, fThe regular practice 
of placing the subject after the predicate is adhered to freely

1# Syntaktlsohe Foreohungtm III, •hie altindiaohe *ortfolge 
aus dea Jn tapathabrShaaga , * 5.
Also npeijer - •Vedische und 1 anskrit^ yntax, p.7d, Hoc.248



but there are, of course, exceptions, and in many cases which 
is subject or predicate must remain doubtful* Occasionally 
a deliberate change of order is found* In many cases the

A

distinction of predicate and subject is expressly made by
1*

the use of 9yadv to introduce the subject****9 tfrom the 
examples given by Professor Keith it is quite clear that by 
subject and predicate in the above remark, he means noun- subjec 
and noun-predioate• So his view is substantially the same 
as that of Delbrflok*and Speijer*

Belov are given the results obtained by an analysis 
of the several texts selected*

1* The Aitareya Brihmeua*
In the five chapters (VI-X) which comprise the 

r>econd Book of the Aitareya Brahmapa out of 126 instances where 
the aubjeot and predicate are both nouns without the copulative 
verb, there are 9£ cases in which the noun-predic&te is placed 
before the subject* Of these in 51 oases the enclitic 9vaif 
immediately follows the predicate tfhiah occupies the first 
place in the sentence and is thus emphasisedx

1* 1vajro val yupafc’ - vThe sacrificial post is
thunderbolt* Chapter, VI; Oectionl; page 159*

2* *chandamsi vS anjayafc1 -’The singers are the
metres’ - VI, 2* 145*

1* Harvard Oriental Oeries, Vol.25* p.96.
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3* ’yajasiano vai yupâ L9 - ’The sacrificial 

post is the sacrifioer* VI, 3* 151*
4* * tejo vai brahaavarcasam apriyah* - ’The aprl

verses are brilliance and splendour*’ VI* 4* 155*
5* ’prana vai saaidha^9 - ’The kindling sticks are 

the breaths*’ - VI* 4* 156*
6* 9 p rap a vai tanunapat*9 - ’T&nunapat is the 

breath*9 - VI, 4* 157.
7* 9 p raj a vai narn^’ - ’Men are offspring’ - VI*4 15
8* 'anr&bi va ij.afc9 - ’The sacrificial food is

food’ - VI. 4. 157.
9* dpadavo vai b&rhi^’ - ’The Gtrev is cattle’ -

VI. 4. 157*
10* ’vfptir vai dura$’ - ’The doers are rains’ - 

VI* 4* 158*
11* ’padur vai medha^ - ’The Sacrifice is the 

victim’ - VI. 6* 163*
12* ’padavo va 11a9 - ’The sacrificial food is

cattle’ - VI* 10* 182*
13* ’prapo vai vanaspatlp’ - ’The lord of the forest 

is the breaths’ - VI. 10* 184*
14* ’pratif$ha vai ^vi§takrt9 - ’The svip£akf»t is a 

support’ - VI. 1C* 184.
15* ’atma va upa^du-savanah ’ - * (The stone for)

pressing (the 5oo& for) the upaodu (cup) is the support*’ VIII,
(p.227)
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16. ($»ko£rae va Indrasya harl* - ’The two bays for

Indra are the j}C and the Jaman’ - VIII, 6. (p.236)
17. ’Brahma va Shava^’ - ’The oall le the holy word9 «

IX. 1Q« (p*258)
18. *vag vai 5ar»a’ - ’detection is speech’

X.8. (p.280).
19. ’srotrai vai brahma1 - ’The holy power is the 

ear’ - X.8. (p.281)
20. (apano vai yanta’ - ’The holder Is Inspiration* -

X.8 (p.281)
21. ’Jakfur va ytam* - ’The right is the eye’

X. 8. (p.281)
22. ’oandrama vai brahma* - ’The holy power is the 

moon’ - X. 9. (p.285)
28. ’vayur vai yanta’ - ’The holder is Vayu’

X. 9. (p.285)
24. ’dyavapfthivT vai rodasl’ - ’The two worlds are 

sky and earth* X. 9. (p.2S5).
25* ’vjgtir vai yajya* - ’The offering verse is rain* 

X. 9. (p.286).

Other instances are in VI. 4. 158 (four), 159 (twojj
VII. 5. 1991 VII. 8. 2131 IX. 2. 242* IX. 3. 245 (three))
IX 4. 248; IX 6. 250* X 2. 261, 262, 253 (two))
X. 6. 274 (two), 275, 276) X. 7. 276) X. 8. 279, 282.

There are 17 cases where the noun-predioate 
followed by ’vai* begins the sentence and the subject is
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introduced later on by 9yat9*-
1* fvaJro va esa yad yupah9 - •That ie poet is 

eerily the thunderbolt* -71. 1. (p.139* 4
2. 9yajamano va efa nidanena yat paiu^9 - 9 The 

victim is in essence the saorlfioer9 - VII, 1. (p.187)
3* •nirftcr va etan mukham yad vayaosi yad 

chakunaya^9 - 9The birds. the fowls, are the uouth of JBirrti9 - 
VII* »• (p.2G3)

4. 9prajapater va etad uktham yat prataranuvaka$9 - 
9The morning litany is the litany of . raja^ati* -VII, 7*(p#209) 

3* #?rajapater va etany ang&ui yao Jhandaisi* - 
9The metres are the limbs of i rajSpati9 * VII* 8, (p*211)

6* 95iro va etad yajnasya yat prataranuvakah9 - 
•The morning litany is the head of the saorifioe9 - VIII, 3* 
(p.225) ■

7* (mukham va etad yajnasya yad 3ahlfpavaaana&9 - 
9The 3ahifpavam£na is the mouth of the Sacrifice9 - VIII, 4* 
(p.229)*

8. 9havir va etad yad utputam9 - 9That which is 
purified is the oblation9 - VIII, t>* (i>*832)

9* 9somapitho va esa yad utpStam9 - *$hat is 
purified Is the Soma drink9 - VIII, *• (p*232)

ln* YVak ca va efa pranad ca graho yad AlndravayavSp 9 
9The cup for Indra and Vayu is speech and breath* - IX* 2*
(p.241) *

11—12* 9samsth£ va efa yad anuvapatkaran9 * 9The 
second vafat call is the ending9 - XX* 4, (p*247), XX* d, (P*250
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13* 9 tufplmsaro va efa yat tufflrasmmsa^9 - ’The

silent praise is a silent essence9 * XX* 7* (p*252)
14* ’ttakfumsl va etani savananam yat tufplmdamsa^9 - 

9The silent praise is the eyes of the pressings9 - XX.a. (p*256) 
15* 9&akfur va etad yajnasya yat tupnlmaah9 - 9The 

silent praise is the eye of the sacrifice9 ~ XX* d* (p*257)
Id* ’mulam va etad yajnasya yat tufplmaa^9 - 9The 

silent praise is the root of the sacrifice9 - XX* 8* (p.257)
17* 9devaratho vS efa yad yajntî 9 - 9The sacrifice 

is a chariot of the gods9 - X* 5* (p.268)

In 8 instances the noun-subject introduced by 9yat9
1*comes after the noun-pred1cate but the Sentences begin with

2pronominal adjectives followed by Vvai9s
1* ’sarvefam va efa vanaspatlnam yonir yat paladafc9 - 

9 The pa la 4a is the birth place of all trees9 - VI* 2. (p.141).
2* 9etad vai madhu daivyam yadajyara9 - 9The butter is

the divine sweetness9 - VI* 2* (p*142).
3* 9esa havir eva yat paduh9 - 9The animal is the

oblation* 7* X* (p.188).
4* 9sa va seamy tahutlr eva yad vapahutlh9 - 9The 

libation of the omentum is a libation of ambrosia*9 - VII, 4*
(P.197).

5* 9sa va esa reta eva yad vapa9 - 9 The omentum is 
seed9 - ?IX# 4* (p.197).

o* ’etc vav deva$ pr&tar-yav&no yad agnir up£ 
asvinau9 • 9Agnl, Upas and the Advins are the gods that move
at morn* 9 - VII. 5. (p.200).

Footnotes 1 & 2 See Page 30.
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7* 9ubhayesam va esa deva^sanufyanar bhakfo 

yad Bahlypavamfina^* - 9 The Bahifpavamana is the food of 
both gods and men9 - VIII, 4. (p.228)

8* 9tc vi etc pr&pa eva yad dvidevatyalj9 - 9The 
cups for the two deities are the breaths9 - IX* 2* (p.2H).

Twice the noun-predicate which opens the sentence 
has 9eva9 after its-

1* fVajra eva vak9 - 9£pecch verily is the 
thunderbolt9 - VIII. 3. (p.225).

2. 9 Vag eva Sarasvat!9. - ’SarasvatJ is {tne same 
as) speech9 - VIII. 6 (p.236).

It may be noticed here that in all these instances 
both the subject and predicate being in the nominative case, 
there is nothing to show which is the subject and which the 
predicate. It would appear, however, that the enclitics 
vai and eva were frequently used to indicate that the first 
notan was the predicate. It should, on the other hand, be 
made clear that 9vai9 is found after the noun-subjeet also 
but the instances are comparatively rare (only 12 against 73) 
after noun-predicate and the general tendency of the language 
appears to have been to use those enclitios specially after 
the predicate.

Footnotes from i*age 29.
1. Hlg-Veda Brahmanas translated; Keith, H.O.S. Vol.25, p.96
2. Delbrtlck 8.V. III, 25a.
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There are, however, 15 oases where no suoh word 

intervenes between the predicate and the subject. It is only 
the context which can determine whether the sentences begin 
with the noun-predieate.

I. Ayajamanaft prastara^* - 9 lam straw the 
Sacrificer* - VI. 3, (p. 151).

2-3. *agnih serve devataf. Soaafc serve devatafc* - 
9All the deltiee are agni, all the deities are Doaa*
VI. 3. (p.152).

4. *vak iamsah9 - praise is speech* - VI. 4.
(p.157).

5. ‘yajamano aedhapati^9 - 9The lord of the 
sacrifice is the saorifieer9. VI. 6. (p.153).

6. ‘arafavt hiranya$' - ‘Gold is ambrosia* - VII. 4.
(p.199.)

7-8. ‘padava^ pufa9 aunai kuramhba^* ‘̂ ufam is 
cattle, mash is food* - VIII. 6. (p.236).

9-10. ‘pr&po Xataridva, prapo re tap* - ’lataridvan 
is the breath; seed is the breath* - X. 6. (p.274)

II. 'kpatram soraafc* - *0om is the lordly power9 -
X. 6. (p.274)

12-13. fpr£po retttty, vag yonifc* - ‘Seed is breath; 
the womb is speech* - X. 6. (p.275).

M-15. 1 samvats&rhf prajapati^i* - ‘irajapati is the
year* - X. 7. (p.278); VII, 7. (p.207).
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The traditional order - Subject-predicate - 

especially where the predicate ia a noun - is comparatively 
rare. As against 92 cases of the inverted order there are 
only 34 instances where the subject begins the sentence and 
the aoun-predicate closes it. the coupon practice of
the prose of the Aitareya Brahuapa is to begin the sentence 
with the noun-predioate and to put the subject (mostly noun) 
after it. The desire to lay special emphasis on the 
predicate appears to have given rise to such a practice and 
later when this was established as the noruai order of the 
ilr&hmapa prose, enclitic words suoh as vai, eva, etc. were 
used Immediately after the predicate to indicate the stress 
intended to be put on it. That such construction became 
rarer in the later period will be clear from what follows.

2. The Mahabharata.
In the prose passages analysed from the «ahabharata9 

there are only 14 cases where the predicate is a noun and of 
these in d instances it has been placed before the subject.
In 2 of these cases there is no word in between the predicate 
and the subjects-

1. ’&amv&t@ara£ oakram* - *The wheel (is) the year.* 
XB«1. 3. 166.

2. 'pythagvamdakartaro nypataya^* - *The Kings
(are) the founders of new dynasties.* - 1*3. I. 63. 40.

There was, perhaps, a short pause after the predicate.

I. of. DelbrCftok V3V* Sec. 10 for appositional pause also 
iff. V. Bee. 18 for pause before the dat. of^pu£P»»s
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Once there is •jtihalu1 after the predicate.
'Bhagavan, rausyah khalv aham* - ‘Honoured Sir, I 

am Paufya1 - Ud.I. 3. 103.
The fourth one is rather a doubtful case:-
*Abhilagito taro duhitur hi Rudra iti* - ‘Rudra ia

the desired groom of my daughter.* %&. XXX. 351. 63.
The context isx- Himav&to girer duhit&ram UmSm 

kanyara Rudrad cakame dnygur api......abravlt kaaylm imam me
dehlti. tarn abravId hiiaavan.

In the remaining two cases, the noun-pred!cate 
precedes the pronoun-subject«-

5. *tasya hi dauhdllyam etad* - ‘This is her wicked
nature1 - MB. III. 195. 32.

6. * ah obv id brahmapyam etad1 - • Cr is this fit for 
a Braha&pa?* - Mbh. III. 199, 10.

3. The Rock and Pillar edicts of Adoka.
In the text of the 14 Rook (Girnar) and 7 Pillar 

edicts (Delhi-?opra) of Adoka, there is not a single instance 
of a purely substantive sentence where both the subject and the 
predicate are nouns a«<i tne noun-predicate appears before the 
subject. There are, however, 8 oases where the noun-subject 
proper appear* after the noun-predioate. Jut these (noun
sub Jests ) are already referred to by pronoaical adjectives and 
the nouns t *ey qualify are supplied later in the (sentence. ̂
In 7 of these eight cases, the noun-subject is introduced by

1. Delbrttok, S.?. Ill, 25a.



9ya9 - just as In the Br&hmapa prose 9 in many oases the 
distinction of predicate and subject ie expressly made by the 
use of fyad9 to introduce the subject.9

1. ’esa hi sec pic kaxazae ya (Liammauusasatmm9 - 9 For 
this is the best work, vis instruction in morality9 - Rk IV. 1.10*

2. *&yam tu mahaphale semgale ya dhasmamazagale9 - 
•But the following practice bears much fruit, vis, the practice 
of morality9 - Rk XX. 1.4.

3. 9eaa tu par leave ya apunaja9 - 9 But the danger is 
this, vis, demerit9 Rk. X. 1.3.

4. 9?aaa ca puna esa mule ustanam ca athnsamtlrapa 
caf - 9But the root of that is this - exertion and dispatch 
of business9 A RK. VI. 1.10.

5. 9Tana tu idam mulan ya vaciguti9 - 9But its root 
is this, vis. guarding one9e speech* - RK. XII. 1.3.

/d. 9Ayam ca etaaa phala ya atpapasamdavadhl ca hot! 
dhaomasa ca dlpana. - 9And this is the fruit of it (vis) that 
both the promotion of one9& own sect takes place, and the 
glorification of morality9 - R£. XII. oTj

(f. 9h»a hi vidhi yaiyaa dhamraena paiana dham&ena 
vidhane dhammena sukhlyana dhammena gotl ti9 - (For (their) 
instruction la this, vis. to protect according to morality to 
dispose according to morality, to cause pleasure according to 
morality and to guard (their speech) according to morality9 - 
J.&.S. 11.9-10.

1. Hig-veda Jrahmanaa translated, Keith, H.O.k. Vol.25. page 96.
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I?. 9Tsa hi dhaamtapadane dhaiWapaJipati ca ya iyan 

daye dine aaoe socave KAdave s&dhave ca 1oka3a heram 
ba<Jhisati ti* - 9Por noble deede of morality and the practice 
of morality (consist in) this, that (morality)* viz. 
compassion* liberality* truthfulness, purity* gentleness and 
gooinesa# will thus be promoted among men9 - ^K. FIX. 1.28.

In the following case the aubjeot introduced after 
the noun-prcdtcate by 9ya* constats of two eentenccs 
connected by 9oa9*-

%  9ayam oa etasa phala ya atpapasam^av&dhl ca hati 
dhammasa oa dlp&na9 - 9And this is the fruit of it* namely* 
that both the promotion of one*s own sect takes place* and 
the glotification of morality9 - U.K. XIXI. 1.9.

It will be seen that one (the use of 9ya) of the 
various mye of introducing the noun-subject after the noun- 
predioate has survived in preference to others. The st le 
of these inscriptions which are official documents is held 
to have approached to a great extent* the language aa it was 
actually spoken at the time of Adoka.* So* it may besaid 
that this habit of this particular type of inversion of 
subject and predicate was generally followed by the people of 
that period.

L. (a) J.R.A.h. 1 9 0 4 * / § £ £  ons 9 in what degree was
Am

Sanskrit a spoken aaguage* p.447$ Prof. *. .Thomas* 
Sanskrit as a spoken language* , p!4d3-5.

(b ) x x i i i .  p . i t ’ o j
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4* The JhljBa-SlkSya*

In the four auttas (Hos* 33—3*5) analysed from the 
i^ajJhioa-Hikaya, there are only 14 Instances of a eerbless 
(purely nominal) sentence containing a no n~subject and a 
noun-predicate* There ia , again, one vc role at sentence 
(repeated six tlutes) in which the subject is a noun and the 
predicate beingjtjlong etaten̂ trit concluded by 9 iti* , is referred 
to by a pronoun (toe).

'ghoso yera fcho eso, aaaharaja, lokaei&im*
Brahasapa va. •••••• -iti. - 9C King* the ru&our in the or Id
runs thus**.*9 - IKK* II* 84* 10, 15*16} 86* 5} B7*5|
88*5} 89*31*

But these are in the so-called norrail - subject* 
predicate - order. The inrerted flrder is no lon;̂ er used - 
at least in this part of the text*

6* the UadakuiaSraoarita*
In the eight chapters of the Katfakuairacarlta therei

are only 3d instances where the subject and predicate are 
both nouns and in 14 cases only the noun-prcdioate appears 
before the subject* Of these a^ain three are rather 
doubtful cases which will be dealt with first*

1* 9 i ariearaB tu tasya yavad Iha raayasi ujjealaa
oa vastu* * 9Its concomitants are all that are lovely and 
bright in this world9 * D.K* II* p.44* 1*17*

2* v£llai» hi madonmadayor amargepa >y uoitakar&afv 
era prarartanam9 - 9It is but the nature of drunkenness and
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over excitement to follow even by taking a wrong course 
their wonted practices1 - DK. 11. p.57, 11.5-6.

3. *ajinaratnam Udarakan auBitva aaya tubhyam 
deyata yadi pratidanau R&gamanj&rl ti1 - * would steal the 
wonderful bag and give it to you if Ragaioanjarl be (your) 
gift in return (to me). UK. £1. 54, 9-10*

In the first two instances above there is a substantii
for both predicate and subject connected by enclitic words -
tu and hi. Here one stay depend on the extension of each to

1.
determine which is the subject and which the predicate. The 
nouns that appear first in both the sentences being of larger 
extent may be taken as predicates. On the other hand, it may 
be held that as the words in the genitive (i.e. vtasyaf in 1 
and madonaadayo^ in 2) are already known, the noun with which 
they are connected (*parivara$9 and 94Xlam9) should be treated 
as subjects of which the comparatively long statements that 
follow the genitive have been predicated. If this view is takes 
the sentences are in the normal order (only with the genitive 
after the substantive qualified.) While in the third case, by 
applying the maxim known as * Prap tap rap t&nyaya 9 of the Sanskrit 
grammarians, it is seen that Hagsmanjarl is already known to the 
listener from the context and so is definite (prapta) and 
9pratldana9 being the new element brought in (aprapta) is
treated as predicate. It has been placed before the subject so 
that special emphasis could be laid on it.

The other instances arer
4. 9yadi bhagavat padamulam adaranam, daranam astu mas

kfpanaya hir&nyareta devah9 - 9If your revered feet be not my 
shelter, let the fire-god be my refuge9 - DK.II. 43, 7._______
1. Jespersen - 9The Philosophy of Grammar9 p.150.
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Here ̂ arapam astu together constitute the 
predicate of which 'sranaiu is the noun-complement and as 
the rerb is one meaning • being* so it requires such a 
complement (predioate) which in tu# present case has been 
placed before the subject for emphasis*

5* Vravj’ttanj'tyB/am oa t&syam dvltlyam rangaplthaa 
maci&hhuh i^anahv - '^hen ane began to aance ay mind became 
the second stag*9 - Diu 11. p*o3, 1*1*

Here the sentence begins with an adverbial phrase - 
the locative absolute ~ and the eradicate-noun preceded by 
the ordinal adjective is olaced before the subject for 
special emphasis* The so-called normal order would have been 

'mama xaanodvltlyan rangapljhaa abhSt9 
The deviation seems to be due to a desire to obtain a 
particular stylistic effect*

6* 1 prlySdanasya pratid&nam idata darlram* - 'This 
body is the regard in return for the gift of my oeloved to 
me9 • i)mhim Xi* p*«>09 1.14;*

lm 1 asvadh- rmo mamaisa papapdapathavatara^1 - f||y 
following the path of the heretics is deviation from the 
proper faith*9 i>.k* 11* p*479 1*7*

8. • (vinopadhinayam artho na sadbyabi striyad
copadhlaa**. udooavakfetram9 - {This purpose cannot ue served 
without (taking recourse to) some tricks)* And the birthplace 
of tricks is wosicn.9 - D*K.IIIt p*68, 1.3.

'• ’ ̂ takarajatabharalalanocita 3urasarid asau



varavar^inl9 - 9That beautiful lady la the celestial river 
accustomed to being borne on the matte# locks of iamkara9 - 
D.K. III. p.72. 1.4.

There are 4 sentences (one of which is negative) 
where the noun-subject proper appears after the noun- 
predicate. But the noun-subject is already referred to by 
a pronoun appearing before the noun-predioate and is 
introduced later by 9yat9 as in the Aitareya Brahmeya and the 
Aiokan Inscriptionsi

!• 9 eya hi gapikamatur adhikSro yad duhitur 
janmanafe prabhyty evangakriya.• • • • •9 - 9This is the special 
office (duty) of the mother of a courtesan' - vis. to 
cultivate the beautiy of the person of her daughter from the 
very birth.....9 B.K.1X. P.41, 1.19.

2. 9sa eya dhanagarbo cams yat parasya bhary&m 
dulkfkftim punas tatpitarau dravyeya vllobhya svXmkXryasi9 - 
9This is what is known as the pride of wealth, that you seek 
to make your own another9s bride, bought off with the bride9s 
money, by winning over her parents again by means of wealth9 - 
D.K.lX« p.54, 11.16-17.

3. 9 eya khalu kyattxadh&rao yad barxdhur abandhur
va du#a(afy sa nirapekyam nlgraLya iti9 - fXt is indeed the 
duty of a ksatriya to suppress without any consideration one 
maliciously disposed, may he be his kindred or otherwise9 - 
tUlC. IV. p.85, 11.22-23.
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In the last two examples above, the whole sentence

introduced by •yat1 is the subject proper.
4. 1 naif a nyfiyo vedaxulosya yad datur apadeiafc* -

•It is not the custom of the courtesans to expose one riio
gives plenty* * - I>*K* II* p.5d* 1*11*

the following example also is similar to the above 
type* but here Vat* is not used to introduce the noun
subject proper after the noun-predioate.

•arya, Mauryadatta efa varo vanijasa Xdydeyv 
aparadhefv asubhir aviyoga^f - #Sire* the merchants have a 
special privilege from the &aurya, vis. immunity fra» death in 
such circumstances*! I5^Ik

That a sentence should begin with the subject became 
so firmly established in use in the still later period that 
the following maxim found its place in the wonts on Poetics*- 

•anauv^dyau anuktvaiva na vidhe/aa udlrayet 
na hy alabdhaspadai kimeit kutracit pratitif£hativ 
•'"he should not utter the predicate without mentioning 

the person or thing spoken about* hothing can remain steady 
at a place if it has not got a footing somewhere*

That is to say* the subject must first be mentioned 
as it is comparatively definite and special and then the predi
cate added next* Violation of this rule was considered to be 
a defect of composition.^*

1* K.P. - VII* p.305 (commentary)
2. Vide Chapter I, examples of defects Ho* (2).
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To summarise the results of this numerical enquiry 

Into the relative order of noun-subjeet sad noua-predicate in 
the verb lees sentence* we find that s-

(1) In the Brahoapa the order predicate-subject was 
so common as to be almost regular*

(2) In the iCahabha&ha prose where this type of 
sentence has become rare* the examples of an initial predicate 
and an initial subject are nearly equal in number.

(3) In the Ad ok ax, only one type of this sentence 
survives namely that in which the subject is introduced by a 
pronoun and is later resumed by a relative clause containing 
the noun-subject. In these* although the pronouuesubject 
precedes the noun-predic&tc* the latter always precedes the 
relative clause containing the noun-subject.

(4) In ?ali (or at least in the passages examined) 
the inversion of this type of vcrbleea sentence containing a 
noun-subject and a n^un-predicate is no longer used.

(f>) in classical prose as exemplified by 
^adakumaracarit, this type of sentence is comparatively rare 
and gives the impression of being slLurely literary device.
In any case the tendency already noted in ilahaboarata prose 
for the subject to be put first is continued} in those cases 
(14 (Hit of 36) In which the 3rahmaya order is used, there 
seems to be some special stylistic reason for putting the 
predicate first.



CHAPTER III

lavKwniow w  sobjhst aht> prkdxcatk (ooatd.)

2* f M W t t f f

With regard to the position of the predioat ire 
adjective nothing special toas been noticed by the scholar*** 
who have dealt with the question of word-order in Sanskrit 
or Sanskritic languages* But an examination of the same 
texts indicates that the position of the predicative 
adjective should be specially considered as a separate 
division where the initial position is occupied neither by 
the noun-predicate nor by the verb but by the adjective used 
predicatively* Sometimes a verb such as hhu, stha, or as- 
is added later in the sentence when it is specially 9pointed 
out that the subject is invested with the dignity, or 
possesses the quality, predicated of it#*

1* See the last part of Chapter I*
2* 3peijer* i>r« J* S* - Sanskrit Syntax, s^2«
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1. The Altareya Brahaana 

In the same part (Book 11} of the Aitareya 
Brnhipsgs, there are only 105 oases where the predicate is an 
adjective and of these in 50 instances the sentences begin 
with the predicative adjective* Of these again, in 36 oases 
the enclitic word 9vai9 follows such an adjective, the subject 
appearing last in most of the cases* As has been already 
pointed out in the last chapter, the 1vai9 in these oases 
seems to make up for the absent copulative verb*

In 14 instances the predicative adjectives which 
open the sentence are those forzaed by BahuvyShi compounds*

1* faf$££rlr vai vajraty9- 9The thunderbolt is 
eight-cornered9 - A*3* VI* 1* (p*139)*

2* 9ekadadakfara vai trly$up9 - 9The triyjup 
(metre) has eleven syllables9 - a *B* VI* 3* (p.149).

3* 9pIvarBpa vai padava^9 - 9battle are characterised 
by fat9 - A*3* VI. 3. (p.152)

4* fo$adhyatsaa vai padu^9 - 9Thc victim has plants 
as its body9 - VI. 6. (p.164).

(5* 9yterakya vai yajna$9 - 9The sacrifice is 
without itakfasas9 - A*B* VI. 7* (p*171}*y

6* 9 sarvadevatya vai stdk%9 - 9The drops are
connected with all the deities9 - A.3. VII* 2. (p*190j

7* 9adarlraa vai reta^9 - 9seed is incorporeal9 - 
A.B* VII* 4. (p.196)

8. 9datayur vai puruyah9 - 9Han has a hundred years
of life9 - A.B. VII. 7* (p.207).
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9. 9&staksara vai gayatrl9 - 1 The gay at r I (metre) 

has eight syllables9 - A.B. VII. 7. (p.208).
10. 9catuypada vai padava^x9 - 9Cattle have four 

feet9 - A.B. VII. 8. (p.212).
11. 9dvipratjstho vai puruyah9 - 9Man has two 

supports9 - A.B. VII. 8. (p.212)•
12. 9ahutibhagS va anya devata|x9 - 90aae deities 

have the libations as their portion9 - A.B. VX1. 6. (p.213)
13. 9dvadaiapada va esa9 - 9It (Nlvld) has twelve 

clauses9 - A.B. X. i. (p.260).
14. 9sa£vidho vai puru§a$ ya^angah9 - 90ixfold is 

man, with six members9 - A.B. X. 7. (p.277).

In IT cases the predicative adjectives which, followed 
fcy ***** (except once) precede the subjeot, are numerical.

1. 9yagvimdatir asya vamkraya^9 - 9 Its ribs are 
twenty-six9 - A.3. VI. 2. (p. 165)

2. 9tlsro vai devanata manota9 - 9Three are the 
lanotSs of the gods9 - A.3. VI. 10 (p. 183).

3. 9 trip! oa vai 6 a tan i sasjifi oa samvatsarasyahaj&l9 -
9Three hundred and sixty are the days of the year9 - A.B. VI1.
7. (p.207)

4. 9sapta ca vai da tan i vimiatii oa aa&vatsarasyaho- 
ratraty9 - 9 Seven hundred and twenty are the days and nights
of the year9 - A.B. VII. 7. (p.207).

5. 9sapta vai devaloka^9 - 93even are the worlds of
the gods9 - A.B. VII. 7. (p.21C).
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6. 9sapta fai graayah padavay9 - 9&even are the tame 

animals.* - A.B. VII. 7. (p.210).
7. ftrayo va ime trivyto loka^9 - 9three are these 

threefold worlds9 - A.B. VII. 7. (p.211)
d. 9sapta fa eta anu*Jubhay9 - •There are seven

anuffubhs9 - A.B. X* 5. (p.270).
9. 9 tra/astrimdad vai devar9 - • The gods are thirty

three.9 - A.B. X. 5. (p.271).
10. 9fay va ftavâ L9 - 9The seasons are six9 - A.B. X.

9. (p.283) •
11-12* 9dvida4a vai run a ah9 - 9 The months are twelve9 

A.B. X. VII* (p.273) and X. *. (p.284).

In 9 instances simple predicative adjectives followed 
by 9vai9 (5), iva vai (3) and ha (1) are at the head of the
sentence which is closed by the aoun-subjeot.

1. 9vartraghnam va etad havir (yad agntyomlyamj9 -
9 (The victim) for Agni and 0<xaa is an oblation connected with
the slaying of Vytra.9 - A.B. VI. 3. (p.153).

2. 9au§adham va ubadhyaa9 - 9The offal is connected 
with plants9 - A.B. VI* 6* (p.166)*

3. 9tira iva va etad vaco yad up&mdu9 - 9The
inaudible part of speech is hidden as it were9 - A.B. VI* 7.
(pm 172).

4. 9 tira ivaitad yad ^akyamsi9 - 9The Rakyasa* are 
hid d m  as it were.9 - A.B. VI. 7. (p.172).
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5. 9X4varo haaya vaoo aakf obaaf o^aaitoh9 - 9lie la

able to make hie speech the speech of the Hakfasa*9 - A.B. VI.
7* (p.172).

6. ’duklara vai retail9 - 93eed is white9 - A.B. VII.
4. (p.199).

7. 9aaury£ vai sa vak9 - 9That speech is demonical9 -
A.B. II. 4 (p.24d).

a-3. 9upaa£v iva vai retasah siktlh9 - 9 Inaudible as
it were is the pouring of seed9 - A.B. X. 6. (p.273) X. 7.
(p.276).

There are 5 cases where hi, iva khalu vai (all 
three together), uta and ha follow the predicative adjectives 
which begin the sentences and the verb hhu - used in the sense 
of 9becostev.

1. 9tejanvT brahmavarcasT bhavati ya evaia v id van 
p&ladaui yupam kurute9 - 9Brilliant and resplendant he becomes 
who kno*in, thus makes the post of palaia.9 - VI. 1. (p. 141)

2. 9dreyan hy eya etad bhavati jayamana^9 - 9Better 
he becomes being born9 - A.B. VI. 2. (p.148).

3. 9kpdita iva khalu vai yaj&mano bhavati9 - 9The 
sacrlfloer becomes emaciated as it were9 - A.B. VI. 3. (p. 152)

4. Vanyadevatya uta padur bhavati9 - 9Slnee the 
victim is for other deities also9 - A.B. VI. 10 (p. 183).

3. 'santatavarsl ha pr&jabhyah parjanyo bhavati9 - 
9Parjanya comes to rain continuously far offspring9 - A.3. VIII
1. (p.218).
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The following sentence (securing twice) begins with 

the predicative adjective followed by no enclitic word but a 
genitive showing a class from which the individual is singled 
out appears after it and the verb 9bhu9 - has next been added 
as in the previous instances.

*6ref£ha£ ■*»»£» bhavati ya evaat veda9 - viie who 
knows thus becomes the chief of hie own people9 - A.B. VI. 1 
(p.141}| Vlll. 4. (p.229).

In 4 oases participal adjectives (in -kta (3) and 
-ya (1) ) followed by vai (3) and hi (1) precede the noun- 
subject (once pronoun)

1. 9jato hy eya etaj jay&te9 - 9for bom he is thus 
b o m 9 - A.B. VI. 2. 147.

2. 9aparimito vai Prajistfty1 - 9?rajapati is unlimited9 
A.B. VII. 7. (p.209).

3. 9asamsthita va ytavah9 - 9The seasons arc 
unresting9 - A.B. IX. 5. (p.2b0).

4. 9pratyuttheya va apa^9 - 9The waters have to be 
aet9 - A.B. VIII. 2. (p.222).

in the following example the noun-subject proper is 
introduced by 9yat9 after the participial adjective but it is 
already referred to by pronoun 9eya£) appearing towards the 
beginning of the sentence*

<tasmad eya eteyaa padfmam prayuktatacao yad aja^9 - 
9Therefore the goat is, of these animals, the most often 
employed9 - A.B. VI. S. 177.
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There are 3 instances where the predicative adjectives 

begin the sentences and the noun-subject* close them, Jhere 
being no enclitic word after the predicate.

1. iukla vapa9 - 9The omentum is white9 - A.B. VII.
4. (p. 193).

2. 9a£arXra vapa9 - 9The omentum is incorporeal9 - 
A.B. VII. 4. (p.193).

3. 9pamktd*y&ia puruya^9 - 9*&aa is five-fold9 - 
A.B. VII. 4. (p.199.

In the following case the predicative adjective 
consisting of a Bahuvrlhi compound is followed by an 
attributive adjective qualifying the noun-subject which is 
omitted, and the sentence is couple ted by a participial verb 
in - tavya.

Mvirupo’gnlyomiyaj kartavya^9 - 9 (The victim) for
#

Agni and 1 oma should be offered one of two colours9 - A.B. VI.
3. 152.

As against these 53 instances where the predicative 
adjective precedes the subject (mostly nouns) there are 55 
cases where the so-called traditional order of subject-predioate 
has been used. So the examples of the relative position of 
noun-subject© and predicative adjectives are nearly equal in 
number, unlike the overwhelming majority of the initial 
position of the noun-predicate in the purely nominal^rerbless) 
sentences with noun-subjects. It should be especially



t \mentioned that the enclitic vai is used very frequently (in 
36 cut of the total number of the 50 cases of the Inverted 
order) after the predicative adjective Juat in the same way 
as after the noun-predicate.

2* The ^ahafeharata*
In the prose passages of the Uahabharata, out of 

12$, in 3If instances only a predicative adjective precedes the 
subject. The west common type of adjectives to occupy a 
position before the subject is the participial adjective (19 
out of derived by suffixes such as -ta-, -tav&nt-, and -ya-.

in 8 cases the participial adjective in -kta precedes 
the subjeot which cowes last in the sentence*

1. 1 kathitaa bralu/jaaauaautttwyau* - 'Glory of the 
^rahuiapas has been narrated9 - h.B.IU 111. 197. 2.

2. 9sadhu tratah kapotah9 - 9The pigeon has been well 
saved9 - M.Hh. III. 200. 20.

3. 9siddhai bhagavan annati9 - 90, revered Sir, the
rice has been cooked9 - Jf.Sh.llI. 201, 20.

4. vprastutas te avargah9 - 'Heaven is ready for
you9 - H.Bh.III. 202.

5. 'Ativiner grahapratiyedhodyatavajrusya puran*arasya 
stambhltau bahH9 - 9The anas of Durand ara who had taken up the 
thunderbolt to avert an evil star of the Advins were benuntsrl9 - 
UmBh. XIX. 351. 24.
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In these five examples, the sentences are in the 

passive construction where the agent (instrumental) has been 
left out and the grnimaatical subject (the nominative of the 
vkaraa9) appears after the predicate (participial adjective).

6. *tataj pr&durbhuta bhujagah1 - 9Then appeared 
the serpents9 - M.dh.XII. 351, 26.

7. 9purpah sa kulaii9 - 9That time-limit uas reached 
its end9 - M.dh.XlI. 351, 50.

8. 'adyapraohfty etad avasthit&m rf»ivac&aa&*9 - 
(?roa to-day this utterance of the aajc besoms abiding*9 - 
3.3h. XII. 351. 64.

There are 3 instances where the part of the predicate 
consisting af the negative particle 9na9 followed by the past 
participial adjective (once preceded br the object) appears 
before the subject.

1. 9na mam iaktas taksako nagaraj o dnarfayitun9 - 
'T&ksaka, the aerpent-kiag is not able to challenge me9 - 
M.Sh. 1* 3. 112.

2. * tad evam gate na daktoham tlkapahydayatvat tarn
sapam anyathak*rtuw9 - 9kov it being so, 1 am not able, on
account of the hardness of my heart, to make that curse
otherwise.9 M.iSi. 1. 3. 124.

3. 9na yuktam hh&vatahara anytehupacaritum9 - It is
not proper that 1 should betoken a lie by you9 - M.3h. I. 3.106.

4. 9 na yuktam bhavat&nnam aducl dattva pratiiapam
Uaturn* '9lt is not proper for you to curse (me) after giving 
impure food.9 - M.Bh. 1. 3. 118.
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5. 9nai$a nyayya guruvytti^1 - 9This course of 

conduct towards the teacher is not proper9 - h.flh. 1. 3. 42.
6. 9tena khalv aai taouin n^agahhavanc na 

vyapannas tv am9 - 9It is therefore that you were not in danger 
in the serpent-world9 - tf.Bh. I. 3# 168.

7. 9naisa dal too tvayctaygo'y*^ grahltum1 - 9 It is not•#
possible for f anitano«ft*?*« Ml** 4*«y*ltw^Mfcv4ii*i9a.

shjuld not drink the milk9 - &toh. I. 3, 45.
It will be noticed that in all these cases the whole

statement being strongly negatived, the main part of the
predicate (namely the participial adjectives functioning as
verbs) begins with the negative particle 9nn9 which attracts

1*the participial adjectives near it*
In 4 cases the sentences being In the active voice 

the participial adjectives are in -tavaut- and precede the 
subject which appear last in the osatsaoc*

1. 'svuc&palyad idau prapt&vnn ahaw9 - 9It is by 
reason of ay fickle nature that I have come to this9 - 
lUiih. 1. 63. 63#

2# 9 tad etad rajno tyohabh&gyan apy uktavan Helrada^9 - 
9Thus iiarada spoke of the good luck of the hing9 - . in.II I. 197, I

3. 'praptavand ca gavau saUa^raij&rShajapah9 - 9And 
the 3rahaa$u received one thousand of the cows9 - l.dh.IH. 198, 6 

4# v$ngirasab£h&6pater up&spfdato na prasadaw 
gatavatya£ kilapah* - 9The waters,were not agreeable to 
Xngirasabrhaspati when ne touched the*a9 - 4,Bh. XIi* 351, 27.

1. Jacobi, K. - IF. Vol. V. p.338.
Opeljer, J.v», — £*.£»•
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In the following sentences the participial adjectives 

(derived from intransitive verbs) precede the subject*
1. ay&si abuir: kupe patito’hais9 - fI have fallen in

0-

this sell9 - k*fth* 1.3* 54*
The subject is already referred to b a pronoun in the 

beginning of the sentence*
2* 9prIto’8s;l to'bar* aneua stotrtpa9 - 9 lam pleased 

with this hysm of yourc9 - K*Bh* 1*3. 15C*
Here the verb 9&s&i9 appear* with the participial

adjective*

in two cases the participial adjective in -kta and 
-ya- precedes the grammatical subjeot - the nominative of the 
9kar«a9•

1* 9uoayuktah sa tenaniveiya ^urave9 - 9He took it 
(the cake) without offering it to his preceptor*9 - M*3h* 1*
3* 71.

2* 'aarvatlia me budhya isap̂ u&olp1 - 9The frogs have to 
be killed by me by all swans9 - H.Jh.IIi* 195* 31.

There are 7 sentences where simple predicative 
adjectives are at the head of the sentence (twice the verb of 
9being9 in the past tense - £*lt has been add. d at the end).

1* 9aiuoy etat9 - vThis is impure9 - M.»*I. 3*
2. 9 sasaartho'y&m hhavatah sarvah p&p&kftyah iamayitum9

He is able to avert all your evil doings9 - M.B* 1* 3* 17*
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3. 9artUT'iTvayaham9 - *1 ms In need of you*.

M3. III. 13b. 10*
4. 'anarha crahnaga rajfnSnara evanvidharma9 -

Brahwanae are unworthy of jewel® like Kiev*' - MB.III. 195. 44 
f>-6. ,(furutara eva k&pota Salt* - 9 The pigeon was 

still heavier* - MB.2II. 2C0. 21-22.
7. 9Curutara era kapota^* - k.3.111. 200* 22.

Xn 3 casee the predicative adjectives arc for&ed by 
Bahuvrfhi compound and appear before the subject. Once a 
verb of * being* in the pact tense has been added at the end of 
the aentenoa.

1. 9k^rtak^&$a evaesii1 - fla» absolutely free at the 
moment* — i. 0* Xli'«

lit thin example the 1 «,&*&!* at the end of the sentence 
xaay be taken to * anau1. cf • ~.allinatL*. - 9 acuity
ahat^arthe * vyasu9

0

2. Pap^avaa saha kuntya j&tugrhe dihayituka&o 
Dhftart~g|r£tiaajo'bhut.9 - 9The Oon of ohjtarag Jira wished toe
burn the r&ggavaa together with untl in the house raade of 
lac9. - MB. I. 63. 71.

3. 9 tad evamvidhaa oakatayaa §rahir*r.yan£i\f - 9Oo 
such is the greatness of the £rukoi*paa9 - :3. XII. 331. 64.

There are 9~ cases, in all the prose passages of 
the ab&bhara^H, where the predicative adjective appears after 
the subject as is demanded by the so-called traditional order.



The number of the inverted order is only 3$* There are 
altogether 50 examples of the initial position of the 
predicative adjective in the Aitareya Brah tupa which 
frequently placed the predicative adjectives formed by jfchuvrlhi 
compounds before the subject (14) but the knhabharata proae 
shows such inversion only rarely (2). In the 3rfihraaga pres e 
the initial position of the predicate consisting of & 
participial adjective is very rare (4) whereas with the prose 
of the Mahabhar&ta this is the type of predicative adjective 
which ia sost frequently put in the inverted order namely 
predicate-subject. Numerical adjectives used predicatlvely 
often occupied the initial position in the Brahmapa {12} while 
the ^ahabharata never places them before the subject. The 
proportion of the inversion ot simple predicative adjective for 
emphasis is about the same in both the texts - Aitareya Brahmapi 
(9) and the Xahabharata (7). The Aitareya dr&hr-aga very 
frequently employs ewe enclitic word (especially vai) after thp 
inverted predioatdve adjective but the Mahabharata prose uses 
ouch a word very rarely.

3* The Rook and lllar edicts of Adoka.
In the fourteen Ttock and the seven Pillar edicts of 

Alofca out of the total number of 131 there are only 29 cases of 
a predicative adjective preceding the subject. here also, as 
in the rahabhSr&ta, the participial adjectives used 
predlcatively, are the most common to be put before the subject. 
Of these 9 are in -ta- and only 6 in -y&~«
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1. 'atfekfitam aitaraa bah uni TiMsatSai vajhito eva 

pragaraabho vthimsa oa bhCt&n&a natiau asampratipatl 
br&hmgasrauananam asampratT *atl9 - fXn time© past, for mafcy 
hundreds of years, there had ever been promoted the killing 
of animals and the hurting of living beings, discourtesy to 
relatives ond discourtesy to Brahma gas and r̂aca&gas* - Rh. IV. 
11. 1-2.

In the two following examp leu (nos. 2-3) the negative 
particle *na* draws the predicate (participial adjective j near 
to it and before the subject.

2. 9«tikatam amtaram na ohutnpruvam dhaaouuaahamata 
nima* - 9In times past officers called iaahamatras of morality 
did not exist before* - &&. V. 11.3-4.

3. *atlkatam amtaram na bhutapruva sava.....la 
athaka&ms va pativedana va* - *in times past, neither the 
disposal of affairs nor the submission of reports at any time 
did exist before* - RE. VI. 11.1-2.

4. *katava&mte hi me s&valokahitam* - 9For I 
consider it my duty (to promote) the welfare of all vmn4 - 
Rfc. VI. 1.9.

3. * ladha sa pitl^oti dha&sa&vijayatuhi9 - *this
satisfaction is obtained (by me) at the conquest by morality* - 
Hi. IIII. 1.10.

In the above instance the verb *hoti9, has been added.
6. 9bhatamayesu va..... •• .sukhaya dhawmyutanam

aparigodhaya vyapata te* - *They are occupied with servants
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and masters.......for the happiness of those who arc devoted
to morality, (and) in freeing (them) from desire (for wordily 
life)* - TO. V. 11.5-6.

7. 9 bamthanabadhaaa pa£ividhan&ya.*.•• (pra)jakata-
fchtksrcsu va that re a u va vyapata te.f - 'They arc occupied in 
supporting prisoners (with m o n e y ( i f  one has) children, 
or with those who art bewitched (incurably ill) or with the 
aged* - RK. V. 11.6-7.

9. 9pa$alipute oa bahirasu ea.....«ye va pi me ane 
~netik& aarvatn vyapata te9 - 9They are occupied everywhere, 
both in ^italiputrn ?uirt in the outlying.... and whatever 
other relatives of mine (there are)* - TO. V. 11.7-6.

In the above three cases (nos. 6-8) the pronoun- 
subject her. been placed after the predioative adjective (partieijd 
and last in the sentence. The meaning of such subject is indeed 
very weak as it is added at the end merely as an after-thought.

9. *vividhaya hi sukhayatiaya pulimehi pi JLajihi 
msjawyS ca sukh&ylte lake* - fVer with various coal arts have 
the people been blessed both by former kings and by a/self* - 
PE. VII. 1.24.

10. 'ichitaviye hi eel kl&itl viyohaiasa^atu us • iya 
damdaasEiata ca9 - 9Eor the following has to be desired, namely 
that there should be both impartiality in judicial proceedings 
and impartiality in punishment*.f - P.I. IV. 1.14.

11. fta katavyam eva tu ^agalam* - •Sow, ceremonies 
should certainly be practised9 - fUS. IX. 1.3.
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12. fU  vat&vyaa pita va putena va bhitra va 

sv&aikena va idam sadhu9 - 1 Thereforta father or a eon, or a 
brother or a master ought to say* 9This is meritorious9 - 
R.K. IX. L.5-6.

13. 'idan katavyam eamg&la* Iva taaa etiiaaa 
nistanaya9 - 9This practice should be observed until the 
desired object is attained9 - U.K. XX. 1.6.

14. 9eta vatavyam pita vs putrenn va bhata va
■itasastutanatlkena va ava pafiveciyehi ids eadhu9 - Concerning 
this a father or a son, or a brother, or a friend, an 
acquaintance, or a relative, (or) even (more) neighbours, 
ought to say: 9This is meritorious.9 R.&. XI. 1.3.

15. 9pujetaya tu eva parap&saudS tena tana 
prakarapena9 - 9But other sects ought to be duly honoured 
in every case9 - H.B. XIX. 1.4.

Tnare are 4 cases ahere the predicative adjective 
which bogias Uxe ornteace is formed frotfc verbal roots (kr- in 
Z vut of 4 cases) preceded by su- or du-«

1. 9aukaxajL hi papaa9 - 9Vor sin is easily 
- Li.& • /• 1.3.

2. 9duk&r&a tu ldam anatra agena p&rSkraacna9 - 9 But 
it is difficult to aocossplish this without grer.t seal*9 -
R.X. VI. 1.14.

3. vdukarai3 tu kho et&*n chudakena va J&nena 
uea£ena va.1 - 9hut it is difficult either for a lowly person 
or for & high one to accomplish this.9 - R.B. X. 1.4.



4. *dupativekhe ou kho e»i' - 9 Thie is indeed 
difficult to recognise.* - P.) . III. 1.

In the above instances it will be seen that the 
predicative adjective which precedes the subject is in each 
case followed by one or more enclitic word - hi, tu, tu kho 
and ou kho. In this respect the Aiokan edicts have kept up 
the practice of the Aitareya BrShmaga which is rather rare in 
the Mahabharata prose.

■Hiere are eight instances where simple predicative 
adjeotive precedes the subject as special emphasis is intended 
to be laid on the predicates

1. • sad£u iaatarl oa pitari oa auetisS9-* jferltorlous 
is obedience to mother and father* • 8.K. III. 1.4.

2. 9aitrasamstutanatlnam bafahapaaamapagaia sadhu
danew9 - 9Liberality to friends, acquaintances and relatives, 
to Braitmagas and £ra&apas is meritorious* - n.7.III. 11.4-5.

3. *prarmnam sadhu anarambho* - 9Abstention from 
killing animals is meritorious9 - R.K.III. 1.5.

It may be noted that in the sentence that follows 
the examples 1-3 above, the predicative adjective * eadhu9 
appears after the subject as is demanded by the so-called 
normal word-order.

9apavyayata apabhafata sadhu* - Moderation in 
expenditure (and) moderation in possessions are meritorious.9 
R.X». HI. 1.5.

In this sentence also there is special emphasis on
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the meaning of the predicate *sad$u*# In the three instances 
that precede this, that word *sadhu* has been placed before the 
subject, but in the last case it 1b put after so that this 
word way be specially remembered by the reader who can thus be 
expected to take special note of and practise the good things 
taught in the edict*

4* *£amhaj^sai&ap&nam sadhu d&nam* - ’Gift to the 
Br&hmapas and is meritorious#* - IX# 1.5.

5# ’sadhu dan a iti#* - ’Gifts are meritorious* - 
U.K. IX. 1.7.

6. * mi tasas tutanatikanaa Jpa^apasrajnapanam sadhu 
danaa* - *A gift to friends, acquaintances and relatives and
to the Grahcmpas and £anaapae is meritorious#* - S.B. XI. 1.2.

7. (la(huke cu) esa pa£ibhage nama* - *fhit) this so-
called enjoyment (is of little consequence) i>#£# VII. 1.24#

8. *tata cu lahuj&e dhamroanlytuae nijhatlyl va
bhSye* - * But among these (two) those moral restrictions are of 
little consequence, by conversion, however, (morality is promoted) 
more considerably1 - •?«>*» VII. 1.30.

As regards the last (Bo. 8.) of the fore-going 
examples, *bhuye* is placed last in order to draw the contrast 
with *lahu* which appears in the inverted order.

In 2 instances, the predicative adjective which has 
been placed before the subject, consists of a iahuvrThi compound 
followed by *tu kho* in one case and *hi* in the other.

1. *&paphalaa tu kho eturisam maiŜ alaa* - *But a 
ceremony like this bears little fruit indeed#* $#h#XX# 1.3 •
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2. 'mahalafce hi vijitaa* - f?or (my) dominions 

are wide* - H.K. XIV# 1.3.
As against these 29 eases where the predicative 

adjective appears before the subject there are 102 instances 
in which it is put after the subject. Thus the proportion 
of the examples of inversion is slightly less than that in 
the Uahabharata prose (3 if against 9C). These edicts, like 
the A i tar eya Brahmans, make use of enclitic words, like tu, 
hi, tu kho, cu, etc# after the inverted predicative adjective 
more frequently than the ^ahabh&rata. But like i ahabh&rata, 
a predicate consisting of a participial adjective is frequently 
put in the inverted order in these edicts also.

4* m<? v.lJhlBaf? ikaya
In the four *suttasv (Has. 82-85) analysed from the

HajJhima-ITlkaya, there are in all 14r> instances (including 
repetitions) where the predicate is adjectival. Of these in 
f>7 oases the predicative adjective precedes the subject. In 
23 of these instances it is a simple (predicative) adjective
which begins the sentences. Ten of these twenty three again,
nay be divided into three groupai

(a) There are 4 examples where the Inverted 
adjective is followed by the enclitic words 9 kho pana (3), 
kho (1) for emphasis, and the verb *hoti9 (3) or ahosi (1) has 
been added at the end of the sentencet-

1-2. 9sadhu kho pans tatharup&mam arahatam



das Sanaa hot!9 - 1 Good is indeed the si$£it of each ex* 1 ted 
ones9 - UHK.II. ?>5. 11-12* 85* it.

3* 9s&dhu kho te etaa, naharaja, event hot!.1 -
*0 great king, that this is thus is indeed good to you.9 - 
UHK XI. 8d. 18.

4. 9 anna taro kho pan' ayaamu HafJJiapfilo arahatan
#

ahosi9 - 9the long-lived RaJJhapala beoat'ae one of the 
exalted9 - MHK. IX. 61. 8.

(b) In 4 oases the inverted adjective is folloeed 
by an enclitic word but these is no verb addedi

5-6. *uno hi, kho Ka}$hap£la, loko atitto 
taphadaao9 - 9?ooliah indeed is the uan, 0 Ka££hapala, (she 
is) unsatisfied and 'is) a slave to desires9 - UiiK. IX. 72. 22

7. 9abhabhe kho, Tta$£hapalo kulaputto, sikkhan 
paooakkhSya hlnay avatthitua9 - 9It is unbecoming (for you^
O R&((hapal& of noble descent; to abandon the training and to 
take to the loser life.9 - KKK. IX. 61. 16-13.

8. 9 sadhu ca pena te state arahataa sutaa9 - 9-hat 
you have heard from these worthy ones is really good9 - U3K.
11. 87. 11.

(o J there are 2 instances where the inverted 
adjective is not followed by any enclitio word but has the 
verb 9hoti9 added Just after itl

9. 9asa£ho hot! anayavl yathahhStam at tan am 
avikatva.9 'Having revealed himself truly one becomes
oraftless and undeoeitful.9 - UK£. XX. 9T>. 2 2.
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10. 'pannava hoti udayatthag&miniya pann&ya.' 

f One becomes wise by the wisdom that lead a to uplift.f - 
XSK . XI. 95. 26.

There are 8 examples (2 sentences each repeated 4 
times) in which neither does any enclitio word folios the 
inverted (predicative) adjective which occupies the first place 
in the sentence nor has a verb of 1 being* or 'becoming9 added 
after it. Xt may, however, be noted that the sentences which 
iasaedlately precede these inverted ones are in the so-called 
normal - subject-prediaate - order and have the enclitic 'va' 
Just after the subjects •

11—14. '{Brahmapa va aejjixo yappo), hlno anno vappo' - 
'(The Brahoapa is the highest caste)9 other castes are inferior' 
mt. XI. 84. 5. 12; 86. 5) 89. 95.

15*18. '(BrStysaapa va sukko vaggo) k&^ho anno vap$o' - 
'(The 3r£hmaga is the white caste), other castes are black' - 
IQfK.XX. 84. 6, 13; 86. 5; 89. 36.

In the above examples the predicative adjective? in the 
latter sentences have been inverted for emphasis.

The remaining 5 instances in which the simple 
predicative adjective begins the sentence ares-

19.-21. 'uno loko atitto taghadaso' - 'Foolish is 
the man (who Is) dioccnten^ed and (ia) a slave to desires.' - 
IQKh. II. 68.29) 72. 15-16. 21.

22. 'kusalo tvam hattharuyhe ankusagayhe aippe tiv - 
'You are expert in the art of mounting the elephant and the use 
of the goad* - U3K.I1. 94. 13.
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23. *kusalo aham hattharuyhe ankusagayhe sippe ti •*

*1 am expert in the art of Mounting the elephant and the 
use of the goad1 - 20&. II. 94. 14.

The next frequent type of predicative adjectives to 
be put in the inverted order is the participial adjective of 
which there are 21 cases 19 in -ta- and 2 in -a- for skt-ya-.

In 14 of these 21 oases the inverted (participial) 
predicative adjective is followed immediately by some enclitic 
word like 'kho1, 'kho pana', 'ca* and 'oa pans*•

1-6. 'patubhutfi" kho dev&ssa devaduta' - 'The 
oelestial messengers have appeared to your lajeety' - UHK.Il. , 
75. 1C, 17 5 76. 33$ 77. 6| 81. 10, 18.

7-9. 'bhutta kho pana me manusaka kama' - 'I have 
already enjoyed the sense-pleasures of man* - UlsfK. 11. 75. 19} 
77. f* ax. 19*

10. 'parinihhuto kho, maharaja, etarahi so Bhagava 
arshaa saimaa sambuddho ti' - '0 great king, passed away now is 
that Blessed one, the exalted, the perfeotly enlightened.' - 
KQSX. II. 90. 17-18.

11. 'adhivuttam oa pana samanemt (gotamena ti' - 'This 
was instructed by Gotama the Buddhist monk* - h£K. 11. 92. 5.

12. 'adhigato kho me ayaa dhammo gambhlro dud das o 
duranubodho santo panlto atakkavaooro nipupo papditavedaniyo* - 
'This dhaairaa has been attained by am - which is deep, difficult 
to be seen and understood, serene, exalted, unattainable by 
mere reasoning, subtle and to be experienced by the wise.' - 
MKK.II. 95. 5-7.
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13. 9sakka oa tavatokena balatthena abfaivij initua9 - 

9It la possible to conquer with so much of army and money9 -
HtfK.II. 72. 11-12.

14. 'suddham kho deva migaoiraa9 - 9C King, 
antelope-gament la indeed pure9 - MHK.il. 65. 16-17.

The resiaiaing 7 instanced are »-
15-16. 9ni}£hifeu& bhattan ti9 - 9 Rice has been 

cooked9 - MHK. XI. 63. 18) 64. 19; 92. 11, 15.
19. ’anunnato* si matapituhi agarasma anagarlyam 

pabbajjaya9 - 'Have you been permitted by your parents to 
take to homeless wandering liftj,̂ - H1K* XI. 60. 20-21.

20. 9niainno'ham sake aaane ti9 - 91 am seated in.
my own seat9 - «MK. II. 66. 16.

21. 9sakka, tata Rajthapala, bhoge oa bhunj iturn 
punn&ni ca knturn* - 9It is possible, (for you) O ay Jhlld 
RajJhapale, to enjoy pleasures and to perform meritorious 
deeds9 - IH3K. II. 03. 24-25.

There are 7 instances in which the sentences bek;in 
with the negative particle 9na9 and tht verbal predicative 
adjective 'sukara9 appears before the subject proper; but in 
4 of these cases, the subject is alreaay taken up by the 
pronoun fida»v which appears in between the 9na9 and 'sukara*9 
while in the rest tie 9na9 is followed immediately bjr 
9kho pans9 •

1-4. 'nayidam sukaram agara» ajjhavasata 
ekantapar ipuppaa ekantaparisuddha sankhalikhitau br&hmacarlya* 
caritu®*9 * 9It is not easy for this holy life which is all
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perfect, all pure anc all clear to be practised by one who 
leads a household life9 - MHK.II. 55, 29-31; 56, 6-8;
25, 27| 57, 3-10.

5-7. 9na kho f pe.ua maya sukarasi anadhigata fa 
bhoga adhiganturo adhigata va ohoga phatim katua9 - 9It is 
indeed not easy for me to obtain wealth which is a till 
unacquired or to make secure the wealth which is acquired.9 - 
H*X. II. 66, 17-13; 67, 17-18; 33-34.

In the last 3 of the above instance8 the agent 
(instrumental) mayu precedes the predicate 9sukar&a9 which is 
followed by the subject clause.

There are 5 cases where the interrogative 
pronominal adjective followed by 9nama9 in one case and by 
9o&9 in the rest heads the sentence.

1. 9 kidleu uaL̂ a ta, ayyaputtaka, acoharayo yasaa 
fcr&M hetu brahoaoariyam caraslti.9 - 90 5ir, of what natu e are

those nymphs for whoa you have been practising the higher 
life9 - UKK. XI. 64, 10.

2. fkatafciau oa, bho Raj Jhapal*, Jaraparljunnan.9
9 hat then is, 0 UafJhapSla, loss due to old age?9 - MJlh. 11. 
66, 11-12.

5. ’kataatam oa, bho RaJJhapala vyadhiparij unnaaa9 - 
9mat then is, C RaJJhapala, loss due to diseases' 9 - MBK. II 
66, 26.

4. vkatamam ca, bho ReJJhapula, fahogaparijunnaa9 - 
9 hat then, C HaJJhapala, is less due to enjoyuent?9 - MKK.
II. 87, 11.
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5. 'katsuaasa ca, bho RaJJhapala, nitiparijunuam* -

f ’iiat then ia, 0 RaJJhapala, lose due to relatives?* - 
m ,  XI. 67, 27.

There is one instance only where the predicative 
adjective consisting of a JahuvrXhi cornyouna appears before 
the subject*

•anagara tayam, gah&y&ti9 - *0 householder, we are 
homeless9 - HHK. p. 62, last line.

As against these 57 there are B8 instances where the 
predicative adjective follows the subject as is descended by 
the secalled norsoal order. The proportion of the inversion 
of the predicative adjective in the tfajJhima-kik&ya is nearly 
double of that in the i ah&hhErata and the luictB of A&oka.
Kven if the repetition of the ea&e sentence which is eo 
frequent in the jhista£i*aya be left, out of consideration, 
still the percentage of the initial position of the 

predicative adjective would be more than in the two texts 
analysed just before the present one. Another point which 
has to be specially noted is that staple adjectives used 
predicative 1/ are the most frequent to be inverted here which 
was not the case in any of the three texts considered so far. 
Mext comes the participial adjective which is so frequently 
placed before the subject both in the Kahabharata and in the 
Adokao edicts. Like the Aitareya Brfihaaga and the edicts of 
Adoks, the ttajJhlmafikaya uses enclitic words after the 
Inverted predicative adjective acre frequently than the 
^ahabh&rata prose where it was a very rare practice.
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5* The ':â aku raa m  c a r i t a •

In the first four chapters cf the I>adakumaracari ta
there are 27? oases where the predicate is an adjective and of
these in sS instances the predioatire adjectire precedes the
subject* As in the IXshabharata prose and in the edicts of
Aioka, so here also it is the participial adjectives which
are most commonly put in the inverted order* Thus out of the
total number of 8£" oases of inversions, 63 are participial

adjeotives9 formed by suffixes ~ta» or -tavant~9 or -tavya or
-ya-* Of these again in 22 instances such an adjective is in
the beginning of the sentence which lias its subject placed
later, often at the end*

In 12 out of the 23 cases, there is 9ca9 after the
participial predicative adjective which is thus connected with
the previous sentence* These adjectives serve the purpose of
a verb • which is the most important element for the continuation
of the narration and so is often in the beginning of the

1*
sentence*

1* Professor H* Jacobi* IF* V* p*335*
It will be shown in the next chapter, that "ca* was 
similarly used after the inserted finite verb also*
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1* f ... « (apatat) patitad oa kopitena ko’pi tena i&ayi 

dapah* - Hie being angry pronounced a curse upon me.9 - 
D.K. I. 37. 11.

2. 9atraasa£kj*ta ca tenaham asam* - 9And 1 remained 
in bis possession9 - D.K* I. 37, 16-17.

Here the verb 9as&m9 has been added at the end.
3. 9pratidruta6 oa tenaaai svasur AvantiBundaryah 

pradfinam9 - 9He promised the gift {in marriage) of his sister 
Avantisundarl to me9 - D.K. I. 37, 19-2B.

The 9 asm!9 in the above example, isay be taken to 
mean vaham9.

4. 9&vasltafi ca mamadya sapaty9 - 9Hy curse ends 
to-day.9 - D.K. I. 38, 6.

5. 9da$fa£ oa mamaiga nayako darvlkarepamusmin 
sahhagfhako$e9 - 9This my lover was bitten by a snake in a 
corner of the assembly hall9 - D.K.1X. 49, ID-16.

6. 9 prao j'taturajJi ca sakhyam maya saha Dhanamitrasya9 
9 >hanaaitra9s friendship with me is too well-known.9 - D.K.II. 
57, 16.

7. 9gatad casau kam&darair ekalakfyatam9 - 9He 
became the sole mark of Supld9s arrows.9 - D.K.III. 70, 7.

8. 9avasitai oa paiur asau9 - 9And this beast (of 
a man) has been done away with.9 - D.K.III. 76, 15.

9. 9 arugh&d ea loko yathayatham ucoas thanani9 -
9The people also mounted high places as they were available9 - 
D.K. IV. 86, 9.
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10# 'nitad oa pita iw viviktiiyusi tahumau' - 'And my 

father was taken In a retired place' - D.K. IV. 87, 13.
• 'upakftae^oa mayatibahava^ santi aaraantah* - 

'There are many chiefs who have been benefit ted by me' m 
D.K. IV. 88, 10-11.

12. 'gata ca sa bhimisvargakalpam analpakanyajanam 
kam apy uddeiam' - 'She went to a place where there were many 
girls and which was like heaven on the earth' - D.K. IV.
88, 20-21.

In 3 instances the inverted participial qdjeotive 
is immediately followed by an enclitic word Veva' (2) and 
khalu (l)t-

13. 'aiughâ  khalu loka^' - 'Foolish indeed is 
man' - D.K.II. 43, 17.

14. 'gata ev£yam kalada^£ah# - 'Bitten by Death, 
he has expired' - D.K.II. 49, 20.

15. 'danta evosma' - 'The heat (of the body) is 
gone9 - D.K. II. 49, 21.

The remaining examples of the Initial position of Ut 
participial adjectives are:-

16. 'pakvam idanlm tvatpada&dm&paricaryaphalam' - 
'The fruit of waiting on your lotus feet is mature now.' - 
D.K. I. 34, 3-4.

17. 'df$(am idanlm audaryasya svarupam' - 'The 
very nature of magnanimity has now been seen.' - D.K. II. 50. 
11-12.

18. 'prasanno*dya bhagav&n viahih' - 'The all-w
powerful Fate is pleased to-day.' - U.K.III. 68, 3.
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In the above examples an adverb of time follows 

tike Inverted (participial) adjective* The general position
of the adverb (especially of time) is before the verb or

1
verbal adjective. But here it has been pushed after for 
emphasis.

t

19. 'eSdhlteyam l&kfagrahipl caroaratnabhastrlka' - 
'This wonderful leather-bag is endowed with magical power.' - 
D.K. II. 52t 2.

20. 'yuktam asya pratyanayanaxa antakan&nat.' - 
'It is proper to get him back from the jaws of death' - 
D.K. IV. 87t 21.

21. 'ruddha dygti^' - 'Kyee are closed' - D.K. II
49. 21.

22. 'iantam papam9 - 'May evil be averted' - U.K.
II. 64. 1.

The order in the last example (Ko.22) is invariable 
as is shown by its regular occurence in that very order in 
Sanskrit Dramas.

There are 5 oases in whiah the sentences have a noun 
in the vocative case as their first word. As ouch a word has 
no grammatical connection with the rest of the sentence, the 
participial adjectives which appear after these words may for 
the present purpose, be considered as occupying the first 
place in the sentence proper.

1. Speijer. Dr. J.S. - Cans. Synt. Sec. 17.
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1. 'sakhe, tvadadis^ena m^argepa samfripatitarn 

et&d Angarajasadiayyadariayopaathitara rajakam* - 'Friend, here 
has arrived the force of the allies for rendering assistance 
to the King of the Angas, led 'by me) by the way pointed out 
by you.* - D.K. I. p.39, 1 9-10.

2. 'sakhe, aamapatilam evanganathabhisaram 
rajamapdalaiu' - 'Friend, the allies advancing for helping 
the King of the Angas are close at hand* - D.K. II. p.64, 
1.18.

3. 'vataa, darAito’sau oitrapajas tasyai
mattakadinyai* - *5on. that picture-canvas was shown to that 
lovely beauty.1 - D.K.III. p.69. 1 16.

4. 'dhurta. siddham te samlhltam' - 'Dear devil, 
your effort has been successful.• - D.K.Ill, p.76, 1 15.

5. 'bhadra. siddham n&h samlhitam* - 'Good man. 
our object has been gained* - D.K. IV. p.S5, 1 17.

In 10 instances the participial adjectives which 
precede the subjects are themselves preceded by one or more
word (especially an adverb of time or place which draws the

1.
verbal adjective near to it. )

1. * kva gatas tava tnayy asadharapo*nuragah' -
9

' Vhere lias gone that uncommon affection you showed for mert • - 
D.K. II. p.45, 1 14-15.

1. Professor H. Jacobi, IF. Vol. V. p.335.
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2. 9tvadadayam an&nuraanya n& yukto nidcaya£9 - 

•It is not reasonable to arrive at such a decision without 
consulting your opinion* - D.K.II. p.50 1 12.

3. 9 previa taayopavanam tavoparistad asmadayattaiva 
rakyu* — • Then you will get into the garden your protection
will rest with us.* - D.h.II. p. 51 1 1-2*

4* *atha oa vistlrpeyam arnavaneaityt - 93ut again 
this sea-begirt earth is wide enough* - D.K. Ill, p.69, 1.21.

6. *ary£, rupeaaiva a ah a parivytto mama svabha*a£t9 
•Gentlemen* with ay figure, oqr nature too has undergone a 
change** - D.K. III. p.?8, 1.9.

o. 9 adya me manasi taaopahas tvaya datto 
jnanapradlpa^* - 9to-day you have set in ay mind the lamp of 
knowledge that dispels the darkness of ignorance.9 - D.K. I. 
p«34| 1.3.

7. *cira» anu^{hXto9yaa daaajana£* - 9This your 
servant has been long favoured.9 - D.K. 45, 1 11-12.

8. *kva nihitam tasya bhusanaia* - * here have you 
kept her orna^ents^ 9 - D.K. IX. p«58, 1.8.

91 vprag api ragagnisakyikam anangena guruna 
dattaiva tubhyam eaa jaya* - *Xhis girl has already been given 
to you (to be your wife) in the presence of the fire aflove 
by Jupid, officiating as her father.9 - D.K.Ill, p.76, 1.22-23

10. 9prakftikopabhayat tu mama laatra mumukyitopl
na mukta eva Dlmhaghoy an* - *^imhaghoya, th ..-ugh my mother
wished it much, vau not set at liberty for fear of a revolt
of the subjects.9 - D.K.IV. p. 90, 1 17*18.
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In the last 5 (Hos. 6*10) of the above examples, 

the predicative adjective precedes the nominative of the 
karma (i.e. subject of passive verb). There are 5 more 
instances of this kind.

1. •maya jitad casau sogadabahaarani dlnarapam.9
•I won from him sixteen thousand dlnaras9 - D.K. 11. p.4&, 1.7.

2. 1 tvnyarauna sukftena krltoyam dasajana^9 - 9 You 
have bought this clave by this good act9 * D.K. XI. p 50,
1 13-14.

3. 9 tasyad ca waya sulakpita hhavavrtti^9 - 91
closely marked the affected state of her mind.9 - D.K. II, 
p. 53 1 12-13.

4. 9kupitena ca rajna tasya pranegudyato d&ggd^.9 - 
•The kinĉ , in a rage, sentenced him to death.9 * D.K. II,
p.56, 1 14-15.

5. 9 tena ca kupltena hftam tec oarinaratnam 
abharapasamudgakai ca tasyah.9 - 9And he being enraged took 
away that wonderful bag and also her casket of ornaments.9 
D.K. II, p.59, 1.10.

There are 4 cases where the participial adjectives 
which precede the subject are compounded with some otaer word.

1. 9kathaiubhutnh kanyapura samnlvelah9 - 9How the 
apartment of the princess is situated.9 - D.K. II. 51, 1 20.

2. 9siddhapraya evaya*n arthah9 - 9The object has 
almost been gained9 - D.K.Ill, p. 71, 1 18.

3. ' t&yaiva ca nivartazaanaya. • • • .nirbhinii&prayam
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rahasy&m9 - 9As she was returning.........she disclosed
nearly the whole of the secret9 - D.K. IV. p.82 1.4-5.

4. 9̂ ngapurapraaiddham ca tasya kln&dasyasiaabhih 
samgatam9 - 9That niggardly fellow9* close connection with 
un is quite well-known in the town of Anga9 - D.K. II, p.56 
1 8-9.

There are 14 oases in which the predicative 
adjectives which precede the subjects are forms in -ya 
(formed by suffixes - tavya,-4nya or -ya)•

1. 9a£akyam hi madlcchaya vina earasvatXmukha- 
grah&Qocchef&nlkfto dadanacohada a cumbayiturn1 - 9Inpoasibi 
it is to cause this lower lip of yours, that has already been 
used by SarasvatX, when she seised your mouth, to be kissed 
by me without my desire.9 D.K. 1. p.34 1 6-7.

2. vacirad eva ftakya atma tradarthaadhanakfama^ 
kartum9 - 9Before lon> 1 shall render my soul capable of 
achieving your object.9 D.K. II. p.45, 1 20-21.

3. 9adyaprabhyti bhartavyo’ yam dasajanah9 - 9From#
to-day, this your slave, should be supported by you9 -
D.K. II, p. 50, 1 15-16.

In the last two exam pies (Hoa. 2 and 3) an adverb
of time begins the sentence and draws the predicative

1.
participial adjective close to it.

1. Professor E. Jacobi - IF. Vol. V. p. 335
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4. 9stfcan£bhinive£ino4 oa van ay&tn&s&dhya^ 

aaaigama^1 -94nd the union of you two, who have each fixed 
your affection on the worthy person, can he brought about 
without any effort.9 - D.K. IX, p.53, 1 13*14.

5. 9na ca ?anigrahag{>&d ftc* nyabhogyam yauvanaa9 - 
9And my youth will not be enjoyed by another except by 
marriage.9 - D.K. XI. p.54 1 16.

6. 9(yadi kupito9cl} hftas&rv&svo nirvasaulya^
e

papa eaa iti9 * 9If your l&jeoty is angry let this villain 
have hie whole property confiscated and be banished9 - 
D.K. II, p.56 1 16-17.

7. 9 tat tvaya pratibhidya r&haayam l&bdhavyo 
mokfafc9 * 95o you should disclose the secret and gain your 
freedom9 * D.K. IX. p. 63 1. 11.

8. 9 daky&tf oa cuiySsau Vik&tav&rma yathakathamcid 
upaillsya vyapadayiturn9 - 9It is in my power to approach 
that Vikata?anaan somehow and to kill him.9 - D.K.Ill
p.67, 1 19*19.

9. 9Bvasminn evantahpuropavane svagram&hifyaiva 
sa*apadya£ kiJLayam arthah9 - 9The object is to be achieved by 
the ^ueen herself in the garden attached to the inner
apartments9 - D.K. III. p.76, 1 6*7. ,(■iws.7-*)

In the three instances above where the a^&nt
A

(i.e. logical subject in the instrumental) is expressed, the 
nominative of the 9karma9 (i.e. subject of passive verb) 
appears after the inverted adjective.

10. 9 as yah punar anavadyam ayatayamam oa
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yauvanMt1 - *uhe Is in the fulness of her Irreproachable 
youth*

11. 9avigahyam hi yofitam..........anifjajanacir-
aaamvasayantrapadufokham9 • f?he misery of being compelled to
associate with a man they hate can ill be borne by women*9 -
D.K. Ill p. 71 1 5-6.

12. 9 vicintytrabhyupayah9 - 9Hcre we hare to think
of a remedy9 - D.K. II. p. 54, 1 5.

13. 9 acintyo hi mapiuantraupadhlnam prahhavah9 -
9Incomprehensible is the power of geiao. charms and herbs9 - 
D.K. III. p.76 1 9.

14. ’alamghyatama ca gupti$9 - 9The defence is 
impregnable9 - D.&. 17. p 38. 1 10.

In 7 of the above cases, there is an enclitic word
such as hi. oa or eva after the inverted predicative adjective.

There are two more instances of a verbal predicative 
adjective preceding the subject)

1. 9sukara efa veio vesanirgatanam9 - 9This garb 
should be easy to those who had left the house of a harlot9 - 
D.K. II. 47. 3.

2. * tatafi oa me bhavl cl tra bad hah9 - *And then I
shall be put to a tortured death9 - D.K. II. 56. 2.

In the following 11 instances the predicative
adjectives consisting of Bahuvrlhi compounds precede the 
subjects and in most of these cases there are some words in 
between the Inverted predicate and the subject.
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1. 9dayita, tvatpr&sadad adya me c&ritartha 

drotravyttih1 - •Dear, to-day ay ears have been blessed 
through your favour9 - D.K. I. p.34. 1 2.

2. 9katham ivaln&m anurakta madfdefv api
purufasimhef u savamSna papeyam Avantisundarf9 - 9How possibly 
mas this wicked Avantisundarf, treating valorous persons 
like us with disdain, attached to him9 - D.K. I. p.35, 1 12-13

3. 9bhadre. nanu duhk$akaroyam van&vasah9 - 9 Oood 
girl, this forest-life is surely a life of suffering.9 - 
D.K. II. P. 43 1 3.

(4. 9tad-anapeksa eva dharwsfr9 - vDharma has no
regard to them9 - D.K.II* p«43. 1 22̂ )

5. 9siddhartha caeca i tvatpraaadat9 - 9And through 
your fab our, I have been successful9 - >.K. II. p.45 1 17.

6. 9guparfulkShaa na dlianadulka9 - 91 am to be won 
by merit and not by money9 - D.K. II. p.53, 1 15-16.

For the above example it has to be noted that one 
(gupalulka) of the predicative adjectives is placed before the 
subject (ahaa) and the other (dhanadulka) after to draw clearly 
the contrast between the two and to lay special emphasis on 
the first one which has been put in the inverted order.

7. •m&maikaratr&jagarapratik'ar&s t&valpa
c arnaratnahamkarad&hajvarafc9 - 9It needs only one night9* 
awakening on my part to chase away this your fever of pride 
of the wonderful leatherbag9 - D.K. II p. 54 1 20.
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8. 9akaipasaro hi rup&jlva janah9 - 9Courtesans 

entirely depend (for their livelihood} upon decorations 
(dress and ornament) • - D.K. II. p.53, I 7.

9. 9 tadekavallabha^ sa tu bahvav&rodho'pi 
Vlka^avarma9 - 9 Vikafavartaa is exceedingly attached to her 
alone, though he has many other ladies in his harem9 - D.K.Ill 
p. 68, 1 20-21.

10. fn&$}apatya Prlyatabada9 - 9?riyaxabada has lost 
her ohild9 - D.K.III. 70, 17.

11. athavaiga te niraparad&a eva Janaylta9 - 9 Or 
this your father is innodent9 - D.K. IV. p. 87 1 2C-21.

In the above examples, it vill be seen that the
subject is already referred to by the pronoun vesa9 qualifying
the noun-subject proper (janaylta) which appears after the

1.
predicative adjective

It may be noted here that one reason for this 
precedence of the predicative adjectives formed by Bahuvrlhl 
compounds seems to be the achieve me nt of some stylistic 
excellence. These adjectives being as a rule longer than the 
subjects are placed first so that the reader, when he begins 
the sentence with fresh breath, reads (aloud or mentally) the 
longer word with more stress easily and as breath goes out he 

; becomes tired and finishes the sentence smoothly. Thus, 
rhythm seems to account partly for this kind of inversion.

1. DelbrCck - 9Die altlndische $ortfolge a us dem
G&tapathabrahioana. 2ba.
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There are 8 instances in which simple predicative 

adjectives precede the subjects for emphasis on the predicate.
1. 9 kimtu janmana£ prabhfty artfaakamavartanabh 1 jaa 

vayaa9 - 9But we, from our birth, are quite ignorant of matters 
relating to Artha (wealth) and Kama (passion)9 - D.K. 11. p.44.
1 13-14.

2. 9kapratyavayabhuyi§UisLi ca kant a rap at hah9 - 
9Th« paths through a wilderness are very difficult, and abound 
in obstacles.9 - D.K. IX. p.SC. 1 21-22. *

3. 9phalit& tava sunlti^* - 9Your well-devised plan 
has been fruitful9 - D.K. II. 59. 3.

4. ’karkado'yam puruga^9 - 9This man is cruel9 -
e

D.K. IV. 80. 6.
5. 'krura khalu Taravali* - 'T&r&vati is indeed 

cruel.' - D.K. IV. 87. 21.
In the above example the enclitic ’khalu* follows 

the inverted (predioative) adjective.
6. *na hy alam atiuipugo'pi purugo niyatilikhitan

s
lekhaa atikramiturn* - 9A man, though extremely Ingenious, 
cannot cross the line drawn by Fate.9 - D.K. II. p.57, 1.3.

7. 9 alam asai javenapasartum anam|-g ta evaibhiL* -
fI am able to run away untouched by these9 - D.K. II. p.53 1 13

8. 9kim alam asi prapadyeoman aryav^ttya vartitum9 - 
9Can you follow some honourable course of life by accepting 
service under me9 - D.K. IV. p. 81, 1 11.

In the last two (Vosl 7 and 8) of the above examples, 
the verb as- 9to be9 (first and second singular, presenti 
a 9saiva dhanyS gagikad£rik£ yarn...*.#9 - ’FortunHU^, indeed,

____ itt tti&t OOUrte&An wiwl wtonm------* “ *  TT



has been added after the inverted adjective #alamf In
Bo* 6, the same adjective has been put in the inverted order 
but the sentence begins with the negative particle followed
by ,hil and has no verb attached to it*

As against these 8df cases of the inversion of the 
subject and the predicative adjective, there are 193 instances 
in which the predicative adjective follows the subject as is 
demanded by the so-called normal order* Thus here the 
proportion of an inversion of this kind is more than that of 
the Mahabharata prose (3tf against 90) and the edicts of 
Ad oka (2̂  against 102)* As in those two texts, so in the 
Oadakumaraoarita, a predicate consisting of a participial 
adjective is frequently placed before the subject* But the
number of inversions of a simple adjective in this work, is
less than that in the Mahabharata and the Adokan edicts!
Like the uahahharata prose and unlike the other three texts 
analysed, the I&dakumaraaarita employs an enclitic word like 
hi, tu, khalu, eva after such Inverted predicates comparatively 
rarely*

To susx&arlse the results of this numerical enquiry 
into the relative position of a subject and predicate 
consisting of an adjective, we find that

(1) In the Aitareya Brahiaapa, the examples of the
relative position of the two are nearly equal in number

1. For ’alam* s fsaiaarthaf of* Lexicon (Amarakoea) 9Alam bhu-
0anaparyag11 £ ak11 varapavaoakaia9 • Mallinatha in his

(continued on Mage SI)
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(&ubject-predicate 55 and predicate-subject 5C)• The common 
type of the predicative adjective to be put in the inverted 
order is one consisting of either a BahuvrThi compound or a 
numeral adjective.

(2) In the M&hSbh&rata prose, the order, subject- 
predicate adjective, is much more frequent than the inverted 
order of predicate-subject (there being 90 oases of the 
former against oik of the latter). Here tno most common type 
of predicative adjective to be put before the subject is the 
Ysrtloipial adjective.

(3) In the Aiokan edicts the proportion of the relative 
position of the subject and the predicative-adjective is 
about the same as in the 1'ahabharata prose (29 Inverted against 
102 normal) and the type of adjective to be frequently 
inverted is the same namely participial.

(4) The &ajjhiwa-Hik&ya shows a change. Here the 
proportion of the inversion is much more than that of the 
Mahabharata and Ad oka (57 Inverted against 88 normal) but Is 
less than that of the Aitareya Brahipaga. A simple and not a 
participial adjective is here most frequently put in the 
inverted order. In this point the dajjfcfcarLikaya shows a 
practice different from that of the other texts analysed.

Footnote Ho. 1 continued from Mage 80.
commentary on the several ^kavyas* always explains
9alam* in such cases by * samarthaf.
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(5} In 'O&dakum&racarita, the proportion of the

Inversion i» more than that in the hah&'oharata prooe and the
Adok&n edicts but is far leas than that in the Aitareya
Brahma pa and the M&j jhiiaa-liikaya* The type of adjectives
moat frequently inverted io (aa in the ahabharata and

1.
Ad oka) participial*

1* As the&e participial adjectives used predicatively
function lixe verbs, their frequent inversion in three of 
the five texts examined points to a growing tendency of 
the inversion of finite verbs before the subjects in these 
three texts as will be shown in the next Chapter*



CHAPTER IV

ijnrERsi.OL,, GF SUBJECT AMD PREDICATE (Contd.)

3. Verb.

Of the three principal ways of predication by
far the most common and important is that by the verb. 
Therefore in any discussion of the inversion of subject and 
predicate, the relative position of the subject and the verb 
in a sentence has always been considered, at length or in 
brief, by all students of comparative Indo-European Philology. 
It haB been pointed out1* that first of all it must be 
determined (in the case of a Verbal sentence) whether the 
subject precedes the verb or the verb the subject and then 
how the object is introduced in the order thus established.
In this way it will be seen that apart from the languages 
(like English, French) •in which the word-order has a 
morphological value, the respective positions of the subject 
and verb are governed in each language by the predominance of 
certain types of sentences* which become almost definitely

1. Vendryes, J. - ,Le Jang&ge' - Chapter IV.jU
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fixed and some of which become finally imposed on current 
use. Thus there are certain expressions with an almost 
invariable word-order.

So far as an inflexional language like Sanskrit is 
concerned, it is evident that the inversion is not demanded 
by any grammatical consideration but it is one of the means 
of achieving emphasis or stylistic excellence.

In the prose of the different periods sentences
were composed after a standard pattern. Thus in each of the
texts examined for the present thesis, some typical cases

1.of inversion are found. Professor H. Jacobi has shown 
that

1. fThe verb is attracted by adverbs, participles, 
absolutives etc. if these latter have a definite position in 
the sentence especially in the beginning of it.

2. In vivid narration the element which continues 
it is brought towards the beginning of the sentence. It is 
often for this reason that the verb is in the beginning of 
the sentence as it is the element which continues the 
narration. It is clear that when the verb is connected with 
the context, it takes ’ca1 after it and stands first in the 
sentence.*

These remarks were made with reference to Prakrit

1. (a) Ausgewfthlten Erzfthlungen im Maharastrl* - Secs.117-124.
(b) IE. Vol. V. pp.335-338.
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and Sanskrit prose of the classical period only. As will be 
seen they do not hold good for the old prose of the 
Brahmana s.

1. The Aitareya Brahmana.
In the second book of the Aitareya Brahmana 

out of 1086 there are only 44 instances where the predicate 
consisting of a finite verb precedes the subject. Of these 
in 28 cases a verb meaning ’to say’ with its object (iti or a 
pronoun the sense of which seems to be rather weak) before it 
precedes the subject (which in two of the examples is not 
expressed)•

1-5. ’ ity ahadhvaryah’ - ’The Adhvaryu says this
(namely, what immediately precedes iti) - A.B. VI. 2. p.142; 
VI. 5, p.160, 161} VI. 10, p.182; VII. 5. p.199.

6. ’tad u va ahuh klrtayed eva* - ’They say 
however, he should make mention’ - A.B. VI. 7, p.172.

In the above example there appears after the first 
word of the sentence, the enclitic ’vai’ preceded by ’u ’.

7. ’tan abravid Indro (ma vibhlta)’ - ’Indra told
them, ’Be not afraid1 - A.B. VII. 6, p.205.

8. ’iti 6amsati’ - Thus he recites’ - A.B. X. 8,
p.279.

The remaining examples of the above type (mostly 
’tad ahuh’ with the subject not expressed) are found in 
A.B. VI. 3, 152} 5, lei; 7, 172} 10, 182} VII. 1, 188}
3, 194, 195} 4, 198 (twice)} 5, 203} 6, 206} VII. 8, 211,
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212. 214; VIII. 4. 2285 5, 231. 2325 IX. 4, 247;
6. 251; 8. 257.

It may be noted here that verbs meaning * to say*
precede the subject not only in vedic prose but also in the
prose of the M&habharata and in that of the later classical1.
period (e.g. D&dakumar&carita) as will be shown below. Often 
in the prose of the later period, there is *ca* after such & 
verb which is followed by the object. But if there is 
something in the direct narration which closes with *iti* 
followed by a verb meaning *to say1, the order, as it appears 
in the above examples, is almost invariable• In 5 cases
the verb, which is either intransitive or has no object 
expressed, begins the sentence and the subject appears later 
(once not expressed).

1 • 11 i s Jhan ta asrna i pasav o * nnadyaya lambhaya (ya
0

evam veda)* - 1 Cattle serve for slaying as food for him (who 
knows thus)* - A.B. VI. 3. 150.

2. *ajaid agnih* - ’Agni has conquered* - A.B. VI.
5, 161.

3; 'asanad vajarn* - *He has won strength* - 
A.B. VI. 5i 161.

4. 'dcotanti te vaso atoka adhitvaci* - *0 mighty 
one, for you the drops of fat are dropped * - a .B. VII. 2. 193,

5. ’abhud usa ru£atpadu£* - *Usas with her ruddy 
kine has appeared.* - A.B. VII. 8, 215.

There are 4 instances where a transitive verb with

1. Chapter IV. under 5. The Dad ak uinar aoarita.
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its object (pronoun) after it opens the sentence which 
clones with the subject*

1* 'anj&nti tv am adhvare devayanta^9 - ' The pious 
men thus anoint you at the sacrifice* - A .3. Vi* 2, 142*

In the following 3 examples, the inverted verb is 
followed immediately by 9vat9 (2) and 9era9 (l)s-

2* *vardnayanty evainam tat9 - 9Verily thus they
raise it up9 - A*B. VI* 2, 147*

3* 9(yo vai bh&ginara bhagan nudate) cayate va
enaa sa9 - 9 (If a m&n deprives one of a portion of his sham), 
he revenges himself on him9 - A*3* VI* 7, 172*

4* 9vidur va imam devify9 - 9The gods know him* - 
A.B. fill* 1, p.217*

C ia the second and third examples the verb is 
immediately followed by 9vai9 and *eva* respective!yTJ

In the remaining oases the verb begins the relative 
sentence where in the first part the subject which would 
normally be same form of the pronoun 9 tat-9 is not expressed 
but the second part has the subject *yat* mentioned* These 
are taken as examples of the inversion of the predicate (verb) 
because there is no doubt that special emphasis is intended 
to be laid on the verb «<hioh is thus purposely placed first 
(removed from its usual place at the end) in the opening 
clause*

1* *pusyati prajafwoa padumd oa y& evaa vidvan 
bailvam yftpam kurute* - 9He prospers in offspring and cattle
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who knowing thus makes the post of bilira* - A.B. VI. 1, p. 140.

2-4. 'bhavaty, atmana parasya dvis&n papmana 
bhrajrvyo bhavati ya evam veda1 - 'He prospers himself, the 
evil rival who hates him who knows thus is defeated' - 
A.B. VII. 5, 20L; VII. 6, 206; IX. 7, 253.

5-6. 'prajayate prajaya padubhir ya evam veda1 - 
•He is propagated with offspring and cattle who knows thus' - 
A.B. VII. 7, p.208; X. 6, p.260.

7. 'g&cohati dreyasoh sayujyam gacchati 
dresfhatam ya evam veda' - 'He is united with a stronger; 
he obtains predominance who knows thus' - A.B. VIII. o, p.236.

As against these 44 instances where the predicate 
(verb) precedes the subject, there are 1042 cases in which theft 
finite verb appears after the subject which is sometimes 
omitted (especially in the imperative). Thus it is clear that 
so far as the inversion of the verb goes, it is, indeed, very 
rare in the Vedic prose of the Aitareya Brahmapa where the 
inversion of the noun-predicate was *lmoBt regular; the 
examples of the inversion of predicative adjective were equal 
in number with the so-called normal subject-predicate order. 
Thus, in this text, vhere the predicate is a noun, the 
inversion ia almost the regular order, where it is an adjective 
the number is almost equally divided between the inverted and 
the so-called regular order, and where it is a verb the 
inversion may, for all practical purposes, be regarded as & 
rarity. These figures establish the accuracy of Professor
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Jacobite remark, regarding the question of the inversion of
verb, that, fthe inversion becomes more frequent only in the
post-vedic prose; the more artificial the proBe, the more
frequent iB the inversion.9

Here may be considered a remark made by Professor2.
Jesperseni

1It cannot be denied that there is in them (i.e. 
languages like Sanskrit, Greek or Gothic) much more of what 
from one point of view is disorder and from another freedom. 
This is especially the case with regard to the mutual position 
of the subject of a sentence and its verb. In the earliest 
times, sometimes one of them comes first and sometimes the 
other. Then there is a growing tendency to place the subject
first and as this position is found not only in most European

but also in Chinese and other languages 
languages^ of far-away, the phenomenon must be found in the
very nature of human thought, though its non-prevalence in most
of the older Aryan languages goes far to show that this
particular order is onfty natural to developed human thought.•

If in the term fCider Aryan languages9 Professor
Jepersen, Includes the language of the Brahmapas, then we have
to say that an examination of the text of the Aitareya

1. IP. Vol. V. p.338.
2. 9Language* its nature, development and origin9 - Chapter

XVIII, Sec. 10* p.356.
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Brahmana Book. II. reveals exactly what 'is only natural 
to developed human thought' namely, that the subject is 
placed first and then the verb. So it is not non-prevalent 
in the language of the Brahiaapas (or even the Yedas) but this 
is the order with very few exceptions such as Blight be found 
in any language, however definitely fixed its word-order.

2. The Mahabharata.
In the prose passages of the Mahabharata out of 

1172 in 122 instances (including repetitions) the verb 
precedes the subject. Cf these in 12 cases the verb with 
'ca' after it begins the sentence. In all these cases the 
sentence which immediately precedes them ends with a verb 
which has the same subject (expressed) as that of the verb 
that follows, but in the second sentence the subject is not 
repeated.

1. 'sa«... upataethe. provaca cainam' — 'He.... 
came up and Jtold him' - M.Bh. I. 55. 29.

2. 'tam upadhyayah plvanam apadyat. uvaca cainam' - 
'The teacher saw him fat and asked him' - M.Bh. 1. 3. 36.

3. 'Advin&v ajagmatur ahatud cainam' - 'The Advins 
came and told him' -M.Bh. I. 3. 69.

1. of. the figures 44inverted against 1042 normal.
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4* 'abhyavadayat. acacaXfe ca' - ’He bowed down 

and said* - M.Bh. 1.3, 75.
5. ’ea caaya prltiman babhuva aha cainam' - ’He 

was^ leased with him and told him' - M.Bh. I. 3, 75.
6. 'sa prltiman abhut. uvaca cainam1 - 'He was 

pleased and told him.' - M.Bh. I. 3, 89.
7. 'prayacchat aha cainam' - 'He gave and told him' 

M.Bh. X. 3, 111.
8. 'agaochat aha cainam' - 'He came and told him' - 

M.Bh. I. 3, 113.
9. 'pitadadat abravlc cainam' - 'The father gave 

and told him' - M.Bh. Ill, 195.
1C. 'agrhgat abravlc cainam' * 'He took and told 

him’ - M.Bh. Ill, 201, 23.
11. 'agat, uvaca cainam' - 'He went and told him9 

M.Bh. XII. 351, 48.
12. '..••abhijagmuh. ucu6 cainam' - 'They...went 

to him and said' - M.Bh. XII. 351, 52.
It is quite clear that in the above examples the

second verb is connected with the context and to show this
connection with the subject expressed in the preceding sentence

1.
'os' has been added, in each case, immediately after the 
verb which stands at the head of the sentence that follows.

1. Thommen - K.Z. 38, Sec. 15
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1.

Professor H. Jacobi's observation has already been noted 
that in vivid narration, the element which continues it

*  k i »

comes to the front; and for that reason the verb is, very 
often, in the beginning of the sentence (in Maharas$rl5 t *
Prakrit)! The Phenomenon is not restricted to Prakrit only

2.
but is found in classical Sanskrit prose also

It will be noticed that the inverted verbs followed 
by 'ca* all mean 'to say' and the object 'enam' (a weak form 
of the pronoun fetadf) always appears after them. It is a 
typical case of inversion found in the Mahabharata prose as 
also in the Dadakumaracarita (in large numbers) as will be 
shown below. But an example of an inversion of this type is 
indeed very rare in the old prose, e.g. of the Brahmanas.
In fact in the second book of the Aitareya Brahmana (which has 
been analysed for the present study) not a single such instance 
is to be found.

There are 23 cases where the sentence begins with a 
transitive verb meaning 'to say' preceded by its object which, 
in the majority of the cases (16 out of 23) is the personal 
pronoun 'tam' or 'tam' or 'tan1 and in some (6) 'iti' which 
marks the close of a statement in the direct narration. In 
almost all these cases, the subject appears last in the sentence

1. 'Ausgew&hlten Krzfthlungen im ICaharaatrl1 - Sec. 122#
2* IF. Vol. V. — Professor H. Jacobi: 'Die inversion von 

subjekt und pridifcat im indischcn* - pp.335-338.



1* ’tam uvacopadhyayah* - 'The teacher told him* - 
M.BH. I. 3, 45.

2. ’tam aha puruso bh&ya^1 - ’The man told him 
again* - M.Bh. I. 3, 100.

3. ’tam abravTd raja* - ’The king told him* - 
M.Bh. Ill, 201, 10.

4. ’tan uvaca Markandeyo ruahafcsity’ - ’The great 
sage Harkag<|eya told them’ - M.Bh. III. 197, 2.

5. 'tam abravlt uibi£’ - ’&ibi told him’ - M.Bh.
Ill, 201, 17.

6. ’ tim uvaca Nahuaah’ - 'Nahusa told her* - 
M.Bh. XII, 351, 50.

7. ’tam abravld Mimavan’ - ’Himavan told her’ - 
M.Bh. XII. 351, 53.

8. 'tam abravTd Bhrguh* - ’Bhrgu told her’ - 
M.Bh. XII. 351, 63.

9-10. ’ity abravlt pan^aveyo ilarkandeyam' - 'The 
scion of the Pandavas said this to Markandeya' - M.Bh. Ill,
195, 1; 201, 1.

11. ’ity abravld Pan^avah’ - ’The son of Pandu 
said this ’ - M.Bh. Ill, 199, 1.

12-14. ’ity abravld ?fi$* - 'The sage said this’ 
M.Bh. Ill, 201. 4 (twice), 6.

15-16. ’ity abravld Brahmapa' - 'The Brahmana said 
this’ - M.Bh. III. 201, 7, 11.

The remaining examples are found in M.Bh.III, 2 01, 33 
40, 42, 43; 202, 17, 18; XII. 351, 47, 48.
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With regard to words like * tarn*# ’tam1# ’iti’ 

etc. which appear as objects in most of the above examples, 
it may be said that they function somewhat like conjunctive 
words joining the sentences they open to those which 
immediately precede them. Thus they serve almost the same 
purpose as foa’ (after the inverted verb) in the type of 
sentence noted just before this.

In 9 instances an adverb of time - ’atha’ (8) and 
•tata$* (l) - opens the sentence and being closely connected 
with the verb which is modified by it attracts the verb 
towards the beginning of the sentence.

1-3. ’athacasta Markan^eyah* - 'Then Markandeya said 
M.Bh. Ill, 195. 2; 199. 2; 201. 1.

4. ’athovaca kanya’ - ’Then the girl said’ - M.Bh. 
Ill, 195.11.

5. ’athabruvam stah striyah’ - ’Then those women 
replied’ - M.Bh.III. 195, 16.

6. *tato*bravTd raja autam’ - ’Then the king told 
the charioteer’ - M.Bh.III. 195, 41.

7. ’athaoa^ta Naradah* - ’Then Harada narrated.’ 
M.Bh. III. 201, 12.

8. ’athapa&yat kanyam’ - ’Then he saw a girl’ - 
M.Bh.III.195. 9.

9. ’ntha^acchat Somas ta^tra* - ’Then the Moon came 
there’ - M.Hh.XII. 351, 58.

It will be noticed that in most of the above examples 
(except the last two) the verb is one meaning ’to say* and with
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the exception of three instances the verb has for its
object the whole sentence that follows. The verb is
attracted by adverbs as these have a definite position in

1.
the above sentences, namely in the beginning* Speijer 
has noticed that an adverb* especially of time* is not seldom 
put firBt in the sentence.

In the following case an adverbial phrase of time 
(in the locative absolute) appears in the beginning of the 
sentence, the main part of which has the verb followed by its 
subject losing the sentence*

1tesu tat sattram upaslnesv abhy&gacchat sarameya^’ - 
♦vfhen they were performing that sacrifice there came a dog*f - 
M*B* I* 5* 1*

In the following example, the simple adverb 
occupying the first place in the sentence draws the verb just 
after it; the subject is not expressed:

'dlghram icchami yathopapannam annam upaskftam 
bhavata.• - *1 would wish you soon to offer me food properly 
prepared.1 - M.Bh* I* 3* 115*

There is one instance where a pronominal adjective 
appears between the adverb which opens the sentenoe and the 
verb; and the subject noun which is already referred to by

1* Professor h. Jacobi - IP. Vol. V.
2. Sanskrit Syntax. - Sec. 17.
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the pronominal adjective is given last in the sentence.

1punar anya agacohad advarthl Bra&manahf- * Again 
there came another Brahmana asking for a horse. * - M.B*III. .

201, 9.
In 10 cases, the whole statement being strongly

negatived, the negative particle tnat is put first in the
2.

sentence
(except once where it is preceded by an adverb) and 

it draws the verb to it. There are, however, three 
exceptions in two of which 9ca9 and fhS* and in tie other the 
object of the verb appear in between the 9na9 and the inverted 
verb.

1. 9nanjtam ucatur bhagavantau9 - 9My revered sirs, 
please do not tell a lief - M.B. I. 3, 70.

2. 9notsahe*ham anivedya gurave’pupam upayoktum1 -
* *

91 do not feel like eating the cake without offering it to my 
jppeceptor9 - M.Bh. I. 3, 7C.

3. 9na bhaveyara andhah9 - 91 should not be blind9 - 
M.Bh. I. 3, 120.

4. 9na hi kpamyate tan rcaya9 - 91 am not going to 
forgive that9 - M.l. III. 195, 31.

5. 9na kriyatam anuhandhaJi9 - 9Please do not 
press9 - M.B.III. 195, 41.

6. 9na cad&dad raja9 - 9And the King did not give9- 
M.B. III. 195, 47.

7. 9nasti sarabhavo gurvarth&m datum9 - 9There is 
no possibility of giving (you) the teacher9s fee.9 - M.B.III 
199, 6. Footnotes 1 & 2 See Page 97.
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8. ’sampr&taia nasti kimcit9 - 'There is nothing 

which is proper9 - M.B.III. 201, 9.
9. 1 nabhijanamy sham Indradyumnam raj an am9 - 91 

do not remember the King Indradyamna.9 - M.B. III. 202, 8.
10. 9naald aha£ (ha ratrir asIt) 9 - 9The day was 

not there (neither was the night)9 - M.3. XII. 351, 8.
In the last example partly perhaps objection to1.

rhythm - 9MasXd ratri£ 9 - is responsible for the inversion 
of the verb but probably more important factor is the fact 
that second 9£slt9 is unemphatic and therefore occupies the 
normal position at the end.

There are 9 oases where the verb 9asti9 begins the 
sentence (in two oases preceded by 9ahta9) and has either 
'katfcit9 or 9khalu9 immediately after it (except once), 9kascit9 
is used where the question is asked and 9khalu9 where the reply 
is given.

1. 9asti khalu maya tu bhakgitam9 - 91 have indeed 
eaten something.9 - M.Bh. I. 34 108.

2. fasti ka£cid bhavatafi cirajatatara^9 - 9 Is there
anybody who was born before you?9 - M.Bh. III. 202, 1.

3. 9asti khalu rajarfir I net rad y man o nama9 - 9Yes , 
there is the pious kind named Indradyumna9 -MBh.IlI. 202, 2.

Footnotes from Page 96.
1. helbr/ick - SF.I1I. See. 25a.
2. Speljer - Sanskrit Syntax p. 3 ^  Sec.7f£/#

1. cf. Caland, 7. - 9A rhythmic law in Language9 Acta
Orientalia (Leiden), 1930.
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4. 9athasti kadcit tvattad cirajatatarah9 - 9 Is 

there anybody who was born before you* - M.Bh.III. 202 , 4.
5. ’athasti kadcid bhavatah sakadac cirajatah9 - 

9Is there any body born before you9 - M.Bh.III. 202, 7.
8. 9asti khalv Indradyumnam nama sarah9 - 9 There 

1b a pond named Indradyumna9 - M.Bh. III. 2 02, 7.
7. 9asti mama kimcid y rat am a pa ryas i tam9 - 91 have

a certain vow which is not yet finished9 - MB. XII. 351, 47.
8. 9asti khalu Himavati Pravarakarno namo' likah#

prativ&sati9 - 9 There lives in Himavat an owl named 
Pravarakarria1 - M.Bh.III. 2 02 , 4.

9. 9aati khalv asminn eva sarasy Akuparo nama
kacchapah prativasati9 - 9There liveŝ  in this very pool, a 
tortoise named Akupara. M.Bh.III. 202.

It will be seen that in moat of the above examples,
the verb as- means 9 to exist9 and it is in this sense that
the verb is actually used in the present tense (indicative) 
while where it is a simple copula it is seldom used in the 
ancient prose of the Aitareya Brahmana which lias so many 
pure nominal sentences both in the inverted and in the so-
called normal order. This use of the verb as- (mostly 9asti9
sometimes 9aslt9) in the beginning of a sentence became almost 
invariable in the narrative prose of the later period (e.g. 
in the Pancatantra, Kitopade&a, Dadakumaracarita, ladambar!, 
Harsaoarita etc.). In the last two examples (Nos. 8 and 9) 
above, the use of the verb Vprativasati9 at the end of the 
sentence in each case deserves special notice! The
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narrator began the sentence with ,asti9 which was perhaps
the usual practice and then rtien the subject is mentioned 
later, he felt the necessity for using the verb after it 
(which was the regular order as will be shown at the end of 
this section) and so used 1prativasati9 to make the sentence 
conform to the normal - subject-predicate-order. The 9asti9 
in such cases seems to serve no other purpose titan marking the 
beginning of the narration and the 9prativasati9 is the 
proper verb for the subject.

There are 5 instances where the verb in the 
imperative mood begins the sentence and the subject is 
mentioned after it because it is the second person expressed 
in the honorific third, i.e. 'bhavat9 for 9yu^mat9.

1. 9ajnapayatu bhavan Jcam artham karav&rilti9 - 
9Please tell (me) what 1 should do9 - MB. 1. 3, 3 0.

2. 9ajnapayatu bhavan kim te upaharami gurvartham9 - 
9i?lease command (me) what 1 should present to you as teaoher9s 
fee9 - M.B. I. 3, 93.

3. 9 tad a^napayatu bhavatl kirn te up&har&mi
gurvartham9 -9£lease command (me) to bring that for gratuity 
which you desire9 - MB. I. 3, 95.

4. 9arohatu bhavan ratham9 - 9 .Please get on the 
chariot.9 - MB. III. 201.

5. 9ajnapayatu bhavan9 - MB.III. 201, 17.
In the following example the invuted verb of the 

preceding type has its object before it.
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6. * ime kungale grhnatu bhavan* - ’Please acoept

these ear-rings* - 11.Bh. I. 3, 154.
It may be remarked that this particular order in 

sentences of this type is almost invariable as is clearly 
attested by the short sentences of dialogue of Sanskrit drama 
used both for Sanskrit and Prakrit: ’ajnapayatu maharajah* -
•May your majesty command’ or ’anavedu del* - ’May the queen 
order*• It will be noticed that the persons spoken to in such 
sentences are all deserving great respect. Therefore it seems 
that this was the order in vdiich the words were arranged to

1*express ouch ideas in the actual spoken language of the time.*' 
Even at the present time in Bengali at least such 

sentences as *ajne korfcfcn katta* - ’may wy master order*; 
or *ja balen apni* - *as you are pleased to say,* are quite 
c ommon •

In the following 5 oases the verbs if- (2), anu &
Jna- (2) and kfara- (1) (all first person singular present) have
been put in the inverted order. In 3 out of these 6 examples,

2.
the inverted verbs are preceded by *tat* In one instance only 
the subject (*aham*) has been mentioned Just after the verb 
while in all the other cases it is not expressed.

1. cf. Professor Jules Bloch - M.3.L. XIV. 1906, *La phrase 
nominale en Sanskrit* - pp.95-96.

2. This type of inversion of the predicate which begins with
•tad* immediately followed by the verb is quite frequent
in the Panoataatra. Cf .l*rof esaor H* Jacobi - I P . V o l •

pp.335—335.
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1. * yat kimoid asmadgj*he parihlyate tad ioehamy 

ahara aparihlyaxaan&m bhavataj'- ’Whatsoever should have to be 
done in my house, let it be all done by you9 - tt.hh.i. 3, 84.

2. ’tad leohe Iraddham kartum’ - *’Therefore I 
desire to perform a draddha* - M.Bh.I. 3, 115*

3. ’tad anujane bhavantam1 - ’Therefore I grant 
you*•.••’ — J.Bh. XI 3, 89#

4. ’tat ksamaye bhavantam’ - ’Therefore I beseech 
you to pardon me*’ - M.ilh. X* 3, 120*

5* ’anujane bhavantam’ - u.Bh. I* 3, 170*
There are two relative sentences where the independent 

clauses (with ’tat’) stand first and the dependent clauses 
(with ’yat’) which come next have their verbs before the 
subjeot*

1* ’tatah sa mam afivo bhutva tatravahad yatra
babhuvolukah’ - ’Thereupon he became a nurse and carried me 
where the owl was’ - M.Bh.III. 202 , 5*

2* ’tac chrutva kaccnapab tasmat sarasa
utthayabhyagacchad yatra tisthamo vayam* - ’The tortoise 
hearing that left that pond and came where we were’ - M.Bh.III, 
202, 9.

In the above cases, adverbs of place being closely 
connected in sense with the verbs attract these letter as near 
them as possible, so that in the present instances the verbs 
appear immediately after the adverbs.

In two instances sentences which are interrogative
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open with the verb (in one case preceded by ’atha’ ) followed 
by its object, the subject appears last.

1. 9atha pratyabhijanati ipam bhavan1 - ’How then, 
do you recognize me?’ - M.Bh.III, 202, 2.

2. ’pratyabhijanati mam bhavan* - ’Do you recognize 
me?’ - M.Bh. 202, 5.

There are three cases where the sentences begin vith 
the object and the subject which closes them is placed jus t 
after the verb which thus occupies the penultimate position.

1* ’tam tasmai dadyad ayam* - ’He would give him 
that.’ - M.Bh. I. 3, 18.

2. ’tam aslnam apadyad Utanka£’ - ’Utanka saw him 
seated.’ - ?i.Bh. I. 3, 102.

3. ’nama tasyakarot Subhadra’ - Subhdra gave him 
the name’ - M.Bh. I. 63, 84.

In five instances where the subject v&ioh appears 
last in the sentence has the verb just before it (as above) 
but in two of these cases the subject is already referred to 
in one instance by a pronominal adjective and in the other by 
a past participial adjective used predicatively.

1. ’sa evam uktas tvayopadhyayanya pratisthatotank&h* 
’Vtahka thus told by the teacher’s wife started’ - M.Bh.I.
3, 98.

2. ’ity uktva pratipthatotankas te kupgale 
gyhltva’ - ’Laying this Utanka started with the two earings’ - 

M.Bh. I. 3, 126.
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3. • tata£ panc&papdevan sah kuntya 

Haatinapur&m nayanti 8ma tapasvinah1 - ’Thereupon the 
ascetics took the five Pap^avaB with Kuntl to Hastinapura’ 
M.Bh. I. 63 , 69.

4. ’tatra Bhismaya Dhrtarat*travidurayc^. Pan£o^ 
svargagamanam yathayatham nivedayanti stoa tapasvinah’ - 
•There the ascetics narrated the death of Papdu as it 
happened to Bhisna, Diftytarasfra and Vidura. M.Bh, 1. 63, 70.

5. •kruddha ajnapayamasa sa raja.* - ’The King 
being angry ordered.* - M.Bh. III. 195, 23.

With regard to No. 2 of the above examples it has
to be noted that the part (te kuggale grhltva) containing
the absolutive has been put in after the sense of the sentence
was complete with Ptanka as the last word. Such use of the
absolutive after the complete sentence is indeed very rare in
the prose of the classical period. Delbrdck has pointed
out that such a construction is sometimes though rarely found
in the prose of the £&tapatha Brahmana where new words are

1.
sometimes put in after the complete sentence. As other 
words of the sentence do not necessarily require these new 
words for the completion of the idea, such construction was 
considered by the authors of Poetics to be a defect of

1. ’Die altindische Aortfolge aus dem £atapath& Brahmana.• 
Sec. 27.
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composition, technically called 'Samaptapunarattatva* - 
Resumption of the concluded*

There is one typical case of inversion aLere the verb 
appears just before the subject which closes the sentence*

1tasyam asya jajne Janamejayai^1 - fBy her was 
Janainijaya bom to him* - M*Bh* I# 63, 8*

This sentence is repeated throughout the Chapter 29 
times* Only the last words (subject) being proper names are 
different in each case* These are to be found in h*Bh*I*
63, 10, 12-19, 20, 22-3, 3 0-1, 34-38, 40-43, 45-6, 50, 76 and 
88*

Out of a total number of 1051 finite verbs found in 
the prose passages analysed from the Mahabharata there are 
only 121 (including repetitions) in the inverted order* £o 
the inversion of the predicate consisting of a verb is rare 
in the Mahabharata prose al&o, but still here the instances of 
inversion are nearly four times more than that in the Aitareya

2*

Brahmana* It has to be particularly noted that certain types

1* See Chapter 1, enumeration of the defects of composition due 
to an undesirable word-order, Ho* (6)*
The position of the absolutive will be considered in 
Chapter |X on the enlargements of the predicates 

2* (a) Inversion of verbs with fca* after them*
(b) The use of 'asti* in the beginning of narration before

the subject,
(c) The verb in the Imperative expressed in the honorific

third with the subject after it*
(d) Predicate begins with * tat’ followedby the verb, the

 _______ ntiVi 4 f *nn***4 n* 4*
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of inversions which develope in the later classical prose 
are met for the first time in this text* Thus though the 
number of the examples of the inversion of verbal predicate is
by no means overwhelming (being approximately 12 per cent* 
only) still it is very important for the study of the question 
in the later period*

5* The Rook and Pillar edicts of Adoka*
In the fourteen Hook and the seven Pillar edicts of 

Adoka, out of 196 cases of verbal predicate there are only 18 
instances of the inversion of the verb before the subject*
The use of the verb as- in the very beginning of a narrative 
sentence which was already in evidence in the Mahabharata 
continues to be so used in these edicts also* Such inversion 
of the verb as- became almost regular and idiomatic and in the 
literature of the later period (e*g* F&ncatantra, Hitopadeda, 
Da£akumaracarita etc*) it developed as a characteristic of the 
polished narrative style* Cut of the total number of 17 cases 
of the inversion of the verb in the A&okan edicts, 12 are of 
the verb as-*

1* *asti pi tu ekaca samaja sadhumata Dev&nampriyasa
Priyadasino rano.f - ’But there are also some festival 
meetings which are considered meritorious by King Devanampriya 
Priyadartfin* - H*K.I* -fc£*d-7*

'asti jano ucavaoam mamgalam karate abadhesu***' -
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•There are men who practise various ceremonies during
i l l n e s . - R.R. IX* XI* 1-2.

3* fasti ca pi vuttam.••.sadhu d&na itif - fAnd
it is said gifts are meritorious.* - R.5. IX. 11 6-7.

4-6* •asti eva samkhitena asti majhamena asti
2*vistatana* - •There are (rescripts on morality) either in 

an abridged (form) or of middle (size) or at full length1 - 
R.K. XIV. 11 1-2*

7. fa3ti ca etajcam puna puna vutam tasa tasa 
athasa madhurataya. • • • • - ** nd sorae of these has been stated 
again and again because of the charm of certain topic*.' - 
R.K. XIV. 11. 3-4.

It may be noted that in four of the seven exan^les 
given above, there is an enclitic word, such as fpi tu* , fca 
pif, •eva* and •ca,f after the inverted verb fastif which 
begins the sentence in each case.

In the remaining five instances of the inversion of 
•asti1, the whole statement being strongly negatived, the

1. Hultzah's translation of the sentence is, *Men are 
practising etci But the intended meaning appears to be 
this; •that though all men do not practise, there are some 
who do.* It is the existence of such men which has been 
emphatically stated. Je have, therefore, translated the 
sentence as given above. Hultzsdh also ordinarily translate 
such sentences exaatly as we have done in the present case.

2. Read, 'viatatena* (Kultzsch.)
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negative particle ’ na’ is in the beginning of the sentence 
and it is immediately followed by the verb*

1* ’nasti hi me toso ustanamhi atha-samtlranaya 
va* - ’For I am never content in exerting myself and in 
dispatching business*9 - K.£. VI* 11*8-9*

2. nasti hi kaauuatjqfram sarva-loka-hitatpa* - ’For 
no duty is more important than (promoting) the welfare of all 
men*9 - R*B* IX* 11. 10-11.

3* 9vipule pi dane yasa nasti sayame bhavasudhita va 
kat&mn&ta va dadhabhatita ca niea badhai* - fBut even one who 
practises great liberality, (but) does not possess self- 
control, purity of mind, gratitude, and firm devotion, is

i *

very mean.9 - R.k. VII* 1* 3.
4. 9nasti et&risam d&nam yarisam dhamu&danam1 -

fThere is no such gift as the gift of morality1 - R.E.XI. 1.1.- . .5* ’••••••yatra nasti manusanam ek&taramhi
pasamg&mhi na nama prasado9 - ’Where men are not indeed 
attached to some sect*9 - R.fc. XIII. 1.5*

It will be seen that in all the twelve (7 ’asti* and 
5 ’nasti’) instances, the verb as- has been used in the sense

1* The form ’manusa’ is rarely used in these Inscriptions 
where almost always we find the form ’manusa’• However 
it o A J u G a v I i i f i ^ l ^ S ^ ^ a l k V g u n d u ^  
ffcy&V^ytiona of Ad oka (edited by Professor R. L. Turner, 
1932, Hyderabad Arehaelogical Series No. 10)*
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of 'existing1 • It is in tills sense that the verb as- is
mainly used in the present tense. /here it is a simple

1.
copula it is seldom used unless some period of time other than
the present has to he indicated. Tith regard to the examples
Nos. 3 and 5 ahore, it may he noted that the verb has been
brought towards the beginning, in the former case by the
adverbial phrase in the locative absolute and in the latter by
the adverb of place 'yatra'• Adverbs (especially of time)

2.
are not seldom placed first in the sentence and when they
occupy this position they attract the verb near them before the 

3.
subject.

In the remaining five cases verbs, other thah as- 
in the sense of existence, are placed before the subject mainly 
for egiphasis. In the following three instances the emphasis 
seeroa to be on the subject which has been removed from its usual 
position in the beginning of the sentence and placed last.

4.
As Speijer has pointed out this position alBo imparts emphasis

1. This question has been partly discussed in the two 
preceding chapters.

2. Speijer - Sanskrit Syntax, p. II Sec. 17.
Position of adverbs will be considered in Chapter on the 
enlargements of predicate.

3. Jacobi - IF. Vol. V. p.335.
4. Sanskrit Syntax, p.^Sec. l7
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especially on the subject.

1. ' b&huk&m hi doaam samajamhi pasati Devanampriya
Priyadaei raja* - 'For King Devanampriya Priyadartfin sees much 
evil in festival meetings. - R.3S. I. 11. 4-5.

2. Yya ca kimci parakramaml aham kimti bhutanam 
anamnam gaccheyam' - fAnd whatever effort I am making (is made) 
in order that I may discharge the debt (which I owe) to living 
beings* - R.E. VI. 1. Ill

Regarding example No. 2, it may be said that the 
subject personal pronoun 'aham' has been expressly stated and 
that after the verb for the sake of emphasis.

3. 1 etayaui hoti £aiua&n&&aat&nan&m dasane ca dahe 
ca thairan&m dasane ca hiramnapatividhano ca janapadasa ca 
janasa daspana^ cLhanimsnusast i ca dhammap&ripucha ca. • 9 On 
those (tours) the following takes place (namely) visiting 
Brahmana8 and Jramanas and making gifts to them, visiting the 
aged and supporting (them) with gold, visiting the people of 
the country, instructing them in morality and questioning about 
morality.1 - R.E. VIII. 11. 3-4.

As regards the above example, it will be seen that
there are many subjects connected by 'ca's' with a single verb*
'hoti'. The verb, being short compared with these, has been

1.
placed near the beginning and the multiple subjects placed after

1. Oriental advisory committee, 'Report on the Terminology and 
Classifications of Grammar•' p.14.
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it for emphasis.

4. 'yam tu kici parikamate Devanam Piyadasi raja
ta savara paratrikaya' - 'But whatever effort King Devanampriya
Priyadardin is making, all that (is) for the sake of (merit) 
in the other world.* - R.E. X. 1.3.

In the remaining two oases the emphasis appears to 
he on the predicate (verb) which precedes the subject, on on 
the object which is thus put in the final position.

1. 'vaghayisati ceva Devanampriya Priyadarsi raja 
dhammac&ranam idara' - 'And King Devanampriya Priyadardin will 
ever promote this practice of morality' - R.k. IV. 11. 7-8.

2. 'Janaaa ca vaghati vividhe dhammacalane
samyame danaaavibliage ti' - 'And various moral practices, s elf-
control (and) the distribution of gifts are (then) promoted 
among the people.* - ft.E. IV. 11.19-20.

As against these 18 cases of the inversion of verb 
before the subject, there are 178 instances of the verb being 
placed after the subject as is demanded by the traditional 
subject-predicate order. The moat common verb to be put in 
the inverted order is as- (sometimes preceded by the negative 
particle) which begins a narrative sentence. More than two- 
thirds of the total instances of inversion are restricted to 
this verb. The proportion of the inversion of verb in these 
edicts is about the same as that in the Jkahabb&rata prose 
(approximately 12 per cent.) and is much more than tnat of the 
Aitareya Brahmana which had only faUfi p e r cent, of the verbs 
in the inverted order.
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4, The Kajjhima-Hlkaya*
In the four suttas analysed from the hajjkima- 

Hikaya there are only 62 instances out of 676 cases of 
predication by finite verbs (including repetitions) where the 
verb precedes the subject* As in the Mahabharata prose so 
in this text also there are certain typical cases of inversion 
peculiar to it* The first type consists djjr verbs (mostly 
in the past tense aorist) with ’kho' after them openigg the
sentence of which there are 16 examples*

1* 9 as&osum kho Thullak ot£hitaka ̂ rahiua^agahapatika* •
iti1 - 'The Brahmanas and householders of Thullako£(hita heard 
this’ - KHK.II. 54, 25-26*

2* 'nisldi kho raja koravyo papnatte asane' - 'The
King Koravya sat on the seat which was spread*' - 66, 11*

3-4* 'alattha kho Raff - ap&lo kulaputto bhagavato 
samtike pabbaj jam, alattha upasarapadam' - 'Rajtliapala of noble 
descent received under the Blessed oue the pabbajJa (initial) 
and the upasampada (higher) ordination' - MKK.1I* 6o, 28-30.

5* 'addasa kho ayasmato RaJthapalassa pita ayasmantam 
Rajthapalam durato va agacchantam’ - 'The father of the venerable 
Rajthapala saw the venerable Ratfhapala coming afar off.' - 
MffX.lI* 61, 31-03.

6-8* *add&sa kho ~Ananda kappapko**••**ranno
Makhadevasaa Sirasmin phalitani Jatani’ - '0 Ananda, the barber 
noticed some hair grown grey on the head of the King ^aKhadeva' - 
MNK. II. 75, 6-7| 76, 29; 81, 6.
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9* 'adhivasesi kho kho ayasma Rafthapalo 

tunhibhavena' - 'The long-lived RaJJhapala accepted it by 
his silence' - M.N.K.II. 63, 7.

10* 'adhivasesi kho, Ananda, Nimi raja tunhibhavena'
'0 Ananda, the King Nimi accepted it by hie silence*' -
tf.H.K. II, 79, 24.

11* 'sampapesi kho, Ananda, Matali samgahako 
Nimi-r&janam Sudhammam sabham* - '0 Ananda, Natali, the 
charioteer, led the King Nimi to the Hall Sudhamma (the 
assembly hall of the gods) - N.H.K.1I* 80, 1C*

12-13* 'addasa kho, Xnarida, Oakko devanam Indo 
Nimi-rajanam durato va agacchantam* - 'O Ananda, Sakka, the 
chief of tlie gods saw the King Nimi coming at a distance' - 
JfHK.il. 80, 11s 92,

14. 'as coal kho raja i.adhuro Avantiputto' - 'King
J&dhura of Avanti heard this' - ;.U*K*iI* 83, 17*

15. 'samvijjante kho bho RaJJhapalo imasmin 
rajakule hatthikayapi ass&kayapi rathakayapi pattikayapi' - 
'There are, 0 Rafcjhapala, in this royal household armies of 
elephants, cavalry, charioteers and infantry' - l/.N.K.II*
69, 32-33*

16* 'avocumha kho raayam bhoto vacancna tam*
bhagav&ntam Gotamam' - 'At your request we told it to the 
Blessed Gotama’ - K.N.K. II. 91, 27*

In two instances the verb in the imperative mood 
followed by 'kira' opens the sentence the subject appearing 
next*
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1-2* 'adhivasetu kira bhavarn Gotaoia Bodhissa 

rajakumar&ssa svatanaya bhattan saddhim bhikkhusaiagnena' - 
'May the Blessed one, along with the brotherhood of monks 
accept meals tomorrow from the prince Bodhi. M.N.K.II.

There are two cases where the verb appears as the 
first word of the sentence, the subject pers onal pronoun 
'aham' is not expressed, still these are taken as cases of 
inversion because there is special emphasis on the predicate 
(Yerb) •

1-2* 'labheyam, bhante, Bhagavato sain tike pabbajam, 
labheyam bpasampadam ti* - 'Bir, k.ay X receive, under the 
Blessed one the initial and the higher ordination*' - tt.N.K.II 
56, 11-12.

In the second example above the verb ' iabheyaai' which 
already appears in the preceding sentence, is repeated here 
again for special emphasis otherwise it would not have been 
used.

In 6 instances the verb in the imperative mood begins 
the sentence, the subject personal pronoun 'tvam' has been 
expressly stated after it for emphasis*

1. 'ehi tvam, tata Ratthapala.*.* - 'Come on my
child Rajthapala' - U.N.K. II. d?, 2«.

2-3* 'ehi tvam, tata kumara, imam rajjam patipajja' 
'Come, 0 prince, manage this Kingdom' - M.N.h* II. 75, 20;
77, 10.
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4-5• 9 ehi tvam, sansma 5anj ikaputta. • ’ - ’Come, 

friend, Sanjikaputta9 - M.H.K. II# 91, 6; 92#
6# 'ehi tvam, samiua Matali’ - ’Come, my friend, 

Matali1 - M.K.K. II# 80, 25.
There are two examples where the sentence begins wife 

a rerb in the imperative mood, third person and the subject 
which is the second person expressed in the honorific third 
has been stated later# The emphasis is on the predicate 
(verb).

1# ’pabbajjetu mam Bhagava.’ - ’May the blessed 
one confer pabbajja (initial ordination) on me’ - M.K.K.II#
60, 28#

2# ’ayantu me bhonto mittamacce natisalihote9 - 
*£!ay you my friends and relatives come here.’ - M.K.K.II.
70, 12.

In three instances, the verb opens the sentence and 
is immediately followed by the pronoun subject. In two of 
these the verb is bhu- (Sanskrit) in the past tense and in 
one it is labh~in the present indicative second singular#

1# ’ahosim aham, bho Hatthapala.. • .samgair.avacaro' ti’ 
9I was, 0 Rajthapala....a warrior’ - M.K.K. II. 69, 11.

2. ’ahosi tvam vieativas8udde8iko>pi.•.•. 
samgaraavacaro*ti’ - ’Were you, when twenty years old.... a 
warrior?9 - M.H.K.II. 69, 6#

3. ’labhasi tvam te mittamacce natisalohite9 - 9Do 
you receive ftodr friends and relatives?9 - M.ju.K.lI# 70, 10.
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The first example where the verb inverted is 

first person singular is a reply (affirmative statement) to 
the enquiry in the preceding sentence.

Tlie last two of the above examples where the 
inverted verb is in the second singular are interrogative 
sentences as may be ascertained from the context and what 
follows.

There are six cases in which the present indicative,
first person singular (4), plural (1), and second person
plural (1) of the verb i3- (to wish) is in the beginning of
the sentence. The subject a personal pronoun is put immediate
ly after the inverted verb (in one instance the indeclinable
•no* appears in between the inverted verb ana the subject). In

1.
each case the sentence ends with an infinitive.

1-3. fIcchas/aham, bh&nte, kesamassum oharetva 
kasayani vatthani aochadetva agaraama anagariya pabbajjitum9 - 
•Sir, I ish to shave my hair and beard, put on yellow clothes, 
and to set out from the home life into the homeless. * - M.H.K.
II. 56, 9-11} 26-28; 57, 10-12.

1. The position of the infinitive after some finite verbal 
forma (especially of dak-, is-, arh-etc• )will be 
considered in Chapter XX on the enlargements of the 
predicate.
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4. * icchain ‘aham, hh&nte, raTtapitaro uddassetum* - 

•I wish to present myself to my parents f - K.N.F. II. 61,
13-14.

5. *icchama ô ayam, marisa, Uimi rajanam dajthun 
ti* - fFriends, we wish to see King Kimi* - M.N.K.II. 79t 9.

6. • iocheyyatha no tumhe, marisa, tfirai ra&$nam 
dajthun ti1 - fPriends, do you wish to see King Nimi? ' - 
JI.N.K.II. 79, 8.

The use of the pronoun-subjects just after the 
inverted verbs ie for emphasising the meaning of the predicate.

There are five instances where the verb •atthi* in the
1.

sense of •existence* begins the sentence. In three of the
five examples, there is •hama*.'ca* or ’kbo* immediately 
after the inverted verb and in the other two, the genitive 
•te* and •me*.

1. fatthi nama, tata Rat {haps, la, abhidosikam 
kumraasam* - fThere is# my child Rattbapala, gruel of yesterday*- 
M.F.K. II. 62, 25-26.

2. fatthi c ettha Hatthapalo nama kulaputto.1 - 
•There is here a young man named Ratthapala of noble descent* - 
M.N.K. II. 65, 17.

1. Similar initial position of the root as- in narrative 
sentences lias already been noted in the o&se of the 
Mahabharata prose and the A&okan edicts.
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3. 1atthi kho, maharaja, tena Bhagavata.••••••

cattaro dhammuddesa uddittha.' - 'There are, 0 great King,
I Vfour dhananuddesas pointed out by the Blessed one.' - K.N.K.

II, 68, 15.
4. fatthi te koci anuaayiko abadho ti' - •Have you 

any latent disease.' - M.H.K.I2. 70, 4-5.
5. * a t th i me, bho Rajthapala, anusayiko b&tabadho' -

fI have, 0 Ra{{hapala, chronic paralysis' - M.H.K.II. 70, 7.
In nine cases a verb in the passive voice is in the 

beginning of the sentence and the subject of the passive (the 
Nominative of the 'karma') appears later, the agent (instrument
al) is not expressed.

1-4. 'Upanlyati loko addnuvo*ti' - ' This impermanent
a close.' *wow Id is brought t o/_ — M.N.K.II, 68, 21; 69, 3, 24—25, 29—3 0.

5-9. 'dissanti sirasmin phalitani jatani* - fQa the
head are to be seen some hairs grown grey' - M.N.K.II. 75, 10, IS
?a, 35} 81, 11, 19.

There are two instances where the verb 'vac-' meaning
1.

•to say* having its object just before it precedes the subject.
1. 'id&m avoca ayasma Ratthapalo' - 'The venerable

Rat {ha pa la said this' - M.N.K.II. 72, 23.

1. This type of inversion was very frequent in the Mahabharata 
prose which has been already noted. But in ?ali it le 
very rare. As against these two examples there are at lea* 
twenty where vao- appears at the end.
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2• 1idara avoca Bhagava.' - 'The Blessed one said

this* - M.N.K.II. 83, 12.
In the following two cases, an adverb (of place)

is in the beginning of the sentence ahd attracts the verb 
1.

near it.
'tattna addasaw mahantam janapadam iddhan o'eva 

phi tan ca bahujanam akignamanuBsam' - 'There I saw a large 
country rich and vast with many inhabitants and full of 
men' - M.N.K.II. 71, 27-28; 72, 6-7.

As against these 32 instances (including repetitions) 
where the verb has been put in the inverted order, tnere are 
614 finite verbal forms which appear after the subject as is 
demanded by the normal subject-predicate order. Therefore the 
inversion of the verbal predicate is rare in the Majjhima- 
Nikaya also. The proportion of the instances of inversion is 
about the same as in the tlahabhar&ta prose and the A£okan edicts 
(namely, approximately ten per cent. only). The point peculiar 
to this text (Majjhima-Hikaya) is its use of enclitic words 
such as 'kho,* 'kira,' fca' etc. immediately after the 
inverted verbs which are often in the indicative (past) or 
imperative. v’hile 'atthi' is mostly found in the inverted order 
'jioti' always appears in the normal order.

1. Professor H. Jacobi - IF. Yol.V. p.335.
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5. The Dadakumaracarita

In the first four chapters of the Dadakumaracarita,
out of 806 ca3es of predication by finite verbs there are 138
instances where the verb precedes the subject. Of these
instances 73 are found in the first t\o chapters. The moat
frequent type of inversion is to be found where the verb is

2.
connected with the previous sentence by *ca*. Of the total
number of 7j& cases of inversion 25 (more than one third) are 
of this type.

(a) In 11 of these 25 instances, the inverted verb 
followed immediately by ,cal haB the same subject as that of 
the preceding sentence where it is expressed and thue it is 
obvious that there is no need for its repetition in the second 
sentence which begins with the inverted verb.

1. *..... vividuJL nntarv&mdikah puru§a£) dadpSud
ca tadavastham rajakumaraw* - *The guards of the female apart
ments rushed in arid saw the prince in that state* — h.K.I.
35, 4-5.

1. To avoid taking a long space, a full description will be 
given of the examples of the inversion of verbs found in 
the first two chapters only. The instancesdn the other 
two chapters will fall under one or the other divieion 
given here.

2. Jacobi - IP. Vol. V. p.335.
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2 • '..... anlnayad ... band ha nag |*ham) aj Igancte oa

ganakasamghair adyaiva k^apavasane vivahanlya rajad uniteti9 - 
'He had him taken in custody and had it calculated by the 
astrologers that the princess should be espoused the next 
morning (lit. that very day after the expiry of the night)9 - 
D.K. I. 36, 12-13.

3. 9(agamam) nyafcamayam ca t asm inn adraiue ka&yacic 
cutapotakasya cchayayara kamapy udbignavargam tapasam9 - 9 And 
in that hermitage I beheld, under the shade of a young mango 
tree, an ascetic who was looking like one dejected9 - D.k.II. 
41, 4-5.

4. 9 (udacalam) adardam ca.  kamapi Jisapanakam' -
9And I saw a certain ITalna mendicant' - D.K.II. 46, 5-8.

5. 9(alak$ayam) aprak^aw cantikopavis£a^9 - 'And 
sitting near him, asked9 - D.k.II. 46, 9.

6. 9 (tfptiiu adiiyagacoham) ahQsam ca kimait 
pr&madadattadare kvacit xitave9 - 9And 1 happened to laugh at 
a games tar who made a blunder in moving a piece9 - D.K. II.
48, 3—4.

7. 9 (svlcikljlsasi) br&vlfi ca kas tavapakaro 
matkfta iti9 - 'And again you ask (me) 9Uhat w rong I have 
don* toyou9 - D.K.II. 54, 17.

8. 9(surangam akaravam) acintayam caivam9 - 9And 
thought thus9 - D.K.II. 61, 17.

9. 9diro nyak|*ntam) akathayam ca £fgalikam9 - 'And 
told £?galika9 - D.K.II. 61, 20.
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10. 9 (ksanam ati^tham) atarkayam ca1 - D.K.II.

62, 19.
11. 9(rakgipurusair ag^hye) acintayam ca9 -D.K.II.

63, 13.
(to) There are 9 cases in which the subjects of the 

inverted verbs with 9ca9 after them are different from those 
of the preceding verbs. The inversion of verbs followed by 
9ca9 in these oases seems to have been used to express the 
idea that the action denoted by the inverted verbs happened 
almost simultaneously with or immediately after that of the 
verbs in the preceding sentences.

1. 9(svapne.•.kadcid jalapadah pratyadfdyata) 
pratyabuddhetam cobhau9 - ^They two saw in a dream a swan and 
both awoke at the vision9 - D.K.I. 34, 15.

2. 9(ninaya) rurodha ca balabharadattuk&mpad
•amp am* - 9He besieged Gamp a, making it shake under the weight 
of his ariqy9 - D.K.I. 36, 3-4.

3. 9 (sa. ...... .anaislt) abhuc ca ghogana svah
kamotsava iti9 - 96he led him and it was proclaimed that the 
festival of 9kama9 would be taking place on the morrow.9 - 
D.K.II. 45, 1-2.

4. 9(udatistham) udatistham* ca tatra gatanam 
harfagarbhah pradamsalapafc9 - I rose to go) and there rose 
up expressions of my praise, full of joy, from the people 
assembled there9 - D.K.II. 48, 9.

5. 9(udacalam) apatao ca«.•..nagarikabalam 
analpam9 - 1̂ proceeded a few otepsyt when there came a large 
f oroe of the oity-watch9 - D.K.II. 49. 11.
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6. •($£anvatt$that) adayisi caham bhavitavisavikriya^' 

'She (acted accordingly) while I lay down, seeming as though I 
were affected by the poison' - D.K.Ill 49, 19.

7. ' (sa raksikabalaiu aksinot) adhvamsayava flML
canmnaivarthapatie^-^havanani' - 'He destroyed the city guards, 
while we two destroyed the house of Arth&pati by that very 
man' - D.K.II. SSfc, 6.

8. '(kuveradattah praditsata) pr&tybadhnac
carthapatih1 - 'Kuveradatta.••.wishes to give, but Arth&pati 
opposed' - D.K.II. 52, 21.

9. klrtir aprathata) aprlyata ca bharta' -
(*Brame spread far and wide;) the King also was highly pleased 
with him*' - D.K.II. 56, 18.

(d) There are 6 instances where the inverted verbs
with 'ca* after them are in the passive voice of which the 
subjects appear later. The verbs of the preceding sentences 
are all (except in one case) in the active voice and have 
subjeots different from those of the inverted verbs that 
f ollow..

1. '( pratijagraha) jagfche ca uahati samparaye.•••
oimhavarma.••••0addavarmada* - 'And in the great battle, 
Simhavarman....was captured by Candavarman* - D.K.I. 36, 8-10.

2. '(•.ahameva.••.aveksamcakre) ninye casav ahany
anyasminn unmiaatyevoaarage rajaputro rajangan&m rak$ibhi(A - 
'Another day just at dawn the prince was taken by the guards
to the courtyard of the royal palace.' - D.K.I. p.37, 1.3.
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3. '(ninye... rajaputro rajanganam raksibhih) 

upatasthe oa kearitaga$£a6 Can£apotakah' - fAnd the elephant 
Candapotaka, with ichor flowing from hid temples, was also 
brought there* - D.K. I. 37, 4.

4. ' (Srgalika waraabhyasam agamat) abadhye caham 
aribhih' - *And I was captured by the enemies’ - "O.K. II.
57, 14.

5. ’(oa.... apasarat) anlye caham araksikanayakasya
4asanac car&kam' - ’And I too was taken to the prison by the 
order of the chief constable’ - D.K.II. 58, 13.

6. ’ (Simhagho§aR..... samapadayat) saniagamsi caham. 
rajaduhitra' - ’And I was united with the princess’ • D.K. II. 
64, 9.

The next frequent type of inversion is that of the 
verb ae- (1^) in the sense of 'existing' put mostly in the 
beginning of the narrative sentence. The form roost used is 
the present indicative third singular, ’asti’.

1. ’santy upayas t a dah' - 'There are such means' 
B.K.II. 47, 14.

2. 'asray aham taBya kanya' - 'I am his daughter’ - 
D.K. II. 49, 1.

3. ’asty ayam asidvitlyo me bahuh’ - 'There is my
arm with sword for its companion' - D.K.II. 49, 13.

4. ’asty etat* - D.K.II. 50, 20.
5. 'santy upaya dhanarjanasya bahavah’ - 'There are

many ways of earning money' - D.K.II. 51, 22.
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6. 'asti deva param mitral - 'Your Majesty, there 

is (he) a great friend (of mine).’ -D.K. IX. 55, 2.
7. 'asty evaitad asmad baliSyan nirbhinnaprayam 

rahasysm' - 'Through our folly, this secret aaa almost been 
divulged.' - D.K.II. 56, 5.

8. 'as ti kad c id taskarah KhanamT~ka rrnapi 
Sagarasutanau ivanyatamal/' w 'There is a thief who, like the 
sons of o&gara, i3 the roost expert in the act of digging' - 
D.K.II. 61, 3.

9. 'aslt tadp6o muuir aaiiiinn a^rame' - 'There was 
auah a sa&e in this hermitage.' - D.K. II. 41, 9.

10. 'athavaoty erasyapi janasya kvacit prabhutvam' 
'Or in some matter, there is power for this person too' - 
D.K. I. 34, 5.

11. 'ato^iusy&m asti me dahka' - 'So, I have some
#

fear for her' - D.K.II. 55, 20.
12. 'ity asTd asmakam mahaty ada' - 'In this way 

we had high hopes' - D.K.II. 53, 19.
13. 'Angesu tr&ngatatc kadcid asti tapahprabhavot- 

pannadivyacaksur MarToir naraa maharaih.' - 'There is on the 
bank of the OangeB outside the city of Carapa in the country 
of Anga, a great sage, named Mariei, who is possessed of 
divine sight got by the power of hie austerities' - D.K.II* 
41, 2-3.

14. 'so'smy aham mantras id dha£' - 'Here I aiu 
versed in magic lore.' - D.K.II* 52, 2.
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In the last 5 of the above examples (II o3. 10*14)

there are one or more words before the inverted verb. In
the last two (hoe. 13 and 14) hie subject is already referred
to by some pronominal adjective appearing before the verb

which is followed by the subject proper. This is a very old
1.

practice as such examples are found in ail the texts
analysed beginning from the Aitareya Drahmap^*

There are 7 instances in which tue inverted verbs
are preceded by adverbs or adverbial phrases (especially of

2.
time) which are not seldom placed first in a sentence. They

3. .
often attract verbs near them.

1# 1 bhuyobhuyah pravartatatiwatracitropacaradi
pharo ratiprabandhoh* - ’There proceeded an uninterrupted 
course of enjoyments highly pleasing on account of the 
various modes (of enjoyment) -D.K.I. 34, 12-13.

2* 1 turaule cumin eamaye niyantritapravedah kim
kim iti sahacopasytya vivi&ur antarvam^ikau purusan1 - ’At 
this time of confusion the guards of tne female apartments, 
their entrance not being barred, rushed in all at once to see 
what the matter was.1 - D.K.I. 35, 3-5.

3. *ksano ca tasrnin mumuoe tadanghriyugalam
rajatas^nkhalaya1 - ’At that very instant the silver chain
fell off from his ankles.’ - D.K. I. 37, 4-5.

1. Delbrttck - Die altindisohe Yortfolge aus dem cat&atn&brahm&ga
Sec • *) (a ).

2. Speijer ♦  Sanskrit yntax p. l\ Sec. 17.
3. Jacobi - IF. Vol.Vp.335.
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4. •ksanena cadrakslt tadapi eainyam anyena

fcamantato*bhimukham abhidhav&ta balanikayena pariksiptara’ -
0

•In a moment he saw even that hostile nrioy besieged by 
another army rapidly advancing in the front from an opposite 
direction1 - D.K. I. 39, 2-3.

5. ’tesu ca prathamam praha sma kilapaharavarraa}-
’ Of these Apaharavarman began (his story) first1 - D.K. I.
4o, 7-8.

6. ’tavad evodagat.• • • .patarigamandalam1 - ’Just then
the orb of the sun rose (in the sky) - D.K.II. 51, 9.

7. ’nrfte ca mayi na jlvi^yaty eva te bhaginl1 -
’And if I die, your sister would not live long’ - D.K.
56, 2-3.

In 5 cases, the whole statement being strongly 
negatived, the negative oarticle ’na’ begins the sentence and 
is immediately followed by the verb which is attracted by the 
•na1. The subject, if expressed, appears later.

1. ’na dekatus tu tan aprabhutvad uttarayitum 
aoadah’ - ’But they could not, owing to their oowerlessnese, 
deliver him from his calamity.’ - D.K.I. 35, 21-2.

2. ’na jane vaktum tvatkarroaitad adbhutam* - ’I do 
not know what to say of this wonderful .act of yours’ - D.K.II 
50, 8.

3. ’na daknomi cainarn atra pitror anobhyanujnayo.

payamya jivitum’ shall not be uble to livejbere with safety
upon marrying the aauisel without the consent of her parents’ - 
D.K. II. 50, 17-18.
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4* 'na smarami svalpam &pi tavapakaram matk^tam9 —

91 do not remember to have done even a entail injury to you' — 
D.K. XX. D '± , 15-15.

5. 'na m^yati mam jivitum vasantabandhuh' - 'Love
will hot suffer me to live1 - D.K.II. 62, 20.

xg&in there are 5 instances where a verb in the
imperative mood opens the sentence which closes with the 
subject.

1. 'p&dyatu patiiu adyaiva .lulavatamsitan iyaca 
anaryadlla kulapamsaul' - 'Let the wicked girl, the del Her 
of herX'Hinily, to-day see her lord exalted to tlie dignity of 
the gibbet' - D.K. I. 35, 13-14.

2 . 'deva dlyat&m anugr&hardram aitram' - 'Frinee, 
please listen (to me) with a mind soitened with kindliness* - 
D.K. 1. 37, 6-7.

3. 'astarn ayaw a£iksito varaka£* - 'Let this poor 
fellow alone' - D.K.II. 48, 5.

4. 1 astu sa kumam tvatkaiutrabhiiaar£i vairaspadam 
Dhanamitra^i* - 'Let Lmanamitra be the object of your hatred, if 
you like, since xie violated your wife. 9 - D.K.II. 0 8 , 6 .

5. 'prasldantu te devatâ .' - 'Lay the gods be 
please^Twith you* - D.K.II. 58, 11.

In 5 cases, the sentences being interrogative, the 
inverted verba have juat before them (except once) an 
interrogative word or particle which occupies the first 
position in the sentence.
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1. 'kim asti kanyantatypuradu^ake* pi kadcit

—  ©4>7 •
kypavasarah* - 'Tb there^room for showing pity to the defiler 
of the prince as1 apartment,' - D.K. I. 3o, 15-16.

2. '^iksayasi ro dyu tavartma hasavyajena1 - 
*Darc you, under the pretext of laughter, teach us the way
to play at dice?' - D.K. II. 48, 5.

3. ’kin asti kaiScid Viiuardako namatrabhavata^i' -
'Is there any body named Vimardaka connected with you?' -
D.K. II. 55, 1-2.

4. *api t̂iknopi tarn ahvatum' - 'Could you call him 
(to my presence)?' - D.K.II. 55, 3.

5. 'k&thain copalnbheta sa v?̂ rnkah' - 'And how 
could the poor fellow find him?' - D.K.II. 55, 5.

There are 11 instances where the verbs precede the 
subjects for emphasis. In 3 casee the inverted verba occupy 
the first position.

1. '£&yc#bam bhavitavicuvegavikriy&h' - 'I am 
lying dov.n, making as if 1 aju affected by the virulence of
the poison' - D.K.II. 49, 14.

2. 'janaty eva. devo nr. ikakoJ.iBarasya Vaauxuitrasya
mm * ...m&iu Diiariomitraui rxaioaikaputram* - 'Your Kajesty knows that I 

am Dhanamitra, the only son of Vasumitrn, whose wealth 
aiaounted to many crores* - T>£X#II. 51, 15.

3. 'naced Dhanamitrasyajinaratnam prRtiprryacchaai. 
drakeyasi param asfadadanam k&rananaia ante ca mrtyumukham' -
'If you do not return Dhanamitra's wonderful purse.... .you
will see the end of the eighteen tortures and finally the Jawa 
of dedh.• - D.K. II. 58, 17-19.
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Ab regards the last of the above examples, it will 

be seen that the first clause is in the normal order with 
verb at the end, while the second clause begins with the verb 
on which special emphasis has thus been laid by the inverted

3position. The reverse of this order is found in Ufc.II. 58,
20-21.

In 7 instances the subjects appear last in the 
sentences for emphasis.

1. 9 mam jatamatram hhanamitranamne’ tratyayaiva 
kasmaioid ibhyakum~arayanvajanad bh&ryaw me pita* - ’Uy father 
betrothed me as soon as I was born to Dhanamitra, the son of a 
wealthy man of this very city.* - D.K.II. 49, 1-2.

2. v mam t&runXbhutam..••.Arthapatinamne
kasmaicid itarasmai yatharthanamne sarthavah&ya ditsati me 
pita1 - fMy father wi&hes to marry me now grown up to another 
merchant-leader, naiaed Arthap&ti, who, true to his name, is a 
man of great opulence. ’ - D.K. II, 49, 4-6.

3. ’atmanaru atmananavasadyaivoddharanti santalj' - 
•The good raise themselves (i.e. improve their condition) by 
personal efforts, without destroying themselves’ - D.K.II. 51, 
22.

4. fupalabhyaiva ca kim etad ity atiparitrasavihvala
muktakappiam Hibakranda rajakanya* - ’Perceiving it, and not 
knowing what to make of it, the princess, beside herself with 
great fright, screamed aloud.’ - D.K. I, 34, 17-17.

5. ’hj’sjas tu vyajaharapaharavarwav - ’ Apaharavarma 
was highly pleased and said1 - D.K. I. 39, 11.

1. 'saumya, yady api dadyam.....dhanam.ua.tu.•••••••
carmaratnad&m purayeyam.
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6. *.•••• .sandradara^ saiaagaman nagarajana^ [ - fThe 

citizens full of eager curiosity, assembled there* - D.K.II.
52, 23.

7. 'tad asav a£ankig$a nik£§?£a£aya£ kitavâ i* - 
•That base-hearted sharper grew suspicious about itf -D.K.II 
59, 9.

In the last four (Kos* 4-7) of the atobfe examples,
1.

the subjects have already been referred to by an adjective 
appearing before the verbs but the nonn-subjects prbper have 
been placed after the verbs.

In the remaining example the sentence begins with 
'tat' which is immediately followed by the inverted verb.
The subject (fir3t person singular) is not expressedi-

* tan manye narthakaiaau dkarmaaya Satatamlm api 
Kalam apj*6ata iti* - * I therefore hold that 'Arina* and 
'Kama* do not come up even to a hundredth part of *dhanaaf. - 
D.K.II. 44, 10-11.

Thus in the first two chapters of the Dadakum&r&cari ta 
there are 73 instances in which a predicate consisting of a verb 
has been put before the subject and there are 65 in the next 
two chapters. As against these 133 cases of tue inversion of 
verbal predicate, there are 668 instances where the verba have 
been placed after tne subject as is demanded by the normal -

1. Delbrdck - Die altindiache *ortfolge aus dem Catapathabrjhha
pa. »jCC* 25 (a).
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s^bject-predicate - order. The most typical case of 
Inversion consists that of verbs which *re connected with 
the context and have ,ca* after them. The beginning of this 
particular type of inversion, especially of verbs meaning *to 
say1 such as bru-, vac-, has already been noted in the case of 
the Kahabharata prose. But in this text (D.K.) such 
inversion is not restricted mainly to verbs meaning to say, 
but is employed with any verb and thus its use is wider.
Next in frequency of occurrence is the inversion of the verb 
as- in the sense of •existence* in the beginning of narrative 
sentences. This particular type of inversion is almost 
regular in pos$-Vedic prose examined for the present study 
namely the M&habh~Srata prose, edicts of Adoka, the Majjhiaa- 
Mikaya and the Dadakum&rao&rita. The instances of the 
inversion of predicate consisting of a verb in the 
Datfakumnracarita is double the number of inversions in the 
three texts analysed before this. Here the number is 138, 
inverted against 668 in the normal order. Thus the 
proportion of inversions is approximately twenty per cent, 
against^ ten per-cent, in each of the three texts - the 
Mahabhparata prose, the A^sokan edicts and the Majjhima- 
Hlkaya and only Jb<7W)r per cent, in the Aitareya Brahmaqa.

In summarising the results of this numerical 
enquiry into the relative position of subject and predicate 
consisting of a verb, it is found that.
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(1) In the Aitareya Brahmana, the examples of the 

Initial position of a verbal predicate are rare. As against 
44 instances of the predicate (verb) preceding the subject, 
there are 1012 cases in which the verbs appear after the 
subject* Thus the subject-predic&te order is almost 
regular with very few exceptions only such as might be found 
in any language, however definitely fixed its word-orderl

(2) In the uahabhaaata prose also, the examples of 
the precedence of verbal predicate are rare, but here the 
Instances of inversions of verbs are 'fhxkt* times more 
frequent than that in the Aitareya Brahm&pa and certain types 
of inversions which develop in the later period are first 
found in this text*

.(3) In Atfokan edicts, the proportion of the inversion 
of verbs is about the same as in the Kahabharata prose, namely, 
approximately ten per centl only one particular type of inversion 
(of the root as- in the sense of existence in narrative 
sentences) is most frequently used*

(4) In the Majjhima-Nikaya also, the same proportion
of the inversion of verbal predicate i3 kept as in the two

1.
preceding texts* The root as- is inverted in tue same way
as in the ; ahabharata prose and the edicts of Aloita*

1* This fact may perhaps help us in ascertaining the dates of 
the composition of these works and it seems that there was 
no great interval of time between their composition*
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(5) In the Pafiakumaracarita, however, the 

proportion of the inversions of verbal predicate is double 
(i.e. twenty per cent*) the number found in the three texts 
(approximately ten per cent* in each) after the Aitareya 
Brahmagta where it was only Jbwo per cent. The most c©urn,on 
type of inversion ia that of the verbs followed immediately by 
vcav and thus connected v ith the context.

These figures in the different texts establish the
accuracy of Professor Jacobi's remark regarding the question
of the inversion of verb, that 'the inversions become more
frequent only in the post-Vedic prose; the more artificial

ia 1.
the prose, the more frequent/the inversion' And then he
goes on, 'Probably it {the inversion of predicate-verbs) was
cuBtomary only in the spoken language, but only a refined
feeling ventured to employ it in the written language and
only a classical author of first rank could use it with full
freedom. But since the prose is becoming so artificial with
long sentences, the natural order of words including the
inversion becomes impossible as it may not give the intended
senne. The wieldy and artificial 'paper' style avoids it,
and the natural and artistic style employs it as a means of
making the expression more vivid.•

1. IF. Vol. V. p.338.
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Chapter V*

PCGITI Cfcj oy TKft OBJECT.

1* Single Object

The question of the relative position of subject and
predicate having been discussed in the preceding chapters,
the present chapter is devoted £o determining the position of

1.
the object* With regard to this point Speijer writess

"The predicate, being verbal, ordinarily closes the 
sentence, which is headed by the noun-subject, when expressed* 
The other elements of the sentence are taken in the midst, but 
placed so as to make the verb have its object immediately 
before it*N

X>elbrtl_ck also says the same thing for the prose of
2.

£he datapaths Brahmapa* In his 'Altindische Syntax* he
further states that the *accusative as the least characteristic

3.
amplification of the verb stands just before it.9 It will be 
shown in this chapter that this is the position of the object 
in Sanskrit Prose of both Vedic and classical periods as also 
in the Adokan Inscriptions and the Pali of the Majjhima-Uikaya.

1* Sanskrit Syntax, pp*9-10, Sec* 16*
2* S*y. Ill* p*28, Sec* 6*
3* 5.F. tV* pp.17-18. Sec*9*
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The reason for that position of the object is not far to seek.
It has already been seen that in all the texts analysed normally
the subject opens the sentence and the verb closes it. So that
the object is to be placed somewhere in the middle, i.e. between
the subject and the verb. As the object is directly affected

1.
by the action of the verb9 it is intimately connected with the
verb. Pelbr&ok has said that 9the position (of the different
words in the sentence) depends on the nearness of inner relation-

2.
ship.9 Thus it may be expected that the object would be 
placed as near to the verb as possible. As the last place in 
the sentence has already been shown to be normally occupied by 
the verb9 the object has to take the position immediately 
before the verb. But this general rule has many exceptions as 
will be established by the results obtained by the analysis 
of the several texts as given below.

-y*r
1. * kriyajanyaphata^ratvam karma tvam9 - Vaiyakaranabhusapasara,

con. on verse 24, of. Jespersen, 9Various definitions 
have been given of objects the most popular one is that 
the object denotes the person or thing on which the 
action of the verb is performed9 - 9The Philosophy of 
Grammar, Chapter XII. p.157.

2. 3.V. IV• p.18.
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1, The Altareya Brahmana.

In the second book of the Aitareya Brahm&p&^ht of
X*

308 there are 83 instances in which the object has been
displaced from its usual position, i.e, immediately before the
verb, Of these in 54 cases, it occupies a position towards
the beginning of the sentence and is thua separated from the
verb by one or more words.

There are 8 oases where the object appears before
the subject which separates it from the rerb by which it is

2.
governed, (- obj. -ieubj. verb, ,, , ,8)

1, 9tarn u ha sm&itam purve'nveva praharanti9 - 9The
9

ancients used to throw it after9 - AB.VI• 3, 151,
x 2, 9tam devS abruvan9 - 9The gods said to it9-
AB, VI, 6, 183,

3, 9 tarns tanvanan Asura abhyayan9 - 9Towards them,
aB they performed it, came the Asuras9 - AB, VII, 1, 185,

< 4, 9Tam Adhvaryuh sruveglbhidharay&nn aha,,,,9 -
9The Adhvaryu covering it with the dipping ladle says,,,,9 - 
AB.VII. 2, 190,

In the above instance the object 9tlm9 is separated

1, The position of one object only will be considered here. 
The relative position of objects in relation to verbs 
taking two objects will be noticed separately in the next 
chapter,

2, Belbrttok - S.V. III, p,28. Sec, 6,
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from the verb 9abhidharayan9 not only by the subject but also 
by the instrumental which appears just before the verb.

5, •purugam vai devah pad urn alabh&nta* - •The gods 
slew man as the viotim9 - AB, VI. 8, 176.

With regard to the above example (Ho. 5) it may be 
noted that the real object (puru;am) of the verb alabh- 
ooeupies the initial position before the subject and it is 
only the complement (paduu) whioh appears just before the verb.

6. *upenam yajno namati9 - 9To him the sacrifice 
condescends9 • AB.VII. 7, 207.

As fbr this example (Ho.6) it will be seen that the
object being 9enam9 the weak form of the pronoun 9etad9 was
never allowed the dignity of occupying the f irat place in the
sentence and is therefore preceded by the preposition 9upa9

1.
which has been separated from the verb9namati9,

7. 9vaoa va enam hota vidasti9 - 9Tne Hot; dissects
it by speech9 - AB. VI. 7, 174.

8. 9adhvare hy enam devayanto*njanti9 - 9Vor at the*
sacrifice pious men anoint him9 - AB. VI. 2, 142.

The last tow examples (Boa. 7 and 8) open with an
instrumental in the former case and a locative in the latter
because the object as above cannot be placed at the beginning
of the sentence and moreover special emphasis is intended to
be laid on these two words in the oblique case which have.

2.
therefore, been placed first in the sentence.

1. Such separation of prepositions from their verbs is a mark 
of antiquity, cf• Speijer - Sank, Synt. Sec. 18.

2. Speijer - Sansk. Synt. Sec. 17.
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In 9 instances the subject is not expressed (except 

in 2 cases) and the object which begins the sentence is 
separated from the verb by an instrumental, (* Obj, ^ inst, j 
verb.•••,,,9),

1. 9tam vai ySpenaivayopayan9 - ’They obstructed it 
by mean8 of the post.1 - AB. VI. 1, 138.

2. ’tain yad yupenaivayopayan tad yupasya yupatvam9 - 
9In that they obstructed it by means of the post, that is why 
the post had its name9 - AB. VI. 1, 138,

3-4. ’yajamanam. eva tat svena medhena sam&rdhayati9 - 
9Verily thus he makes the sacrificer prosper with his own fat9- 
AB. VI. 3. 152) VI. 6, 183.

5. ’Hakfamsy eva tat svena bhagadheyena yajnan 
niravadayate 1 - ’With their own share he excludes the 
Rakgasas from the sacrifice9 -> AB. VI. 7, 170.

6. ’amptatvam ova tabhir yajaraano jayati9 - ’With 
them the sacrificer conquers immortality,9 - AB. VII, 4, 197,

In the two examples above (Nos, 5 and 6) the object 
is separated from the verb not only by the instrumental but 
also by the ablative (in the former) and the subject (in the 
latter which appear immediately before the verb.

7. 9tejasaivenam tad Brahmav&rcasena samardh&yati9 - 
’Verily thus with brilliance and splendour he causes him to 
prosper9 - AB. VI. 4, 155.

8. 9svayaivainam tad devataya svena chandasa samard- 
hayati9 - ’Verily thus with his own deity, his own metre he 
makes him prosper9 - AB. VI. 5, 160.
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In these two examples (Ifoaf 7 and 8) the attributive

adjectives to the nouns in the instrumental have been taken out
1.

of their normal place just before the nouns they qualify and 
placed at the head of the sentence which cannot be opened by 
feiam' the object,

9, fsa enam vaoa vyaiat* - ’With speech he dissected 
it’ - AB, VI, 7, 174.

There are 5 cases where the object is separated from 
the verb by the dative. In one case the subject is expressed 
and stands just in front of the verb ( - obj, r dat. 4 verb,..5)

1. ’pari haivenam tat sam vatsaraya dadati’ - ’Verily 
thus he gives him to the year9 - AB, VI. 2, 146.

In the above example the object ’enam9 is preceded
by the preposition ’pari ’ followed by the particles *ha’ and
’eva’ combined. That such a separation of preposition from the

2.
feerb is a mark of antiquity has already been noted.

2. ’havir evasma etat evadayati9 - ’Verily thus he 
makes ready the oblation for him’ - AB* VI. 9, 182,

3. 1tasmad Xgneylr eva Manotayai h&viao*vadlyamana-
f

syanvaha9 - ’Therefore he recites verses to Agni only for the
oblation being cut off for Manota9 - AB. VI. 10, 183.

1. The position of the attributive adjective will be dealt with 
in Chapter VII.

2, See the beginning of this Chapter - Aitareya Brahmana.
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In the last example the object is separated from
the verb not only by the dative but also by the genitive which
appears after it and before the verb.

4. 9 tarn ebhya udayacchan’ - They raised it against
them1 - AB. IX. u, 255.

5. 9 tarn ebhya^ praharan* - * If they hurled against 
them’ - AB. IX. 7, 253.

In the following two instances, the position just 
before the verb is occupied by the ablative and the object 
appears towards the beginning of the sentence (s obj. ** ablat. 4 
verb.••••.2).

1. * ya j amanam eva tad ^andhutay&notsfjati9 - * Verily 
thus he does not let loose the saorificer from his connection*
AB. VI. 4# 159.

2. • yo vai bhaglnam thagan nud&te9 - 'If a man
deprives one of a portion of hiB share1 - AB. VI. 7, 172.

There are two cases where the objedt,is separated 
from the verb by the genitive (» obj. + gen. 4 verb 2)

1. 9 imam no dff(va manusyai ca rgayad canuprajnasy&nti9 
•Seeing this of us men and seers will track us* - AB. VI. 1, 138.

2. •yajnavedasam es~m karipyama9 - 9We shall make a 
disturbance of their sacrifice9 - AB. VII. fc, 185.

In the above example it will be seen that 9na^9 
being a weak pronominal form like 9 enam9 cannot occupy the 
initial position in the sentence. Moreover, as Belbrdok says
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in such oases •imam9, 9iyam9 etc. are emphasised.

Again there are 21 instances where the object opens2.
the sentence (except in 4 oases) and the place immediately 
before the verb which is usual for the object is taken by the 
locative, (* obj. r loo. t verb......21)

I. 9 dravipam evasmasu dhattat9 - 9Bestow wealth upon 
us9 - AB. VI. 2, 143.

2-3. 9 pranan /̂&yamane dadhati9 - 9He confers life-
breaths upon the saorificer9 - A.B. VI. 4, 156 (twice).

4. 9 p raj am ca >Jacaw ca yajarmne dadhati) - 9He
confers offspring and speech upon the saorificer.9 - AB.VI. 4,157 

5-7. 9padun yajamane dadhati9 - 9He confers cattle
upon the saorificer9 - AB. VI. 4, 157j VI. 9, 182. VI.10, 184

8. 9Vf$£iia anuady&m yajamane dadhati9 - 9He confers 
rain and proper food upon the sacriiioer9 - AB. VI. 4, 158.

9. 9prayapanau yajaxnane dadhati9 - 9He confers 
inspiration and Expiration upon the saorificer9 - AB.VI. 4, 19&

10. 9vacao yajamane dadhati9 - 9He confers speech 
upon the sacrificer.9 - AB. VI. 4, 159.

II. 9 epv evainam tal lokesv adadhati9 - 9Verily he
thus places it in these worlds9 - AB. VI. 6.

12. 9ayugy evainam tad vlrya indriye dadhati9 -
•Verily thus he confers upon him life, strength and power9 -
AB. VII. 7, 207*

1. SB. Ill, Sec. 6, p.30; also cf • Vendryes, 9Language9 ,
Chapter IV, p. 144. XX. In such cases Sanskrit has 
preserved the Indo-European custom of placing the enclitic
pronoun second in the sentence (after the first word emphasim

2. These will be accounted for in the note below.
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13. ’tain tasmln kale’nupraharet' - 'It should be

§

thrown after at this time* - AB. VI. 3, 151.
14. ftam as yam anvagaochan9 - 9 It they followed in 

this (earth)9 - AB. VI. 8, 177.
15. 9 tam yatra nihamsyaato bhavanti9 - 9 vhen they

were about to kill it9 - AB. VII. 1, 183.
16. AJfajamanam eva.• • • • .pafufu pratis^hapayati9 - 

•He established the saorificer among the cattle9 - AB. VII. 8, 
212.

17-18. 9 tad enat avayam eva pratisjdiayam antatâ i
pratijthapayati9 - 9Verily thus of the end he established it 
in its own support9 - AB. VI. 6f 166; VII* 1, 188.

The remaining examples arc found in AB. 1A. 7, 254 
(Two) and 255. The verb in all the three instances is 9sarastha- 
payamasa9•

In 12 out of 21 examples above the finite verb is a
form of the root dha- in connection with diich the order,
object v locative y verb, has been used. This is a further
proof which substantiates the remark of Professor Jacobi that
9in ancient prose sentences were composed af*er a standard 

1.
pattern. A^fegards the four cases (11-12, 17-18) it will be 
seen that the objeot being the weak form 9enam9 or 9enat9 has not 
been placed first in the sentence but that position has been 
occupied by the attributite adjective - separated from the noun

1. I.S*. Vol. V. p.336
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it qualifies - in the first case, by one of the words in the 
locative in the second case and by the adverb* tad9 in the last 
two oases (same sentence repeated).

it nay be of some interest to note here that in 
modern Bengali though normally a locative would be placed before 
the object, such sentences as, *ei jinif £a ghare rakho9 - 
•Keep this thing in the room*) or, *ae bu$o ghofatake haJe 
pa^hiyec^e1 - ’He has sent the old horse to the market-place,9 
are not rare. The same is the case with Hindi.

In the following example, the object begins the 
sentence and the verb closes it. Other parts of the sentence 
(with a locative absolute just after the object) come in the 
middle. The subject is not expressed.

9 tan S p r ite  padau pura iva pary&gner yupai prati 
purastad up&yan (asuraty)1 - When over the victim had been said 
the  X p r ls ,  before as it were the circumbulation with fire, 
they advanced towards the post from the east and attacked them9 
AB. VII. 1, 185.

There are 3 relative sentences in which the object 
(relative pronoun or adjective) appears towards the beginning 
of the sentence and is separated from the verb by one or more 
words (i.e. subject, dative, genitive or locative).

1-2. 9yam vai d|*pto vadati yam unwatta^ (sa KakfasI
vak)9 - 9The speech of the Kakfasas is what a proud person or 
a man distraught speaks9 - AB. VI. 7, 173.

3-4. 9deva vai yad eva yajne9kurvam6 tad Aeur^#akurv&n9 -9Whatever the gods did at the sacrifice, that the 
Asuras did1 - AB. IX. 7, 252.



5-6. ’dev a vai yai yarn eva 'fcajram **curebhya 
udayaooh&ms tam tarn e§am Asurah pratyabudhyanta* - 1 Whatever 
weapon the gods raised against the Aauras, that the Aeuras 
perceives and countered* - A3. IX* 7, 253.

There are 29 cases in which the object has been placd
after the verb* In 5 of these, the verb begins the sentence
and pushes the object somewhere after it.

1. fcayate va enai sa* - *He revenges himself on him1 - 
AB. VI. 7, 172.

2. ’adataro vai na imam pr^tar yajnara asura^’ - ’The
Afluras will take from us this morning sacrifice* - AB. VII. &,

* 205.
3. ’vardbayanty evainam tat* - ’Verily thus they ?jake 

it grow.1 - AB. VI. 2, 147.
4. ’punanty evaincia tat* - ’Verily thus they purify 

it1 - AB. VI. 2, 147.
5. ’pusyati prajarn on pa£umS ca ya evam vidvan 

bailvam yupam kurute’ - ’He prospers in offspring and cattle 
who knowing thus makes the post of bilva.’ - AB. VI. 1, 140.

The normal order of words of the sentence in the last 
example (Ho. 5) would have been -

’ya ev&jL vidvan bailvam yupam kurute (sa) pr«jar* ca 
pai^md ca pusyati’.- * This order has been disturbed and another 
p»ferred because there is special emphasis on the verb ’pufyati’ 
which has been placed at the head of the sentence and the ob£ots 
occupy the nearest position after it. It is evident, however.
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that the objects In this example describe only the sphere of 
the action of the verb and do not like ordinary objects, denote
the person or thing on which the action Is directly performed. 
The same idea could have been expressed by the instrumental as 
well* T:ith regard to this as well as all the other cases 
where the object is found after the verb, it may be said that
it is natural that the object would occupy this occasional
position in the sentences in which the verb is displaced from
its normal position at the end*

In 21 instances, the sentence begins with 9 tat9
2*

followed immediately (except In one case) by the verb which 
has its object a whole sentence concluded by 9 iti9 after it*

1. 1 tad SViur dviruho*gnlsoralyah kartavyo dvidevatyo♦
hlti9 - 9 They aay, fas victim for Agni and Soroa should be 
offered one of two colours, for it is for two deities1 - 
AB. VI. 3, 152.

2. 9 tad ahur yad adhvaryur hotaram upapresyaty atha
kasmat.....iti9 -ffhey scy, •Eince the Adhvaryu gives the order 
for supplementary directions to the Hot?*..**.9 - AB. VI* 5, IS I.

3. 9tad u va ahuh kTrtayed eva9 - 9They say, however, 
9He should roake mention* - AB* VI* 7, 172.

1. Delbrttck, , • XII* p.30. oec* 6.
2. This type of composition is quite frewuent in the * Pan Sa

tan tra. cf. Jacobi, I.y. Vol. V. p.335.
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4. * tad ahur 1 yad anya&evatya uta padur bhavaty atha***

iti1 - ’They Bay *8ince the victim is for other deities also,
then why......* AB. VI. 10, 183.

The remaining examples are found in AB. VI. 3, 153}
VII. 1, 188, 167; VII. 3, 154, 195; VII. 4, 198 (twice);
VII. 5, 203; VII. 6, 206; VII. 8, 211. 212, 214; VIII. 4, 228}
VIII. 5, 231, 232; IX. 4, 247; IX. 6, 251; IX. 8, 257.

It may be noted here that the 'tat* in sentences like 
•tad ahu£. * • • * iti1 seems to be the anticipatory pronominal object 
in the usual position immediately before the verb, while the 
object proper being a long statement concluded by ’iti1 is placed 
after the verb. We may here compare with the above use *that* 
in such English sentences as *1 knew that he would be coming* •
Here ’that* introducb&^the object sentence, appears really to 
be the anticipatory short object like ’tat* of the Sanskrit 
sentences.

It is worthy of notice that all the objective sentences
in the above examples are governed by a verb -ahuty- meaning *to
say’. The same holds good for most of the modern Indo-Aryan
vernaculars. We may quote what Lavalkar says with reference to

1.
Marathi

•The object being a sentence may either follow or
precede the governing verb; when it comes after it is introduced
by kl (that) expressed or understood.••••• The objective sentence
is usually governed by verbs of saying, thinking, asking, telling,
commanding, hearing, understanding, etc.*

I cannot resist the temptation of giving one or two— — -■- ■... - — ...... ....... ... i. ■■ ■ ■ -■■■ —- - '     - ' c>ecift'Q9»
1. Havalkar, Hev. G.R. - •The Students1 Karachi Grammar* - p.281,
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examples in illustration of the above remark from modern Bengalis 
fei janyei loke bale Jamaa mftya biye e tin bidhata niye.9 - 
•This is why people say that birth, death and marriage depend on 
fate*v

'ami taone k or lam je tumi agei oole gecho.’ - 91 
thought that you had already gone*9

The same idiom is found in Hindi also*
In the following example the object followed by two 

adjectives appears after the verb (at the end of the sentence) 
•te’bhit&h parioaranta ait padum eva nirantram

t
aayanam' - 'They went round, and lo the victim lying without 
entrails*’ * ABXVII. 3, 196,

There are 2 instances which are only slightly different 
from the type Just noticed* Here also the object is a sentence 
concluded by fitif.

1* 9te vidur anena vai deva yajham ayuyupann iti9 - 
’They perceived, ’By this the gods have blocked the sacrifice*9 - 
AB. VI. 1, 138.

2. 'tasmat patadasyaiva paladenacakgate 'mufya pa la dam
amusya paladam iti’ - ’Therefore they speak with the word 
’palada of foliage generally, as the foliage of such and such, 
the foliage of such and such’ * AB. VI. 1, 141.

The reason for the objective sentence being placed 
after the governing verb may not be far to seek. As a rule the
objective sentences are longer than the one (short of the object)
containing the governing verb. If the objective sentence was
placed in the middle immediately before the governing verb, in



that case a part of this main sentence would have to be placed 
before the objective sentence which wo ld separate that part 
from the verb with which it is intimately connected* If this 
order was adopted, it would be difficult to establish clearly 
the connection between the two parts of the main sentence 
separated by the whole objective sentence* It is to avoid 
this difficulty in the quick understanding of the sense, that 
the sentence (short of the object) containing the governing 
verb is placed as a whole either before or after the objective 
sentence* Moreover, when a sentence begins with 'tad ahuh' - 
they say - or some such words, the interest of the listener is 
at once aroused to know what they say* This statement which 
becomes the object is given next and it satisfies the listener's 
ouriosity*

As against these 83 cases where the object occupies a 
Position other than the one immediately before the verb, there 
are 225 instances in which it appears in that position* Thus 
the normal position for the object is established to be just 
before the verb* The exceptions number 27 per cent* (approx
imately)* A position towards the beginning of the sentence is
more frequent (54 out of 83) than the one after the verb (29

1*
out of 83), because the latter is a less emphatic position than 
the former* It may be said that the normal order of words in

1* Kellog, Rev. S.H* - "A Grammar of the Hindi Language' - 
p*538, Section 916*
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a sentence is changed 'when a person speaks with emotion, or
when any special word is to he made enphatic. The emphasised
word is generally put as near to the beginning of the sentence

1.
as possible*

 p. .
In the prose passage comprising the third chapter

in the first hook (Xdi Par van) of the MahSbharata, out of 280
£

cases where object is found there are 63 Instances in which
it occupies a position other than its normal one of just before
the verb* In 22 of these oases it has a place towards the
beginning of the sentence in which it is separated by one or
more word appearing after it and before the governing verb*2*

There are 15 instances where the object opens the
sentence, the next place is occupied by the subject and the
verb appears in its normal position at the end of the sentence*

,1* 'yad ayara bruyat tat karyam*••••* * - ' Whatever 
he may say that should be done. Mhh* 1.3, 20*

2. 'tarn oopadhyayah presayomasa' - 'The teacher 
sent him' - Mbh. I. 3, 341

3. 't&m upadhyayah p Tv an am apa£yat' - 'The teacher 
saw him growing fat.' - llbh. I. 3, 3 6*

1* Havalkar, Rev. O.K. - 'The student's ifarifhl Grammar*, 
p*265. Sec* 467, note 

2* There are more than 20 more examples of this type in 
connection with verbs having two objects one of which 
appears after the verb* These will be considered in the
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4-6. 'tarn upadhyayas tathapi plvanam eva 

djsjvovaca' - 'The teacher noticed him still growing fat and 
said' - Mbh. X. 3, 40, 44*7.

7. 'phenam pibami yam ime vatsi m&tpn&m atanat 
pibanta udgiranti' - 'What these calves drop out while sucking 
their mothers' breasts' - Mbh. 1. 3, 48.

8. 'phenam api bhavan na paturn arhati* - 'You 
hould not drink even foams' - ¥bh. 1.3, 49.

9. 'tarn upadhyayah samadideda.' - 'The teacher 
ordered him* - Mbh. I. 3, 78.

10. 9....te bhavan datum arhati' - 'Please give me 
those two (ear-rings)•- Mbh. I. 3, 104.

11. 'etc kuygale Takjako n^agarajah subhj*dai 
prarthaymti' - 'Takgaka, the serpent-chief wants very much to 
have these ear-rings.' - Mbh. I. 3, 111.

12. 'tam Utanko'bhisrtya.•..anvayat• - 'Utanka 
followed him' - Mbj. I. 3, 128.

13. 'tam klidyaraanam Indro’padyat* - 'Indra saw<
him working hard' - Mb. I. 3, 131.

14. 'tarn Utanko’nuviveda* - 'Utanka entered into 
it' - Mbh. I. 3, 133.

15. 'adystam tvam bhayam agamisyati1 - 'Some 
unforeseen danger will befall you9 - Mbh. 1. 3, 9.

In most of the above examples the subject appears 
after the object vtoioh is at the head of the sentence and 
before the governing verb? "thus the order being object ^
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subject «* verb* In a few cases, of course, there are some
more words after the subject and before the verb* In the last
sentence (No# 15) it will be Been that the attributive adjective
to the subject begins the sentence so that the object has been
pushed forward to the seoond position after which appears the
subject followed by the verb as in the other cases#

In the following instance an adverbial phrase opens 
1#

the sentence after which appears the object followed by the 
subject and verb#

1# fatha k&smimlcit kale Vaidam Brahwapam Janamejaya£ 
P&ugyad ca kgatriyav upetyopadhyayam varayanoakratu^' - •Then at 
one time, Janamejaya and Pausya the two ksatriyas approached 
Vaida the Brahma^a and selected him as their priest* - lfbh.1#
3, 82.

It will be seen that •upftya* governs Vaidam 
Brahaapam and the other object (tam) of the finite verb 
•varaya^noakratu^i9 which takes two objects, is understood*

Object separated from the governing verbfy instrumental# 
1* 9sa tad bilam dandakasJhena oakhana9 - vHe began fee

open that hole with his staff* Ubh* I* 3, 131*
A genitive intervenes between the object and the verb

(in one of which an adverb appears just before the verb)*

1* An adverb (especially of time) is not seldom put first in
the sentence* of# Speijer - Sank# Synt* p* Sec*17*

2* Thommen - KZ# 38. Sec* 16* p*j7£>
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1. *aa tu tad vfttam taayadegam upalabhya 

pritiiaan ahhut9 - ’lie was glad to hear that incident in full 
from, him9 - Ubh. X. 3, 88.

2. 9t>ho Utanka etat purlaam asya rsabhasya 
hhakfayaava9 - 90 Utanka, just eat the dung of this bull9 - 
Kbi. I. 3, 99*

Object separated from the verb by a locative•• .2.
1. 9tam ca de£am vade sthapayamasa9 - 9And brought 

that country under his sway9 - Mbh. I. 3, 20.
?/ith regard to the above example it may be said

that in(vade sthapayamasa the locative stands in a closer
relation to the verb and the two together express the idea of
a single verbal form like 9v&6Icakara9 and in such cases this

1.
order is almost invariable.

2. fetam aivam apane dkamasva9 - 9Blow this horse 
in the anus9 - Mbh. I. 3, 151.

In the following case a negative particle begins tie 
sentence, after which appears the object followed by the past 
participial adjective to the subject and at the end appears 
the governing verb -an infinitive.

vna mam jaktas Takfako nagarajo dhargayitum9 - 
•Takaaka, the serpent-king is not able to challenge me9 - 
Mbh. I. 3, 112.

1. fhoaomen - KZ. 38, Sec. 16, p.5^
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There are 41 instances in which the object is found

somewhere after tue verb. Of these in 12 caaee, the subject,
if expressed, begins the sentence, the object closes it and the
verb occupies the position just before the object. Thus the
place normal to the verb is occupied by the object and that to
the object by the verb.

1. 'ca klidyam&no*padyad upayan* — 'Thus distressed
«

he at length saw a way.' - Mbu. X. 3, 23.
As regards the above example, rhythm seems to be

partly responsible for the transpotition of the object and 
the verb. 'klidyamanah sa upayam apafiyat' would mar the 
rhythm. As it i3, it reads like a part of a verse. Such

1.
composition in prose has been named 'v?tta&andhin' by Yidvanatha

2-4. • aa up adhy a ya vac an ad ar&K^aa gahf - 'Following
the order of his teacher, he tended the cows.' - Mbh. 1. 3, 35, 
39 and 49.

5. 'stotum upacakrame devav Advinau* - 'He began to 
eulogise the twin godB Afivins' - Mbh. I. 3, 56.

6. 'sa pathi gacchann apa$yad rsabham atipraman&m' - 
'While going along the path, he saw an outsize bull' - Mbh. I.
3, 98.

7. 'tadapadyat striyau' - 'Then he saw two women' - 
Mbh. I. 3, 144.

1. Sabityadarpana - Chapter VII. Karika36^- ̂
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8. 1 f t * p  ra ty ajagamopadhyakulam1 - 'He*.... 

returned to the house of his teacher ' - Mbh* X* 3, lo7.
9* 'anujane bhavantarn* - 'X permit you' - Mbh* I*

3, 170.
10. 'so'padyad at ha pathi nagnam kfapanakam

«

agacch&ntam' - 'Then he sa* , in the way, a naked monk coming 
along.9 - Mbh. I. 3, 126.

11. 'icheyam drotum kiia tad iti' - 'X would like to 
hear what that is' - Mbh. I. 3, 165.

12. 'kim te priyam upaharami gurvartham' - ' £hat 
gratuity you would like me to give you?' - Mbh. I. 3, 93.

In the last example (No. 12) which is an interrogative 
sentence, the object proper has been placed after the verb but 
it ie already referred to by the interrogative pronoun and 
an attributive adjective which appear before the verb.

Object after the verb in the absolutive* H

1. 'ea tac chrutvarupir upadhyayavSkyam' - 'Iruni 
hearing that call of the teacher' - Mbh* X. 3, 28.

2. 'bhagavac chabdam frutv&iva saa&sa vidarya 
kedar&khangam bhavan tam upasthitah' - 'As soon as I heard 
your voice, I broke open the bank of the field and came up to 
you' - Mbh. I. 3, 29.

3. 'bhagavate nivedya piirvam (bhaikfam) aparai 
car ami' - 'After giving to you (the whole of) the first
(store of alms), I collect another' - Mbh. 1. 3, 41.

4. 'ea evam pratisandirfyot&nkam Vaidah pravasa?
jagama.' - 'After giving these directions to Utanka, Yaida went 
away on a temporary sojourn' - Mbh. I. 3, 84.
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5-6. 'pravi£yantahouram (ksatriya yacyatara)' - 

'Please enter into the inner apartments (and ask the Kfatriya) 
(uy wife for it) Mbh. I. 3, 105 (twice).

7* 'sa ca dp3Jvaivotafikain pratybltt^ayabhivadyovaoa' 
'As soon as she waw Utanka, she got up, bowed down, and said' - 
Mbh. I. 3, 110.

8. 'pravi^yo padhyayakulam' - 'Entering the house 
of the teacher•••' - Mbh. I. 3, 158.

9-10. 'pravidya ca nagalbkam (svahhavanam agacchat) - 
•Entering the serpent-world (he went to his own house) - Mbh. X. 
3, 130, 133.

11. 'pratigjhya oa kug^ale'cintayat' - 'Heceiving the
♦

ear-rings, he thou^it' - ?fbh. I. 3, 154.
It will be seen that in 9 out of the 11 cases above

the non-finite verb which governs the object is derived by
1.

-ya (-lyap) and only in 2 instances by -tva (-ktvac)
There are 5 instances where the sentence begins with 

'tat' (in one case with etat) followed immediately by the verb 
which has its object after it (r ftat' - verb - obj 5)

1. 'tad ebhivadaye bhaga van .tarn' - 'I bow down to 
your honour' - Mbh. 1.3, 30.

2. 'tad anujane bjavantam' - 'Ho I permit you' - 
Ubb. X. 3, 89.

1. Such cases of non-finite verb having the object after it are 
found only in this text (the Mahabharata) and the 
Dadakumaracarlta and not in the other texts examined.
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3. 'tat x^amaye bu&v&ntam’ - 'So 1 beseech you to

pardon (me)9 - Mbh. 1. 3, 120.
4. 'etat pratyanuuaye bhavantav Alvinau* - '1 do 

you A^Yina* - MM. I. 3, 72.
5. 9tad ajnapayatu bhavatl kim upaharami gurvartham 

iti1 • f3o please order v/hat I shotid prdsent as gratuity due 
to the preceptor.9 - Mbh. I. 3, 95.

It may be noted that in 4 out of the 5 examples above 
the verb which has its object after it, is in the first person 
singular, present of which the subject is not expressed. It 
is onfer in the last (no. 5} case, that the verb third person, 
singular, imperative has the subject expressed after it because 
it is second person expressed in the honorific third and then 
follows the object which in this case is the whole sentence 
ending with fiti'.

In 4 instances the verb is in the imperative mood 
where in the second person the subject is seldom expressed 
(except for special reason), so that tne verb is at the head 
of the sentence and lias the object after it (- verb (imp.) -f 
obj••••••4).

1. '(yady etad utsahase tato) nayasvainam' - 'If 
you agree to this then take him ' - Mbh. 1. 3, 18.

2. 'adanainam* - 'Eat it (the cake)' - Mbh.I. 3, 69.
3. 'ajnapaya kim karavanT ti' - 'Just say what I am 

to do.' - Mbh. I. 3, HO.
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4. 'ajrlEpayatu bhavan kim te priyam upaharamiti' -

•Please say what you would like as a present to you 1 - Mbh.I. 
3, 93.

There are 9 instances (all of the same type) where 
the verb 'vac9 - which ordinarily takes two objects has only 
the direct expressed. This objeot being the whole statement 
concluded by fitif is long and has therefore been placed after 
the verb.

1. fBa evaia ukta upadhyaya^ pratyuvaca, 'yaamat 
bhavan...••iti* - 'The preceptor, thus addressed , replied , 
Because you.....' - Mbh. I. 3, 31.

2. 'sa evarn uktah pratyuvaca, 'nanytam.••••••.iti' -
Mbh. I. 3, 70.

3. 'tenaiv&m ukta upadhyaya^i pratyuvaca, 'vatso' 
*anka, ugyatam tavad iti' - 'fhu3 addressed by him, the teacher 
replied, 'Utanka, my child, wait a while’ - Mbh. I. 3, 92.

The remaining examples are found in Mbh. I. 3, 44,
47, 54, 72, 90 and 165.

Thus in the prose passage (book I, Chapter 3) 
analysed from the Uahabharata, there are 53 instances where 
the object has been displaced from its normal position, that 
is, immediately before the verb. Unlike the Aitareya 
Erahmana, here a position after the verb is more frequent (41 
out of 63) than before it towards the beginning of the sentence 
(22 out of 63). As against these cases there are 217 
instances in which the object appears just before the verb.
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Therefore that is established to be the normal position for
the object* The percentage of the cases of exceptions in
this text is slightly leas than that in the Aitareya Brahmana*
There the number of exceptions was 27 per cent* where as here
it is 23 per cent* approximately* The position of the object
after the verb and thus towards the end of the sentence is 

1*
also emphatic only it is less so than at the beginning* So 
the difference lies in the degree at the emphasis which is 
mainly responsible for the disturbance of the normal order of 
words in a sentence*

3* The Hook and Pillar edicts of Adoka*
In the fourteen Xiock and the seven Pillar edicts of 

A£oka out of BO cases we have an object there are only 16 
instances in which the object occupies a position other the 
one immediately before the verb which is normal* Of these 
in 7 cases it appears before the verb towards the beginning of 
the sentence*

There are 4 instances where the object is separated 
from the verb by the subject which comes in the middle 
(= obj* - BUbj* - verb*.•••*4)

1* 1.... *yena may lajuka caghanti "aiadhayitavef -
'••••••in order that lajukas may be able to please me1 -
P.£• IV. 9-10.

1* (a) Speijer - Bank* Synt* Sec*(7
(b) Kellog - 'A Grammar of the Hindi Language1 - p• 538,

Sec* 916*
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2. ’etam jane sutu anupatipajIsati* - ’Hearing 

this, men will conform to (it) - J?.3£. VII* 21*
3# ’etam Devanampiye aha* - ’hevanampiya says 

this * - PK. VII. 31.
4. *na tu tatha dSnam va puja va i>ev£narnpiyo 

liquate* - 'But Devanampiya does not value either gifts or 
honour so (highly) as...’ HE. XII. 2.

In one case a dative separates the object ufriich 
appears towards the beginning from the verb which governs it.

1. ’atha hi paj&m viyataye dhatiye niaijatu 
asvathe hoti’ - ’if or, as one feels confident after having 
entrusted (his) child to an intelligent nurse...1 - PE.IV. 
10-11.

In the following two examples the object being 
relative pronoun has been put in the beginning of the clause 
and is separated from the verb by the subject in the first 
example and by instrumental (ending in -tas) in the seconds

1. f(yani hi kani ci mamiya sadhavani fcajani) tam 
loke anupatipamne tarn ca anuvidhiyanti’ - 1 (Whatever good 
deeds have been performed by me) those the people have 
imitated and to those they are conforming1 - PE.VII. 28.

2. ’ya ca kimci mukhato anapayami’ - ’Which I 
myself am ordering verbally’ - Ah. VI. 5-6.

There is one instance where the object preceded by 
an attributive adjective and tne enclitic ’hi’ opens the 
sentence, next appears a locative which is followed by the
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Terb having its Bubject as the last member of the sentence 
(-. obj. r loci t verb t eubj 1)

1. 'bahukam hi doeam samajamhi pasati Devanampiyo 
Piyadaai raja’ - ’For, King hevanampiya Piyadasi sees much 
evil in festival meetings1 - iUj.4.

There are 6 instances in which the subject begins 
the sentence (except once where it appears after the verb 
preceded by the adverbial phrase), next place is occupied by 
the verb which has its object - either a word or a whole 
sentence * after it*

1* ’putra ca potra ca prapotra ca Devanampiyasa 
Piyadaaino rano prav&dhayisamti idara dhammacar&pam ava 
savajakapa.' - 'And the sons and grandsons and grc.at grandsons 
of King hevanampiya riyadaui will promote this practice of 
morality until the aeon of destruction (of the world) - 
RE. IV. 8-9.

2. 'so bevanampiye Piyadasi raja dasavarsabhisito 
saint o ayaya sambodhim' - '3/hen King hevanampiya Fiyadaai had 
been anointed ten years he went to Sambedhi* - Ah* VIII. 2.

3. *iajuka pi iagh&mti paficalitave mam' - ’And the 
laj ukas must obey me' - PE. IV. 8.

4. ’Devanampiyo Piyadasi raja sarvata ichati save 
pasamda vaseyu' - 'King Devanampiyo Piyadasi desires (that) 
all sects may reside everywhere' - RE. VII. 1.

5. 'ye atikamtam aiiitalam la jane husu he vain ichisu 
katham jane dhaimava^hiya vagheya' - 'The Kings who were in the 
present time had this desire, that men might (be made to)
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progress by the promotion of morality' - ££• VII* 12-13*

6* 'atikamtam amtalam hevam ichisu {ajane k&tham Jane 
anulupaya dhammavadhiya vaflheyati' - 'In times past Kings had 
this desire* that men might (be made to) progress by an adeqiute

i

promotion of morality' - PE. VII. 15-17.
In the following case an adverb (repeated ) followed 

by an enclitic 'caf begins the sentence after these appear 
the verb,second person* plural imperative of which the subject 
(as a rule) is not expressed and which has its object after it 

followed by an attributive adjective*
'hevam ca hevam ca pallyovadatha janam dhammayutam' - 

'In such and such a manner exhort the people who are devoted to 
morality' - JPE. VII. 22-3*

There is one instance in which the verb is the first 
member of the sentence followed by the subject and the object 
appearing after it closes the sentence with a pronominal 
adjective*

'vadhayisati ceva Devanamplya Piyadastraja
dhanmacarapam id am1 - 'And King Dev£na$piya Piy&dasraja will
ever promote this practice of morality' - RE. IV* 7-6*1*

As against those 16 instances in which the object

!• Excluding the 19 cases* 'Devanampiyo PlyadabirajS ovam Sha' 
where the whole text (of the Inscriptions) following 'aha' 
may be taken as object* But this being a set-phrase with 
which most of the Inscriptions begin has not been discussed 
above•
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appears not Immediately before the verb but either towards 
the beginning ef the sentence (8 out of 16) weparated by one 
or more words coming between the object and the verb which 
governs it or after the verb (8 out of 16) often at the last, 
there are 64 cases where the object occupies the position just 
before the governing verb which is thus established to be the 
normal position* The proportion of exceptions is 20 per cnnt* 
which is less than that in the other two texts examined before 
this (Aitareya Brahmapa, 27) Mahabharata 23)* The number of 
the position of the object before the verb towards the 
beginning of the sentence and of that after the verb is equally 
divided - 8 before and 8 after* But,« has already been 
shown, in the Aitareya BrShzoa^a the former position was more 
frequent than the latter (54 out of 83) and in the Mahabharata 
the latter numbered more than the former (41 out of 63).

4, The Ma j jhlma-Hikfcrw.
In the Ra££hap£lasutta (Bo.82) of the hajjhima- 

Hilcaya out of 225 cases where the object is found there are in
all 45 instances (including repetitions) in which it occupiesjL
place other than the one immediately before the verb* Of these 
in 29 cases, it appears before the verb but separated from it 
by one or more words coming between the object and the verb 
which governs it*

In 28 Instances it is the subject which separates the
object from the verb (» obj* 4 subj* * verb..*28)
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1* avaham bhante, tatha karisuami yatha warn 

matapitar® anujanioaanti agara&ma anagariya^pabbajjayati1 - 
fI myself, sirs, shall act in such a way that my parents will 
permit me to set out from the hoiue to the homeless life9 - 
MBK. 82, 56, 19-20.

2-4* 'na tarn mayam anujanama agar&sma anagariyam
pabbajjaya9 - 9We will not permit that, i,e1 to set out from 
the home to the homeless life9 - MUX. 82, 57, 2-5, 20-1; 58,
7-8.

5-7. 9ha tarn matapit&ro &niy$aissanti agarasma 
anagariyam pabbajjaya.9 - MSTK.82. 58, 1-2; 59, 11-12, 22-5.

8. 9 sac© mam Bhagava anujanati9 - 9If the Bleased
one permits me....9 MHK. 82, 61, 14.

It may be noted that in the eight examples above, 
the verb which appears last preceded by the subject and by
the object before that is anu * jna- to permit. But when in
the Imperative mood, the object comes after it as will be 
shown below.

9-18. 9ye (or yam) aham natva ca disva ca sutva ca
agarasma anagariyam pabbajjito* - 9After knowing, seeing and 
hearing these, I have set out from the home to the homeless 
life.9 - MBK. 82, 68, 16-7; 19-20; 25-24, 27-8, 30-31;
69, 1-2, 25-6; 70, 22-3; 71, 12-3; 72, 17-18.

In the above instances the object being a relative
pronoun appears in the beginning of the clause.

19-22. 9 ....lti hh&vam RaJJhapal® aha9 - 9This said
the venerable Ra((hapala9 - MHK.82, 69 3; 70, 1-2, 31, 71, 18.
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For these examples (Kos. 19-22) It will be seen that 

the whele statement (not quoted here) ending with 1itif is the 
Qkfeot of 'aha1 which oan take two objects though here only one 
is given*

23* fappekada mam, bho Rafjhapala, aittaraacca 
natisalohita parivaretva thita honti1 - 'One time, O Ra((hapala, 
friends and near relatives were standing round me9 - MHK. 82,
70, 7-8.

24-28. * kim bhavam Rafpiapalo natva va disva v~a
sutva va agaras^a anagariyam pabbajjito* - 1 After knowing, 
seeing and hearing what, have you Rajthapala, set o»?t from the 
home to the homeless life?' - MKTK.II. 66, 26-27; 67 (twice)
68 (twice).

In the above example the object being the interrogative 
pronoun has been removed from its usual position after the verb 
and placed in the very beginning of the sentence.

In one case an instrumental intervenes between the 
object (which is followed by several a djectives in the Bahuvrlhi 
compound) and the verb tfhich governs it (» subj. * obj. inst. * 
verb.....l)

• aa Imam lokam sadev&kam samarakam. • • .sayam abhinna 
sacchikatva pavedeti* - 'lie declares having realised by himself 
by xoeano of superior intelligence, this world with gods, with 
mara..••* - MSK. II. 05, 6-8.

There are 3 instances in which the verb opens the 
sentence, after which appear}the subject (sometimes preceded by
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an enclitic) and the object has been placed last (• verb ^
subj. ^ ebj..... 8)

1. f l&bheyyaham, bhante, Bhagavato aantike 
pabbajjam, labheyyam upasampadan ti* - *1 wish, sirs, to 
receive under the Blessed one the initial and the higher 
ordination.* - IftK.ll. 56, 11-12.

2-3. 'al&Etha kho Ra$£hapalo kulapuite Bhagavato 
santike pabbajjan, alattha upasampadamf - *Ra££hapala of 
noble descent received etc. (as before)* - kNr.II* 60, 28-9.

4. ’as&osum kho Thu llakojthi taka Brahinapagahapatika. • • 
iti* , - *The Brahwanas and householders of Thullako${hita heard 
this* - MHK.II. 54, 25-6.

5. * addasa kho ay as ma to Rajfchapalaasa pita ayasmanta^ 
Rajthapalassa pita ayasmantam Ra(£hapalaia dura to va agacchantam* - 
•The father of the venerable RaJJha^ala saw the venerable 
Ra££hapala caning afar off.* - MBK.I1. 61, 31-3.

6. * addasa ayasmantai RatthapalajL divaviharam 
nisinnan* - *tie saw the venerable Ra££hapala seated down and 
spending the day* - illiK.If. €5, 13-4.

7. * labhasi tvai te laittamacce nati&alohite * - *Do 
you receivetycAf friends and near relatives* - ittih.IX. 70, 10-11.

The above being an interrogative sentence where the
interrogative word has not been used, the verb has been placed 
first to denote the question *and the object pushed after it*

1. Thommen - JJZ. 38. Heo.90, p.560.
The position of words in interrogative sentences will be
notloed in Chapter X.
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8. 1 naham, bho RaJJhpala, la'ohami te mitt&macce

natisalohite* - *1 do not, O Ra}thap&la, r e c e i f r i e n d s  
and near relativeo (who gay this) - MTTK.II. 70, 15-6*

In the laBt example (No. 8) the whole statement is 
negatived, so the negative particle (followed by the subject) has 
been placed first in the sentence and the object appears after 
the verb as in the other cases.

There are 3 instances in sdiich the subject of the verb 
v&ich ic in the firet person Aorist is not expressed. The 
object (in one case followed by several adjectives) has been put 
after the verb (« verb. T obj.....3)

1. fagamainha kho te, gahaoati, ^eha®* - *1 went to 
your house, 0 householder* - MNK.II. 63, 1.

2-3. *tatth* addaa&m maliantam janapadam iddhan e’eva 
phi tarn oa bhaujanam akiri^aanussam9 - • The re 1 saw a great 
district prosperous,full, populous and full of people* - INK.II. 
71, 26-8; 72, 7-3.

In 5 cases, the verb in the Imperative opens the 
sentence, fell wed by the object (in the second example vocative 
cemes before the object). The subject has been expressly stated 
only once because it is the second person put in the honorific 
third (m verb. imp. - obj.....5)

1-3. *anujanatha mam agarasma anagariyam oabbajjetttm, - 
MHK.II. 56, 30-1; 57, 12-13.; 60, 8-9 (in this case, RaJJhapala^

Kulaputtam fer mam).
4. *sedhehi, samma migava, migaclram uyyanabh umia* -
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•My friend hunter, prepare the stag-hunting park* - MNK.II.
65, 10-11.

5. ’pabbajjetu mam Bhagava - ’Kay the Blessed one 
initiate me into the order* - ;£££.. IX. p.60. 27.

It has already been stated (while dealing with such 
examples in the Aitareya Brakmapa) that in all the cases whe* 
the verb has the occasional position towards the beginning of 
the sentence, the object is pushed forward somewhere after it.

1.
Thus both the verb and the object share the occasional position.

As against these 45 instances where tVie object does 
not occupy the position immediately before the verb, there are 
180 oases where it has that position which is thus seen to bo 
tho normal. Here the exceptions number approximately 20 per 
cent, which is exactly the same in proportion a s in the Atfok&n 
edicts noticed before this. like the Aitareya Brahnapa, here 
also the position of the object before the verb towards the 
beginning of the sentence would appear to be more frequent (29 
out of 45) than after the verb towards the end of the sentence.
But it has to be noted Uu-1 if repetitions of tho same eentenoo 
are not counted, then the latter position (after the verb) will 
bo seen to have preference over the former as in the case of tho 
Mahabharata prose.

1. Delbrtick, 5.r. III. Cec. 6. p.30



In the first two chapters of the Padakumaracarita, 
there are 345 instances where an object is found and of these 
in 113 oases it has not been put Just before the governing verb 
but it occupies a position either before the verb towards the 
beginning of the sentence or after the verb. Of these in 44 
oases it appears the former position.

There are 8 examples in which the object which opens 
the sentence is separated from the verb by the subject appeari% 
between them (- obj. y aubj. y v e r b 9

1. ’tarn ekada Kamamanjarlnamanga purlvatamsasthanlya 
varayuvatir....abhupetya.•••.abhyabandis£a’ - ’a courtesan 
named Kamamanjari, who was like an ornament to the Anga-capital 
once approached and ..... bowed to him* - D.K.II. 41, 10-12.

2. • tad apy avadyam asav abhyupesyati • - ’This also 
he will undoubtedly undertake to do * - D.K.II. 52, 13.

3. 9 tam apy acirad evayugmafiara^ sarsayane
fayayi§yati’ - ’Cupid (lit. theJjovea-arrowed god) will make 
her also lie on a bed of (his) arrows in no time’ - D.K.II.
53, 13.

4. ’mam ca kadacid anarth*ad it&s tarayisyati’ - 
’And will perahanoe save me from this distress’ - D.K.II.
57, 18-19.

In the 4 examples above (Kos. 1-4) the object is 
followed by an adverb of time preceded by an enclitic (except 
once). In example He. 4, a locative appears between the 
subject and the verb which closes the aentenoe. A desire for
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alliteration which adds some external eleganoe to the style 
mayfcave been partly responsible for this order in the present 
ease - darah dara dayane dayayisyati9

5* 1 tarn eva m&ttahastinam ud&stagherane
rajaputro'dhiruhya ramhas ottamena r&jabhavanam abhyavartata9 - 
•The prince, having knocked off the driver, leaped upon the same 
furious elephant and drove towards the palace with utmost 
speed*9 - X>*K* I* 38, 13*

6* 9tvam eva sa niradikgat9 - fHe pointed out to 
you9 • D.K.II* Si# 6#

7* 9 tad asav adamki§ta nikj*ptadaya£ ki tavah9 - 9 That
base-hearted sharper grew suspicious about it9 - D.K.II* 59, 9*

8. fkautukam oa sa kila ksapavasane vivaria ity 
abadhnat9 - 9And he (even) tied the auspicious marriage-string, 
as the marriage was to take place qt the close of night9 - D.K. 
II* 64, 16*

In the following 10 instances the sentence begins 
with an adverb or an oblique case and the three principal 
elements (subject, object and verb) of the sentence appear in 
the same order as in the preceding section (i*e* ♦ t subj♦ t
verb)

1* 9 atha tanmanadcutatama^ap&rdabhiyevastam ravir
agat9 - 9At this time the sunset, as if in fear of the touah of 
the darkness (of ignorance) that fell off from his (the sage9s) 
mind9 - D.K.II* 46, 1.

2* 9tadanuruparn eva tvam iyam rajakanyaka kamayate* - 
•And just in accordance with that, the princess has been in 
love with you9 - D.K.II. 60, 17*
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3* 'oitr&ir upayais tv am aham meoayifyami9 - 91 

shall e f f e c t  your release by wonderful ways9 - D.K.II. 61, 7.
4-7# 9 tasyaiva kfte vitfî âs thanavartina^ x&f£ani

tapaasl mahanti danani darupani yuddhani bhXmani samudralan- 
gjhanadlni man&vah aamacaranti* - 9 It is for the sake of this 
(pleasure) only that »en in particular (holy) places 
practise severe penance, give liberal gifts, fight terrible 
battles, and undertake dangerous enterprises such as voyages9- 
DJK. II. 44, 20—21.

8. 9&sya ine degam ega vo dasl v i jn Z p & y & t i9 -  9T h is  

y o u r slave begs to  subm it h e r  o ffe n c e  w ith  re s p e c t to  h e r 9 -  

D.K. II. 41, 18.
9. 9 tat ha nisanpam tarn. • • . • • sahaga tya Dhanami t ra£ 

w anipapata9 - 9̂ hile he was thus seated, Dh&namitra came 
with.•••••• and bowed down to him9 - D.K.I. 39, 20, 40, 1.

10. 9analpena ca papmana rajata£pnkhallbhutarn
mam.....Vlratfekharo nama Yidyadharah Samkaragirau samadhyagamat9 
9A demi-god named Vlradekhara... found me, who was transformed 
into a silver-chain as a penalty for my great sin, on the 
#3amkara mountain1 - D.K. I. 37, 14-16.

In the last example (Ho. 10) it will be seen that tfc 
object is separated from the governing verb not only by the 
subject with its attributives but also by a locative.

In the following example, the object - being a 
relative pronoun has been put first in the dependant clause 
which follows the independent.
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*(sakhe, saiva dhanya gapikadarika) yam evam

bh&vanm&no’bhtnlvidate9 - •Friend, fortunate Indeed is that• *
courtesan-girl to idiom your mind is so much attached) - D.K.II 
53, 12.

There arc 2 instances where the subject as usual 
begins the sentence after which comes the object which is 
separated from the verb by some adjectives (used predicative!^ 
to the subject - (subj. - obj. - i>r. Adj. te subj. - verb)......2

1. 9sa oainam c&ndralekhaochavi^ kacid apsarorupinl 
bhutva pradaksiijlkftya pranjalir vyajnapayat9 - fAnd she 
assuming the form of an Apsaras, beautiful like the digit of 
the moon, went round him keeping him to the right, and with 
folded hands said.* - D.K. I. 37, 5-6.

2. fsa gapika tarn ffim alaghubhakti^. .. .anvaranjayat* 
•The courtesan, full of deep devotion. •• .won the sage*s heart9 - 
D.K.II. 43, 12*16.

There are 7 oases in which the object is separated 
from the verb by instrumental (s obj. - inst. - verb.)....7

1. 9na saknomi oainam atra pitror anabhyanujnayar 
^payamya jlvitum9 - 91 shall not be able to live here after
marrying her without the consent of her parents9 - D.K.II.
50, 17-18.

2. 9tata6 ca kamc it....dakyabhiksuklm olvarapipgad- 
anadinopasangxhya..•••9 - 9Then winning over....a Buddhist - 
female mendicant by the gift of old garments, food and the like*9 
D.K. II. 54, 7-8.
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3. ’kara apy upayam Stm&naiva nirplya9 - ’Having 

definitely settled seme plan by myself1 - D.K.II. 57, 19.
4. ’ya tarn arthalubdham. • • .Dbanamitrena samgamitaaatl9 

’....who brought about a union of that wretched (harlot) covetous 
of wealth with Bhanamitre.9 _ D.K. II. 37, 21-22.

5. 1 atmanam atmananavaaadyaivoddharanti santa^9 - 
’The good raise themselves (i.e. improve their condition) by 
personal efforts, without destroying themselves9 - D.K.II.
51, 22.

6. ’asakpn mam sakhlhhir apy anupalaksitenap&n- 
-gaprekaitena abhivlksya...’ - ’She repeatedly looked at me,
with a glance from the corner of her eye, unnoticed even by her 
friends and.....9 -D.K.II. 53, 5-6.

7. ’ath&ham.•••.dhatrlm Mangalikam tvadadi^fena 
margepanvaranjayam* - 9Now I....... pleased the nurse Mangalika
in the way suggested by you9 - D.K.II. 59, 17-19.

Object separated from the verb by dative (»obj. v 
date, t verb)...».^.

1. ’te eadya eva tam arth&m Capg&varmape 
nivedayancakruh9 - ’They at once rejjorted the matter to 
Capdavarman’ - D.K.I. 35, 5-6.

2. ’tadardham sabhikaya sabhyebhyad ca dattva9 - 
’Giving half of this (money) to the president of the gambling 
party and the assembly....9 - D.K.II. 48, 7-8.

3. 9 tato’pahftam sarvara arthaj&tam taemai pratyarpya9*
’Returning to him all the money, stolen from him9 - D.K.II. 54, 
11-12.
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4* 'narapati^L** • • .svara te dapayitum pr&yatigyate' - 

1 The King.... wil try his heat to induoe (me) te restore 
(your) property to you*1 - D.K.II* 59, 15*

5* vaa kila capgadllas Capaavama sarvam ldara 
udantajatam rajarajagirau tapaayate Darpasaraya samdirfya*...• 
•That Cagdavarxna, known for his fierce disposition, informed 
(through a courier) Darpasara, who was practising religious 
austerities on the Kailasa mountain, of tne whole ef this
affair and.... • - D.K. I. 35, 22-23*

5* ’mam jatamatram Dhanamitran&mne tratyayaiva 
Kasmaicid ibhy&kuraarayanvajSn&d bharyam me pita* - 1 My father 
b e tro th e d  me as soon as I was born to  Dhanamitra, the sen ef 
a wealthy man oi th is  v e ry  c i t y 1 - D.K.II* 49, 1-2*

In the above (he* 6) example, tne complement to the 
object appears after the verb and before the subject which 
closes the sentence*

7* f****.mam taruplbhut&m**..Arthapatinamne.•••
sarthavahaya ditsati me pita*1 - *My father wishes te marry 
me new grown up te (another) merchant named Arthapati* - 
D.K.II* 49, 4-6.
Two more examples occur in DK.II• 55, 11-2, and 56, 9-lp*Abldfive separates the object from the verb* (- ebj* *
SOL*  ̂▼grb. .*2

1. *na Aekatus tu tarn apr&bhutvad uttarayiturn
apada^ - *But they could not, owing to their powerlessness,
delifer him from his calamity1 - D.K.I* 35, 20-21*
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2. 9ajinaratnam Udarakan musitva9 - 9Bobbing 

UdSraka ef the wonderful leather-bag9 - D.K. II. 54, 9.
Genitive appears after the object and before the 

verb (- obj. - genl - verb#)...... 3
1. 'akpamad ca dhikkptani pauravfddhanaa 

sedhum....9 - 9Being unable to bear the contempts of the aged 
citizens1 - D.K. II. 47, 2.

2. f ayutam api yatananam anu&haveyam9 - 91 will 
suffer even a myriad of tortures9 - D.K. II. 58, 22.

3 • *S ixnhagh ofo’pi..... kanyapurap rave dam bhuy o* p i« «
me samapadayat9 - 9Slinhaghos&.•.again effected my entrance 
into the apartment of the princess9 - D.K.II. 64, 9.

Locative which appears before the verb separates it 
from the object (• obj. - loc. - verb)•.....4.

1. 9 sarvam eva Pu^podbh&vaku^umbakam..sarvasvah&rapa
purvakam sadya eva bandhane kgiptva...9 - 9He at once seized 
Pugpodbhava with all hie family, confiscated all the property 
and threw them into prison.9 -D.K. I. 35, 23-24.

In the above example, the two words bandhane and 
ksiptva express a single notion and have therefore been put 
together. This is the usual order in modern Indo-Aryan 
languages also) e.g. in Bengali, 9tader iab&ike takkhuni Jele 
purlo9 - 9They wereball thrown into prison at once.

2. ’matBarinyaia Jarasi hhumisvargam attrodede 
praveksann agatah9 - f01d age becoming jealous (to me) I came 
to this place wishing to enter a heaven on earth (as itwere) - 
D.K.II. 52, 4.
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3. 'mam eva tvadupapralobh.no niyojya' - 'Having 

appointed my »«n oelf te allure you • - D.K.II. 61, 11-12.

4. ' sa nllotpalaisayata ivapangadauiange mama
muncanti...' - 'She invested me with a string (i.e. auoc.seion)
of side-glanoes as if of blue lotuses...' - D.K.II. 46, 21.

lo

There are 12 examples where the verb which is 
denneoted with the preceding sentence takes ,cal after it and 
has been placed in the beginning of the sentence that fellows, 
so that the objedt ie pushed forward to occupy a position 
(often Immediately) after it*

1. ,dadfdu£ ca tadavasthasi rajakumaram1 - D.K. I*
35, 4-5.

2* 'rurodha ca balabharadattakamparf Caoipam* - D.K. I
3d, 3 —4.

3. 1 nyadaraayam ca kara udbignavarnam tapaaaa* -
D.K. IX. 41, 4-5.

4. •aprakaam oantikepavisja^...•iti9 - D.K.II. 46,
9-10.

5. 9ad&rrfaA oa  kam api k jtapanakam9 - D.K.II.
46, 5—8.

6. 9 adhv&msayaxa oaxuunaivartijL&patibh&vanam9 - D.K.II.
51, 7-8.

The remaining examples are found in D.K.I. 36, 12-13)
D.K. II. 51, 6) 54, 17; 61, 17) 62, 19 and 63, 13.

1. For English translation see Chapter IV. under 5, The 
Dad&kurua raoa ri ta •
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The reason* for the Initial oositlon of the verb

2.
and bo for the after-position of the object hare already 
been noticed.

Verbs (absolutiTe) with objects after them.••••21.
1. ’drutva tu bhuvmn&Tft tan tarn (uttamangana.....

idam abhapata)9 - ’Having heard the description of the 
universe, (the beautiful princess said this) - D.K.I. 34, 1-2.

2. 9kytvl ca Bajavahanam rajakedarlkidorakam iva 
d&rupanj&r&nib&ddham.•••9 - fHe then secured Baj&vShana, like 
the cub of a lordly lion in a wooden cage..*.9 - D.K.II 36, 
1-2.

3. 9£rutvaitad fpir udlrnaragavythr abhyadat9 - 9 on 
hearing this the sage with his passion enkindled said9 -
D.K. II. 44, 12.

4. famunaiv& sahopasya sandhySm* - laying the 
prayer with him9 - D.K.II. 46, 3.

In the above example (No.4) the facility for
effecting a 1 sandhi1 between 9&ah%9 and 9upaeya9 may have 
brought about the present order of the verb (absolutive) 
preceding the objeot.

0( mm mm5. 9prap̂ dya lokopahasalaksyatam9 - 9Having become 
an ebject of people9s contenpt9 - D.K.II. 47, 2.

1. See Chapter IV. (Jaoobi - IK. Vol. V. p.335).
2. See Chapter V, towards the beginning (Delbr^ck S.V.III.

p.30) •
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6. *anupravidya oa dyutasabham* - •Entering into 

the gambling hall1 - D.K.II. 47, 18.
7. *yad iyam atikrax&ya svakuladhanuam1 - * or she

setting aside the duties of her family’ - D.K.II. 58, 20.
8. ’ surangaya ca pratyetya bhaudhanagaram1 - Having

returned to the prison by the subterranean paosa^e'rP.K.II.
<*3, 9.

9—10. 1.....p&ridhapya nispravapiyugalam abhavaharya
paramannam.• •.' - ’making him wear a pair of unbleached (new) 
garments and take excellent food...* - D.K. II. 68, 19-20.

11. *airupya caham put; tram evamgatam.•••• • - •ffindiig 
my son in this condition*

12. •b&dhvainam mahyam arpayata1 - '.Please catch 
hold of him and give him to me.1 - D.K. II. 63, 23.

The remaining examples are found in D.K.I. 38, 13)
14) D.K.II. 44, 22) 47, 12) 47, 15-16) 50, 16; 52. 15|
58, 22) 63, 11.

In six of the above examples, there is ,cav after
t&e absolutives which clearly shows that these are connected
with the preceding sentence. In most of the cases both the
sentences have the same subject. The reason for the initial
position of finite verbs with 'ca* after them in narrative

1.
prose has already been stated. The same explains the

1. See Chapter IV. p.84.
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present eases also.

Object after Terb (infinitive)..., 4
1. 'naoed rah&syam iochami firotum £okahetum9 •

•if not a secret, 1 would like to know the cause of your 
sorrow1 - D.K.II. 46, 10.

2. 'na jane vaktum tvat-karmaitad adbhutam9 - 91
do not know how to say of this wonderful act of yours1 - D.K.II
50, 8.

3. f•..•.Kuveradattena duhitary Arthapataye
ditsitayam udvegad ujjhitum asun kpanagarabhavam jaradvanam 
avagihya....• - 1 /hen Kuveradatta wished to give his daughter 
fo ArthaPati, I through despondency, wishing to give up ay 
life, entered an old grove situated near the city9 + D.K.II.
51. 17-18.

4. 9....anugrahIturn arhasi das Ira Hagamanjarlm9 - 9It 
behoves you to do some favour to Ragamanjarl9 - D.K.II. 58, 7.

Other verbal derivatives with object after them.....«4
1. •amuto bukhutaus tvadgatim9 - 9Desirous of knowing 

your thereabouts from him9 - D.K.II. 41, 4.
2. 9deva, tvayi tadavatlrne dvijopakarayasuravivaram9- 

9My lord, when you had entered the nether regions for assisting 
the Bragmapa9 - D.K.II. 41, 1.

3. 9tasm“d aham upalipsuh prasang&proaitaeya suhydo 
gatim9 - 91 wishing to know from him the fate of a dear friend 
gone away for some reason9 - D.K.II. 41, 7.

4. 9 amarams tu carakftam te parioaryyam. • • . 9 - 9 But
remembering the long (and faithful) service done to you...9 D.K.
II. 58, 6-7.
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In the following examples the sentence begins with

•tat9 which thus plays the part of an anticipatory object,
followed immediately by the verb which has for its object the

1.
whole statement (concluded by Yiti) put after it

1. 9 tan manye narthakamandharmafcya datatamXra api 
kalam spplata iti9 - 91 therefore hold that 9artha9 and *kama9 
do not come up even to a hundredth part of dhanaa9 - D.K.II.
44, 10-11.

2. 9tad brShi 9kva nihit&m tasya bhusanam iti9 - 
•Now tell (me) where you have kept her ornaments9 - D.K.II.
58, 8.

There are IX instances where the verb being in the 
Imperative mood is often placed at the head of the sentence 
because of emphasis and the object is thus pushed forward 
somewhere after it. If the subject is second person, it is 
seldom expressed.

1. * p&fiyatu patirn adyaiva & ulav a tarns it am iyam 
anaryarflla kul&pamsani9 - 9Let the wicked girl, the defiler of 
her family, to-day see her lord exalted to the dignity of the 
gibbet9 — D.K.I • 35, 13-14.

2. 9pape, bhajasva lohajatim ajatacaitanya satltl9 - 
90 wicked girl, assume thou a metallic form where in your 
consciousness will be appended9 - D.K.I. 37, 11-12.

1. This type of composition was fairly common even in the 
earliest of our texts, i.e. the Aitareya Brahmapa and is 
often found in the i’anaatantra, Hitopadeda etc. of. Jacobi, 
1.7. Vol. V. p.335.
* ! 4
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3. 9samprati gaccha gfhan9 - fAt present you may go 

home9 - D.K.II. p.43, 9.
4. f   haratu subhagapatakam9 - 9Let him carry

the banner of being lady9© man9 - D.K.II. 46, 19.
5. 'gfhap&itad bhandam* - 9Take this treasure of 

ornaments9 - D.K.II. 49, 8-9.
6. 'bnuya£ ca bruhi....... iti9 - D.K. 52, 12-13.
7. 9saumya, kgamasv&sya dasaj&nasyaikam apar&dham9 -♦ i

•Gentleman, please forgive this one offence of your slave9 - 
D.K.II. 58, 5.

8. 9devopy AngaraJa^ p&urugaprlto mocayatu tvam9 - 
fMay the King of Angas, pleased by your manliness, release you9 -

D.K.II. 58, 12. 58, 20-1,
The remaining examples are found in D.K.lie 61, 14.,

and 62, 21 and 63, 15.
In the first of the above examples the subject being

expressed at the end, makes the sense of the verb (imperative
which begins the sentence) with its object especially enphatic.
In most of the other cases, it will be seen, there is special

1.
emphasis on the object though it occupies the last position.

There are 15 instances in which verbs (most of which 
appear towards the beginning of the sentence) other than the 
types notioed so far have the objects after them for the sake of 
emphasis either on the verb itself or on the object.

1. Speijer - Bank. Synt. p. IT Sec. 17
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1. 9k*anntna cadrakelt tad api sainy&m anyena...••. 

p&riksipt&m9 - 9And in a moment he saw even this a nay surrounded 
by another1 - D.K.I. 39, 2-3.

2. ftad abhyupetyavaia prahipuya taeyai dutan9 - 
9Baving agreed to that, both of us sent messengers to her9 - 
D.K.II. 46, 20.

3. 98iksayaei re dyutavartma h&savyajena9 - 9Ahl 
Dare you teaoh me the way to play at dice, under the pretext 
of laughter?9 - D.K.II. 48, 5.

4. 1kotirartate daivam9 - 9who can transgress fate?9 - 
D.K.II. 50, 1.

5. 1.....doniuva varav&dhugjhefu kolahalam9 - 9We
two heard a hue and cry in the room of the bride and the 
bridegroom9 - D.K.II. 51, 11.

6. 9upahvare punar atyadikpsyaci Dhanamitram9 - 
9Privately, however, I instructed Dhanamitra(thus)1 -D.K.II.
51, 13.

7. 9janaty eva devo naikahotisarasya Vaeumitraeya 
mam Dhanamitram namaikaputram9 - 9Your Majesty knows that I am 
uhanamitra, the only son of Vftsumitra whose wealth consisted of 
many crores9 - D.K.II. 51, 15-16.

8. 9deva, yuomaddasl Ragaiaanjarl... .purayipyati 
raanorathan9 - 9Your Majesty, your slave, Kag&manjarX will 
fulfil the desires9 -D.K.II. 53, 18-19.

9. 9na smaratai svalP&a api t&vapak&ram matkft&m9 -
91 do not remember even the slightest injury done to you by me9 - 
D.K.II. 54, 15.
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1C. 'drakfyasi param aftadadanam karanunam ante ea 

mytyuraukham’ - ’You will aee the limit of the eighteen torturee 
and finally the jaws of death1 - D.K*II. 58, 18-19.

The remaining examples arc found in D.K.II. 52, 11-12) 
58. 1) 60, 19; 62. 20; and 63. 3.

In example Mo. 2 a dative, in No. 5 a locative and
in No. 7 subject and genitive have been put after the verb and
before the objeot which closes the sentences. It will be seen
that if the verb be transferred to the last position the
sentences would be in the normal order which lias been disturbed
for emphasis. It may. however, be noted here that a particular
word or element in a sentence is ’made emphatic chiefly by the
tone in which it is uttered, seldom by the grammatical

1.
construction'. But there is no doubt that the disturbed word- 
order points to the emphasis.

As against these 113 cases where the object does not 
occupy the position immediately before the verb, there are 232 
instances in which it 1b found in that position which appears is 
the normal in all the texts analysed. Like the i/ahabharata and 
unlike the Aitareya Brahmana, the position of the object after 
the verb is more frequent (69 out of 113) than the position 
towards the beginning of the sentence before the verb (44 out

1. Navalkar, Rev. G.R. - 1 The Student’s Karachi Grammar1, -
p.265, Sec. 467, note 2.
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cases in which the object isof 113 ) • The percentage of the /d~Lsolacam w t ■ -o£--tho.-obj«eo.ti-in-

displaced inthis text is much more (approximately 33) than in the other
1.

(especially post-vedic) texts. The difference shows perhaps
the highly artificial character of the prose of the Da^a-
kumaracarita which, no doubt, represents a very good style of

2.
the narrative prose of classical Sanskrit Literature

Here it may be noted that in almost all the modern 
Indo-Aryan Languages the object usually appears before the 
verb which closes the sentence. So that the usual order of 
words in Bengali, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati etc. is subj. 4 obj* 4
verb. But the case is different with Kashmiri where ’in a

1
direct sentence the order morenearly approaches that of English’

i
(i.e. Subj. 4 verb + obj•); as in

tarn prftw sethah vidya
3 .

He acquired much knowledge 
The same idea in a language like Bengali would usually be expressed 
by

se bohu bidya tabh korechilo 
He much knowledge acquired

1. (a) The Aitareya Brahmana 27%
(b) The Mahabharata prose 23%
(c) The Adokan Edicts 20%
(d) The Maj jhima-Nikaya 20%

2. Jacobi - I.E. Vol. V. p.336.
3. Grierson, Sir George Abraham - ’A Manual of the Kashmiri 

Languagep*64, Sec. 97.
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To summarise tho result3 of this numerical enquiry 

into the position of the object withrelation to the verb *hich 
governs it, we find that

(1) In the Aitareya branma^u, the normal position 
for the object ia just before the governing verb (225). There 
were exceptions (83) mainly for emphasis. The position towards 
the beginning of the sentence before the verb is more in number 
(54) than after it (29). Of these again in nearly half the 
instances (21 out of 54) a locative separates the object from 
the governing verb which appears after it. 5uch examples are 
not so frequent in the other texts.

(2) In the hah&bharata prose, the object is normally 
put juet before the verb which governs it (217)* The 
exceptions number 63. but here, the object is more frequently 
placed after the verb (41) than before it (22). The percentage 
of the occasional position for the object is slightly less than 
that in the A.tt. (23?» as compared with 27>i in the it.h.)

(3) in the Asukau Allots, there are 64 instances 
where the object appears just before the verb which is thus 
seen to be the regular position. The number of exceptions is 
only 16. The examples of tue position of the object before 
the verb towards the beginning of the sentence and of that 
after are equally divided in number - 8 before and 8 after.
The percentage of exceptions ia 20 (less titan both the preceding 
texts) •

(4) The ifajjhimaXikaya has 180 cases in which the
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object ia found just before the verb against 45 where it has 
been displaced from thut position. Though as in the A.B., so 
here also the position bel ore Che verb (not immediately, of 
course) is more frequent (29 out of 45) but in fact when 
repetitions are left out of consideration, it is found that 
the position after the verb is a little laore prevalent than the 
other• The percentage of the number of exceptions is 20 as 
in the Adokan edicts.

(5) In the badaxuiaaraoarita, the position just before 
the verb for the object remains to oe normal as in the other 
texts. There arc 252 instances of that position against 113 of 
the disturbed one. hike the il&hahharata ana the ilajjhima- 
tfikaya (excluding repetitions) the position after the verb is 
more frequent (69 out of 113) than a position towaras the 
beginning of the sentence oefore the verb (4<* out of 113).
The percentage of the number of exceptions in this text far 
exceeds that in the other post-vedic texts. here it is 
approximately 3b. This perhaps points to the highly artifioial 
character of the Dadakumara prose.
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CHAPTER VI

P0GIT1CM <y OBJECTS (CCHTD»)

2* Double Objects

Regarding the respective position of the direct and
1.

Indirect objects in connection with verbs which take double
objects nothing has been expressly stated by scholars she
have dealt with the question of word-order in Sanskrit*
But from what they have said with regard to the position of
the direct object, it can be deduced that the indirect object
will precede the direct vdxioh, as has just been established
in the preceding chaPter# normally occupies the position
immediately before the governing verb* This position of the
indirect object before the direct may be explained in the
following way* The direot ('mukhya' or •pradhana*) object,
as the name indicates, is primarily affected by the action of
the governing verb ohlle the other one only indirectly* That
is why it is so called - indirect (vgaunat or "apradhana* )•

2. 3.
Pa tanjall, while commenting on Panini's aphoriBm 1*4*51,

1* Mahabhasya - ed* Kielhorn, Vol. I* p.334.
2* ibid*
3* ’akathitam caf • Pap ini 1* 4* 51*
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made it perfectly clear that the idea conveyed by the indirect
objects can as well be expressed by putting these words in
some other fkarakas9 such as *apadanav, sampradana' or
$adhlkarana9 which would take the fifth, fourth and seventh

1*
case-endings respectively* As the position just before the
verb is occupied by the direct object, the Indirect object,
whiah may bear a karaka relation (to the verb) other than that
of the object, would be placed in the sentence somewhere
before the direct object* From the examples given by
Patanjali in illustration of Paninl,s rule referred to above,
it seems that there was considerable freedom as to the
respective position of the two objects* Even he has more
often put the indirect object before the direct which, generally,
is the order in our texts also* there are exceptions, no
doubt* But even in these cases, as will be shown below, the
direct is often put nearer to the verb (either before or after 2*

it), whereas the Indirect may occupy a position at Borne

1* The same is true of the modern Indo-Aryan languages also*
As for example, in Bengali, the original indirect object of 
Sanskrit, is given a post position which the diredt lacks* 
e«g* fse gaoh theke phul tuloe9 - 9He is plucking flowers 
from the tree9 - 9sa vrksam puypam avaoinoti9*

2* Marajhl has the same order* See Navalkar - P.265, Sec*467*
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distance from the direct• For the modern Indo-Aryan 
languages aleo it may be said that if a verb have an indirect1.
object this regularly immediately precedes the direct object*. 
Below arc given the examples for the respective position of the 
two objectB collected from our texte.

1. The Altareya Brahmana.
In the part analysed from the A.B., there are only 

7 instances where both the direct and indirect objects have 
been expressly stated. But none of these is an example of 
the so~oalled normal or expected order* viz. Indirect object + 
direct obj. + verb (so far as these three are concerned). Out 
of the 7 examples 5 arc in connection with the root bru-.

In three cases the order is subj. v Ind. obj. t verb 4 
direct obj. (which is a whole sentence concluded by *iti*}.

1. *tau enam abrutan, *varam te vyp&vaha ltif -
(They (two) said to him* *Let us choose a boon from you* -
A.B. VI, 3* p.153.

2. vya enam tatra bruyad* vaca vajrepa yajamanasya 
prapaot vyagat. • •. • iti* - *If one were to say then of him. *With 
speech a 8 thunderbolt he has Interrupted the breath of the 
sacrif icer... ... f - A.B. VIII. 3* 226.

1. Kellog - P.539. Sec. 916&.
2. The reason for this position of the objective sentence

after the governing verb has already been explained in the
preceding chapter.
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3. 9te Ultravarugav abrubvan. 9yu?aa idam 

nifkuratsa iti9 • •They said to Ultra and Varuga fDo ye 
remove this (intoxication9 - A B. VIII. 4. 230.

The next example is In the following order - 
M t  obj. • subJ. • verb - direct obJeot (whlah in this oase 
also is a sentence).

4. ’tarn deVa abruvan. ©hi, svargam vai tvi lokaa 
gamayifyimTtl9 - 9The gods said to it. •Came, we sh&ll make 
you go to the world of heaven9 - A.B. VI. 6. (p. 163).

The fifth example has the order Ind. obj. r verb t 
aubJ. t direct obJ. (a sentence).

5. • t5n abravld Indro, 9aa bibhlta9 - 9Indra told 
them. 9Be net afraid9 - A.B. VIII. 6. 205.

For the next example, m  have the order djr.obJ. 
(sentence) - aubi. - Ind. obj. - verb.

4. 9aver apo’dhmarya u iti Hotadhvaryua pyochati9 •
«

•Hast thou seem the waters, o Adhvaryu? the Hoty asks the 
Adhvaryu9 4*B. VIII. 2. 221.

In the last oase the order is direct obj. (followed 
by several adjectives) • ind. obj. • verb.

7. 9yad evalnam ada aprltam santan paryagnikytam 
bahlrvedi nayanti......9 - 9In that they lead it outside the
altar when over it has been said the 9XprXa9 and round it 
fire has been carried.....9 - A.B. VIII. 1. 18b.

It will be seen that the indirect object (bahlrvedi) 
in the above example is indeclinable as it consists of the
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•avyayTbhaya9 compound and expresses the idea of the
seventh case-ending. The word would have the same form in
any case-ending and hem it is taken to he accusative and so
in the second case-ending.

There is another example in the A.B. (the objective
sentence in the second example above) idle re there are two

in the ordinary sense, 
objects 9 but these are not the direct and indirect object^
The sentence runs as follows -

•svargam vai tva lokam gamayigyami9 - 91 will make
you go to the world of heaven9 - A.B. VI. 6, 163.

Here the sentence is causative. In the simple form
it was 9svargam vai tvam lokam g&misyasi9 and when turned inb
causative9 the subject of the simple form became the object

1.
because the verb is one (gam-) meaning to go

The examples for the direct and indirect objects are 
very few (only 7) in the A.B. Bookll. to justify the deduction 
•f any rule for their respective position. But this much may 
be said that the direct object is put nearer to the verb eithor 
before or after it.

1. Panini, I. 4. 52* 1gatibuddhipratyavasanarthadabdakarmakar-
makanaifl api karta sa (iau9 (karma) 9In connection with roota
that imply 9motion9# 9knowledge9 or information9* 9eating9
and other roots havfeg same meaning; also of roots that
have literary work for their object and of intransitive
roots* that which is the subject of the verb in its non-
causal form becomes the object of the causal verb. The
original object remains as it is and thus there are twoobjects.
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2* The MahabharSta*

In the Vahabharata prose passage (Xdi parva - 
Chapter III) there are 46 examples for the position of the 
direct and indirect objects* From these instances, it can 
safely be deduced that the direct object is put nearest to 
the verb - be it before or after it* Except in 4 cases 
(praech- (2)j abhi-yac- (1) and aam-a-did (l))the double

3.-.
objects hare been used with a root meaning 'to say9*

There are 22 cases in which the indirect object 
(sometimes preceded V  an adverb) begins the sentence* next 
comes the subject followed by the verb v&ich has the direct 
object (the whole statement that follows) after it* Thus 
the order mainly is lnd*obj* «r subj* 4 verb* 4 direct obj*

1* 'tarn mata roruyaaanara uvaca* kim rodifi kenasy
abhiht^iti' - 'His mother seeing him crying exceedingly asked 
him* 'tfhy do you cry? Who has beaten you?' - Wbh.I. 3*3.

In the above example* it will be seen that an
adjective to the indirect object tfiioh is at the head of the 
sentence stands between the subject and the verb followed by 
the direct object*

2* 'tarn mpta pratyuvaca,vyaktam*••••iti' - Uhh.I*
3 9 5.

3* 'tarn upadhyiyah pratyuvaca^mayy anivedya..iti' - 
ilbh. I* 3* 37*

4* 'tain Paujyah pratyuvaca^ esa te****ltl' - Mbh* I*
3, 106.
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5. ' tam Utankam Pau§yah pratyuvaca^bhagavan.•. 

iti* - Mbh. 1. 3. 113.
6. 'tam Utankah pratyuvacaykrtakgagd* eva..•iti' - 

Mbh. I* 3, 115.
7. * tam Alvinav ahatuhpritau sva£...iti' - Mbh. I

3 9 73.
8. ftatas tam Aivinav ucatu£ avabhyam...«iti* - 

Mbh. I. 3. 71.
9. ftata enam cintayanam eva sa purusa uvaca 

Utanka enmm eva.....iti* - 'Then, as he was still thinking, 
the man said to him.....1 - Mbh. I. 3, 156.

10. • tataty aa enam puru^ah praha. pfcl t o'ami. ...
<

iti* - Mbh. I. 3, 150.
In four oases (nos. 17*20) the indirect object is

preceded by the adverb 'tatah' which opens the sentenoe.
For the initial position if 'tam* in most of the above
examples, it may be said that in narrative, the principal.
person referred to, though in the accusative case, is placed

1.
towards the beginning of the sentence. Moreover, such 
words as 'tam', 'imam', 'iyam* which appear in the beginning 
of a sentenoe seem to act like a conjunctive object (if we may 
use such an expression) as it were, because they at once put 
to the reader's mind the connection they have with the 
preceding sentences.

1. Delbrftck * 3.F. III. Sec. 6, p.28
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ll. fa& caln&i purusah punar uvaca etam advam....

iti1 - •Ian. I. 3* 151.
In the above two examples the subject (9puruja£9

has already been 
appearing after the indirect object preferred to by the
pronoun 9 sa9 which begins the sentence (in the present case)

12* 9 taw upadhyaya^ samadideda, vatsa Vaida,....
iti1 • fThe teacher ordered him, 9Vaida, my chi Id... •.9 -
Mbh. I. 3 # 78.

The remaining examples are found in Mbh. I. 3, 41,
54, 55, 94, 117 (two) 120, 122, 124 and 161.

In 3 instances the order is - ind.obj.* direct obj.-
verb. In the first example the subject is placed between
the indirect and the direct objects.

1. 9yad enam kadoid Br&hmnpah karacid artham 
abhiyacct 9 - fIf a Brahmapa ask him for anything....9
0
Mbh. I. 3, 18.

2. 9sa tfisyan na kimcid uvaca.....iti9 - 9He said
nothing to his pupils.......9 - Mbh. I. 3, 81.

5. 9athotank&B tam tathety uktva.....9 - 9Thereupon 
Utanka said to him 9Be it so9 and.....9 Mbh. I. 3, 109.

In the three examples above, we find the ejected 
order. In all these oases both the objects have been placed 
before the verb and the indirect regularly precedes the direct. 
In the second example the direct object 9na klicit* is in 
apposition with the statement that fellows the verb.
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Ind. ob,1. - Terb. • direct obj. (sentences)•••••• .1
1. 9up£dhy5yanTra pydcfta kiin upaharamlti9 -’Please 

ask your teacher’s (ray) wife what you are to offer as 
present9 - Mbh. I* 3, 94.

ûb.1 . ■» Ind* obj. r verb,>dir.Qbj.»......... 13
1. 'aa evaru ukto matarara pratyuvaoa, Janame jayasya 

.••...iti* - 9Thus questioned, he replied to his mother*#.1
Mbh# I# 3, 4#

2# 9tatah kadacid upadhy&ya Apodo Dhaurayah tfisyav
apycohat, kva.......itif - 9And soraetirae after, the teaoher
Apoda Dhaumya asked his (two other) pupils#*...9 - Mbh# I*
3, 25.

3# 9sa evan uktaa tau flisyau pratyuvaoa tasmat... 
iti9 - Mbh* I. 3, 26.

4. 9sa upadhyayara pratyuvaca, 9bho bhaiksyepa.••• 
iti9 - Mbh. I. 3, 37.

The remaining examples are found in Kbh. I. 3, 6,
9, 41, 45, 48, 87, 111, 112 and 116.

Subj. - rerb. - ind. obj. - dir, o b j ..1 
fsa evam uktah pratyuvaoa Janamejayam*.•••#iti9 - 

Mbh. 1. 3, Id.
It may be said that in the above sentenoe 9...... tarn

pratyuvaoa9 would have sufficed, but when this indirect
object has been put after the verb (pratyuvftca), the proper 
name ’J&n&m&jayam1 has been used instead of 9 tam9, so that 
these two words would be of about the same lengths 9tarn9 would 
have been too short after 9pratyuvSca9•
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There are 7 instances in which the verbs with 'ca* 

after them have the Inverted position in the beginning of the 
sentence* The Indirect object 'enam1 appears after the 
verbB with 'em' because 'enam* being a weak pronominal form 
was never placed in the beginning of the sentence* Thus In 
these oases the direct object (always sentences) has been 
pushed forward after the indirect (- verb ? lnd.obj* * direct
ob i • )

1* 'provaca cainam, ayam asmi***. ..iti1 - Kbh* 1*
3, 29*

2* !uvaca cainam/vatsopamanyo •..•iti* • Kbh* I*
3, 36.

3* ’ahatud oainam prltau svah..•..iti' - *bh. I*
3 , 69*

4* 'aha cainam; y&thatfvinau*•«••••iti' -Mbh.I.
3, 76.

The remaining examples are found in hoh* I* 5, 89,
111 end 113.

There is one instance in which the subject of the
verb implying 'motion' in the uor.-causal form has become object

1*
in the causal form* The sentence is in the normal order*

'ega tvam kgapenaivo padhyay&kulam prapayisyati'
'He will, in a moment, take you to your teacher's house1 -
Itbh* X* 3, 156*

1* See _?anini I* 4* 52, quoted above
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In the non-causal form the sentence would bet 
f tvara kganenaivopadhyayakulam prapayasi.

From the above examples, it cannot be established
that the Indirect object regularly precedes the direct.
Out of 46 instances, there are only 3 where this order is
found. But this much is certain that the direct object
occupies a position nearer to the verb either before or
after it than the indirect. In most of the caae3 the direct
object being the whole statement that follows the governing
verb has been put immediately after it. It lias already
been noted that this construction is found in the modern

1.
Indo-Ary&n languages also.

1. Havalkar - 'The Student's Karachi uramiaar' p. 281, 
>- 60. 509.



5* The Rock and Pillar edicts of Adoka*

In the fourteen Rook and seven Pillar edicts of 
Adoka, there is not a single instance where both the regular 
direct and indirect objects are found* Sentences such as 
•Devanampiyo Piyadasi raja idam aha" are very frequent where 
only the direct object (idam) of the verb aha is given, but 
unfortunately the indirect object (janam or some such word) 
signifying to whom it was addressed is not mentionedj and in 
fact, it was so clear that no need was felt to put such a 
word*

There is one example in which the subject of the 
non*causal verb has become the object in the causal form* The 
object of the simple form remains unchanged* Thus there are 
two objects but not thedirect and indirect in the ordinary 
sense of the terns*

1•••*. anani ca divyani rupani dasayitpa janam9 - 
*••••*• showing the people*•••••• representations of other
divine forms9 * RE* IV* 4*

4* The MajJhiaa-fflkaya

In the Ra£thapala sutta of the Majjhima-Hikaya, there 
are 25 instances where both the direct and indirect objects have 
been used in connection with the root vac- (in one case vad-). 
Here is only one type of construction in which the indirect 
object regularly immediately precedes the direct which occupies
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the position just before the verb. But it should be noted 
that the direct object is only referred to by the pronoun 
9etad9 before the verb, whereas the direct object proper 
(the whole statement) follows the verb.

1-2. "atha kho Bhagava ayasmantam Ratjhapalam etad 
avooa.......iti1 - 1 Thereupon the Blessed one said this to
the venerable RaJJhapala....1 - MMK. II. 61, 18-19; 33.

3. 9 atha kho ay*sma Rajthapalo tam natidasim etad
avoca...... iti9 - 9Then the venerable RaJJhapala said this
to the maid......9 - MHK.II. 62, 6-7.

4-5. 9ekamantam nisinno kho RaJJhapalo kulaputto 
Bhagavantam etad avoca..• • .iti9 -fitting on * side RaJJhapala 
of noble descent said this to the Blessed one....9 - MRK.II.
60, 24-25; 61, 11-12.

6. 9upasamkamittva matapitaro etad avoca...•..iti9 - 
9approached and said this to the parents9 - MNK.II. 56, 23-24.

7-10. ’RaJJhapalassa kulaputtassa ma tapitaro 
R&Jthapalam ku la put tam etad avooum... • .iti9 - MBK.1I. 56, 31-32; 
57, 15; 58, 1-2; 13-14.

The remaining examples are found in MRK.II. 58, 23-24; 
59, 28-29; 59, 5-6, 16-17; 60, 14-15; 62v 13-14; 62, 18-19;
24-25; 63 , 22-23 ; 64, 9, 16; 65, 15-16; 66, 3-4, 8.

It will be seen that in all the cases above, the 
verb is vac- to speak, say and is always used in the past 
tense. The double objects could not be found with any other 
verb or type of construction. The order in the above 
instances has always been ind. obj. +*direct obj. V verb (so
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far as these three are concerned. )

There is only one example, however, where the verb 
is vad- and has been used in the Imperative followed by the 
direct object - the whole statement. The verb is immediately 
preceded by an adverb fevamf which can practioally be taken as 
equivalent of 'etad9.

fupasamkamitva Raj Jhapal&ra kulaputtam evam vadetha9 - 
'Having approached address the noble RaJJhapala thus.... - MHK. 
II, 58, 27-28.

This, in fact, is of the same type as above.
Thus, in this text we have the expected order indirect

obj. - direct obj. - verb. But all the examples being of
only one type in connection with the same verb, the rule holds 
good only in those cases and nothing definite can be said from
these for double objects of other roots and types of
construction.

5. The Daiakumaracarita

In the first four chapters of the DatfakumTraoarita them 
are 19 examples where both the direct and indirect objects have 
been mentioned. Of these in 13 instances the verb governing 
them is one meaning ,to say to, to tell9 e.g. Bru-, vac- etc.
In all these cases the indirect object, referring to the person 
spoken to, precedes the verb and the J*direct object - which is 
a whole statement concluded by fiti9 and often long - follows 
it. Thus the order is ind.obj. * verb. ♦ direct obj.
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1. ’•••.•tam me mataram avadi^&m, amba..• • .1ti9 - 

’I said to my (footer-) mother9 - ’Mother.....9 - DK.III.
68, 12-13.

2. 9 tam avocam, 9upasarpainam.••••••• Iti9 - 91
said to her, ’Just approach her.....•9 - DK.III. 68, 21.

3. fpunar aham ambam avocam, ittham eTa....itl9 - 
9I said to my nurse again, ’Similarly......9 - DK.III. 69, 4.

4. 9•..••.nicayya tifthantam abr&fam, bruhi satyam... 
iti9 - 91 said to him, as he stood pondering and hesitating, 
9Tell the truth......9 - DK. III. 77, 8-9.

5. 9tamd oabr&vam, arya...••.iti9 - 9And 1 addressed
them, ’Respectable sirs,.......9 DK.III. 78, 9.

Other examples of this type are found in DK.IV. 83,
13, 17* 85, 16 and 90, 8.

In the following casea the verb (with 9ea9 after it 
in 2 examples) has been placed first in the sentence, so that
the indirect object appears after it and is followed (except 
in one instance) by the direct object which is a statement as 
above. (• verb, t Ind. obj. * dir, obj.)

1. 9 aka th ay am ca Sygallkam, bhana bhadre. •• • .iti9 - 
’Then I said to £ygalika, ’Tell me, good lady.....9 - T)K. II.
61, 20.

2. ’avadisam ca tam, ayi mugdhe iti9 - ’I replied
to her, 90 charming damsel......9 - DK.III. 74, 19.

3. 9 ... ..acag$a mam madamba, vatsa.... ..iti9 - ’My 
mother said to me ’Child ..’ - DK. III. 69, 9.
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4. ’pratibruhy enam, ’yadi syat, tatah kirn iti* -

’Then ask her in return, ’If there be one, what then*r - DK.III*
69, 13.

There is one example of double objects with the 
verb pracch- which has the Indirect object just before it and 
the direct object precedes the indirect (dir. * Ind. ♦ verb)

•sa kila.... artik&rapam tam gagikam apfcchat’ - 
’He askedthe harlot the cause of her distress’ * DK.II. 41, 
13-14.

Where both the objects appear before the governing
verb the general rule is that the indirect object will precede
the direct which would occupy the position just before the
verb. But here the direct object has been placed first
because of the special emphasis on it.

In 5 instances the two objects are governed by the
verb nl-. In two of these cases the order is direct obj. ♦*

1.
ind. obj. ♦ verb.

1* ’•••••tam tadgjham upanlya’ - ’Having led her
to his house...’ - DK.II. 51, 1.

2. ’•••••tam y^im fddhimata rajaraargepotsavasamajam
nitva.....’ - ’She led the ascetic by the splendid royal road 
to where the people were celebrating the festival’ - DK.II.
45, 4.

In the second example, an instrumental intervenes 
between the direct and Indirect objects.

1. The reason for the direct object being put before the 
indirect in such cases has already been explained above
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It may further he noted that in connection with the 

four verbs nl-, h£-, kj'p- and vah-, the general rule that 
the direct object is put nearer to the verb does not seem to
have been followed even from the earliest times. The common

f** irUuM ***** * idUfC*
example inAg£njw*ar to illustrate the double objects with these
roots is fajlm gramam nayati, harati, karsati vahati va* - vHe
takes the goat to the village* where the indirect object 
'gramam* is placed just before the verb and the direct one 
precedes it. The reason may be found in this that when such a 
sentence is turned into the passive voice, it 1b the direct 
object (pradhana) which becomes the subject of the passive 
verb while the indirect is retained as object b o  that the 
general rule, that the verb has its object (accusative) 
immediately before it is observed even when the voice is changed 
from the active to the passive. Thus in *aja grSmam nlyate* 
the retained object (gramam) inmedlately precedes the verb.

It may be of some interest to note that in Bengali 
either of the original objects of Sanskrit may be put nearer to 
the verb® like nl- to carry, take, lead etc. Thus *se garufake 
mafhe niye jacche* and *8e mafhe ggru niye jacche* - *He is 
taking the cow to the field,* are both found. It will be seen 
that in the former oase where the (original ) direct object is 
specified by the poet position -fake, it has been placed before 
the original indirect object which stands just before the verb. 
Bven if the position of toe two words ’ggrufake* and *mathe* be 
changed, it would be quite idiomatic, though the construction 
as given above is generally used.
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In the following case the direct object precedes 

the verb and the indirect follows it.
’tram nayeyam tvatpriyavasath&m' - ’I would lead you 

to the dwelling of your lover1 - DK.II. 49, 10.
In one case the direct object being 'enam' is placed 

just after the verb and is followed by the indirect.
'nayavainam svam evavasam1 - ’Let us conduct her to 

her own house* - DK.II. 50, last line to 51, 1.
The following is an example of the verb nl- with *oa*

after it, being placed first in the sentence, the subject 
appears after it and is followed by the direct and indirect 
objects.

'anaiflo ca tato me mam devasyal&kerfvarasyaathanlm* -
'My father took me into the royal court of Kubera, the lord of
Alaka* - DK. IV. 82, 18-19.

In the following instance the verb gam- in its simple
form had one object and the original subject (of the non-

1.causal verb) has become the object in the causal form. Thus 
there are two objects but these are not ordinarily treated as 
the direct and indirect objects.

'/̂ phuratal ca katipayan any an api yaa&vifayam 
agamayam1 - 'I despatched to Yama's abode (killed) some others 
also that strove (to seize me)' - DK.II. 65, 2.

1. cf. Panini, I. 4, 52. quoted above.
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From these Instances in the Dadakumaracaritaf it 

can be said that the direct object being, in most of the 
eases, one or more sentences in connection especially with 
verbs meaning 'to say' is placed after the verb and the 
indirect before it. As all the different positions are found 
for the double objects, nothing more could be stated to be 
the general tendency.

To summarise, it may be observed that in all the 
texts (except the Ajsokan edicts where no example is found) 
it is seen that

(1) the verb generally used with double objects 
is one meaning 9to say'.

(2) the direct object is put nearer to the verb 
either before or after it.

(3) Where the direct object is a whole statement 
comprising one or more sentences, it is regularly placed 
after the verb.

(4) In connection with theverb nl- the direct object 
almost regularly precedes the indirect so that when the voice 
is changed from active to passive the retained (indirect) 
object occupies the position before the verb whereas the direct 
which becomes subject of the passive appears before it.

(5) For Pali of tbs Maj jhima-Uikaya , the order 
ind. obj. ♦ direct obj. 4 verb is definitely fixed in connec
tion with verbe meaning 'to say' - especially vac-.
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CHAPTER VIX

pxitioei q? ATTuimrrm; adjijctive.

The function of the attributive adjective which may
be called restrictive or qualifying adjunct is# as Jespersen
puts it, 1 to restrict the primary (substantive), to limit the
number of objects to which it may be applied, in other words to

1.
specialise or define it.9 Regarding its position in relation

2. 3.
to the substantive It qualifies, Delbrbck and Thomsen have 
observed that the traditional or habitual position of the 
adjective is before the substantive. There are, however, 
exceptions to thiB general rule, some of which heve been 
noticed by these scholars, especially the latter. An 
important clue to this front position of the attributive 
adjective (as also to some exceptions) from the ancient times, 
may be found in some of Papini's aphorisms which enjoin the 
precedence cf either the adjective or the substantive when the

1. 9The Philosophy of Qsanasar* * ChaP*VIII. p.108.
2. S.tf. III. Sec. 9, p.35.
3. KZ • 38, See. 29, p.527.
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two are combined to form a compound word. The general rule

1.
decides in favour of the adjective. But there are some
special rules which lay down that the substantive should be

2.
placed before the adjectives. (especially p*st participial 
adjectives and some special words used as adjectives. The 
latter la seldom found in our texts). These rules go to 
show that in Papinas time (even before that as is clear from 
Delbrbck9s remarks with regard to the order in the £ayapaths 
Brahmana) generally the adjective was placed before the

1. Videsapam videpyepa bahulam1 - Pan ini 2. 1. 57 (also 
f prathamanirdis Jam s a mas a Upasarjanam9 I. 2. 43 and
1 Upasarjanam purvara1 2. 2. 30.)

2. (a) Mrepyadaya^. kft&dibhi^1 - Pap ini II. 1, 59.
(b) 1 vpadarakanagakunjarai^i pujyaioanam9 * 11. 1, 62.
(c) •pojayuvatistokakatipayagypJidhenuvad&yehadbaska- 

yanljpravaktydrotriySdhyapakadhurtair jati£* - II. 19 65.
(d) *pradamsavacanaiS oav * 11. 1. 66.
(e) 9yuva khal&tipalitavalinajaratibhi^’ - II. 19 67.
(f) 9kjtyatulyakhya ajatyS9 - II. 19 68.
(g) fkadarah karraadharaye9 - (optional) II. 29 38.
(h) 9catuppado garbhipya* - II. 19 71.
(i) 9mayuravyameakad&yad ca9 - II. 1, 72.
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substantive though occasionally the reverse was the case* The
fronj-position of the attributive adjective is very regular

1.
in the modern Indo-Aryan languages* Of the European languages
at least in English* the word-order - (1) definite article
(2) attributive word and (3) noun, is indeed* the source from
which the thing denoted by boy in ’the boy king' obtained

2*

its attributive power* The results obtained by an analysis 
of our texts for the general as well as the occasional position
of the attributive adjective are given below*

1* The Aitareya Brahmans*

In the second book of the A.B. out of 328 instances 
in which an attributive adjective has been used with a 
substantive* in 50 oases only the adjective has been placed 
after the substantive* Of these in 23 instances simple 
adjective follows the substantive*

1* ’etad vai m&dhu aaivy&m yad ajyarn* - ’The butter
is the divine sweetness’ - A3* VI* 2* 142*

2-3. ’tfcam Sgneyam gayatram anvaha * - ’He recites 
this triplet to Agni in Gayatrl’ - A3. VI* 5, 160*

1* (a) Kellog - Hindi Grammar* Sec* 921* p*540« 
(b) N&valkar - *M&ra£hX Grammar1 - p.

2* Gardiner - ’Speech and Language1 , p.160*
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4. 9devebhyah pratar yavabhyo hotar anubruhi9 - 

•0 sacrificer, for the gods that more at morn recite*..**9 - 
AB. n I .  5, 199.

5. •asya devah prataryavano ha vara gacohanti9 -
9The gods that move at morn come to the call of himm.... 9 - 
AB. VII. 5, 200.

In examples Nos. 4 and 5 above the adjectives are 
appositive adjuncts.

6-17. 9 tasv adhvaryo Indraya aoraam sota madhumantam
v^f Jivanim tlvrantam bahuramadhyam Vasumate Hud ra vat a 
Xdityavata §bhumate Vajavate Byhaspativate viivadevyavate9 - 
In these, O Adhvarya, you will press for Indra, the 9eonut9 
rich in honey, full of rain, bitter at the end thick meanwhile, 
for him with Vasus, the Hudras, the AdityaB. the $bhus, the 
Vibhus, with Vaja. with Byhaspeti. with all the gods*. - AB.VIII.
2 . 222.

18-23. * upahuta j*§ayo daivyaaas tanupavanas tanvas
tapojah* - 9Invoked are the seere, divine, guardians of the 
body, bo m  of fervour9 - AB. IX. 3. 244, repeated 5 times.

In the above examples Nos. 6-23. the adjectives (to 
the accusative 1soman9 and to the dative 1Indraya9 in examples
6-17 and to the nominative 9ypaya$9 in 18-23) being many in

1.
number have been placed after the complete sentence. Delbrttok

/
has notload similar Instances for the Satapatha Brahraaga.

1. 5.F. III. Sec. 27, p
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Authors of Sanskrit Poetics have denounced such composition

1*
(’samaptapunarattatva9 - Resumption of the concluded) in 
classical Sanskrit*

In 15 cases adjectives consisting of Bahuvbrlhi 
compounds appear after the substantive.

1-2. *anv enam mata many a tam anu pitanu bhrata 
sagarbhyonu sakha sayuthya^' - ’May its mother approve it* 
its father* its brother from the same womb* its comrade from 
the same flock* - AB. VI* 6* 164.

3-6. * atha in am utkrantamedham atyarjanta’ - 9 They 
dismissed him whose sap has departed* - AB* VI* 8* 176 
repeated 4 times*

7* ’yajamanam era tad dvipratisjhaw eatufpatsu 
palusu pratijthapayati* - ’Verily thus the sacrifioer with two 
supports he establishes among the fourfooted cattle’ - AB. VII* 
8, 212*

8* *yo vai yajn&m havifpamktim veda* - ’He who knows 
the sacrifice with five oblations.....’ - AB. VIII* 6* 233*

9* *e?a vai yajno havigpamktih’ - AB. VIII* 6* 233* 
10* *yo vai yajnam akgarapamktim veda* - AB. VIII* 6*

234.
11* *ega vai yajno’kgarapamktih* - AB* VIII* 6* 234*

t

The remaining examples are found in AB. VIII* 6*
234 (two and 235 (two)*

1* See Chapter I.
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0 ? * "  are 12 instances where participial 

adjectives have been placed after the substantive*
1* fte vai yupam evavindann avacInagram nimitam*- 

•They found the post only, established with point downwards* - 
AB* VI* 1, 138*

2* * (ya evam veda) yasya caivam vldueo yupas
tipfhati* - * ( who knows thus) and for whom knowing thus
the post continues standing* - AB. VI. 3, 150.

3* *(advan alabhanta) so’dvad alabdhad udakramat* -
9

*(They slew the horse)* It went out from the horse when slain* 
AB. VI. 8, 176.

4* *sa gor alabdhad udakramat* - AB. VI* 8, 176*
5. *so#ver alabdhad udakramat* - AB. VI. 8t 177.e
6. ’so’ Jad alabdhad udakramat' - AB. VI. 8. 177.

*

7* •(deva vai yajnam atanvanta) tarns tanvanan asura
abhyayan. *(Gods were performing the sacrifice)* Towards them 
as they performed it came the asuras* - AB. VII. 1# 185.

In examples Koa. 2-7 above it will be seen that the 
participial adjectives which appear after the substantive are 
derived from the same root as that of the finite verb of the 
preceding sentence. Thus what was predicated in the former 
sentenoe is attributed in the latter* This type which is 
common in the AB. is but rarely found in the other texts.

Thommen says that as the participial adjectives and adjeotives 
consisting of Bahuvrthi compounds express a subordinate

1. K2. 381 Sec. 29| p.527.
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relation, they stand after the words ?hich they qualify.

8. 'yadevainam ada aprltam santam paryagnikytarn 
hehirvedi nayanti..•• •# - fXn that they lead it outside the 
altar when oyer it has heen said the XprI and round it fire 
has heen carried' - AB. VII. lv 188#

9. fte*bhita^ paricaranta ait padum eva nIrantram■«
#say£na»' - 'They went round and lo the victim lying without 
entrails' - AB* VII. 3, 196.

10. 'tasya vaoam proditam anuprayadati' - 'His 
speech as uttered others repeat' - AB. VII. 5, 201.

11. 'yam prajayamanam vldvam rupam id am anupr&jayate* 
'He through vdiose propagation all this is propagated' - AB. VII. 
7, 208.

12. 'I’rajapatim eva tat prajayamanam prajaya 
padubhir anu prajayate prajatyai* - 'Verily this through 
Prajapati being propagated he is propagated with offspring and 
cattle for propagation' - AB. VII. 7» 208^]

There are 26 instances where the adjectives (mostly
pronominalJ are rendered emphatic by separation from the nouns 

1.
they qualify.

In cases subject (pronoun e$a preceded by enclitic 
yal) separates the pronominal adjective from the substantive.

This construction is found in at least some of the NIA langmg*
l.jeeKell°g * Hindi Grammar. Sec. 923, p.540.

Also Platt «* 'Hindustani Gram.' Sec.282, pp.234-5.



1. 1 sarvesam va esa vanaspatlnam yonir yat paiaia^9 - 
'Palada is the birthplace of all trees' - AB. VI. 1, 141.

2. 'sarvabhya ta efa devatSbhya atmanam alabhate 
yo dlkfate9 - *Himself to all the deities he offers who 
consecrates himself9 - A.B. VI. 3. 152.

3. 'sarv&bhir va efa devatabhir alabdho bhavati yo 
dXkfito bhavati9 - 9By all the deities is he seized who becomes 
consecrated9 - AB. VI. 9, 180.

4. 'sarvcgaik va efa pa dun am medhena yajate yah 
puro£adena yajate9 - 9With. the sap of all the animals he 
sacrifices who sacrifices with the cake9 - AB. VI. 9* 180.

5. 'ubhayegar! va efa deyaiuanuayanam bhakfo yad 
Bahispavamanah' - 'The Bahifpavamana is the food of both gods 
and men9 - AB. VIII. 4, 228.

6. 'yavatam vai sa Jatanam veda te bhavanti9 - 9 Of 
so many creatures as he knows, they become.

Koun subject separates the adjective from the 
substantive.••••••••••...•3

1-2. 9Agneyam hotajyai damsati9 * 'The Hotf recites
the Xjya to Agni9 - AB. X. 5# 2899 271.

3. 'Jtnupfubham hotajyaa damsati9 - 9The Hotf 
recites the Xjya in Anupfubh9 - AB. X. 5# 270.

Object * 9 tad9 separate the adjective from the noun...l
svayaivainam tad devataya avena cehandasa samardhayati9 

'Verily thus with his own deityf his own metre he makes him 
prosper9 - AB. VI. 5, 160.
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Genitive (pronoun 9aaya9 preceded by enclitio ha 

except in one case) separates the adjective from the 
subs tant ive .......  .... 13

1. 1 aarvef am hasya vanaspatlnam k&ma upapto
bhavati ya evam veda1 - 9The desire of all the trees is 
ontained by him who knows thus9 - AB. VI. 19 142.

2. 9sarv&bhir hasya samyddhibhigi samyddham havyam 
devan apy eti ya evam veda9 - 'Made perfect with all 
perfections his oblation goes to the gods who knows thus9 - 
AB. VI. 10# 184.

J\5- #
3. 'hhuyaslbhir hasya hutlbhliftam bhavati.....9 - 

9His sacrifice is performed with many,libations9 - AB. VII. 3. 
197.

4. 9sarv&bhir hasya devatabhi^ pratar anuvakah 
pratipanno bhavati..*.9 - 9By him (who knows thus) the morning 
litany is provided with all the deities9 - AB. VII. 69 205.

5-6. 'samedhena nah oa»unes£am asat9 - 9Let our 
Sacrifice be with a victim with sap9 - AB. VI. 89 177| VII. 19 
189.

7-9. 'kevalena nab palunesfam asatA - AB. VI. 89 177| 
VII. 19 189| VII. 3. 196.

10. 9eamedhena hasya paduneftam bhavati9 - AB. VII. 19
189.

11-12. 9kevalena hasya padunesja® bhavati9 - AB. VII.
19 1899 VII. 3, 197.

13. 9bhuyaalbhir na ahutlbhir igtam asat9 - AB. VII.
3 9 196.
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Locative separatee the adjective from the 

s u b s t & n t i v e 1
*sarva hasmin devatah pra taranuv akara anubruv&ti 

pramodaatev - ‘All the deities delight in him beginning the 
morning litany1 - AB, VII, 6, 204,

1 eva tat* separates the adjective from the noun,•••••2
1, •sarvabhya eva tad devatabhyo yajamana atm&nam 

nifkriplte' - 1 Verily thus the saorificer redeems himself 
from all the deities* - AB. VII 3, 152,

2, *sarvabhya eva tad devatabhyo yajaiaanam 
pramuncati* - 'Verily thus from all the deities he sets the 
saorificer free* - AB, VI, 9, 180-1.

All the examples quoted in this chapter substantiate
further Professor Jaoobivs remark that in ancient prose

1,
sentences were composed after a standard pattern*

Against the 50 cases in which the attributive 
adjective has been placed after the substantive there are 278 
instances where it has been put before the noun it qualifies. 
Thus the normal position of the attributive adjective is before 
the substantive. The percentage of the number of exceptions is 
approximately 15 only. In this connection, participial 
adjectives (12) and those consisting of a Bahubrthi compound 
(15) are worthy of note because they together share the majority 
of the cases of exceptions (27 out of 50), Pronominal 
adjectives which form one of the striking classes of exceptions

1, I.F. Vol. V. p,337
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in later texts are conspicuous by their absence in the A,B,
It should, however, be noted that among the adjectives to be 
separated from the substantive those of the pronominal class 
were the most frequent,

2, The IfahabhSrata

In the Mahahhar&ta prose passages (in Books I and 
III) there are instances in which attributive adjectives 
have been used with substantives. Of these in oases only 
the adjective appears after the substantive.

Simple adjective after substantive .... 17,
1, 9aa...•..purohitaa anurupam anvifyaman&h pa ram

yatnam akarot9 - 9He tried his best to find a suitable 
pries** - Mbh. I, 3, 11.

2-3. 9 ...•.apadyad ffabham atipramapam tarn
adhirugham ca purusam atipramapam eva9 - 9He saw an outsime 
bull and also an extra-tall man riding it9 - &bh. X. 3, 98,

4, 'aivad catipramano dfstaf9 - 9A very big horse 
was seen9 - Mbh. 1.3, 163.

5. 9yaBmad ayam abhihato 'napakarl9 - 'Because this 
innocent (creature) has been hurt.,...9 - ifbh, I, 3, 9,

6-7. *sa tair arkapatrair bhak§itai£ kaara-
tiktakaturuksais tlkcnakagayaid cakgsusy upahato'ndho babhuva9 - *#
9And his eyes being affected by the pungent, acrimonious, crude 
and saline qualities of the leaves which he had eaten, he 
became blind9 - Mbh. 1. 3, 51,
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8-10, fpravidya ca tarn nagalokam apmryantam
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krXflasthanavakrrpam apasyat9 - 9 And having entered it, he 
beheld the region of the serpents infinite in extent, filled 
with hundreds of palaoes and elegant mansions with turrets and 
domes and gateways, abounding in wonderful plaoes for various 
games and entertainments1 - Mbh, I, 3, 133,

In the two examples above (Hos. 6-7 and 8-10) the 
adjectives being several (consisting of a group of them) have 
been placed after the substantive,

11, fsa kadacit tasmin kaaane raraye tayaiva saha 
vyavaharat9 - 9Onee in that charming wood, he enjoyed inter
course with her alone9 - Mbh, III, 195, 19,

12. 9sa eka advena mygaw anvasarat9 - 9He on a
horse, alone followed the deer9 - Mbh, III, 195, 4,

13-14* 9atha raagduk&vadhe sthore kriyamane dikgu 
sarvSsu maprtukan buayam avivetfa9 - 9 §hen the terrible slaughter 
of frogs was being performed, panic seised the frogs on all
sides9 - Mbh. III. 195, 25.

15. 9yasmrt tvaya rajSno vipr&labdha bahavas.......9
9Because many a king has been deceived by you......9 - Mbh.III.
195, 35.

16. 9 tac chrutva vacanam apriyaa.....9 - 'Hearing
that unwelcome r e p l y . , 9 Mbh.III. 195, 47.

17. 9Sror daksInad utkytya svapiditam9 - 9Cut out 
from your right thigh your own flesh.....9 - Mbh.III. 200.
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participial adjectives after nouns*.......14.
1. 9tato’ivad dhaayamanat aarvasrotobhyah pavakarci

sadhuma nifpctu$9 - ’And from the horse thus blown into there 
issued from every apperture of his body flames of fire with 
smoke* - Mbh. i. 3, 152.

2. f8a taya kruddhaya tatrokta^9 - 9She being 
enraged told him9 - Ubh. I. 3, 8.

3. 1 ayarn asmij atra kedarakhande ni^saramanam 
udakam avaraniyam samroddhum samvlg^ah9 - 91 myself entered 
the breach of the wateroourl* f or the purpose of preventing 
the water running out...9 - Mbh. I. 3, 29.

•He too while living in his own house had three pupils9 - 
Mbh. I. 3, 81.

way he saw a naked Buddhist monk coming along, seen at one 
time and not seen in the next9 - Mbh. I. 3, 126.

In the above example several adjectives have been 
placed after the substantive.

7-10. fathamatyo nud&kan vanam karayitva tasya 
madhye muktfijSlamaylm pardve vaplm guflham audhopallptam..♦.• 
9Thereupon the minister caused & forest without water to be
made........as also within the forest in one of its sides a
large tank secluded and well-covered with a net of pearls and 
lime9 - Mbh. III. 195, 17.

4. 9 teayapi sv&gyhe vasatas trayah &ifya babhuvu£9

5-6. 9ao padyad atha pathi nagnam kjap&gakam 
agacchautam muhurmuhur dr^yam&nam adrdyamanam ca9 - 9In the
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11. * tam evaavad inaa i^^janadokaparltatma

rajathovaca* - •The king full of grief for his beloved one 9 
told him who said so* - *fbh. Ill* 195,30.

12* ’rajno divyftsanasinasyotsangaifl nyapatat* •
*It fell on the lap of the king who was sitting on a beautiful 
throne• - Mbh. III. 2009 3.

13-14* 'bho Januraejaya, putro'yam mama sarpyam
4

jato mahatapasvl a vadhyaya samp a on o mattap ovlryasambhrt o 
macohukrata pTtav&tyas t&syah kuksau jat&h• - • O Jan&me jaya9 
this son of mine, a great ascetic, versed in the Vedic lore, 
rich in tuy penance and power was born of her (womb) as the 
result of her sipping my semen* - Mbh. I. 3# 10.

In the last example 13-4 several adjectives appear 
after the noun (after the complete sentence)/^

Pronominal adjectives after the substantive.....•*8
1. ’bho Janamej&ya, putro*yam mama sarpyam Jata£* - 

*0 Janaaejaya, this son of mine was born of a female serpent* - 
Mbh. I. 3, 16.

2. ’evam pgbhiS canyair astuvat* - *In this way he 
praised with other pke as well* - Mbh. I. 2t 69.

3. ’putram ayam anatikram&QiIyad ceti m&tva..... * -
ou/id

•Thinking that this recipient (of the gift) should not be 
ignored.....* - Mbh. I. 39 111.

4. ’vanaiu id am udarain anudakam* - ’This forest is 
vast and without water* - Mbh. III. 195* 18.

5. * naif a dakyas tvaya mygo’yam grahltum* - ’This«
deer cannot be reached by you’ - Mbh. III. 195, 41.
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6. fpravidya Brahmagam tarn abravlt* - ’Entered 

and said to the Brahmapa* - Mbh. III. 201, 20.
7. ’Brahmapah lead old. Vedadhyayanasampanna^.....

bhlksitav&n’ - 9A certain Brahmapa well-read in the Vedas.... 
beggedv - Mbh. III. 199, 4.

8. 1Brahmapah kadoid enam abravlt9 - 9A oertain 
Brahmaga told him9 - Mbh. XII. 201, 16.

Adjectives consisting of Bahubrlhi compounds after
nouns.••••

1. 9tatra ca maya cakram d̂ stairi dvadadaram* - 
•There I saw a wheel with twelve pokes* - Mbh. I. 3, 163.

2. *narhasi manuka nain anaparadhinam v ad ham kartum* 
%t does not behove you to kill the innocent frogs* - Mbh. Ill 
195, 27.

3. ’anarha Brahmapa ratnanam evamv idhanam* *
*Brahraapas are unworthy of such jewels* - Ifbh. III. 195 , 46.

4. • •• • .pavakarcisa^ a&dhuma nippetu^9 - blames 
of fire with smoke came out* - Kbh. I. 3, 152.

5*6. 'athaiuatyo* nudakam vanail karayitvodaravpkfam 
bahupuspaphalamuiam* - ’Thereupon the minister caused & 
forest (to be made) without water and consisting of many trees 
with abundant flowers and fruits’ - Mbh. III. 195, 17.

Numerical words after the substantive........3
1. ’tasya bhrataras trayah drutasena Ugraseno 

BhLuasena iti* - ’He had three brothers, 5# n. and B*9 - 
Mbh. I. 3, 1.
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2. f Janamijayat tu bharatah khalu Vapus^amayam 

putrau dvau Satanlkah &amkukarna£ oav - f3atanika and 
&amkukarna are two sons of you Janamojaym by Vapustama1 - 
Mbh. I. 63. 87.

3. 1tasyam kumaras trayas tasya rajnah sambabhuru^ 
Salo Dalo Baladoeti1 - Mbh. XII. 1951 38.

It may be noted that the numerical words are
placed after the nouns only when the names follow otherwise 

1*
not cf. •tasyapi svagrhe rasatas trayah disya babhuvu^1 - 
Mhir . 1. 3 , 81.

Appositire adjuncts after nouns.............7.
1-2. JanameJayaty Pariksitah - Janamfjaya, the son 

of Parikfit* - Midi. I. 3f 1, 14.
3. *Krunim Pancalyam1 - Mbh. I. 3, 22.
4—6. f£runi£ Pancalyah* - Mbh. 1. 3. 23, 25, 27.
7. 93ibim Audfnaram' - Midi. III. 200, 1. But 

•Parikgito Janaraejayah is found only once (I. 3. 12.)
There are 21 instances in which the adjectires 

(mostly pronominal) are separated from the nouns they qualify 
for the sake of emphasis.

1. 9dug$e oanne naisa mama 6apo bharigyati9 - 17/hen 
the food is impure, the curse will hare no effect on me1 - 
Mbh. I. 3, 125.

2. 'tatafc bb ena,*„ purupah praha* - Mbh. I. 3, 150.

1. Thommen - KZ. 38. Dec. 29. 2). p.523
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3. 9aa oainam purusa£ punar uvaca9 - Mbh. I. 3. 151 
4-5. 9aa tao chrutvarupir upadhyayavakyam9 - Midi.

I. 3. 28.
5. 9 sa te pratijagrahotankap9 - 9Utanka accepted

the two (earrings)9 - Mbh. I. 3. 154.
ta.yaa me putro nakimeid aparadhyati9 - 9 This my 

son has done no wrong9 - Mbh. I. 3. 8.
1 ayam aeipin kiipe patito ham9 - 9Her I am fallen

in this well9 - ifbh. I. 3. 54.
9. 9 tarn aham ratham pr a dams am9 - 9I praised that

chariot9 - Mhh. XII. 201, 14.
10. 9Jbe casyai kupgale prayaochat9 - 9She gave 

the two earrings to him9 - Mbh. 1.3. 158.
f tarn Utanka upadhyayam pratyuvaca9 - Mbh.I.

3, 161.
12. 9 sa prlta tena tasya aadbhavena9 - 9She pleased

with his that good conduct9 - Mbh. I. 3. 111.
13. 9tayaira saha sibikaya9 - Mbh. III. 195, 14.
14. 99 99 derya9 - Mbh. III. 195, 19.
15. 9na klmcld Brahmananam advaih karyam9 -

9Brahma^as have no need of horses9 - Mbh. III. 195, 46.
16. 9 sat oainam kumarafc parivartayanti9 - 9Six

boys are turning it9 - Mbh. I. 3. 163.
17. 91 as mad adys tarn tvam bhayam agamiey ati9 -

9Therefore an unseen calamity will befall you9, Mbh. I. 3. 9.
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18* f lcohSmlstam te gurvartham upahjtyap^po 

gantum* - 'I wish to go after presenting something you may 
desire as teacher's fee1 - tfbh. I• 3• 95,

19-20. ysarve oa te Vedah pratihhasyanti9 - fAll 
the Vedas will he revealed to you* - Hbh. 1. 3. 32, 77.

1 sarvam adesatas te bhaiksyara gfhijami9 - fI
take all the alms from you1 - Mbh. I. 3. 40.

In some of the above examples it will be seen that
a genitive separates the adjective from the noun.

As against the if3 instances in which the adjective 
has been placed after the substantive, there are 25$ oases 
where the adjective precedes the noun it qualifies. Thus 
the position of the adjective before the substantive is almost 
regular. The percentage of the number of exceptions is only 
10 approximately. Simple (17) and (fet) adjeotives
together share the majority of the cases of exceptions 
out of 55),

3. The Uock and Pillar edicts of A^oka.

In the 14 Hook and 7 Pillar edicts of Adoka there
are, in all, 212 instances in which attributive adjectives
have been used with substantives and of these in 10 oases 
only the adjective follows the substantive.

Simple adjective after the noun qualified•••.•••••.3
1. •dhaamanusafhini vivldhani anapitani* - 1Manifold 

instruction in morality was ordered (to be given)9 - PE. VII. 
22.
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2. 9apanani me bahukanl tata tata kalapi tani1 - 

'Numerous drinking places were called to be established by 
me, here and there9 - PS. VII* 24.

3. 'hevam ca hevam ca paliyovadatha jan&m 
dhagenaywtam9 - 9In such and such a manner exhort the people 
who are devoted to morality9 - PE. VII. 23.

The first two examples illustrate the rule for the
occasional position of some adjectives namely that numerical 

1.
words and words for 9all, many1 etc. often appear after2.
the substantive.

Pronominal adjective alter the substantive.. ..... 2
1. 9vadhayisati ceva hevanampiyo Piyadasi raja 

dhanxoaearagazn id am9 - 9And King D«i>. will ever promote this 
practice of morality9 - HE. IV. 8.

2. 9esa bhuya rati bhavati Devanampiyasa Plyadaslno 
rano bhage ane9 - 9The second period (of the reign) of King 
D.P. becomes a pleasure in & high degree9 - HE. VIII. 5.

Adjective consisting of a Bahubrlhi compound after 
noun........1

1. 9tuse sajive no jhapetaviye9 - fKusks containing 
living animals must not be burnt9 - PE. V. 5.

The fact that an adjective as above is closely 
connected with the predicate seems to be responsible for its 
position after the substantive.

1. See the Mahabharata passages above.
2. Thonlinen — KZ. 33, Sec. 29 b)• p.527.
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Adjective having the character of an apposition 

after the substantive•••...•• .3
1 puli8a pi ca me ukaaa ca gevaya o& majhlmS ca 

anuvidhlyanti9 - ’And my agents also both the high ones and 
the low ones and those of middle rank are conforming to 
(morality)1 -PE. I. 7.

Participial adjective (of longer extent) after the 
word qualified.......I

1 ta maya traldasavSsabSlsltena dhammamahamata 
kata1 - ’Therefore, Maliamatras of morality were appointed by 
me (when I had been) anointed thirteen years1 - RT. V. 4.

But ’dv&d&s&vas&bhlsi tena Pevariampiyena Piyadasina 
rana idam lekhapitarn* - RE. IV. 12.

Adjectives separated from the substantives for 
emphas is••••••.6.

1. *na tu etarisam astl danam va anagaho va....9
’But there is no such gift or benefit....9 - IE. IX. 7.

2. ’yani hi kanici maraiya sadhavani kajani....1 -
•Whatever good deeds have been performed by me....9 - PE. VII. 
28.

3. ’etSye me ajhaye iyam dhanmalipi likhapita9 -
•For the following purpose was this script on morality caused
to be written by me9 - PE# II. 14-151

4. ’iyafc me kay“ane kafe ti9 - ’This virtuous deed
has been performed by me9 - PE.III. 17.

5. ’iyam me pape kaje ti9 - ’This evil deed has 
been performed by me9 • PE. III. 18.
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6* faava8i ca me olo dhanasi9 - ’And among my who la

harem1 - PE. VII. 27.
As against these lO instances in which the adjectire

has been placed after the substantive, there are 202 cases
where it appears before. Thus the position before the noun
qualified is so very regular that the exceptions number below

1.
5 per cent. As the language of Abakan Inscriptions is heldi
to represent to a great extent the actual spoken language of 
that period, it may be said that an attributive adjective was 
very rarely used after the substantive. The same holds 
good for the modern Indo-Aryan languages.

4. The Majjhlma-N1kaya

In the Ra(£hapalasutta of the Maj jhima-Jtf ikaya (Part 
II, No. 82) there are in all 230 instances in which an 
attributive adjective has been used with a substantive. Of 
these in 9 cases only it is found after the substantive.

Adjectives consisting of Bahuvrlhi compound after 
the noun..........7

1*5. 9so imam lokam sadevakam sawarakam sabrahmakaa
sassamanabrahmapim pajam sadevamanuss&m aayam abhinna

1. (a) Professor Jules Bloch - USL. AX111. p.120.
(b) Professor £.J. Rapson * J.R.A.S. 1904, p.447.
(o) Professor V.W. Thomas " * p.463-5.
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sacchikatva pavedeti* * ’Re declares having realised by
himself, by means of his superior intelligence, this world 
with gods, with mara, with Brahma, with &ramanas and
Bratoaapao and people including gods and men ’ - VNK.II
82, 55, 6*8.

6*7. ’ t&tth* addasam mahan tarn janapadam iddham
ceva phi tan ca bahujanam aktppqInanu8saia, - 1 The re I saw a 
great district prosperous, full, popul us and full of people* 
Mnk. XI. 71, 26*28}7-8.

Participial adjectives after the substantives.....2
1. 1...•.sammodanlyam katham saraniyam vitisaretva 

©kamantam nisldimsu’ - ’Having finished the delightful 
conversation worthy to be remembered, sat on a ^ide’ - J4HK.II 
82, 55, 15-17.

2. * addasa kho ay a arm to Rafjhapalassa pita ayasm- 
ant&m Rafthapalam dura to va agaccharitam’ - ’The father of the 
venerable Ra£fhapal& saw the venerable RatJhapala coming afar 
off.’ - MRK. II, 82, 61, 31-33.

Attributive adjectives separated from the 
subs tan tives..•••••14

1. ’tarn kho pana bhavantam Gotamam evam kalyano 
kittisaddo abbhuggato’ - ’Regarding you Gotaina such auspicious 
report of fame has arisen’ * IGfK* XI. 32, 55, 2-3.

2. ’tain eva dani uiayai bhavanta* HaJJhapalam 

payirupasissamati’ * ’How, we shall associate closely with 
you RaJJhapala’ - lOftC. II. 82, 65, 21-2.
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3. ftam bhoto RafcJ-hapalassa JarapariJunnam na' tthi’

#
’Loss due to decay does not exist for you Rajthapala’ *
MNK. II. 62 , 66 , 25-6.

4. ’tarn bhoto Rajfhapalaspa vyadhiparijunnara 
na'tthi* - ’Loss due to illness does not exist for you 
Raff ha pa la* - MNK. II. 82, 67, 7-8.

5. 'tarn b£oto Ratthapalarsa bhogaparijunnam
na* tthi* - ’There is no such loss of property for you 

#
RatfhapSW - itaK.11. 02 , 67 , 23-4.

6* 'tarn bhoto ua£.piaytilai'oa natipSrijunnam na’tthi’
*

•With regard to you Ratjhapala there is no loss of relatives1 
MNK. II. 82, 68, 7.

7-10. ’tena kho pana sauayena RaJJhapSlo naxaa
Kulaputto nisinno hoti’ - ’At that tine, RaJJhapala of
noble descent was sitting’ - HNK.ll. 82, 55, 24-6, 61, 62 (Twice)

11-14. ’imassa pana bho Raffhapala bhasitassa kathaa 
attho da($haobo ti1 - ’ 0 Ratjhapala how to ascertain the 
meaning of this saying* - LOJK.II. 82, 69, 4-5} 70 (twice)} 71.

Against the 9 instances in which the attributive 
adjective has been placed after the substantive, there are 
220 oases where it appears before Hie word it qualifies. Thus 
like the Adokan edicts the instances of the occasional position 
of the attributive adjective are extremely rare in the Uajjhim*» 
Nikaya also (being approximately 4 per cent. only).
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The first two chapters of the Dadakumaracarita hare
407 instances of attributive adjectives used with substantives*
Of these in 37 cases only the adjective appears after the
substantive mainly for the sake of emphasiB.

Simple adjectives after the substantives•♦•••*.18*
1* f santy upayas tadrdah* - f There are meanB of that

sort1 - DK. II. 47, 14-15.
In the above example, the adjective appears last in

the sentence - a position which Imparts special emphasis to 
1*

it. Moreover the particular order in which the different 
words have been arranged offered facilities for making ysandhl9 
and a sort of thythm has thus been achieved.

2.9apatac ca  ya$$ikrpapapapi nagarikabalam
analpam1 - fThere came up a large force of the oity-watch idio 
had sticks and swords in hand* - DK. II. 49, 11-2.

3. f• •Kamamanjary&h svasa yavlyasl Ragamanjarl 
naraa sang!taka® anusthaayati - 1Ragamanjarl, the younger 
sister of KamamanjarT is to give a musical concert9 - DK.II.
52, 22-3•

Here the adjective has the character of an apposition 
and this may have pushed it after the substantive. The questlm 
of rhythm may be considered in this case also (svasa yavlyasl)

1. Speijer - Sans. Synt. p. ]% Sec.l7
2. Thonunen -,K2. 38, p.^25 Seo.Zf-

A  O'
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4. 'tarn eva samkramlkftya Ragamanjaryad oazabalikaya^ 

sakkhyam param avlvfdhara9 -  f Through her medium I developed
a fast friendship between Ragamanjarl and Ambalika9 — DK.II.
59, 14-5.

5. ’avasthantarani ca rajaduhltuh sudarupani 
vyavarpayantya maya s& durmatir duram udamadyata9 - 9The silly 
man’s passion was raised to a very high degree by me by 
describing in detail the extremely tormenting atate of the 
prinoeasvs love-affected condition9 - DK.II. 60, 9-10.

6. 9nlvlm aaramahatlm adaya niragam9 - 9I took 
his purse, valuable on account of its costly contents, and 
departed9 - DK. II. 48, 17.

7. 9na jane v&ktum tvatkarmaitad adbhutam9 - 91 do 
not know how to speak adequately of this astonishing 
performance of yours9 - DK. II. 50, 8.

8. 9 aa gagika tarn fsim..... trivargasambandhinlbhi^. 
kathabhir adhyatmavadaid canukulalr alplyasaiva kalenanvaran- 
jayat9 - 9The courtesan won the sage98 heart in a few days... 
by conversations regarding the three objects of worldly
existence and suitable discussions concerning the nature cf 
the self9 - DK.II. 43, 12-6.

In the abote example, the order o f the words in 
the Instrumental is - adj. - subs. - subs. - adj. By this 
order, some stylistic excellence has been achieved.

9. *iha Jainayatane munlnalkeno pad is tarn okgavartmS... 
tadapi kauplnam ajaham9 - 9In this Jaina covent, the path to
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final beautitude being shown to me by a mendicant•••••.1 
threw off that strip of cloth also9 - DK.II. 47, 2-4.

10. 9sa puna^..... pitror ante vittair nijaih 
krltvaivarthivargadaridryam*.••••* - ’But he having 
purchased as it were, with his own wealth, the poverty from 
his supplicants......* - DK. II. 49, 3.

11. ’iti ranhasa parena rajap&tham abhyapatat9 - 
’Saying this, he ran off with great speed to the public road.9 
1)K. II. 63 , 22.

12. ’ . . • . raiahasottamena rajabhavanam abhyavartata9 
9.... advanced towards the palace with great speed’ - DK. I. 
38, 13-4.

13. 9.♦..ireyase*nalpaya kalpate9 ' ’It conduces
#

to the highest bliss9 - DK.II. 44, 2.
14. 9 • • • • adhyapanam Anangavidyanam sanganam’ - 

’teaching of the erotic science in all its branches9 - DK.II. 
41, 22.

15. ’dvitlyas tu sarvasyaiva sulabha^ kuladharmanus 
frhayinah’ - ’The second is within the reach of every one who 
discharges the duties at his family9 - DK. II. 43, 5.

16. ’dar&gam astu mama krpanaya hiranyareta devah9 - 
’Let the firegod be the refuge of this unlucky person (me)9 - 
DK.II. 43, 1-8.

17. * ...sa evalnam \iyjIvayan mama prapan shared
anathayah’ - ’He should kindly give life to this helpless 
woman by restoring him to life9 - DK.II. 49, 16-7.
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18. 9Dhan&mitra£ oahani guninl Kul&palikara 

up&y&msts9 - ’Dhanamitra married Kulapalika on an auspicious 
day9 - DK. II. 56, 21.

Participial adjective after subs tantive...•..2
1. 9tejv eva divasegu vidhina kalpoktena 

carmaratnain dogdhukama hamamanjarl•••••• 9 - 9Just in those
days, Kamamanjarl desirous of making the wonderful bag yield 
treasures according to the prescribed procedure for its use...9 
DK. II. 55, 10.

2. 9na hy arthair nyaySrjltair eva purufa vedam 
upatifJhanti9 - 9It is not always the case that men go to 
harlots with money honestly warned9 - DK. XI. 56, 12.

Pronominal adjectives after the nouns. 14.
1-2. 9adakyam hi madicohaya vlna SarasvatT- 

uwirtiagrahan oaohe Ban lkr to dadan&cchada efa cunjjyitum
9  .. r—Aabuj asanas tana tafrô  pabhuktam urahstha lam caitad alin^Ltum9 - 

’Impossible it is to cause this lower lip o f y o u rs , that has 
already been used by Darasvatl when she seized y o u r  raouth to 
be kissed by me without my desire or to cause this bos obi of 
yours  that has been enjoyed by the plump breast of Lakfml to 
be embraced by me without my permission9 - DK. I. 34, 6-8.

3. 9&ihlkasya sukhasyabhajanam jano* yam....#
bhagavat padayor mu lam ftaragam abhiprapanna^9 - ’This person, 
not destined to enjoy the pleasures of this world, has 
approached, for protection, your feet9 - DK. II. 41, 15-6.

4. 9kimtu baleyam anelpasaukumaryah9 - 9 But this 
maiden is tender in no small degree9 - DK.II. 50, 21.
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5. *•.•.Kanta^kasya haste rajyam idam patioyati* 

•ThiB Kingdom will fall into the hands of Kantaka* - DK.II* 
60f 16.

6. *na jane vaktum tvatkarroaitad adbhut&m* - *1 d 
not know how to speak adequately of this astonishing perform 
anoe of yours* - DK.II. 50, 8.

7 • f...... nagaram idam anayaikayaiva £&rvarya
nirdhanlkptya tvadbhavanam purayeyam* - *1 would fill your 
house, haring despoiled the city of its wealth in a single 
night* - DK. II. 57, 6-7.

8. 'alikham Kryam caitam* - *And wrote this 
Arya Terse* - DK. II. 63, 3.

9. *ek&nta eva carmaratnahhastrikam imam puras 
kytyangarajam aoakfva* - *v̂aui.t upon- the King of Angas, just 
in private, with this jewel of a leather bag* - DK.II. 51,
14-5.

10. * at o* a yam eva yaminyam dedam imam jihasami* -
f

*1, therefore, propose to leave this city this very night* - 
DK. II. 50, 13-9.

11. *kar»nena kenapi hhavauanganam pravi^Jasya 
Kantaxasyopari..••• prahargam* - * I struck, with it, Kantaka 
who had entered, for some reason, the court-yard of the 
palace* - DK. II. 59, 24.

12. *ninye casav ahany anyaamin.....* - Another 
d a y, he was led ..«..»* — 1>K. 1. 3 7, 3.
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13. 1ks&ne oa tasmin mumuoe t&danghriyugalam 

rajatadpikhalaya’ - * At that very moment the silver chain 
fell off from the princess’a ankles ’ - DK. I. 37, 4.

14. ’arya, puryam acyaa aryavarya^ Kuberadattanama 
prativasatl’ - ’Respected sir, an eminent merchant named

Kuberadatta lives in this city’ - DK.II. 48, 22.
Hubotantive placed in between two adjectivest,....2
’ sa oa tam tada.... tribhuvanasargayatrasaiihnr&Bam

dytabhih kathabhir amytasyandinlbhih.. • .nyarupayat ’ - ’He 
recognised her......by means of tales, sweet like nectar and
dealing with the creation, maintenance and destruction of 
the three worlde’ - DK. I. 38, 1-2.

2. ’. ....svair eva dhan&ir madvidranitai^
samyddhlk^tasyarthivargasya gj»hefu bhikfartham abhramt’ - 
•The party wandered all over, begging alms at the houses of 
the supplicants whom 1 had enriched with their wealth9 - 
DK. II. 57, 1-2.

Appositive adjunct consisting of Bahuvrlhi compound 
after the word qualified........l

’mama tu mandabhagyasya nindyavetfam.••••’ - ’But I,
an unlucky creature have (to put on) a dress which is 
condemnable.....’ -DK.II. 47, 8-9.

There are only a few examples of adjectives being 
separated frota substantives mainly to achieve some stylistic 
excellence which perhaps shows the highly artificial character 
of the language. To give just one example.
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’patitad ca ko pi tena ko* pi tena may! dapah 1 -

♦

’Incensed (by the affront) he denounced upon me an unexpedted 
curse’ - DK. I. 37, 11.

In the above example ’kopltena’ and ko’pi have been«
separated from the words they qualify (’tena’ and ’dapah) 
merely for the sake of alliteration.

As against the 37 oases in which the adjective has 
been placed after the substantives, there are 370 instances 
whose they appear be fire. Thus the position of the adjective 
before the substantive is almost regular. The number of the 
cases of exceptions is approximately 8 per cent. only. It 
is more frequent than in the Adokan edicts and the Maj jhiaa= 
Kikaya. But this may be due to the artificial character 
of the D&dakumara prose.

To summarise the results of this enquiry into the 
position of the attributive adjdotive it may be noted that

(1) In the Aitareya Brahmapa, simple adjectives or 
those consisting of a dahuvrlhi compound were sometimes placed 
after the substantives. In thiB text the exceptions 
numbered 1% per cent. Pronominal adjectives which are found 
after the substantives in the other texts are conspicuous by 
their absence in that position. It should however be noted 
that even in the A.B. this is the most common type of 
adjective to be separated from the substantive.
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(2) In the i.tahabharata prose, pronominal 

adjectives also are found after the substantive* But here 
the occasional position of the attributive adjective is more 
frequent (approximately 1$~ per cent*) than in the A*3.

4

(3)_ In the Adokan edicts the position of the 
attributive adjective before the substantive is so very 
regular that the number of exceptions falls below 5 per cent*

(4) In the Majjhimaftikaya also, the position is 
about the same as in the Adokan edicts, .the exceptions 
numbering only 4 per cent*

(5) In the ftadakumaraoarita, the usual position of 
the attributive adjective is before the substantive as in the 
other texts* But here the casee of exceptions are more 
(approximately 8 per cent*) than those in the Adokan edicts 
and the Majjhima-Bikaya (5 and 4 per cent* respectively)*
The front-poeition of the attributive adjective is very
marked in the modern Indo~Aryan languages and in a comparatively 
late text like the Dadakumaracarita, we would not expect even 
the number of exceptions we actually find there* But the 
artificial character of the Balakumara prose perhaps accounts 
for the position*
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CHAi^R VIIX

m  POSITICK OJ? S1.MITIV& IN COMMBOTiaL
alTK A SUJBSTAhTIVk

Similar in nature to the attributive adjective
(the position of which has been noticed in the preceding
chapter) is the genitive used in connection with the
substantive# A genitive is also a restrictive or qualifying
adjunct whose function is9 as has been noted before, to
restrict the denotation of the substantive to which it may
be applied; in other words a genitive also, like adjectives,

1.
specialises or defines the substantive# As regards its

2# 3#
position in the sentence Delbrfiok and ThQnu&en have observed 
that generally the genitive stands before the substantive# 
to which it is related# The accuracy of this remark will 
be established by figures obtained by the examination of our 
texts# But this general rule has some exceptions, a few 
of which have been noticed by the scholars named above#

1# Jespersen - 1 The Philosophy of Grammar* Chap#YXII# p#108#
2. S.F# III* Sec. 17, p#42#
3# K#Z# 38, Sec# 30# p#
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A study of Panlni’s aphorisms dealing with the

formation of compounds with a word in the genitive shows,
beyond doubt, that from very ancient period the word which
appeared in the genitive in the uncotnp ounded form was generally
placed first (I.S. before the word with which it is connected)

1.
in the compound, e.g* *rajnafr purufa^1 * *rajapurusah1* But
there are some special rules which enjoin that in connection
with certain specified words the genitive should be placed2.
after these words e.g. 'dantanam raja* - • rajadanta^1 • It will 
be seen that in such cases the words with which the genitive 
is connected act like adjective (to the genitive) and as such 
are put before the original genitive in conformity with the 
general rule for the position of the adjective before the 
substantive*

The results of our analysis of the texts of the 
different periods with regard to the general as well aB the 
occasional position of thegenitive related to a substantive 
are given below*

1. 'faspil' - Pacini, IX* 2* 8*
2* (a) 1 Raj adantad u param* - Pacini, II* 2. 31.

(b) ’purvaparadharottaram ekadedinaikadhikarape1 - II* 2* 1*
(c) * ardhara napums&kam9 - II* 2* 2** « . « t

(d) Mvitlyatytlyaoaturthaturyany anyatarasy&m’ - II. 2* 3*
V  ̂ % *  4- *

This second type Is hardly found in our texts
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1# The Aitareya Brahmaga

In the second book of the Aitareya Br&hmapa out of a 
total number of 233 instances in which a genitive has be eh 
dppigfed in relation to a substantive, in 19 oases only it has 
the occasional position of being placed aftertne word to which 
it is related* There are 7 instances where the substantive 
appears before the genitive because there is special emphasis 
on the substantive*

1-2* 9yajnavedasam egam karisyamah9 - f̂ e shall make 
disturbance of their sacrifice9 - AB* VII. 1, 185f IX, 7.253.

3* ’anuvartma nva a yam hota saeaa^asyabhut9 - 9 This 
Hoty has become a follower of the Saman singer9 - AB. VII* 4, 
228*

In the above example (Ho* 3) 9 sfiiuagasya9 which 
appears towards the end of the sentence is related to 
9anuvartma9 with which the sentence begins*

4. *madhya etasya suktasya Nividam damset9 - 9He
should recite the Mivid in the middle of this hymn9 - AB* X*
1, 259.

5* 9raadhya etasya Nivlda£ suktam damset9 - He should 
recite the hymn in the middle of the Hivid9 - AB. X* 1, 259*

6* 9aarvam evasya yathapurvam fjukliptarn syat9 - 
9May all be in due and proper order for him9 - AB. X* 1. 259.

7* 9 imam no dy$(va manusy&d ca ysayad
canuprajnasyanti9 - 9Seelng this of us men and seers will 
track us9 - AB. VI. 1, 138*
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In all the examples above (except Ho. 3) the 

genitive appears just after the words with whioh it is 
connected* In the last (Ho* 7) example 9na£9 being the 
weak pronominal form could not be placed at the head of the 
sentence* Moreover the sense of 9imam* ie emphatic there*

In 7 instances the substantive which is the principal 
word of the predicate is placed first in the sentence so that 
the genitive connected with it is pushed after*

1-2* 9mano vai yajnaaya Haitrlvarupa^9 - 9 The 
Maitravarupa is the mind of the sacrifice9 - AB* VI* 5, 161?
IX* 4, 248*

3* 9 diro va etad yajnaaya yat prataranuvak&h9 -
9The morning litany is the bead of the sacrifice9 - AB* VIII
3, 225.

4* 9mukhara va etad yajnaaya yat Bahifp&vaman&b9 - 
9The Bahifpavamana is the mouth of the sacrifice9 - AB. VIII*

4, 229.
5. 9 cjaksumai va etani savananam yat tuf plmd&msa^9 -

’The silent praise is the eyes of the pressings9 - AB. IX* 8,
256.

6* 9cakfur va etad yajnaaya yat Tu^plmdamsa^9 - 9The 
silent praise is the eye of the sacrifice9 - AB« IX* 8, 257*

7* 9 Mu lam va etad yajnaaya yat Tupplmdailisah9 - 
AB* IX. 8, 257.

With regard to such examples as above Delbr&ck remarks 
that 9This preceding position (of the noun before the genitive)
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Is especially frequent, when the noun stands in contrast, in
a greater or lesser degree, with another* The preceding
position of the noun, however, is also possible even without

1*
such a contrast* •

There are 2 instances in which the predicate has
been put before the noun-subject of which the qualifying 
genitive appears after*

1* ’Vayur vai pranlr yajnanam* - *The leader of
the sacrifices is Vayu* - AB* X* 2, 262.

2. *asau vai rathlr adhvaranam1 - 1 The charioteer
of the offerings is yonder *f>un)* - AB. X. 2, 262.

There are 2 precatory sentences in which the deity 
is requested to protect particular limbs of the supplicant* 
These words denoting limbs are placed first for emphasis and 
the genitive which expresses the possessor of the limbs appears 
next*

1* *caksur me pahi* - * Guard mine eyd - AB. IX* 3,
245*

2* *drotram me pahi* - *Guard mine ear* - AB. IX* 3,
245.

In the above examples *me* being a weak pronominal 
form was never put in the beginning of the sentence* Sanskrit

1. S.F. III. Hec. 18, p.42.
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has here preserved an Indo-Kuropean custom of placing the
enclitic pronoun second in the sentence (after the first

1*
word emphasised).

The following is a relative sentence in which the 
correlative pronowi (repeated) has been placed firBt in the 
principal clause so that the genitive has been pushed after it* 

’devil vai yam yam eva vajram Asurebhya udayacchants 
tain tain eg am Asura^ pratyabuddhyanta’ - 'Whatever weapon the 
godB raised against the Asuras, that (weapon of the gods) the 
Aeuras perceived and countered 1 - AB# IX* 7, 253.

In 3 cases, the genitive appears before the words 
with which it is connected but is separated from them by Borne 
words appearing between the genitive and the related word*

1* ’atha hSsya dcva yajnam eva gacchanti yatraivam 
vidvan etam anvaha’ - ’The gods come to the sacrifice of him 
alone where one knowing thus recites this' - AB. VI* 2, 145*

2* 'tasya vai me yugmakaai ekah purastad aitu’ - 
•let one of you go before me1 -AB. VI* 6, 163*

'tasyagnlfr purastad ait1 - ’Before it went 
Agni’ - AB. VI. 6, 163.

In the first example between ’aaya’ and yajnam yfcieh 
are connected in sense appears the subject ’devah'. In the 
last two instances ’purastad’ which appears just before the
verb is connected with ’me (in 2) and tasya (in 3).

As against the 19 Instances in which the genitive 
appears after the substantive, there are 214 where It is found
before the word to vhich it is related and which can, therefore,
1* of. Vendryes, ’Language’, Chapter IV. p* 144.
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be said to have been the regular order. The number of 
exception a is rather rare being approximately 8 per cent, 
only.

2 ♦ The Mahabharata

In the Mahabharata prose passages out of 185 
instances where the genitive has been used in connection with 
a substantive, in 25 oases only it appears after tie substantive.
The common class of word to have this occasional position, is 
the genitive of tne personal pronoun. There are 13 examples 
of this type.

1. ’putro’yam mama earpyam jatah’ - 'This son of mine
was born of a female snake1 - Mbh. I. 3, 16.

2. •tenaivam ukta bhrataras tasya tatha cakru£’ - 
’Asked by him in this way, his brothers acted accordingly’ - 
ICbh. I. 3, 20.

3. • upadhyayas ya te_ kar$ pay as a d&nt&h' - ’Your
teacher has got teeth of black iron* - tfbh. I. 3, 73.

4. ’upadhyayenapi jte bhakgit&m purvam* - ’hven your 
teacher did eat it before’ - Mbh. I. 3, ICO.

5. ’eapayttsya mono dadhe* - ’Ghe was thinking of 
cursing him’ - Mbn. I. 3, 157.

o. 'n&iaa tasyakarot Subhadra’ - ’Subhadra gave him
the name’ - Ubh. I. 63, 84.

7. ’katham mogham kgepagam tasya syat’ - ’How can
its utterance be useless?' - Mbh. III. 199, 12.
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8. *lq*taa ca priy&m oyan mama*- *And a favour will 

be done to me* - Kbh. III. 200, 20.
9. 4 bkratarad casya Pratardano Vasumana^ Sivir 

/•udTnara itif - *His brothers were P.Y.&. and Au.* - Mbh.III.
201, 2.

10. *k:Trtir me vyucchinneti* - f̂ y good name is 
completely destroyed* - ibh. III. 202, 2.

11. fua iarlropatapenatmanah s&m&r&hhamo * r than am
#

amisjhanara* - *We do not follow any worldly pursuits by 
putting our bodies to pains* - Mbh. III. 202, 3.

12. *tae ca dystva raana£ kjubhitai tasyabhavat* - 
Mlobing seen them his mind beo&me perturbed* - Mbh.XII. 351, 
32.

13. ’diraeam casya chedanaru tkarot1 - *He out off 
his heads* - Uffeh..XII* 351, 41.

In examples Eos. 7 and 10, the genitive which 
appears after the substantive is separated from it by one 

word in eaoh case.
There are 8 instances the genitive which is put juat 

after the substantive io noun.
1. 4athapara^ £i$yas tas/aivapJdasya jjnaumyasyo*

<

paioanyur nama* - * Tne re was another pupil, named Upawanyu, of 
the same Apoda Phaumya* - Mbh. I. 3, 34.

2. * aUiaj&rah.......Yaido nama* - Itbh. 1.3, 78.
3. *duhkhabn.ijno hi fcurukulavaBasya digyan

pariklefiens yojayitum neyefa* - *Knowing fully well of the 
mioeries of one * a residence in the teacher*s house, he did not 
like to put hie pupils to hard work* - Midi. I. 3, 81.
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4* 9etat purlfam asya rsabhasya bhaksay&sva9 -

9 Just eat the dung of this bull* - Mbh. I. 3, 99.
5. 9....*.Dakgepa......trinetrakytir anya lalaje

Rudrasyatpadita9 - 9Dakga produced on Rudra*8 forehead 
another eye of the form of the three (he already had)9 - 
Mbh. XII* 351, 25.

6. 9Viijfarfcpo hi vai Tvagtraty purohito devanam 
asIt9,-9Vidvarupa, the son of Tvafjy was the priest of the 
gode9 - Mbh. XII* 351, 28*

7* *8aha8ram varfSpam Aindram padam avapyate maya9
•I am going to haYe the position of Indra for a thousand
years9 - Mbh. XII. 351, 40.

In suoh cases as abore, the respective position of 
numerals and wordB denoting division of time is perhaps due 
to the influence of appositional type.

8. 9abbila;ito varo duhltur hi Rudrafc9 - 9Rudra is 
the desired groom of my daughter9 - Mbh. XII. 351, 63.

In 4 cases the genitive (noun) which has been put 
after the substantive is the last word of the sentence! This 
last position imparts some emphasis on it.

1. •Dhytaragprat putradatam babhuva Gandharyam
va rad an ad Pvai payanaa ya9 - fHundred sons of Ghytaragfra were 
born in Gandharl through the boon of Dvaipayana9 - Mbh. I.
63, 58.

2. 9 tarn utsange pratijagraha Pytha niyogat 
Purusottamasya9 - 9At the command of Purugott&ma, Pytha took 
him on the lap9 - Mbh. I. 63 , 83.
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3* • tvam s&tya mat a s&tam oa9 - 9 You are true and

the mother of the good9 - Mbh. XII. 351, M .
4. 9tad evamvidham raahatmyam Brahmaganam9 - 9How,

such is the glory of the Brahmagas9 - Mbh. XII. 351, 64.
Below are given three instances in which the genitive 

appears before the substantive but is separated from it by one 
word.

1. 9athaaya Brahmago hastam agyhgat9 - 9Thereupon
a

the Brahmaga caught hold of his hand9 * Mbh. III. 201, 23.
2. 9 Tripuravadharthai dikeam upagatasya Rudracya 

Udan&sa j a tail iirasa utkytyagnftu prayuktn^9 - 9 The matted locks 
of Rudra who had entered a vow to kill Tripura, were taken out 
from his head by Udanas and thrown into fire9 - Mbh. XII. 351,
26.

3. 9 na ratnanam bhavan bhajanam bh&visyasi9 - 9You 
will never become a recipient of Jewels9 - Mbh. XII. 351, 63.

As regards the first two of the above examples, the
emphasis is not on the genitive but on the substantive to which
it is related. But in the last case, the negative particle
9na9 being put immediately before 9ratnanam9 makes the sense of

1.
the genitive emphatic.

As against these 25 instances where the genitive 
appears after the substantive with tfiich it is connected, 
there are 160 oases in which it occupies the position before

1. Speijer - Sank. Synt. Sec*lfoi P» 3AT
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the autostantire which is thus established to toe the general 
order. The percentage of the number of exceptions la 
approximately 13 only, whereas in the Aitareya Brahmaga it 
was 8. The genitive of the personal pronoun is common to 
have the occasional position (13 out of 25).

3. The Rook and Pillar edicts of Afloka.

In the fourteen Rock and seven Pillar edicts of 
Atoka there are 119 instances in which the genitive has been 
used in connection with the substantive. Of these in 21 
oases the genitive is found after the substantive to which 
it is related. There are 8 examples of the genitive 
appearing after the substantive and at the end of the sentence* 
(except in 2 cases) for emphasis.

1. 'pamthesu kupa ca khanapita vracha ca ropalta 
paribhogaya pasumanuBamam1 - 1 On the roads wells were caused to 
be dug and trees were caused to be planted for the use of 
cattle and men' - RE. II. 3.

2. ,dhammacarape pi na bhavatb asllasa* - 9And the 
practice of morality is not (possible) for (a person) devoid 
of good conduct9 - RE. IV. 10.

3-4. 9sar&v&ghi asa savapasamdanam9 - •Promotion
of the essentials of all sects should take place9 - RE. XII. 2, 
8.

5. 9raagesu pi me nigohani lopapitani chayopagani 
hosaati pasumunisanam9 - 9Cta the roads banyan trees were
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caused to be planted by rae (in order that) they might afford 
shade to eattle and men9 - ?K. VI1* 23.

6. •apanani me b&hukani tata tata k&lapit&ni 
pajibhogaye pasumuniaanam9 - ’Numerous drinking places were 
caused to be established be my here and there, for the 
enjoyment of cattb and men9 - PS. VII. 24.

7. 9 daya dane saoe aocave madave aadhave ca
lokasa hevaA vaghisati* - 9Compssion# liberality, truthfulness, 
purity, gentleness and goodness of men will thus be promoted9 - 
PS. VII. 28.

8. 9••••.sukhaya dh&mmayutanam aparigodh&ya 
viyapata te1 - 9Vor the happiness of those who are devoted to 
morality, (and) in freeing (them) from desires (for worldly 
life, they are engaged9 - HE. V. 6.

In example No. 7 9lokasa9 has been put after a 
number of substantives with each of which it is to be connected 
In No. 8, ’dhaamayutanam9 appears after 9sukhaya9 but before 
9aparigodhaya9 as it is an adjunct to both.

There are 6 cases where the genitive which is
1.placed after the substantive is objective genitive. This 

(estcept in one instance) has the last position in the 
sentence.

1. Thommen - KZ, 38, p.531.
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1. ’atikatam amtar&m bah uni vaaasatani va^hito eva 

pranarambho vihimsa oa bhutanam’ - ’In times past, for wahy 
hundreds of years, there had ever been promoted the killing 
of animals and the hurting of living beings’ - Re. IV. 1.

2-3. ’ .....taris* aja vaghite Devan&m piyasa
Piyadasino rano dhammanusastiya anarambho prapaiiam avihlsa 
bhutanam’ - ’Thus there are now promoted, through the 
instruction in morality on the part of King D.P. abstention 
from the killing of animals, abstention from the hurting of 
living beings* - RE. IV. 5*6.

4. *yo adik&ro ka lanesa so dukarsun karoti* - ’He 
who starts performing virtuous deeds accomplishes something 
difficult’ - HE. V. 1.

5-6. .nijhatiya va cu bhuye munioanam
dh&ranavaghi vaghita avihimsaye bhutanam anaiambhaye pananam*- 
•By conversion, however, the progress of morality among men 
has been promoted more considerably (because it leads) to 
abstention from the hurting of living beings (and) to 
abstention from the killing of animals’. - PJB. Vil. 30-31

In 4 instances the genitive of the personal pronoun 
appears after the substantive.

1. ’pulisa pi ca me ukasa ca gev&ya ca u&jhima ca 
anuvidhlyantl sampaj,ipadayamti oa* - ’And my agents also, 
both the high ones and the low ones, and those of the middle 
rank are conforming to and practising (morality)’ - PE. I. 7.
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2. f lajuka me bah us u panasatasahasesu janasi ayata’

•My Lajukas are occupied with the people, with many hundred 
thousands of men9 - PE. IV. 2-3.

3. 9 icha hi me hevam niludhasi pi k&lasi pa la tarn
aladhayevu tif - ’For my desire is this, that even when the 
time (of respite) has expired PE.IV. 19.

4. ’natika va kani nijhapayisamti jlvitaye tanam* -
Jt ^ Xki/m

’Relatives will persuade^ those (lajukas) to (grant) their 
life’ - PS. IV. 17.

In the first three of the above instances ’me9 being
the weak form of the pronoun could not be placed in the
beginning of the sentence.

There are 3 examples in which the genitive which is 
a designation of King A^oka is put after the substantive with 
which it is connected.

1. ’pura mahanasarami Devan&m}?lyssa Piy&dasino rano 
anudivasam bahuni pranasatasahasrani arabhieu supathaya’ - 
’Formerly in the kitchen of King D.P. many hundred thousands 
of animals were killed dally for the sake of curry’ - RE. I.
7-9.

2. ’sarvata vijitamhi Devan&mpiyaaa Piyadasino 
rano......’ - ’Everywhere in the dominions of King B.P..•••••9 -
RE. II. 1.

3. ’putra ca potra oa prapotra ca Bevanampiyasa 
Piyadasino rano pravadhayisati idam d hamma c a ra n am * - ’And the 
sons, grandsons and great great grandsons of King D.P. will 
promote this practice of morality* - RE. IV. 8-9.
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The compa rat lively large extent of the epithet

(genitire) in the above examples may partly have conditioned
1.

its position after the substantive.
In the following cases, the genitive appears befoa 

the substantive but is separated from it (usually by one word) 
1. *prapanam sadhu anar&mbho* - *Abstention from 

the Killing of animals of meritorious* - R£. III. 5.
2-3. •Brahmanasratnapanam sadhu danam* - R7;„ III.

4* IX. 5.
4. *mitaaastutanatikanam sadhu danam* - RK. XI. 2.
5. *....yaaa nastl sayame* - *.......idio does not

possess self-control* - RE. VII. 3.
In examples 2-4 the genitive has been used for

dative.
As against the 21 Instances in which the genitive 

appears after the substantive to which it is related there 
are 98 oases where it has been put before the substant:ve 
which is thus seen to be the general order. The percehtage of 
the number of exceptions is approximately 18. The occasional 
position of the genitive is slowly but steadily growing. In 
the Aitareya Brahmaria the exceptions numbered only 8)7, in the 
Hahabhar&ta 13/7. Thus in Adokan edicts the genitive is put 
after the substantive more freely than in the other two texts.

1. Xhommen - KZ. 38, p.530.
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4. The MaiJhlma-HikSya

In the Ra(£hap£la and the following 'sutta* of the 
tfajjhima=Nikaya, out of 150 instances (including repetitions) 
where the genitive has been used in connection with the 
substantive, there are only 5 cases (one sentence repeated) 
in whioh it occupies the position after the substantive.

1-5. 'uposatham co’pavasati catudasim pancadasim
<

atjharain oa pakkhassa' - 'And observes fasts on the fourteenth, 
fifteenth and eighth days of the fortnight* - MKK. I I 1.
78, 79, 80 and 81.

aAThere are, however, instances where the genitive is 
aeparated from the substantive to which it is related, by one 
or more words put between them.

1. 'yasaa dani tvam, Ratjhapfila, kalam mannaso ti' -
1...... of which, O Ratfhapala, you think to be the time now* -
link. II. 61, 19—20.

2. ' s&ce kho me tvam, gahapati, vac an am kareyy&si.••* 
'0 householder, if you act up to my advice....' - IfiNK.II. 64, 3.

3. *.....yaaam tvam hetu brahmaoariyam carasi' - 'for 
\riiose sake, you are practising higher life* - MMX. II. 64, 10-11.

4. * mamam kho pubbe bahu ahesuro mittamaoca
natlsalohita' - 'formerly I had many friends and near
relatives' - MtfK.II. 67, 30-31.

5*9. *ma kho me tvam antlmapuriso ahosl* - *¥ou 
should not be the last member of my family* - MHX.II. 75, 29|
76, 77 (twice) and 81.
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10-11. ' ma kho me tumhe antimapuriso ahuvattha1 -

XHK.II. 83 v 6# 10.
12-14# ’yada me, &amma kappaka# passeyyasi siraamim 

phalitani jatani.....' - fC my friend barbenn vdien you will 
notice hair grovm grey on my head...#.* - MNK.II. 75# 4; 78
and 81*

15-18. *patubhuta kho me# tata kumara# devadutS1 -
’Celestial messengers have appeared for me* - ilHK.II. 75# 18-19# 
76# 77 and 81 (twice).

Thus in 155 instances the genitive appears before 
the substantive and in 5 cases only it f ollowsv 
It ia remarkable that in this text the respective order of 
the genitive and the substantive is so definitely fixed.
There are a few (18) cases where the two are separated and 
these are the genitive of personal pronouha which were sometimes 
placed alter the substantive in the other texts as has already 
been noticed.

5. The hadakuraaraoarita

In the first two chapters of the Da^akumaracarlta out 
of 207 instances in which the genitive is used in connection 
with the substantive# in 22 cases only it appears after the 
substantive. Of these there are 12 instances where such a 
genitive (noun) is the last word of the sentence (except in 
four cases in uhich the verb appears last).
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1. *atiiava tad api pr&karantaram dusajana- 

nugrahaaya' - 'Or# this is but a new way of showing favour 
to your slave* - DK.II. 43# 21.

2. 'maya jitad casau $ cxjafiasapasrapi dlnaraaam' - 
'And I won from him sixteen thousand dlnar&s (coins)' - DK.IX 
48# 7.

3. 'svadedo dedantaram veti neyam gapana vidagdhasya 
puruaaaya* - '(staying in) one's own country or (in) another 
country is no consideration with a man of talent' - PK.II.
50, 21.

4-5. (santy upaya dhanarjanasya bahavo) naixo'pi
♦

cchinnakanpiapratisatndhanapurvasya pragalabhasya' - • (There 
are many ways of earning money), but none to regain life 
that would depend on the re-joining of a throat that is cut 
off* - PK. II. 51, 22.

In the above example# the genitive 'dhanarjanasye' 
in the first phrase has been put in the middle

6-7. 'prasytataram ca sakhyem maya saha 
Dhanamltrasya raatparihrahatvam ca Ragamanjaryah' - 'Ph&namitra' s 
friendship with me and my acceptance of Ragamanjarl in marriage 
are but too well-known' - PK. II. 57# 15-17.

8. *nanu bandhanagarabhitter vyamatrayam antaralam 
aramaprakarasya* - 'I say# the distance of the rampart of the 
pleasure-garden from the prison-wall is only three vyamas' - 
DK. II. 60# 21.
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9. *aa punah pras&dy&raan&^....ni8t&ra$Iy&m imam 

a pad am aparikalnaSaltitvam cendriya&am akalp&yat' - ’Then 
being propitiated(by me) he arranged.*•• that the calamity 
would end and further that my senses would not lose their 
power1 - DK.I. 37, 12-14.

10. fvismayahar^amulatf ca kolah&lo lokasyodaj ihfta f 
fI>ue to wonder and joy there rose a general uproar of the 
people1 - PK. II. 45 # 8-9.

11. ,aks&ma£ ca dhikkytSni paura vyddhanam sodhum* - 
fAnd unable to bear the comtemptuous remarks of the prominent 
citizens.••••* - DK. II. 47, 2.

12. f c i ram ah run kamarupesu kamaprada^ p raj anam
avatsam* - fI stayed long in Ka/narupa granting the desires of
the subjectsf - I5K.II. 52, 3.

In most of the  cases above (especially in examples 1,
3, 5-7 and 11), there is emphasis on the genitive, as the last

1.
position also imparts some emphasis.

Genitive of pronoun after the substantive..•••••.10.
1. •abhayam eva tasya madupakanthavartino 

devad&navair api vigyhganaaya* - f3y my side he would have no 
fear even when fighting with the gods and demons1 - DK. I. 37, 
17-18.

2. fparivaras tu tasya yavad iha ramyam ujjvalam oa
vastuf - 1Its concomitants are all that are lovely and bright
in this world1 - DK. II. 44, 17.

1. Speijer - Sank. Synt. Sec. p.
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3. *urasi casya.....adruvindun alakfayam* - fI

noticed tears on her breast1 - DK. II. 46, 8.
4. *avi Iambi tam eva tasya kaiaonwattasya 

oltravadhavartapresafiena Iravanotsavo* amakam vidheya£* - 'You 
should create joy for ay ears by sending at once the news 
about the love-erased miscreant being put to death with 
tortures* - DK. I. 36, 19.

5. *sa nllotpalamayaa’ ivapangadamange mama 
muncantl...••* - ‘She cast on me (lit. my limbs) a string 
(i.e. succession) of side-glances as if of blue lotuses..••*
DK. II. 46, 21.

6. *asvadhan&o mama Isa pasap^apathavatarah* - *My 
following the path of the heretics is deviation from the 
proper faith* - DK. II. 47-7.

7. *arya, lakganany eva tavavisamvadlni* - *3ir, 
your auspicious marks (of elevation) themselves are not to 
falsify themselves (i.e. will prove true)* - DK. II. 6 0, 15.

8. *bimhaghofatf ca...... kanyapurapraveiam
bhuyo pi me samapadayat* - *And Simhaghofa again arranged for 
my entrance into the princess* s apartment* - DK.I I. 64, 8-9.

9. *tena ca kupitena hytara tao carmaratnan 
abharanasamud gakarf ca t as yah* - *And he thus enraged took 
away the wonderful leather and the casked of her ornaments* - 
DK. II. 59. 10.

10. *&nga, kirn as ti katfoid Vimardako namatrabhavatah * 
*Sir, have you some one named Vimardaka connected tilth you?* - 
DK. II. 55. 1.
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With regard to this after-peaition of the

genitive of the pars anal pronoun* it nay he noted that this
occurs in each of the texts analysed (except the Majjhims-
Nikaya where it stands before the substantive but even then
separated from it). Of the modern Indo-Ary&n languages* it

1.
is common in Clndhi where, to give Just one example, for 
fmy father1, the expression would be 'piume, piame, pinhame 
or piphim6 where the genitive of the personal pronoun (me) is 
Joined to the word *piu*) with which it is connected and 
these together form one word where faet is Just like a 

suffix. The second form (piam®) is especially interesting 
because here me is so much a part and parcel of the word 
(piajpe) that the original -a of •pita* is retained whioh 
would not have been kept if it was viewed as the final -a*

In Bengali it is sometimes used, especially in 
endearing addresses eg. 'mi amir, lakkhi amar, ei kaj £a 
karo' • 'O my child, good girl, please do this Job' - or 
'oheler amar jato abdar' - 'My son is full of undue demands'.

In 4 cases the genitive of the personal pronoun Is 
separated from the substantive by one or more words.

1* Y..... dvitlyam ran&aplt am maaatohun mana^' -
'My fttad became the second stage' - DK.II. 53, 1.

2. 'tasya* ca maya sulakfiti hhavavyttjj^' - 'I 
closely marked the affected state of her mind too* - DK.II.
53, 12 . ________ _____________________________ ____ ______

f. LSI. -jTTL.f^tkZ.ls- i ts :
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3. 'asrainn eva ksane tav&smi.. . .svarep&mugfhlta^’ - 

•At that very moment I had the good fortune to hear your 
voice1 - DK. II. 65, 5.

4. •tavedanlm avasarab' - • It is your turn now* - 
DK.II. 65, 8.

As against these 22 instances in which the genitive 
is found after the substantive, there are 185 where it appears 
before the substantive which can, therefore, be said to be 
the general order as it has been in all the other texts.
The percentage of the number of exceptions is approximately 
10 only. Thus it is less than what was in the j*ahabharata 
prose (13JS) and the Adokan edicts (18^). As regards the 
type of the genitive to have the occasional position, that of 
the personal or demonstrative propoun is worthy of note.

In summarising the results of this numerical analysis 
of the several texts regarding the position of the genitive in 
connection with a substantive, it may be noted that

(1) In the Aitareya Brahwana, tue position of the 
genitive before the substantive was almost regular (214 against 
19). The exceptions were only 8/U The genitive of the 
personal pronoun was sometimes placed after the substantive(in 
7 cases out of 19)

(2) In the M&habharata prose also the position of the 
genitive before the substantive is the general order (160
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against 28). But here, the exceptions are more (13^) than 
in the A.B. (which had 8$). The genitive of the personal 
pronoun is placed after the substantive in a greater number 
(11 out of 25) than in the A.B.

(3) In the Afiokau edicts also the general order is 
the 3anc, i.e. the genitive before the substantive (93 against 
21 after). Tha percentage of exceptions is growing as in this 
text, it is approximately 18, The genitive of the personal 
pronoun is put after the substantive but in a fewer number of 
cases (4) than in the *ahabharata (11).

(4) In the Majjhima-Hikaya, the position of the 
genitive before the substantive is so very regular that out of 
160 oases, in 5 instances only it is found after the 
substantive. In fact, it is the same sentence repeated five 
times. There are some examples of the separation of the 
genitive of the personal pronoun from the substantive.

(5) In the D&dakumaracarita, the same general order
of the genitive being placed before the substantive is noticed

oJjfmo/tk'
(18 against 22). The percentage of exceptions fallsAto the 
same figure (10$) as in the A.B. The genitive of the 
personal pronoun is here also sometimes placed after the 
substantive. This deserves special notice because of its 
occasional use in most of the modern I-A. languages.



CHAPTER IX
260.

poEiTicasr o f soibb m iARQ.atraft s  og p r e d ic a te

(a) Adverb

The most common enlargement of the verbal predicate
Is adverb* Ae an adverb modifies the action denoted by the
verb, it is generally placed immediately before the verb*

1*
Some observations, in the Kadlka and the Bhapavyttl, on 
Pacini’s rule IV* 4* 28 may be considered here as useful for 
allotting this general position of an adverb* There it is 
said that an adverb should be treated as an object of the 
verb (even if it is intransitive) and as such it should be put 
in the second case-ending and neuter gender (as it refers to 
the action denoted by the verb)* Where the verb is transitive 
having the object expressed, the adverb should usually appear

1* (a) fkriyayad ca sadhyatvena tadvidegan&nam apl
sSdhyatvat karmapi dvitlya (Papini II* 3, 2) kriyayad 
casaifcvabhutatvat samanyalingena Tina videgapasya 
nirdesjum adakyatvan napumsakalingateti nyayap* - 
Bhasavytti* pp*277-278*
(b) fkriyavidefanam akarm&kanam apl karma bhavati * - 
Kadika* p.361*
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immediately before the verb and after the object proper
because an adverb ia more closely connected with the verb
than the object (which ia affected by this modified action of
the verb). Delbrftok has aaid that the position of the
different words in the sentence depends on the nearness of

2.
inner relationship. Thus it is only natural that the adverb
would be placed nearer to the verb (i.e. irmuediately before
it ms normally a sentence ends with the verb), than the
object proper (which should precede the adverb). There are
some exceptions to this general rule. Thus occasionally an
adverb (especially of time fend place) appears towards the

3.
beginning of the sentence sometimes even before the subject. 
In the note below adverbs ofmanner have been especially 
considered. These have some exceptions to the general rule 
stated above*

1. This position for the adverb became so very fixed that 
the authors of Sanskrit Poetics regarded its non- 
observance as a defect of composition technically called 
'akr&ma'• See Chapter I. pp. 12-13.

2. fS.P. IV. p. 18.
3. Speijer - Sansk. Synt. p. 11, Sec. 17.
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1. The Altarey?- Brahaaga 

In the second book of the Aitareya Irahmana out of 
43 instances in which an adverb (mostly of manner) has been 
used to modify the verbt in 6 cases only it occupies a 
position other than the one immediately before the verb.

Adverb(of manner) at the head of the sentence.. •..1 
1# yevam u hasyatraa somaplthad anantarito bhavati* - 

•So his self is not excluded from the Soma drinking1 - AB.VIII 
4, 229.

Adverb occupying the second place in the sentence....3
2. •vayai purvam yajnam vakayamah* - * 7e shall first 

bear the sacrifice* - AB. VIII. 2. 22C*.
3-4. *tara evam tusplnidamse samstliapaya* - ’having thus

concluded it in the silent praise* - AB. Ia. 7, 254 (ttice).
In example Ho. 2, the adverb is preceded by the 

subject and in Nos. 3-4 by the object.
Relative adverb in the beginning of the relative 

clause.••••••••1.
*etad vai varfiaa pfthivyai yatra yupam unminvanti* - 

•That is the surface of the earth where they set up the post* - 
AB. VI. 2# 143.
Relative adverbs appear towards the beginning of the clauses...l 

*sa tada vava yajna^ samtigfhate yada hota tusplra^amsa® 
samsati* - *Then indeed does the sacrifice come to a conclusion
when the Hotr recites the silent praise* - AB. IX. 7, 254.

Against these 6 instances there are 37 cases where it 
appears just before the verb. It may be noted here that at 
least in this part of the Brahmana. not a single instance is 
found where an adverb is placed after the verb as is sometimes 
found in the kahabharata prose. Afiokan edicts and later Janskrit 
texts (e.g. DaSakumaracarita)•
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2* The Mahabharata*

In the Mahabharata prose paouage» I* 3, out of 
62 instances in 17 c&des only an adverb occupies a position 
other than the one just before the verb* Of these in 
10 instances it appears towards the beginning of the sentence 
and in 7 after the verb at the end of the sentence (except in 
one case)*

Adverb towards the beginning of the sentence*••••*8 
1* 9 vyaktam tvaya ta t rap a rad dharnv - • Evidently

you have done some wrong there* - Mbh* I* 3, 5.
fnlyatam bh&van ucchistah9 - fTou ere certainly 

impure* - Mbh* 1*3, 107*
*Idinlm yady anagato’el****9 - 1 If you had not#

c orae now•*•*•’ • Mbh* I• 3 i 159«
4* 9evam ygbhid eanyair astuvat9 - 9In this way,

he praised with other RkB as well* * Mbh. 1* 3* 6 9 .

5. !evam tenabhi§Jutav Advinav ajagmatu^9 - ’Thus
praised by him, the Aivins appeared9 - Mbh* I* 3*

6* 1 aahasa dharapyam vivytam mahabilai praviveda9 -
9He entered into a large cavity which appeared on the earth 
all on a sudden9 • Mbh* I* 3, 129*

7* 9.... Bfthasa bhavanan nifkramya**•*•9 - ’Suddenly
came out of the abode and*******9 - Mbh* I* 3, 15, 3*

8* 9vatso*tanka, bahu£o mam codayasi.*•••9 - ’Dear
*

Utanka, you are pressing me so often*****9 • Mbh* 1*3, 94*
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In the above examples where the adverb appears in

the beginning of the sentence (especially in the first two)
it will be seen that it should be taken as qualifying the
whole statement* Bven if it be taken as modifying the verb
onlyt thevb also it may be noted that usually the word which
separates the adverb from the verb is more intimately
connected with the latter to express a single notion so that
their appearance in the sentence near each other is more
desirable than of the adverb and the verb*

yatha**.*•.tathS towards the beginning of the
phraaos**••*••••2*

*yatharfvlnav ahatus tatha tvam ireyo*vapsyasif-
•As the Atfvins said, you will attain good* - Mbh* I* 3 t 76*

2# ’asya yathayam ytur bandhyo na bh&vati tatha
kriyalam* - fYou should act in such a way, that this (monthly)
course of hers does not go barren9 - Mbh* X* 3, 86*

The two examples above being relative sentences, the
relative pronominal adverb is at the head of each of the two
clauses* There is one example with tatha*...... yatha in 1 bh*l* 3,

26.
Adverbs after verb at the end of the sentence (except 

in one case)••«*•••*7*
1* 9plvan asi dr&ham9 - ’You are too fat9 - Mbh* I*

3, 36*
2-3* ’plvan asi bhrflam9 - Mbh* I* 3, 44, 47*
4* 9sa** • • • .pratyuvaeoecaHA- 9He shouted**aloud9 - 

Mbh* I* 3 t 54.
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5. 1 tarn aha puruso bhuyah* - ’The man told him 

again1 - Mbh. I. 3, 100.
6. fupadhyayenapi te bh&ksitam purvam1 - •Even 

your teacher did eat it before1 - Mbh. I. 3# 100.
7. *dayane ca tatha tasmims tad udakam teuathau* - 

•7/hen he lay down in that way, the water stopped (flowing 
out* - Mbh. X. 3, 24.

Aa against these 17 instances there are 45 oases
where the adverb appears immediately before the verb which is,
thus, established to be the general position. Here may be
considered a remark made by Thommen that • the tendency of the
style of the Mahabharata is that adverbs follow the verb at
the end of the sentence. This tendency is all the more
strange as otherwise the postposition of the determinants is

1.
not frequent in the Mahabharata* • But an examination of the 
text shows it beyond doubt that the tendency of the Mbh. prose 
is not to put the adverb after the verb as is clear from the 
figures given above. Out of 62 instances in 7 cases only an 
adverb is placed after the verb. So that these are to be 
treated as exceptions and not as rule. They are sometimes put 
after the verb to achieve some stylistic excellence or emphasis 
or rhythm. In 55 cases adverbs appear before the verb and 
lO instances only they are separated from the verb and placed 
towards the beginning of the sentence.

1. KZ. 38, Sec..18, p.519.



In the fourteen Hock and seven Pillar edicts of 
Arfoka, out of 51 instances in which an adverb has been used 
in Id cases only it occupies a position not immediately before 
the verb which is the general tendency as shown by figures
(55 out of 51) . These 16 cases of occasional position are
distributed in the following ways

Adverbs in the beginning of the sentence.........11
1« f pur5 mahanasarahi DevSnampriyasa Priyadaaino 

rano anudivasam bahuni pranasataeahasrani arabbisu supathuya’ - 
’Formerly in the kitchen of King D.P. many hundred thousands 
of animals were killed daily for the sake of curry* - RE. I. 
7-9.

2-5. ’hemeva amtamahamatapi (sanpajipadayanti) • - 
9In the same way the Mahamatras of the borderers also (are 
acting)9 - PE. I. 8-9; VI. 6-7.

1 her am cu kho esa dekhiya9 - ’But indeed this
ought to be regarded thus9 - PE. III. 19.

5. 9evam hi Devan&mpriyasa icha9 - ’For the desire 
of D. is as follows9 - HE. XII. 7.

Here the verb is not expressed.
6. 9 evam maya a nap i tarn* - ’Thus I have ordered9 -

RE. VI. 8.
7-8. ’icatham jane dhammavadhiya vadheya9 - 9How

1.
(that) might men (to. mad. to) progr.sa by the promotion of 
morality' - PH. VII. IP-13, 15-16.

I* **§&»’(&!« .t5 ^ ^ i ^ e S y b y 7.
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In the above example the adverb being interrogative 

has been placed in the beginning of the sentence.
9-11. 'atikatam amtaram bah uni vasaeatani va^hito 

eva pranarambho....... ' - 1In times past for many hundreds of
years , there had ever been promoted the killing of animalsl..9- 

IV. 1. VIII. 1* PB. VII. 11-12.
In the first and last examples, adverbs of time have 

been placed first in the sentence.
Adverbs towards the beginning of the sentence, 

separated from verb.........2.
1. 9nijhatiya va ou bhuye raunisanam dhammavaghi 

vadhlta.••••' - 'By conversion, however, the progress of 
morality among men has been promoted more considerably' - PE. 
VII. 30-31.

2. 9 .......anudivasam bahunl pranasatasahasrani
arabhisu supathaya* - '......Uany hundred thousands of
animals were killed daily for the sake of curry' - HE. I. 7-9.

Adverb after the word qualified, at the end of the 
sentence....•..1.

'vipule pi tu dime yasa nasti aayamu bhavasudhlta va 
katamnata va daghabhatitl ca nica badham* - 'But even one who 
practises) great liberality (but) does not possess self- 
control, purity of mind, gratitude, and firm devotion, is very 
meun' - HE. VII. 3.

'tatha.•• ..yatha towards the beginning of the 
phrases........2.

X
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«» -  •  -  •'na tu tatha dan an va puja va DevSn&apiyo mania te

yatha kiti saravaghl as a savapasamdanam1 - 'But Devanampiya
does not value either gifts or honour so (highly) as (this) 
(viz*) that a promotion of theessentialsof all sects should 
take place1 - BE. XII* 2* 8.

The first part of the ahove sentence being strongly 
negative9 the negative particle 'na* followed by the enclitic 
• tu' is in the beginning* after which appears the adverb 'tatha' 
separated from the verb by several words* while the second part 
being affirmative begins with the adverb 'yatha1*

As against the3e 16 instances in which the adverb 
does not appear Just before the verb there are 35 cases where 
it occupies that position* Thus the position immediately 
before the verb is normal for the adverb in these edicts alBo 
as in the A.3. and Mbh* analysed before this* A position 
towards the beginning of the sentence separated from the verb 
by several words is almost regular for the exceptions (15 out 
of 16)* In one case only an adverb is found after the word 
qualified* at the end of the sentence - a position which is 
more often found in the hbh* prose (7 out of 17 cases of 
exceptions against 45 normal) but m s  never used in the A.B* 
where we had only 4 oases of exceptions against 37 normal*
But the figures in the Adokan Inscriptions show that here an 
adverb was removed from its normal position more frequently 
(16 against 35) than in the two texts mentioned above*
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4* The MaJ jhima-nikaya.

In the two outtas (Hos. 82 and 83) of the Uajjhima- 
Hikaya* out of 53 cases in 21 instances only the adverb 
appears in a position other than the one immedlately before 
the verb. Of these in 9 cases it is found at the head of 
the sentence because in such cases the meaning of the vhole 
sentence is modified through the modification of the verb by 
the adverb.

1. 'evam eva tvam etarahi urubali bahubaii alamatto
• —samgamav&caro ti' - 'In the same way* you are present* are of 

great strength* strong in arms and a competent warrior' —
Mnk. II. 69* 17-18.

2-3. 'evam evaharn imeh'eva pancahi kamagUQehi 
ssniappito saraangibhuto paricareialti' - 'Even thus I endowed 
with (lit. and possessed of ) these five qualities of aense- 
pleasures carry myself' - M33K. II. 71* 2-3. (repeated).

4-5. 'evam eva deveau tavatijLaesu antaranito 
Kimissa ranno mukhe paturahosi' - 'Even thus having disappeared 
among thirty three gods* appeared in front of King tfinii' - 
Mnk. II. 79, 14-15* (repeated).

6-7. 'evam me sutam' - 'I have heard thus* - M2iK.II. 
54* 1* 74, 1.

8-9. 'bhutapubbam* Xn&nda* imisca yeva Mit/iilayam 
raja a&osi Makhadevo nama' - 'Formerly, 0 Inanda* in this very 
Kingdom of ttithlla there was a king named Makhadeva' - MHK.II. 
78* last line) 83* 10-11.
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Except the last one* all the rest are adverbs of 

manner 1evam'•
Adverb separated from the verb by instrumental (5) 

and locative( 3 ) . . 8 .
1-5. 'tens hi* samma kappaka, tani ph&litani 

sadhukam sapgasena uddharitva..•••f - 'In that case* friend 
hairdresser* having carefully plucked those grey hairs with 
the t o n g s . . . . - hfcX.II. 77, 1-2 (repeated) 75* 11-12*
22-23 and 81 (twioe).

6-8. 'atha kho* Xnanda* raja.Makhadevo.•••♦♦« 
jef Jhaputtaru kumFram sadhukam rajje samanusasitva.• . . . . 
pabbaji* - 'Then* 0 Xnanda* King Makhadeva having efficiently
advised* the eldest son with regard to the kingdom. ' -
MtfK. II. 76, 3-71 77 (twice).

In both the sentences above, the instrumental and 
the locative are so closely connected with the verb that they 
have been put together and the adverb has been placed before 
the instrumental and the locative.

There is one sentence (repeated with slight changes 
3 times) in which the adverb 'yatha yatha1 appears in the 
beginning.

'yatha yatha khaham Bhagavata dhamiuam dusit&m 
ajanami••••••• • - 'In whatever way do I know the 'dharama'
proclaimed by the Blessed one•••••' - MKX.II. 55, 27-28f
56 , 6-7 , 23 -24 and 57.

As against these 21 instances where the adverb
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appears tovrards the beginning of the sentence separated 
from the verb by one or more words* there are 32 examples 
in which the adverb is found immediately before the verb 
which remains to be the general tendency as in the other 
texts. Here the adverb is placed away from tje verb still 
more frequently than in the Adokan edicts. In this text 
t&ere is not a single instance of an adverb appearing after 
the verb of which there were 7 examples in the Mbh. prose and 
only one in the A^okan Inscriptions.

5. The Dalakuinaraoarita.

In the second chapter of the Dadakuiuaracarita out 
of 65 instances where an adverb has been used to modify a 
verb* in 11 oases only it occupies a position other than the 
one immediately before the verb. Of these in 5 instances 
the adverb appears in the very beginning of the sentence.

1. 'dram aharo asyah pr&s&dat Kamarupesu KSmaprada^ 
prajanam avatsam* - fI lived for a long time in Kam*rupa* 
fulfilling the desires of the people there through its favour' 
BK. II. 52* 3.

2. 'yatheocham en&m upabhunk^va* - 'Use it just as 
you like' - DK.II. 52* 12.

3. 'eitrara enam hanisyasi' - 'You will put him to 
death by (submitting him to) peculiar tortures' - BK.II. 61* 
10.
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4. 'niy&tam agatir apade&yaiva cOritasya tvayi' -

’It is certain that we shall have to refer to you as the
source of the stolen property1 - DK.II. 56, 7.

5. 'sadhu, bnadre, darrfitam' -,'Well suggested 
good lady1 - DK. II. 61. 3.

Adverbs towards the beginning of the sentence 
separated from the verb.••••••.5.

1. 'atha sa aasaltam idam abravlt' - ‘Thereupon 
she said with a smile 1 - DK. II. 45, 14.

2. 'tat sahanaya sukham ihaiva v&stavyam' - 'You 
should, therefore, just live here happily with her' - DK.II. 
50, 23.

3. ’gunais tarn avarjya gudharn arthais tatsvajanam 
tosayi^yanit - ’I shall win her over by my virtues and at the 
same time I shall secretly gratify her relatives with riches'- 
DK. II. 54, 6-7.

4. 'sa punah...... aaiaapurvam uiai.ia puras tad
ayacata' - 'She..... said to me in a conciliatory tone' - PR.
II. 58, 1-3.

5. 'tad apy aval yam aaav abhyupesyati' - 'This also 
he will undoubtedly undertake to do' - DK. II. 52, 13.

Adverb after the verb.......... 1.
'jlva dram' - 'hay you live long' - DK.II. 58, 11.
In modern Indo-Aryan languages also sometimes an 

adverb (especially of manner) is used after the verb. As 
for example in Bengali sentences like '£e tomake bhalobase
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khub, se bifaye kono sanueha nai' - 'He loves you very much, 
there 1b no doubt about that* or 'ya bapu ek£u dl^ir dl^^ir' 
'Just go man, a bit quickly please' or 'korte thako dhlre 
dhlre dekha yak ki hay' - 'Just go on with it slowly and let us 
see what happens' - are quite common and idiomatic. The
repetition of the adverbs is worthy of notice. It is perhaps

/L ft* uJUxLfor the Bake of e^hhsis. ^ __ _

Aa against the 11 instances in which the adverb 
does not appear immediately before the verb, there are 54 
cases where it is found in that position which i3 thus 
established to be the normal. Of the 11 cases of exception 
in 10 examples the adverb appears towards the beginning of 
the sentence separated from the verb by ore or more words and 
in one instance only ( hich, again, is an imperative sentence 
where the verb usually begins the sentence) we find the adverb 
after the verb. In this text the proportion of exceptions is 
appreciably less (11 against 54) than in the other post-vedie 
texts (Mbh. 17 against 45, A^oka 16 againt 35 and MU1L. 21 
against 32)

To summarise the results of this numerical enquiry 
with regard to the position of the adverb, it may be noted 
that

(1) In all the texts examined, the adverb la usually 
placed immediately before the verb. In the Aitareya
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Brahmana, the occasional position is rare (4 against 37).
In this text an adverb is never found after the verb.

(2) In the Uahabh&rata prose, the oases of
4xooptions are more frequent (17 against 45) than in the AB. 
Here an adverb (especially of manner) sometimes appears after 
the verb (in 7 out of 17#ases of exceptions). The figure for
this position is the highest in this text. It is one of the
peculiarities of the XTbh. prose style*

(3) In the Adokan edicts, the proportion of
exceptions is more (16 against 35) than in the AB. and the 
Mbh. pro3e. In 15 out of the 16 cases of exceptions, the 
adverb appears towards the beginning of the sentence separated 
from the verb by several words. In the remaining case the 
adverb is found after the word qualified.

(4) In the Majjhima-Nikaya there are 21 instances 
of the adverb being placed away from the verb against 32 
where it appears just before the verb. Thus here an adverb 
is removed from its normal position more frequently than even 
in the Alokan edicts. Like the AB. here also there is no 
example of an adverb appearing after the verb.

(5) In the Datfakumaracarlta, the position of the
adverb immediately before the verb is more definitely fixed

1.
than in the other post-vedic texts. Of the 11 instances of

1. Compare the figures
(a) Mbh. prose 17 occasional against 45 normal.
(b) Alokan edicts 16 *
(o) Maj jhima-Hikaya 21 • 

while in D.K. 11 H11 «

«« 35
32
54 *
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an adverb occupying the occasional position in 10 cases it 
appears towards the beginning of the sentence separated from 
the verb by one or more words and in one instance only it is 
found after the verb (a position for which there was no 
example either in the AB. or in the MNK; only one in the 
Adokan edicts and by far the highest 7 out of 17 in the Ubh. 
passage).
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(b) Infinitive and dative of purpose

The iInfinitive denotes aim and purpose and as such is
1.

equivalent to the dative of purpose. As a Sanskrit sentence
usually ends with the verb $as has been established in
Chapter IV), it is ordinarily expected that both the Infinitive
and the dative of purpose should be placed before the finite
verbThe Sanskrit infinitive, to some extent, acts like 9 a
complement to the main predicate9• Panini, in addition to the2. 3.
general rule >, has given some special rules for the use of the

1. The following quotation from Kalidasa1 s Abhijnana-Sakuntala 
(Act. I) is a striking instance of this equivalence*

1 artatrapaya va£ das tram na prahartum anagasi. - 
9Your weapon is for the protection of the distressed and 
not to hurl against the innocent.9

2. 9tumun nvulau kriyayam kriyarthayam9 - Paglni, III. 3, 10.
3. (a) 9 dakadhpfajnaglaghafarabhalabhakromasahfirhastyarthesu 

tumun9 - Panini III. 4, 65.
(b) fp&ryaptivaoanesv alamarthe$uv - 4, 66.
(c ) 9kalasamayavelasu tumun9 - III. 3, 167.
These sutras, however, do not exhauBt the list of verbs and
other words with which the infinitive Ib used in Sanskrit
and may easily be enlarged. In fact, an infinitive is
used 9almost to any extent and without restriction9 of.
Speijer - Sansk. Synt. Chapter VII. Secs.383-393.
For the dative of purpose see Pagini, III. 3, 11.
1bhavacanqd ca9 and 9turnerthac ca bhavavacanat (caturthl)9 -
II. 3, 15.
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infinitive in connection with verbs of fbeing able, venturing.
knowing, being irksome, being fit, undertaking, taking, going,
tolerating, deserving, being met with; as also with words of
sufficing, being a match for and with such phrases as, 1 there
is an opportunity a time for doing something.9 He also
enjoins the use of the infinitive with verba of wishing, but
here he adds in express terms, provided that subject of

1
both the infinitive and the verb of wishing are the same •
All this has been noted in some detail because in our texts 
an Infinitive (as also a dative of purpose) is often found 
after the special verbs (with their derivatives) and words 
mentioned by PSgini. Patanjali, in his commentary on 
Panini9b rules, often puts the infinitive after suoh verbs
(especially dak-) e.g. Yna ca....... aawarthadhikarena

i . 2kimoid api flakyam pravartayitum nivartayltum va9 ; 1tatra
3

naikah panthaty dakya asth&tum9 • Below are given the instances 
of the post position of the Infinitive and of the dative of 
purpose found in our texts.

1. v8amanakartykesu tumun9 - Panini III. 3, 158 9icchurthegu 
is to be supplied from the preceding rule; iccharthefu 
lin lo tau - III. 3, 157.

2. Mahabhasya, ed. Kielhorn, Vol. P.369, 1.8.
3. Ibid, p. 400, 1. 11.

Addl. note. See Delbrliok 35'. V. Seo.16. ’The last position
seems common with the dative of purpose. 5uoh a dative is
better defined as an appendix to the sentence before which
one must, perhaps, assume there was a pause, however short.9
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1. The Aitareya Brahmapa

In the Becond hook of the A.B. there are not maby 
instances where the infinitive has been used. Two examples 
are, however, found where it appears at the end of the 
sentence.

1.1. 9.....yo sy& stftyas tasmai startavai 9 ~
*

•To lay him low who is to be laid low by him1 - AB. VI. 1, 139.
2.

2. *sa devan nanvakamayata e turn9 - 1 It (the victim)
was not willing to go to the gods1 - AS. VI. 6, 163.

1. For the infinitive in -tavai, See Paiaini, III. 4, 9. -
1tumarthe sesenaseasenkasekasenadhyai adhyain kadhyai 
kadhyalndadhyaliadhyaintavai taven tavenaJ^9.
P&tanjali has at least once used the same type of infinitive 
(after the negative particle *na’ ) at the end of the 
sentence. * tasmad Brahmanena na mleochltavai napabhasi- 
taval1 • This is one of the old infinitives never used in 
later Sanskrit. The infinitive in )tave is found in the 
Adokan edicts as will be noted below. The infinitive in 
the quotation from P&tanjali plays the part of a potential 
participle (kptya, cf. Panini, III. 4, 14. •kptyarthe 
tavaiken kenyatvana^1 ) and as such forms in ^tavya would
have been used for those in 4tavai 

2# The infinitive in -turn is found after the verb iak- but not 
in the part analysed for the present study. #te deva na
kimoanadaknuvan kartum9 - AB. II. 2, 33.
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3. fIdvaro hasya vaco Hakgabhaso janitoh9

•He is liable to sake bis speech the speech of the
Rftkaasas1 - AB* VI. 7, 172.

The dative of purpose is not so rare. Out of 23 
instances where it has been used, in no less than 21 cases 
it is found after the finite verb and at the end of the 
sentence.

1. ’ucchrayasva roahate saubhagaya9 - •Rise erect
for great good fortune1 - AB. VI. 2, 144.

2. 1tigghante * sraai padavo * nnadyayalakibhaya9 -
•Cattle serve for slaying as food him v?ho.....9 - A3* VI• 3,
150.

3-5. favasty eva hotonroucyate sartayu^ 
sarvayutvaya* - • ihrosperously verily is the Hotr* set free 
with full life for fullness of life1 - AB. VI. 7* 175* VIII. 
4, 227; IX. 6* 252.

*•6* 'yajnasya kimoid egigyama^. prajantyai - *Let 
us seek something to track the sacrifice* - AB. VI. 1* 139.

1. Gee Panini III. 4* 13 • lfivare tosunkasunau9 and 9kafiika 
•tumarthe chandaslty eva. p.235.

2. Speijer takes •kimcit* as the object of •prajnatyai9 
(Sans. Synt. p.308), but evidently it is the object of 
•eglgyama^9 as Professor R. P. Keith has taken it 
(H.O.S. Vol. 25* p.134).
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7-8# Metaj}.,,., tripuram p&ryasyanta y&jnasya ca-

traan&£ oa guptyai* - ’The gods........placed around three forta..
to protect themselves and the sacrifice* - AB. VII. 1, 185 and 
186.

The remaining examples are to be found in AB. VI. 2# 
149* VII. 7, 208} VIII. 6# 232} IX. 4, 246} 4, 250; 6# 252
(two) X. 1, 260 (two) t 3 . 264 } 5. 268t 271} 7, 278.

The two instances where the dative of purpose appear
before the verb are*

1. •devebhyo vai padavo’nnadyayalambhaya natisJhanta9»
’Cattle would not serve the gods for slaying as food* - AB.VI.
3 9 150.

2. v...•••• t&to vai devebhyah padavo*nnadyaya-
9

lambhayatiffhanta* - AB. VI. 39 150.
But with the same root stha- the dative of purpose is 

found after as shown in example Ho. 2. in the preceding type.
In that sentence the sense of the verb is emphatic.

Thus we see that in the A.B. the dative of purpose 
was used more frequently than the infinitive (3 inf. against
23 dat.) Both were almost always placed after the verb or

MJb-td c*A
other special words (e.g. IsvaraĴ ).
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281.

In the mahabharata prose passages there are 37 
instances where the infinitive has been used with the special 
verbs (including if-) and words. Of these in 23 cases 
(positive and negative) the infinitive has been placed after 
such verbs and words of which the most common are dak-9 is-# 
and yukta.

Infinitive in positive sentences after is- (6)9 
arh-a (3)9 dak- (1) and samartha (1)........11.

1. 'icchami gurvartham upahartum* - 'I wish to 
bring something as gratification to the teacher' - Ubh. I.
3 9 92.

2. *icch&mla£&m gurvartham upahg tyanj-no Ran turn' - 
•I wish to present something liked by the teacher and go away 
free of obligation' - Kbh. I. 3 9 9.

3. 'tad icche draddhan kartum' - 'Therefore I wish 
to perform a draddha' - Mbh. I. 3 9 114.

4. 'iccheyam drotum kim tad iti' - '1 would like 
to hear what that is' - Mbh. I. 3t 165.

5. 'tad etad b h a v a t o p a d i s iccheyari drotum' - 
•Therefore I would like to know that explained by you' - Mbh.
I. 3 9 165.

6. 'prasaoya bhagavabtam kimoid iccheyam drotum' - 
'Having propitiated you I would like to ask something' - 
Mbh. III. 2019 3.
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It will be seen that in all the above examples the 

infinitive has been placed after if-. 1st. sing, indicative 
(3 ) and optative (3 ) •

• 7. 'arhasi v&myau datum1 - fIt behoves thee to give 
(me) the horses* - Mb*x. ill* 195, 43.

8. #tad arhasi no vidhatum dreyo*nantaram' - 'Thera-e
fore you should do some immediate goodto ua* - irbh XII. 351,
35.

9. 'arhasi me bhartaram dardayitum* - 'It behoves
thee to show my husband' - *ibh. XII. 351, 48.

In the three examples above (Kos. 7-9) the infinitive
has been placed after the verb ark- which appears in the second,
sing, indicative.

10. 'aham dakya tvaya labdhmu' - 'I can be obtained 
by you' - Mbh. III. 195, 11.

11. 'samartho 'yam bhevntalj. sarvah papakrtyah 
damayitum' - 'He is able to drive away (the effects of) all 
your evil doings' - Mbh. 1. 3, 17.

Infinitive in negative sentences after sak- ( }, 
arha- ( ), yukta ( ) and nyayya ( ).....

1. 'na caham daktah dapam pratyadatu^' - 'I am. not 
able to withdraw the curse' - 31fbh. I. 3, 122.

2. 'na dakto 9ham tarn dapam anyatha kartum' - 'I am
*

not able to turn the curse (to be) otherwise' - Ubi .1. 3 , 124.

1. See Pacini III. 4, 66. 'paryaptiv&canefv alamarthcfu*•
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3. 'na mam deltas T&Jcsako nagarajo dhargayltum' - 

'Takfaka, the serpent-king, is not able to overcome me1 -
Mbh. I. 3, 1.

4. 'na hi sa.....dakya draf£um' - 'She cannot be 
seen' - Mbh. 1. 3, 107.

5. 'naifa d&kyas tava mygo’yam grahltum* - 'It ist
not in your power to overtake this deer' - Mbh. III. 195, 41.

dak- in the above examples (Hos. 1-5) has
1

participial forms - past (in -kta 3) and potential (in -ya 2)
8. 'narh&si aap^ukanam anaparadninam badhai kartum' 

•It ill behoves thee to kill the innocent frogs' - Mbh. III.
195, 27.

7. 'narhaai vidvan mam uparoddhum' - 'You should 
not, 0 learned man, request me to stop' - Mbh. III. 195, 3. 1.

8. 'narhaay evam kartum' - 'You should not do so* -
Mbh. XII. 351, 30.

°L •9. 'narhasi paraptnTdharfapam ̂ artum1 - 'You shouldA ....
not outrage another's wife* - tfbh. XII. 351, 46.

arh-, again, in the above instances (kos. 6-9) appears 
only in the second. Bigg, indicative form

10. *na yuktam bhavatSham anytenopacaritum' - 'It is 
not proper that I should be spoken a lie by you' - Mbh. I. 3, 
106.

11. 'na yuktam....... pratidapam datum' - 'It is not
proper to curse me' - Mbh. I. 3, 118.

1. Speijer, Bans. Synt. p. 304, Sec. 388
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12# 'naitan nyayyam peya upayoktum bhavata^' - 

'It is not proper for you to drink milk' - Vbh. I. 3, 45* 
'yukta' (Speijer Sans. Synt. Sec. 389) and 

'nyayya' in the above instances (10-12) are covered by 
Pafini, III. 4, 65. (arhartha).

There ia only one instance where the dative has 
been placed at the end of the sentence.

'kalo 9 yam dehanyas&ya' - 'This lathe time to die 
(lit. to forsake the body)' - Mbh. XII. 351, 40.

In place of the dative in such cases the infinitive 
also may be used as is clear from ?*anini. III. 3, 167.

•ka lasam ayaV elasu turuun' e .g .  'k a lo  bh ok turn’

Bidh. kau . p. 665.
1.

It is true, as Thommen has noticed that in the 
Mahabharta prose the infinitive in the negative sentences is 
generally found after the verbal forms. The reason may not be 
far to seek. In the above examples the statements being

2.
strongly negative the negative particle begins the sentence

3.
and draws the principal verbal forms near it so that the 
infinitive appe&rB after them and often at the end of the 
sentence. As against the 12 negative sentences and 11 
positive whatenotB where the infinitive followB there are

1. K2. Vol. 38, p.52, Sec. 24.
2. Speijer, Sansk. Synt. p.315. Sec. 401.
3. Jacobi, IP. Vol. V. p.335.
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only 5 negative and 9 positive examples in which it
precedes the main verbal forms of which is- was the most
common in the positive (6 out of 11) and dak* in the negative
(5 out of 12)• In the text the dative of purpose is never

found after the principal verbal forms, but appears only once
after the word 9 kala*•

3. The Rock and Pillar edicts of Ad oka*

In the seven Hock and fourteen Pillar edicts of
Adoka, there are only 6 oases where an infinitive has been
used and in all these instances the infinitive appears after
the finite verbs or one of the special words*

• - a -1* 9 imina a aka svagam aradhetu itiv - 9By this
(practice) it is possible to attain heaven* * * HE* IX* 8-9*

4.
2* * ........ya saka chamitave .* - *•••••• what

can be forgiven* * RL. XIII* 6*
• * —3* *.... alam capalam samadapayitave* * ’.....able

to stir up fickle persons* * PE. 1* 8*
4* * lajuka pi laghamti paticalitave mam* * 'The

Lajukas also arâjj- ^ 6* PK.IY* 8*

1* In connection with the finite forms of arha* (8) and lf*(l)
2* In connection with dak* (2); is* (2) and &rh* (1)*
3* Infinitive, accusatives *aradhetu* (^Skt. aradhayitum);

Introduction UCIX, Hultzsoh.
4* " datives of* Vedic forms like to&ritave*t, and

'gantave' etc* in Pali * ibid*
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5. ••...•yena mam lajuka caghamti aladhayitave9 - 

•••••••••in order that the Lajukas may he able to please me* -
PE. IV. 9-10.

6. 9 •••••..vfiyata dhati caghati me pajam sukham
palihat&ve9 - f,rhe intelligent nurse will be able to bring up 
my child well1 - PE. IV. 11.

But such an infinitive is never found before the 
finite verbs or their equivalents.

Dative of Purpose.
The dative of purpose ist as a rule, put after the

finite verbs or their equivalent, often at the end of the
1.

sentence. There are 10 such examples against 4 before the 
verb.

1. 9•••••.vraoha ca ropapita paribhogaya
pasumanusanam9 - 9••••••••and trees were caused to be planted
for the use of cattle and men9 - HE* II. 8.

2. 9te savapas&mgesu vyapata dhaamSdhiatanaya9 - 
•They are occupied with all sects in (i.e. for the purpose of) 
establishing morality9 - RE. V. 4.

3. 9.••••.apanani me bahukani tata kalapitani 
patlbhogaye pasumunisaaam9 - 9Numerous drinking places were 
caused to be established by me here and there for the enjoyment 
of cattle and men9 - PE. VII. 24.

1. Excluding 8 instances like 9etaya athaya idam lekhapitam9 
where fathaya9 has been expressly used to denote purpose.
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4. f....... ime danavisagesu viyapa£a hohamti ti

dhamraapadanaphaye dhaiaaanupatlpatiye’ - ’And others were 
ordered by me to busy themselves with the delivery of the 
gifts in order {to promote) noble deeds of morality (and) 
the practice of morality1 - PE. VII. 27-28.

5-6. ’nijhatiya va ou bhuye munisanam dhammavadli 
va^hita avlhimsaye bhutanam analanbhaye pananam’ - ’By 
conversion, however, the progress of morality among men has 
been promoted more considerably, (because it leads) to 
abstention from hurting living beings (and) to abstention 
from killing animals’ - PE. VII. 30-51.

7. putra pota ca anuvataram savalokahitaya’ -
’........my sons, grandsons and great grandsons may conform
to this for the welfare of men’ - HE. VI. 13.

8. ’.....^ya ca rajuke ca••••••• niyatu etayeva
athaya imaya dhaimaanus as tlya yatha anaya po kammaya’ - ’•••••
the ’yuktas* and Rajukas•••••• shall set out for this very
purpose (viz.) for the following instruction in morality as 
well as for other business' - RE. III. 2-4.

9. ’•••••.Lajuka kapa janapadasa hitasukhaye' -
’••••••• the Lajukas were appointed (by me) for the welfare
and happiness of the country people’ - PE. IV. 12.

10. ’.......dhammalipi likhapita 1okasahitasukhaye’
’•••••• .rescripts on morality we ire caused to be written for
the welfare and hajpiness of the people* - P.E. VI.2-5.
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As against these 10 cases where the dative of

purpose appears after the verb or its equivalent there are 
only 4 instanceswhere it is found before the verb. Like the 
Aitareya Brahiaaga and unlike the Mahabharata prose9 in these 
edicts the dative of purpose is used more frequently (16) 
than the infinitive (6).

there are 23 instances in which the infinitive has been used 
with the special verbs or their equivalents and in all these 
oases (13 positive and 10 negative) it appears after the verli 
or their equivalents.

4. The Majjhima-Nlkaya

In the passages analysed from the Majjhima-#ikaya

Infinitive in positive sentences after is- (6)
dak- (4). abhabbo (1) and samayo (2)

1-3. #iocham *aham.......
#

56, 9-ll; 26-28; 57, 10-12.

....... 13.
pabbaj.1 ltum' - aHK.11.

4. • iccham ’aham, bhante, matapltaro uddasaetua* -

iccheyyatha

1. Hot the English translation of these examples (1-6) See 
Chap.IV. pp.115-116.



7—8. 1 sakka ca.......abhlvijinitum ' - MHK.II.
71, line last but one; 72, 11-12.

9-10. • sakka...... bhoge ca bhun.1l turn pun nan oa
katum* - Mine.II. 63, 24-25.

#1.
11. 'abhabbo kho.....•.hlnay avatthitum 1 - IQHU

II, 61. 16-18.
The above is an example of a positive sentence with 

negative meaning.
12-13. 'Bfuoayo dibbe kame pariyesitum' - It is the 

time to search for heavenly pleasures' - MXI.1I. 75, 19-20,
77. 11.

Infinitive in negative sentences after 'sukara'•••10
1-4. 'nayidam sukaram..•••••••• orahmacariyam

carl turn' - iflTK.II. 55, 29-31 ; 56. 6-8; 25, 27; 57, 8-10,
5-10. fna kho, pana maya sukaram anadhlgata va2.

bhoga adhigantum adhigata va bhoga phatim katum* - iOTK.II.
66, 17-18; 67, 17-18, 33-34.

_J3.
The dative of purpose is found after the verb jn& 

(either in the finite or participial fora) in only one typiafL

1. For the English translation of the examples Hos.7-11, see 
Chap. III. pp.61 and 64.

2. For translation See Chap. III. pp.64-65.
3. It will be remembered that jna- is one of the several verbs

in connection with which the use of the infinitive is
\

enjoined by x’&pini, III. 4, 65.
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sentence (repeated 12 times with slight variation both in 
the positive as well as in the negative).

* anunnato’si tvam. ••••.matapituhi agar as ma anagarigram 
pabbajjayati' - 'Have you been permitted by your parents to 
take to the homeless wandering life?' - MNK.II. 56, 13-14.

Vith other verbs, however, the dative of purpose 
is found before them.

Thus we see that in the MHK. is- and dak- are the 
principal verbs in connection with which the infinitive is 
always placed after. The dative of purpose follows the 
main predicate only in one typical sentence (repeated 
several times)»

5. The Dadakumaraoarlta

In the first five chapters of the BK. there are 
2S instances where the infinitive has been used with special 
verbs (including if-) or their equivalents. Of these in 
23 cases (15 positive and 8 negative) the infinitive appears 
after them the most common of which is dak-.

Infinitive in positive sentences after dak- (4), 
if- (2 ), rabh- (2) and alam (2).............10.

1. 'acirad eva dakya atma tvadarthasadhanaksamah 
karturn* - 'Before long 1 can render my soul capable of 
achieving your object' - BK.1I. 4(3, 20-21.



2. fayi daknosi tara ah va turn1 - ’Can you call hin 
to ny presence? ’ - DK. II. 55, 3.

3. ’ dakyad ca mayasau......vyaoadayitum9 -
’I can, of courBe, kill him* - DK. III. 67, 18-19.

4. 9daksyami......... pitaram mocayitum9 - 'I
shall he able to release my father’ - DK.IV. 85, 12-13.

5-6. *ioo]»aiai drotum dokahetum9 - ’I would like to 
know the cause of your sorrow’ - DK. II. 46, 10| IV. 80, 10.

7-8. 9 .......arabhatabhidhaturn 9 — 9......began to
narrate’ - DK. II. 43, 19-20 and 65, 8.

9. ’alam asmi jabenapasartum9 - ’I am able to run 
away with speed’ - DK.II. 63, 13.

10. 9kim alaia asi prapadyasman aryavytya vartiturn’ 
’Can you follow some honourable course of life by accepting 
service under me? - DK.IV. 81, 11.

Infinitive in positive sentences with negative 
meaning (whore the negative particle ’na9 compounded with the 
participial verb becomes ’a’) after (a)dak- (2), (a)paray (1),
(a)yuj- (1) and aksaxna (1) ......... .5.

1-2. ’adakyam hi madiochaya vina...... dadan&cohada
effa oun̂ bayiturn........ urahs thalam caitad allngayitua’ -
’Impossible it is to cause this lower lips of yourB..... to be
kissed (by me) without my desire or this bosom of yours.....
to be embraced (without ay permission)’ - DK. I. 34, 6-8.

3. 9 dagdha punar ah am asminn api vardhake hatajlvitas
ap&rayantl ha turn... 9 - ’Then I, an unfortunate wretch,

unable to give up my wretched life even in this old age....’ -
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4. 'api tu dar&nag&tam....... ayuktam parityajya

gantum1 - ,But then, it is improper to go away abandoning one 
who has taken shelter*.•...' - DK. IV. 95, 13.

5. 1akgamad ca dhikkftani pauravfdohanam a 04hum* -
'Being unable to bear the contemptuous remarks of the 
prominent citizens...... • - DK. II. 47, 2.

Infinitive in negative sentences after dak- (4), 
jna- (1), mfa- (1), arh- (1) and alam (1)•••••....8.

1. * na dekatus tu tam aprabhutvad uttarayitum 
apadah' - DK.I. 35, 5-6.

2. 'na daknotii cainam atra pitror an&bhy&nujnayo- 
payamya jlvitum' - DK. II. 50, 17-18.

3. iti na dakyam eva sambhavayiturn' - 'It As
impossible to think that • - DK. III. 69, 20-21.

4. 'athaham na daksy&mi canupadlisya day 1 turn' -
•And yet I cannot sleep without embracing her' - DK.V. 93, 18.

1-5. 'na jane v&ktum tvatkarmaitad adbhutam ' - 
DK. II. 50, 8.

6. 'na m^syati mam jlvitum Vasantabandhuh* - DK.I I
62, 20.

1. For the Knglisn translation of the sentences not 
translated here see Shap. IV. p.126.
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7. * na hi jano*lpapunyao tavarhati

9

toajapralapamj-tani karnabhyam pa turn* - fA person poor in 
merit is not worthy of drinking in the nectar of your sweet 
words* - DK. IV. 88, 2-3.

8. 'na hy alam atinipuno* pi pnKt o niyatilikhitam 
lekham atikramiturn* - DK.II. 57, 3.

As against the 15 positive and 8 negative sentences
where the infinitive follows the verb or other words taking

2. 3.
the place of verba there are only 3 positive and 2 negative • 
sentences in which the inf initive precedes the verb or its 
equivalent. Like the M&habharata prose in this text also the 
dative of purpose is never found after the same verbs or their 
equivalents where the infinitive is seen.

In the modern Indo-Aryan languages the infinitive is 
generally placed before the finite verb or its equivalent.
In Bengali it is sometimes found after the verb when the 
speakerspeaks with emotion and the statement contains a 
challenge or refusal; (the sense virtually being negative)i

1. ibid. Chap. 111. p.79.
2. All in connection with arh-.
2. In connection with dak- (1) and yogya (1).
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•day podece amar take jlhhasa korte* - 1 Am I under 

any obligation to ask him, i.e. I am not going to ask him.*
•khamata ache tar e kaj korte7 1 - ’Has he got the

ability to do the j olP •
*lajja kare na tomar mukh dekhate* - *Are you not 

ashamed to show your face?

In summarising the results of this enquiry into the 
position of the infinitive and the dative of purpose, it may 
be noted that

(1) In all the texts analysed for the present study 
the infinitive in connection with the verbs (finite or 
participial ) mentioned by Panini (the most common of which 
is dak- and if-) is placed after them and often at the end of 
the sentence. In the Aitareya Brahmana, the dative of 
purpose is used more frequently than the Infinitive (23. dat.
3 inf g)

(2) In the ilahabharata prose out of 37 instances in 
23 oases the infinitive is found after the verb. The examples 
of the positive and the negative sentence are almost equally 
divided in number (11 positive ana 12 negative), dak- is the 
most cocomon verb in trie positive sentences (6 out of 11) and 
if- in the negative (5 out of 12). fhere is only one 
instance of the dative of purpose being placed at end of the 
sentence and that in connection with the word 'kala9 and not 
with any verb.
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(3) In the Adokan edicts the infinitive in -tave 

is regularly placed after the verb. There are only 6 such 
examples (of which only 1 is withdak-). The dative of 
purpose was used more frequently of which there are 16 examples 
(10 before and 6 after the principal predicate).

(4) In the Majjhima-tfikaya there are 23 instances 
of the use of the infinitive in connection with the verbs 
(finite or participial) mentioned by Panini and in all these 
oases the infinitive (always in -turn) appears after those verbs 
and at the end of the sentence. There is only one typical 
Instance (repeated several times) in which the dative of 
purpose is found after the verb.

(5) In the Dadakumaraoarita, out of the 2d instances 
in which the infinitive has been used (in connection with the 
verbs mentioned by Papini) in 23 cases (15 positive and 8 
negative) it has been placed after the verb, the most common 
of which is dak- (out of 23). But a dative of purpose is 
never found to follow the main predicate.

It is worthy of note that ib Sanskrit (Vedic, Epic
and classical), Adok&n Inscriptions and Pali, the infinitive in
connection with the verbs mentioned before (the most important
of which are dak- and if-) is almost regularly found after the
verb. But this position of the infinitive is very rare in
the modern Indo-Aryan languages where the rule is that the

1.
infinitive immediately precedes the verb.

1. Taylor, G.P. - fThe Studentfs Gujarati Grammar* - Sec.117,
p.105.



(o) Locative absolute
296*

Locative absolute can, from the sense it usually
conveys, be regarded as an adverbial phrase of time which is
not seldom placed first in the sentence (Speijer Sans. Lynt.
Dec.17). It denotes, by the predicative part in the
absolute ohrase, an action which indicates the time of another

1.
action denoted by the principal predicate of the sentence*
Thus the action denoted bt the absolute phrase precedes that
denoted by the main predicate and as such the absolute phrase
may be expected to appear before the part of the sentence

2 *
containing the principal predicate* The absolute phrase
contains a subject (grammatical or logical) and a predicate
consisting of a participial adjective agreeing with the
subject (sometimes with enlargements e.g* object)* As in
the case of the ordinary proposition so in the locative
absolute also, the subject-predicate order is generally 

3 •
observed But this general rule has some exceptions as was

1* Dee Papini 11*3*37* 9yasya ca bhavena bh&valaksanam**
2* We have nowhere found an dxample in which the locative

absolute appears after the main predidate of the sentence* 
3* (a) Bergaigne, A. - MDL.III. p*29*

(b) Thoilmen, 25* - KZ*38, Sec.28, p.526*
(c) Delbruck, B* - SS1. Ill* Sec.15.
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the case with ordinary propositions discussed in Chapters III 
and IV ahove. Below are given the results obtained by the 
analysis of our texts.

1. Tbe Altareys Brahiuana

In the second book of the A.B. there are only
5 instances in which the locative absolute has been used. Of
this in one case only the predicate of the absolute phrase
appears before the subject. As in this text there were only
a few cases of the inversion of subject and predicate

1.
consisting of a verb (finite or participial) so one cannot
expect many examples of the inversion of the two elements in
the absolute phrase.

9 tan Sprite paiau.•••....purastad upayan9 -
In the above example the object 9 tan9 appears even

before the absolute phrase because it refers to the principal
2.

persons (of the narrative ) already mentioned.

1. See the results of the analysis of this text in 
Chapters III and IV.

2. Deibrtick - SK. III. Sec.ft, p.28.



2. The Mahabharata.
298.

In the Mahabharata prose passage (Book 1, Chapter 3) 
there are 7 instances where the locative absolute is found and 
in 2 of these the predicate of the absolute phrase appears 
before the subject.

1. 96ayane ca tatha tasmims tad udakai tasthau9 -
9When he thus lay down, the water stopped flowing out9 - iibh.
1.3.26.

2. 9dus$e canne nai^a mama dapo bhavisyati9 -
9The food being impure, this curse will have no effect on me9- 
Mbh. I. 3, 125.

In the above example the participial adjective 9satf 
is understood. Such phrases are usuctlp explained as 9anne 
dusfe sati9. The predicate 9du|(e' in the absolute phrase 
precedes the subject 9anne9 because of the special emphasis on 
it.

It has already been established (in Chapters III and 
IV) that the proportion of the inversion of subject and 
predicate consisting of participial adjective and verb, in 
the ordinary proposition was more in the Mahabharata prose 
than in the Aitareya Brahmakia. The same holds good for the 
inverted order in the absolute phrase also (in Ubh. 2 out of 
7, while in A.B. 1 out of 5).

3. The Rock and Pillar edicts of A^oka.

Ho example.
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4* The Maijhima-Nlkaya*

In the passages analysed from the Vajjhima-Hikaya 
1.

there are 5* instances in which the locative absolute has
been employed with the traditional - subject-predicate -
order* In no case does the predicate of the absolute phrase
appear before the subject* This appears strange when we
remember that in this text the inversion of subject and
predicate consisting of participial adjective and verb was

2*
not very infrequent in the ordinary proposition*

5* The Padakumaracarlta*

In the first two chapters of the D*K* there are 
25 instances where the locative absolute has been used* Of 
these in 12 cases, the predicate (participle) of the absolute 
phrase appears before the subject*

1* 'tatah prav^ttaau prltisamkathacu.•.... ' -
'Then, as effectionatc talks went on......1 - DK.I* 40, 5*

2* fdeva, tvayi t&davatlrpe dvijop&karayasuravivaram
twadanvesanapraBj*tc ca mitragane*......' - 'My lord, when the
group of friends dispersed in search of your Highness, who had 
then entered the nether regions for assisting that Brahmapa in 
his object.........1 - DK. II. 41, 1-2.

1* Excluding a few impersonal examples like 'eva^ sante',
*evam vutte' etc*

2* See the results of the analysis in Chapters III and IV*
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3. 'tatheti taeya£ pratiyate svajane 1 - 'mien

her relatives returned home, saying 'very well'......• -
DK.II. 43, 12.

4. 'pravyttanytyaySm ca taByam...... 1 - ' ./hen
she had commenced dancing...... ' - DK.II. 52, 24, 53, 1.

5. 'so*ham, sampratipannayam oa tasyam.......
9

Ragaman j aryaJri karakilalayara agrahlsam{ - '1, then, when she
accepted my proposal.•••••  ..... took the sprout-like (tender)
hand of Ragamanjarl* - DK. II. 54, 10-11.

6. 'mjte oa mayi na jlvisyaty eva te hhaginl' -
'And when I am dead, your sister will not certainly live' - 
DK. II. 56, 2-3.

7. '......siddhe* rthe bhuyo’pi nigadayitva...... ' -
9 •

'...••••••• this being accomplished, fetter him age in and.....!
DK. II. 61, 8.

In the abote examples Nos. 1-7, the Inverted predicate 
of the absolute phrase is a past participle in -ta.

8. 'satyam api prltau......' - •♦..... and even when
there is l o v e . ' -DK.II. 42, 21.

9. ' ..iti nivarayantyam may!...... ' - '....and
when I dissuaded (her) saying.••••••• * - DK. II. 42, 25.

10. ....pratyunraisaty cva. • • • • • .aruparoisi.• . •• • .
'....... while the red-rayed (morning) sun. ••••••• .was peeping
up.......... ' - DK.II. 46, 4-5.

11. 'karyaniarap&derfena samahutesu dj-pvatsv eva
  .... ' - '.....while the prominent townsmen,
called under the pretext of some other business, were listening. 
DK.II. 54, 12-13.
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12. '.......prajvalatsu manipradIp .........

rajakanyam aoadyam' - '.......notwithstanding that the jewel-
lamps were burning brightly.......1 beheld the princess' -
T)K. 62 f 1-17.

In the last five examples (Hob.3-12), the inverted
predicates of the absolute phrases are present participial
forms in -at *datf). The last example is an instance where
the locative absolute, in addition to its ordinary adverbial
3ense, expresses the disregard of the subject of the sentence

1.
for the action denoted by the phrase.

Thus we find that in b.h. out of 25 oases where
the locative absolute has been used in nearly half the

dxamples we have the subject and predicate of the absolute
phrase in the inverted - predicate-subject - order. But the
tendency for such inversion is not surprising because it has
already been established in Chapters III and IV that the
proportion of the inversion of subject and predicate consisting
of a participial adjective or verb in the ordinary proposition
was more in this text than in any other analysed for the
present study.

In the modern Indo-Aryan languages the inversion of
subject and predicate of the absolute phrase is very rare.
As for example in Bengali it is usual to say 'sujjti asta gele »•
baj*I phirechilo’ - 'The Sun, having set, he returned home.'
(s Sanskrit! surye’stam gate aa gfhan pratyagacchat)• One may

«

sometimes say 'asta gele sujji' but then the main part of the
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sentence should be introduced by ftabef i.e. vasta gele

\

sujjb tabe se ba^I phireohilo.9

To summarise tne results of this numerical enquiry 
into the position of the locative absolute as also that of 
the subject and predicate in the absolute phrase, we find Vast

(1) The looative absolute being an adverbial phrase
of time regularly appears first in the sentence as an ordinary

1.
adverb of time aoea. in the Aitareya Jrahiaana, tne inversion 
of subject and predicate of the absolute phrase is rare (1 out 
of 5) •

(2) In the mahabharata passage the inversion is 
proportionately more than that in the A. 3. (Ubh. 2 out of 7;
A .3. 1 out of 5)..

(3) In the A^okan edicts there is no example where 
the looative has been used.

(4) In the passages analysed from t.̂ e -iajjhima- 
Hikaya, there are only 5 instances in .<hich the locative 
absolute has been employed but in none of these examples have 
the subject and predicate of the absolute phrase been inverted*

(5) in the hadakunarao&rita out of 25 cases in no 
less than 12 instances the subject and predicate of the absolute 
phrase been inverted. This w<*s expected because we have 
already seen that the proportion of the inversion of subject
and predicate consisting of a participial adjective or verb was
more in this text than in any other analysed for the present 
study.



(d) Absolutive.
We have seen (in Chapters III and IV) thata

Sanskrit sentence ordinarily ends with the verb (finite or
participial). Therefore the absolutive, which denotes an
action that happens before (innpoint of time) that of the
principal predicate, is expected to appear before the predicate
(with its other attributives, if any). This is the position
in which it is regularly found in our texts with one or two
cases of exceptions here and there. In the Mahabharata prose
passages there are only instances where the absolutive
appears after the main predicate.

1» '•.... ity uktva pratisthato tankas te kuppale
grhltva1 - ••• saying this Utanka took those two ear-rings
and went away1 - Mbh. I. 3, 1*

In the above example there are two absolutives,
•uktva1 and *gyhltva1 of which the former appears before the
finite verb (followed by the subject ), while the letter
preceded by itB object has been placed at the end of the
sentence. This position of the second absolutive is due
partly perhaps to avoid the two absolutives being put in
close succession but mainly to the fact that the finite verb
(in the example) has the occasional position, i.e. before the
Bubject. ,2. *•••••••notsahe gurave nivedya’ - Mbh.I. 3, 70.

•dirasam casya chedanam akarot......ity uktva1 -
•He chopped off his heads saying......• - Mbh.XII.351, 41.

Such an absolutive (with its accessories, if any) in
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the last position may perhaps be described as an appendix to 

1.
the sentence.

There are three examples in the Adokan edictss
1. 9te aja Devanampriyasa Priyadasino rano dhamm- 

earanena bherlghoso aho dhamraghoso..... .anani ca d ivy an rupani 
dasayltpa janam9 - fBut now, in consequence of the practice of 
norality on the part of King O.P. the sound of drums has become 
the sound of morality, showing the people.••••.and other divine 
figures.9 - HE. IV. 3-4.

In the above example the absolutive (causative) has
its object (which was the subject of the non-causal forms) after

2.
it.

2. 9dukarara tu kho etam ohudakena va janena...savam 
parlcajltpa9 - 9But it is indeed difficult either for a lowly 
person........laying aside every (other aim)9 - Hi. X. 4.

3. 9tatra ekada asamatam likhitam asa desam va
saohaya karanam va alocctpa...9 - 9 In some instances £ome) of
this may have been written incompletely, either on account of
the locality, or because (my) motive was not liked...9 - RE.XIV 5-

6.
This position of the absolutive at the end of the

sentence is sometimes found in the modern Indo-Aryan languages
also. As for example in Bengali sentences like 9se kakhon cole
geche akkhuni asci ei bole9 - 9It is some time since he has gone
saying that he would be returning soon9 or 9khaccho to lok 
thokiye9 - 9You are just managing to live (lit. eat) by cheating 
people9 - are not very rare.

1. cf. Delbr&ck, • V. bee.16, p.25. (on the dative of 
purpose appearing at the end of the sentence).

2. See Chapter VI. p. 198.



CKAPTLR X

5CMB SOCIAL imtmOEZ

(a) Interrogative

An ordinary interrogative sentence has usually the
same word-order as that of the affirmative sentence, only
with this difference, that the interrogative word (mostly
pronoun or adverb) has the tendency to advance towards the

1.
beginning of the sentence* Thus even an oblique case takes
the initial position which is not normal in the ordinary 

2*
sentence* The question may be either about the whole fact
or about only one of the elements of the fact* When the
whole fact is put into question, the interrogative words are
sometimes added and some times omitted* Y/hen added they
usually head the sentence and when omitted, the initial

3.
position of the verb seems to be preferred* When the verb 
appears first in the sentence, the inversion of subject and

1. (a) Delbrtkck - 3F. V. (AID) p.2d, Sec.15.
(b) Speijer - SanB* Synt* p*320, Sec.408, 1) Ved* und

Sans*Synt• p*78, Sec*254*
(c) Thommen, K2* 38, p*560, Sec*90*

2* 3>elbrdck* SF. V* p*24, Sec*15.
3* (a) Speijer. Sans. Synt* p*323, Sec*412, II.

(b) Thommen, KZ. 38, p*56C, Sec.90*
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predicate is clear, but even when the interrogative word is
in the beginning of the sentence, one gets the impression of

1*
the inverted order of subject and predicate* The tone or 
the mode of pronouncing plaŷ s a very important part in 
expressing the interrogation (especially in the latter case)* 
In our texts also the interrogative word usually appears in 
the beginning of the sentence with some exceptions which are 
noted below*

1* The Altareya Brahisana*

In the second book of the Altareya Brahmaga there 
are 11 instances only where the sentences are interrogative* 
Of these in 10 cases the interrogative word (pronoun or 
adverb) has the initial position in the sentence. In one 
instance only the interrogative adverb is preceded by the 
noun-subject with its adjuncts*

*dasyah putrah Kitavo*brahmanah Katham no madhye’» •
dlksis$a9 - vThe child of a s lave-woman, a cheat, no 
Brahmanaf how has he been consecrated in our midsjb*9 - 
AB. VIII. 1, 213*

It may be that in the above example there are two 
sentences - one (ending with br&huapah) is elliptical which 
may be taken as the subject if the whole is viewed as one

1* ibid*
Pm See Platt, ’Hindustani Gram.9 Sec.273, p*230.
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'4sentence and the other interrogative which has the 

interrogative adverb at the head of the sentence* In that 
case there would be no exception, to the general rule that the 
interrogative word has the first position in the sentence*

That the normal word-order cf an affirmative 
sentence is kept in the interrogative also will be clear from 
the following two sentences containing the question and answer 
respectively*

fkatham anucy&h prataranu^akah? *
A* 9 yathaohandasam ** 9
In both of the above sentences the adverb is in the

1*
beginning which attracts the verb (participial) near it9 so 
that the subject (of the passive verb) is pushed at the end* 
Here the inverted - predicate-subject - order is evident*

2* The Mahabharata*

In the Mbh* prose passage (book I* 3) there are 25 
Interrogative sentences of which in 20 the interrogative 
pronoun or adverb is at the head of the sentence*. In 4 of 
the 5 cases of exceptions the interrogative pronoun appears 
last in the sentenoe*

1* vtad api kim* - 'What can that beV 9 - Mbh* I.
3. 163*

1 • Jac oh 11 IP • V • p *335*
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2-4* ' sa eapi ka^' - 'Who, again, is he? •

Mbh, I, 3, 163 (two), 155,
In the above examples, the subject (pronoun) is 

followed by particles fcpi* and 'capi'j but where no such 
particle follows the subject, we find the inverted order with 
the interrogative pronoun first 'kim tat' - Hbh, I. 3, 102,
165,

The remaining example haB the usual word-order of 
the affirmative sentence with the interrogative adverb in its 
normal place (just before the verb which closes the sentence), 

•sa (aham) katham sambhavayey&iri? • - •How shall 
do honour (to it)? - Mbh* I, 3, 155.

There is no case of an interrogative sentence with 
verb in the beginning (without the interrogative word),

3, The Rock and Pillar edicts of Ad oka.

In the fourteen Rock and seven Pillar edicts of
Adoka, there are 11 interrogative sentences of which 10 begin
with the interrogative word (pronoun or adverb). In one case
only a pronoun, referring to the noun-subject which appears
later in the sentence, precedes the interrogative word,

1,
'a* kinai>u jane anupa^ipajeya' - 'How then might 

men (oe made to) conform to (morality)?1 - VII, 17,
But the next two sentences have 'kinnsu' at the 

head of the sentence,

1, Senart connects it with Pali 'kenassu' and Skt, 'kena svit' 
Sec, 1A, Vol.Id. p,3G2,
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4. The Maj jhlma-Nlkaya

In the two ’outtas’ (Hos. 82-03) of the liajjhima- 
Nikaya there are 53 interrogative sentences (including 
repetitions) of which 33 have the interrogative word in the 
beginning* Of the remaining 20 oases in 5 the interrogative
particles have been omitted and the verb appeara first in the
sentence.

1* * (atthi narna, tata HaJJhapala, abhidosikam kurumas&m)
parlbhunylaaasi91 - ’There is, my child HaJJlxapala, gruel of 
yeeterday), will you eat (it)?1 - iflUK. II. 62, 25-26.

In the above instance the interrogative sentence 
consists of the verb only whose object (kumm&sam) is to be 
supplied from the preceding sentence of which it was the subject 
and appeared last. The subject second sing. ’tvam’ is seldom 
employed except for special emphasis.

2. taho8i t v a m . a a n g & m a v a c a r o t i ’ - ’Were you.* 
a warrior?1 - ?m. II* 69, 6.

3. ’atthi te koci anusayiko abadho ti? ’ - ’Have you 
any latent disease?’ - MNK.II. 70, 4-5*

* labhaai tvaia te mittcuoacoe natisalohite? • - ’ho 
you receive #ad£ friends and relatives?’ - 3&U1.II* 7J, 10*

5. ’ iocheyyatha no tumhe marisa ftimi-rajanam dafjhun
ti? ’ - ’Do you, 0 friends, wish to see King Ninii?’ - HKK.II*
79, 8.

In the following sentence (which is almost in the

1* (a) Speijer - Sans. Synt. p.323. Sec* 412, II*
(b) Thommen, K£. 38, p*560. Sec.90*
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regular order) the Interrogative adverb has been used but does 
not aopear in the beginning.

1-4. fimassa pana, bho RatthapSla, bhaslt&s&a 
katham attho datjhabho ti* - • O Rat£hapala, how to ascertain 
the meaning of this saying?1 - Mnk. II. 69, 3-4. 70 (Twice)
71.

The interrogative pronoun appears second. .8.
1-8. ftam kim mannasi, maharaja? * - •'That do you

think of it, O King?1 - MNK. 11. 69, 5 fone more); 70 (thrice)
71 (twice) and 72.

The following sentences which are in the regular order
have no interrogative word in them neither does the verb
appear first, but the context shows that they are interrogative
where the Interrogation is signified by the mode of pronouncing

1.
only.

1. •evam eva tvara etarahi uruball bahuball alamatto 
sangamavaoaro ti? ’ - fAre you (not) thus, at present a 
competent warrior of great strength (and) strong in arm?* - 
MNK.II. 69, 17-18.

2. •phltam kurum aj jhavaaaslti? 9 - •Do you reside 
in the oroaperous land of the Kurus?* - JCKK.II. 68, 71, 21-22*

1. Speijer. Sana. Synt. p.320, bee.408. 1.
This istechnically called 'kaku* cf. 3D. XI. under k&rika 16 
•bhinnakapfhadhvanir dhlraih kakur ity abhidhlyate.•.
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Thus we find that in the liaj jhima-Nikaya though 
there is only alight deviation from the usual order of 
words, still the proportion of the examples in which the 
interrogative words have heen displaced is more than that 
in the other texts.

-5. The DaSakumaraoarita

In the first two chapters of the D.K. there are 
23 interrogative sentences of which in 21 the interrogative 
word appears first in the sentence. Of the remaining 2 
eases in 1 the verb (preceded by the vocative tayii) is in 
the beginning of the sentence.

•ayi daknogi tam ahvatum1 - fCan you call him (to 
my presence)?1 - DK. II. 55, 3.

In the following sentence the interrogative pronoun 
has the second place in the sentence.

•mrtyahastavartinalgi kira mamamusya vair&nubandhena? 1 
fV/hat am I to gain by my persistence in my enmity with her?1 - 
DK. II. 58, 9-10.

•kim' in the above example has been placed in 
between the adjective (in the genitive) and the pronoun it 
qualifies which are thus separated by the interrogative 
pronoun. Some stylistic excellence appears to have been 
achieved by this order. Like the A^okan edicts, the 
Initial position of the interrogative word is almost regular 
in the Da£akumaraoarita•
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For most of the modern Indo-Arynn languages the 

general rules laid down in the introduction to this section 
appear to hold good* But where the interrogative pronoun 
(connected with Sanskrit 'kim' ) does not bear any oaae~ 
relation to the predicate of the sentence but does the duty

1»of the interrogative particle it is generally put at the end* 
As for example in Bengali one says 9 se jay ki?1 - 'Does he 
go? 1 or 9 tumi asbe ki* - 'Will you come?* The •ki1 in such 
oases may also be used just before the verb (* 9se Ki j£yf 
1tumi ki asbe9) but never in the beginning* If so put we may 
treat them as two sentences, the interrogation in the second 
sentence being expressed by the tone only, e*g* 9ki, tumi 
asbe* - ^hat, will you come?1 In instances like this* there 
is a little pause after vki**

In summarising the results of this numerical enquiry 
into the position of the interrogative words * it may be noted 
that

(1) In all the texts (though the examples are not 
many) the interrogative word has the tendency to appear in the 
beginning of the sentence* In the Aitareya Brahmana there
is one Instance (against 4) where the interrogative adverb 
appears after the subject*

(2) In the liahabharata prose 9 there are 5 cases of

1* JASBJJ. Vol*8. (1932) p*51, Cec*107 for Mirafhi and 
Gujarati*
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exceptions against 20 in which the interrogative pronoun or 
adverb heads the sentence.

(3) In the ASokan edicts the initial position of tbs 
interrogative word is so regular that there is only one 
example (against 10} where it has the second place in the 
sentence.

(4) In the MajJhima-Hikaya, of all the texts# the 
exceptions are most frequent (though the sentences differ 
only slightly from the regular order). Here we have 20 
instances (against 33) where either the interrogative word has 
not been used or if used appears somewhere else than in the 
beginning.

(5) In the Badakuraaraoarita, the initial position of 
the interrogative word is almost as regular as in the Adokan 
edicts. Here we have only 2 oases (one of which has the
verb in the beginning preceded by the vocative) against 21 with 
the interrogative word first.
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(b) Negative#

In Sanskrit the most commonly employed negative
particle is 'na'. It negatives either a single word k>r

1*
notion or a whole statement. In the former paee^i^is , (
put immediately before the word negatived and*-when the whole
statement is emphatically denied, the 'na' has ic tendency

2*
to appear in the very beginning of the sentence. In this
position* the negative particle being closely connected with
the verb (finite or participial) often attracts the verb

3*
immediately after it so that the negative and the verb only

u

seldom appear separated* In such cases we find the inversion 
of subject and predicate which has been noticed (in Chapters
III and IV) above* The negative particle* in less emphatic
denial of a whole statement* is put not infrequently just 
before the verb which normally closes the sentence (as has been 
established in Chapter IV). Though sometimes the meaning of 
a sentence depends on the place occupied by the negative 
particle* still in many cases it seems to be of no great

lm (a) Speijer - Sans.Synt. p.315, Sec.401; Ved. und Sans.
Synt. p.72, Sec.236.

(b) Thommen. KZ. 38, p.522, Sec.19.
(d) Jespersen* 'The Philosophy of Grammar' Chap*XXIV»p.329

2. (a) Delbrfick, SF. V. (AIS ) Sec. 13, p.23.
(b) Speijer. Sans. Synt* p.315, Sec.401.
(c) contrast Thommen KZ. 38, p.520*

3. Jacobi, IV., V. p.335.
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importance whether the negation ie of the single word or of
the whole statement. The general tendency in languages iewhioit is usually**
to use the negative juet before the predicateZforartay Terb ,
even in some cases where one would expect it (for the intended

1*
meaning) to appear before a special word. In sentences with 
an infinitive it may sometimes be important to determine 
which of the two verbal notions is negatived. Anyway,

2
’negation is a stronger expression of feeling than affirmation. 
In our texts the general position of the negative 'na' is just 
before the verb (including the oases where it follows the 
negative in the beginning of the sentence)* Below are given 
the results obtained by the analysis of the several texts for 
the general as well as other positions of the negative 
particle 'na'*

1* The Altareya Brahmana.

In the second book of the A.3. there are 19 instances 
in which the negative particle 'na' has been used. Of these 
in 10 cases the negative appears just before the verb. But 
there is no example where the negative particle has the verb 
just after it in the beginning of the sentence. In the 
remaining 9 cases the 'na* is at the head of the sentence but

1. Jespersen. 'fhil. of Gram.' p.330.
2. Jespersen. 'Language.' p.136.
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It cannot be said that in all these cases there is emphatic 
denial of the whole statement I on the other hand it seems
that in most of the examples the negation is only of the word
before rtiich it appears.

1* 1 nasm&n'alapsyadhve nasman itif - 'Ye shall not 
slay us, not us1 - AB. VI* 3, 150.

2. 'nagnlsomlyaaya pa£or adnlyat' - 'He should not
eat of the victim for Agni and Soma' - AB. VI. 3, 153*

3• 'na yajne rakfasjm klrtayet1 - 'He should not at 
the sacrifice make mention of Raks&sas' - AB. VI. 7, 171.

4. 'na yajne visamam karoti' - 'He makes no uneven
ness in the sacrifice' - A3. IX. 2, 242.

5. 'nasya yajne tufplmrfamsam fiamset' - 'he should 
not recite the silent praise at his sacrifice' - AB.IX. 8, 257

6. 'natmana dypyati nasya prajayam dypta ijayate'-
'He does apt himself become proud, nor is a proud son born in
his offspring' - AB. VI. 7, 173.

7. 'na dvidevatyanam anu vasafc kuryat' - 'he should 
not say the second 'vasa$' for (the cups for) the two deities' 
AB. IX. 4, 247.

8-9. 'nartuyajanam anu va$a( kuryat' - 'He should 
not say the second 'vasat' for the offering to the seasons' - 
AB. IX. 5, 250.

Thus we see that in the A.B. the negative is used 
either before the verb (10) or in the very beginning of the 
sentence (9) though not always to negative the whole statement
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1.

Delbrilok’s remark, ’Na, when it negatives the whole sentence,
stands in front of the sentence| when it negatives the verb
stands before it,9 does not hold good for all the cases. The
initial position of the negative is to be considered2.
occasional and not general.

2. The Mahabharata

In the tfbh. prose passage (Book I. 3) there are 48
instances in which the negative particle fna’ has been used.
C f these in 27 cases (including 4 where the verb follows the
negative particle in the beginning of the sentence) it appears
just before the verb. In 13 of the remaining 21 cases, the
fna’ heads the sentences most (but certainly not all) of which
express an emphatic denial of the whole statement. Sometimes
it is doubtful whether the negation is only of the part just
before which the ’na* appears or of the whole statement. In the
examples given below we have underlined some portions where
these only appear to have been negatived.

1. ’naipa nyayya guruvfttifc’ - ’This is not the
proper course of conduct towards the teacher’ - Ifbh.I. 3, 42.

In the above example, the whole predicate consists
I I .  ■■    ■ ■  ■ ■■ ■■ -■■'■■■■ I .  ■ ! ! ■ « .  n I .  - - - I  Ml ■  ■! . . I . .  ■  ■

1. SN. V. (AIG) Sec. 13, p.23.
2. Thommen, K.Z, 38, Sec. 19, p.520.
3. The English translation of only those examples which have 

not been cited for other peculiarities in the preceding 
Chapters will be given hereafter.
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1.

of the 'na9 alone, the verb being implied. (or 9nyayyS9 
may be connected with fna9)•

2. ’naitan nyayyam paya upayoktum bhavato maya 
nabhyanujnatam9 - 9It ie not proper for you to drink milk 
not permitted by me9 - Mbh. 1.3, 45.

3. 9nanrtarn uoatur bh&gavantau9 - Mbh. I. 3,70.
4. 9na m?sa bravlrai9 - 'I an telling no lie9 - 

Mbh. I. 3, 121.
5. 9na mam daktas Taksako nagarajo dharsayitura9 - 

Mbh. I. 3, 112.
6. 9naina^ paoyami9 - fl do not see her9 - Mbh.I.

3 9 106.
7. 9na maya strlnai vacanad idam akSryam karanIyam9 -• *

9I am not going to do this immoral act at the bidding of women9
Mbh. X. 39 87.

In the following oases the 9na9 which opens the
sentence is followed immediately by an enclitic like 9hi9, 9tu9

2.
9caf etc.

3. 9na tv ah&m etam apupara upayoktum utsahe gurave*#
nivedya9 - 91 do not dare to eat this cake without informing 
the teacher9 - Midi. I. 3. 70.

1. {*) Delbrttck. SP. V. (AIS) p.543.
(b) Speijer. Sans. Synt. p.315, Sec.401.

2. (a) Speijer, Sans. Synt. p.316. Sec.402.
(b) of. Vend ryes. 9 Language9 p.M4. In such cases Sanskrit
has preserved the Indo-European custom of placing the
enclitic word second in the sentence (after the first 
word emphasised). See also Wackernagel, IF.Vol.I. p.402.
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9. ’torn hy aham upadhyayena saidis£a£........iti' -

'I have not been asked by t£e teacher....... * - Mbh. X. 3, 87.
10. ’na hi te’ntahpure ksatriya samnihitasti’ -

’The ksatriya (your wife) is not to be found in the inner*
apartment’ - Mbh. I. 3. 106.

11. ’na hi sa kgatriyocchigstenaluoina dakya 
drasjum' - Mbh. I. 3. 107.

12. 'na caham dakta£ Sapam pratyadatum' - Mbh. I.
3 t 122.

13. 'na hi me m&nyur adyapy upadamam gacchati' - 
•My wrath has not been pacified as yet’ - Mbh. I. 3, 122.

'na' just before the word negatived (excluding the 
principal verb) in the middle of the sentence••••••••.8

1. '(bhaiksyam nadnasi) na canyac carasi (payo na 
pibaai)' - ’You do neither eat the food obtained by begging) 
nor go for another (collection of alms), (nor drink the 
milk)’ - Mbh. X. 3, 47.

In the above example if the ’na’ is placed just 
before the verb (as it has been done in the preceding and 
following instances), it woflld be anyac ca na carasi. It may 
be, that to avoid this continual succession of several short 
vowels, tha ’na’ has been put first followed by 'ca' (idiich 
shows its connection with the context from which ’bhaikgyam’ 
is to be supplied.)

2. ’dusje canne nalea mama dapo bhavlsyati', - 
Mbh. I. 3, 125.
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3* 9ayam me putro na kimo id aparadhyati9 - 9 This 

my son lias done no wrong9 - Mbh* I* 3, 8.
4* 9* na klmcid uktavantae te9 - Mbh.I. 3, 9.
5* 9sa disyan na kimoid uvaoa...... 9 - 9He said

nothing to his pupils9 # Mbh* I* 3, 81*
6* 1bhutva tvam andho nacirad anandho bhavisyasl9 - 

9You will become blind but will be cured of it (lit* will 
become Hot-blind) in no time*9 - Mbh* I. 3, 121.

7* 9 sai^a naducer dardanam upaiti9 - 9She cannot be
seen by an impure man9 - Hbh. I. 3, 107*

8* 9phenam api bhavan na patum arhati9 - Mbh* 1*
3, 49*

In the above example, the verbal notion of the
infinitive lias been negatived; but perhaps here 9patum9 and
9arhati9 together express a single notion (- 9na pibet9 or 
9bhavata na peyam)•

The 4 instances where the 9na9 in the beginning
attracts the verb (finite 2 and participial 2) just after it
are -

1* 9notsahe,ham anivedya gurave'pupam upayoktum9 -
# 9

Mbh. I* 39 70.
2. 9na bhaveyam andhaJj9 - Mbh. I* 3, 120*

1* For the combination of 9n&9 with indefinite pronouns and
adverbs See Delbrttck SF. V. (AIL) p. ; Speijer, Sans*
Synt. p.316, Sec* 402, and Thommen, KZ* 38, Sec.21-3, p.522
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3. 9 na yuktarn bhavataham anyten opaeari turn' - 

lf%h. I. 3 f 106.
4. 1na yuktam bhavata.••••••.pratidapam datum* -

Mbh. I. 3, 118.
Thus in the Jfbh. passage out of 48 instances in 

which the fnaf has been used in 16 cases bnly (4 of which are 
with inverted verbB) it appears at the head of the sentence.
It has been already noted that the initial position of the 
infinitive should be treated as occasional. But this position 
in the present text is fairly common as it constitutes exactly 
one-third of the total number of cases. The general position 
of the negative in this text is just before the verb (31 out 
of 48, lie. nearly two-thirds). 7/hen it is found in the 
middle of the sentence, it negatives the notion denoted by the 
word v&ioh immediately follows it. In the passage analysed 
there are 8 examples of this type.

3. The Rock and Pillar edicts _of_A6oka.
In the fourteen Rock and seven Pillar edicts of 

Adoka there are 30 instances in which the negative particle 
vnat has been used and in no less than 22 of these(including 
the 3 cases of negative - verb in the beginning of the 
sentence) it appears just before the verb (finite or partici|lal) 
In 4 of the remaining 8 cases the * na* (followed by an enclitic 
like ,ca,# ,cul or ,tul) is at the head of the sentence.

1. *na ca samajo katavyo* - 1 And no festival meeting 
must be held1 - RE. I. 4.
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2-3. 1 na ou jane anulupaya dhananava^hiya vadhita9 •

9But men were not made to progress by an adequate promotion
of morality9 - PE. VII. 13-14, 16-17.

4. ’na tu tatha danam va pujam va Devanampriyo 
manate.........9 - 9But D. does not value either gifts or
honour as (highly)..... . . 9 -HE. XII. 2.

In 2 oases the 9na9 appears second in the sentence.
The first place is occupied in one case by an (Indeclinable 
locative) adverb of place and in the other by the subject.

1. 9idha na kimci jivam arabhitpa prajuhitavyam9 - 
9Here no living being must be killed and saxrlficed9-RE.1.2-3.

2. 9I>evanampriyo na tatha danam va va
. manate......... 9 - RE. XII. 8.

In the above examples, the negation is of the notion
conveyed by the words which follow the 9na9.

In the remaining 2 instances the 9na9 with the verb 
appears in the middle of the sentences.

1. 9vlpule pi dane yasa nasti sayame.... nica
badham9 - RE. VII. 3.

2. 9 ........anatrayonesu.....rahi yatra nasti
1.

manusanam ekatarainhi pasamdarahi na nama prasado9 - RE. XIII.5.
1. Hultzsch says, 9As remarked by Senart, the last negation
of this sentence (na) is redundant.9 (p.25). But if we omit
9na9, there appears no reason for the use of the word 9nama9 
whose real purpose appears to be to catch up the 9na9
repeated from 9nasti9 since, this is, perhaps, an instance of
two negatives (attached to two different words here 9&atl9 and
9prasado) being used to 9impart a strong negative colouring to 
the whole of the sentence.9 cf. English (colloquial) 9Don9t 
take no notice of him9, or 9I oan9t do nothing without my 
staff9 (Hardy) - Jespersen, fPhil. of Gram, pp.332-3.
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The 3 cases vjhere the 'na1 with the verb after it 

appears in the beginning of the sentence are*
1. 'nasti hi me toso usj-anaiahi athasaratlranaya 

Ta‘ - KK. VI. 8—9.
2. 'nasti hi kamciataram savalok&hitatpa' - R&. IX.

10-11.
3. fna3ti etarisau danam yarisam dhauuuadanam1 -

Hh. XI. 1.
It will be noticed that in all the examples fas-f 

(the third, sing, present form) ie the verb attracted by the 
•na1 in the beginning of the sentence. The subject appears 
later, so that we have the inversion of subject and predicate 
(which has been noted in Chapter IV̂ )

Thus we find that in the Adokan edicts out of 3 0 
instances where the 'naf has been employed in 7 oases only 
(including 3 na  ̂verb in the beginning of the sentence) it 
occupies the first place in the sentence. In the Mbh 
passage the proportion of the initial position of the •na* 
was one-third of the total number (16 out of 48), here it is 
less than one-fourth. The general position of the negative 
particle in these edicts is Immediately before the verb 
(24 out of 30). There are only 4 examples of its position 
in the middle of the sentence (2 of these 4 are with verb).
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4. The iS a jjh l iaa-11ikaya.

w — i  ■ ■ wm rnm *wm m

In the Rafthapalaautta (MHK.II. Ho.82) of the 
llajjhima-tfikaya# there are 3 0 instances (including repetitions) 
in which the negative particle has been used. Of these in 
6 cases only it appears just before the verb in its normal 
position. Like tite Aitareya Brahmana, in this passage there 
is no example of the initial position of the ’na* with the 
Inverted verb. In all the remaining 24 cases (including 
repetitions) the 'na9 appears at the head of the sentence 
(as in the A.3.). In 6 Instances some enclitic like thil9 
9kho,9 or 9kho pana9 follows the initial negative.

1. 'no h* idam bho Rajfhapala.9 - 'But, 0
9

Ra££p&la, it is not so' - iink. II. 69, 18-19.
In the above example 'no1 seems to express, as the

context would show, its original idea of the negation - the
adversative particle. In classical Sanskrit, however, it
lost its adversative sense and became almost synonymous with
the simple 'na' and was used chiefly in poetry. Still 'no'
signifies, perhaps a more emphatic denial than the oommonly

1.
employed 'na'.

2. 'na kho mayam, bhagini, accharanam hetu 
brahm&cariyam oaram&ti' - '0 sister, I am not, indeed, 
practising the higher life for the sake of celestial damsels' 
MIX. II. 64, 12-13.

/. spy*
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3-6. 'na kho pana ioaya sukar&m anadhigata bhoga 

adhigantua adhigata va bhoga phatim katum' - UNK. o6# 17-18, 
31-32; 67 (twice).

In the remaining cases the 'na' in the beginning is 
followed by a pronoun.

7-14. 'na tvam, tata RaJJhapala, kassaci dukkhassa 
jSnasi' - 'O my child R., you know of no suffering' - MHK.II. 
36, 32-33; 57, 58 (thrice) j 59 (twioe).

15-22. 'na tam mayam anujanama...... pabbajjaya?
MHK.II. 57, 2-3 (one more); 58 (thrioe), 59 (twice) and 60.

23. 'nstmano balena samaBamam sam&nupaesamlti' - 
'(Compared) with my own strength, I see none equal (to me)' - 
link.II. 69, 15-16.

24. 'naharn, bho Ratfhapala, labhami te mittamacce 
natisalohite' - 'OR., I do not get those friends and near 
relatives.' - MHK.II. 70, 15-16.

Thus we find that in (at least this passage of) the 
Mnk. the 'na' appears in more instances at the head of the 
sentence (24) than Just before the verb (of which there are 
6 examples only). In no case does the 'na' attract the verb 
with it towards the beginning of the sentence. In this 
respect the MHK. agrees with the A.B. But in that text (A.B.) 
the number of examples for the 'na' just before the verb at the 
and of the sentence (10) and for the *na' in the beginning (9) 
with words other than verb was almost equal, whereas, in this 
text, the number of examples for the initial position far
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exceeds that just before the verb* Again like the A.B. here 
there is no example for the ’n&' in the middle of the 
sentence before a word other than the verb as was sometimes
the case with the ifbh. prose and the Atfokan edicts.

5# The Pa^akumaraoarlta

In the first two chapters of the D.K. there are 
53 instances in which the vnaf has been employed. Of these 
in 25 ca&eB it occupies the position just before the verb 
(including 5 with •na* -r verb in the beginning of the sentence) 
Of the remaining P.8 instances in 14 the ‘na’ with words other 
than verbs, appears at the head of the sentence and in 14 in 
the middle (8) or towards the end (6) (sometimes just before
the predicate other than the verb.)

1.
•na1 followed by an enclitic like ’hi1, ' tuf, ’cet1 

etc. in the beginning of the centence.•• •   ..... 9.
1. 'na liy arthair ny&yarjitair eva purusa vedam

upati§£hantif - hK.II. 56, 12.
2m 'na hi tvayy anyadlya lohhadayah' - 'Avarice and 

such other (vices) common in others are not (to be found) in 
you' - jK. II. 50, 10.

1. When accompanying either connective or disjunctive particles 
'na' always precedes them, e.g. 'na hi*, fna tuf, 'na ca', 
•na va', 'napi', na jatu*, ha khalu' etc. See Speijer 
Sans. Oynt. p.51o, 3ec. 402.
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In the above example (Ho. 2 ) the vnav alone

oonstitutea the whole predicate; the verb fto be* (vidyante)
1.

being implied.
3. 'na hy alam atinipupo'pi purugo niyatilikhitSi

#

lekham atikrajnitum' - DK. II. 57, 3.
In this example (Ho. 3) also the negative (with 'hi')

appearb just before the predicate (i.e. alam).
4. 'na oa panigrahanad rte* nyabhogyam yauvanam' -

9

DK. II. 53, 16.
5. 'na tu dhanaday&eav abhyup&gacchati* - 'She does 

not approach (i.e. accept) one who gives money* - DK.II. 54, 4-5.
6. 'na ced raha8yam, icchami drotum dok&hetum' - 'If 

not a secret, I would like to know the caise of your sorrow' - 
BK. II. 46, 10.

7-8. 'na ced Dhanamitrasyajinaratnam pratiprayacchaai, 
na ced va nagarikeuhyafi coritakani praty&rpayasi draksyasi••••* 
'If you do not return Dhanamitra's wonderful purse, and their 
stolen property to the citizens, you will se.....' - DK. II.
58, 17-18.

9. 'na ced imam vamalocanam apnuyam na mrsyati 
mam jlvitura Vasantabandhu^' - 'If I do not secure this maiden 
with beauteous eyes. Love (lit. the friend of Spring) will not 
suffer me to live' - DK. II. 62, 19-20.

1. (a) Delbrtiok, S3?. V. (AIS) p.543.
(b) Speijer, Sans. Synt. p.315, Sec.401.
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It will be seen that 'na ced9 always appears in

the beginning of the conditional clause and in each case
there is inversion of the verb of the principal clause.

'na' without any enclitic after it in the 
beginning. ..... 5.

1. '(tan manye) narthakaraau dharmasya datat&rolm api 
kalam spydata iti' - DK.II. 44, 10-11.

2. 'na dharmas tattvadardinam visayopa bhogeno~ 
parudhyate' - 'The ’dharma' of those who have known the Truth, 
is not interfered with’ - DK. II. 44, 13.

3. 'na vapur vasu va pumstamulam' - 'Heither form
(i.e. personal beauty) nor wealth is the test of oanline&s* - 
I)K. II. 46, 16-17.

4. 'nanyat papisthatamatu atmatyagat* - 'No sin is 
more heinous than suicide' - DK. II. 51, 21.

5. 'naisa nyuyo vedakulasya yad d&tur apadeday' - 
DK. II. 56, 11.

'na' in the middle of the sentence before words other 
than verbs ..........Q.

1. 'abhav&dlyam naiva kimcin matsambaddhato' - DK.
I. 34, 5.

2. 'yatha na karfcid enam musnati....' - *..... that
none can steal it (the bag away from me) - DK. II. 52, 12.

3. 'dharmapute ca manasi•••••na jatu rajo 'nusajyattf 
'And when the mind is purified by piety, passion does not at 
all defile (lit. stick to) it' - DK. II. 44, 9-10.
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4. ’yady &pi dadyam Kj&nmano mupitam dhanam, na 

tu...... Dhanamitrasya carmaratnapratyudam purayeyam’ -
fI may give up all the wealth 1 have stolen from my birth, 
but I will never gratify the desire of Dhanaraitra for the 
wonderful leather-bag’ - DK. II. 58, 21.

5. 'yo’sau caurah..••... na tu dliars jyabhumi^..... .
tad ajinaratnam dardayisyati’ - fThat thief.....who is the
very abode of intrepidity..... would not show the magic
purse1 - DK. II. 61, 9.

6. ’satyam api prltau na matur matrikaya va 
dasanativptti'p’ - ’liven when there is (real) love, she must 
not disobey her mother or grandmother* - DK. II. 4 2, 2C-21.

7. 1 tad evam sthite dhanad jte na tatsvajano*
#

numany&te’ - ’Ouch being the case, her relatives will not 
give their consent without wealth' - DK.II. 54, 4.

8. ’tad amum hatvapi nasatyavadadosepa spj*dye’ - 
’So I shall not incur (lit. be touched with) the sin of 
proving false to my promise, even if I kill him’ - DK. II.
61, 17-18.

’na’ before the predicate (not verb) towards the 
•end of the sentence.  ......

1. 9sa»...... iha devam upaticthatu yadi na dopa)̂ *
’If there is no objection, let him......wait upon your
Highness.’ - DK. I. 39, 14-15.

2. ’epa kumatir na kalyanl’ - ’This foolish conduct 
can never do good1 - DK. II. 42, 24-25.
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3. *gu^adulkaham, na dhanadulka* - DK. II* 53,

15-16.
4. *amaranam ca.  nsuravtpralarabhanani

y -

jnanabalena na dharmapi^am Svahantl* - ’Also, the various*
artifices employed by the gods towards the demons. •• .do not 
affect Zhanna* by (reason of their possessing superior) 
power of knowledge* - DK. II. 44, 8-9.

5. ’raktataro hi tasy£h parijano na rahasy&m 
bheteyati* - •For her attendants are deeply attached to her
and will never divulge the secret* - DK.II. 61, 2-3.

6. * vapighhyo varamukhyebliyadca dugdhe nanyebhyap. • • J
’It yields treasures only to merchants and the best among the

#courtesans| and not to anyone else’ _ DK. II. 55, 16-19.
There are 5 examples in *?hich the *na* occupies the

first place in the sentence and is followed immediately by
1.

the inverted verb.
Thus in the first two chapters of the D.K. out of

53 oases where 'na* has been employed in 25 (including 5 with
Inverted verbs) it appears immediately before the verb and in 

cases it is found before the predicate (where the copulative 
verb is absent) towards the end of the sentence. The number 
of examples for the initial position of the *na* is 19 (in 5 
of which it is followed by the verb); the proportion being 
nearly one-third of the total number of cases (53) as was the

1. Dee Chapter IV. pp.126-7
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case with the Mbh* passage (16 out of 48) . There are 
8 examples where the negative appears in the middle of the 
sentence, before words other than verbB* We had exactly 
the same number in the Mbh* passage, 2 (out of 30) in the 
Adokan edicts, while there was no example of the ' na1 in 
this position either in the A*B* or in the MNK.

In most of the modern Indo-Aryan languages, the 
negative particle fnaf almost regularly appears just before 
the verb* 1 v/hen the negative is used in infinitival 
construction, the emphasis of the negation properly falls upon 
that part of the verb to which it is immediately prefixed*
As for example in Hindi, 'raaf nahl llkh sakta hu' - ’I am 
not able to write* while *iaaf likh nahl.sakta hu1 - ’I am 
not able to write*• 1 v/hen the passive conjugation is used
in strong denials, the negative in accordance with the 
above, is almost invariably placed immediately before the

auxiliary, e*g* (Hindi) fus samay ko sabha kuch baranl 
nahl jatl* - 'to describe the beauty of that time is

1* The proportion of the initial position of fna' in the 
different texts is as followsi-

A.B. nearly half (9 out of 19)
Mbh* and B.K* one-third (16 out of 48 and 19 out

of 53 respectively)
Ad* nearly one fourth (7 out of 30).

while in MNK* four timea (24 against 6, even excluding
repetitions the number will exceed 
that for other positions).
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impossible. * But it is vrortfcy of notifie that in Bengali.
Oriya. ̂ A a s ame a e (to a great extent) the general
position of the negative partidle is after the verb. This
has been attributed to Dravidian influence. >7hile in the
Vedio and classical Sanskrit, in Pali and in later Prakrits
•na* has its place before the verb and this is still the
place in most of the other Indo-Aryan languages, it iB only
in some of the IA ’Vernaculars of the tracts bordering on
the lands of the Dravidians, that the *na* is placed after

2.
the verb. For the first two Hindi sentences quoted above,
Bengali will have only one sentence with *na* at the end to
express both the idea; the emphasis of the negation will
be signified by the tone or stress on that part of the verb
t&ich is intended to be emphasised, e.g. ami likte pari na9

3.
and *ami likte pari na9. Though generally the ,na> appears 
after the verb in some of the modern IA languages like Bengali 
still even in these there are certain types of sentences in 
qhioh the negative is placed before the verb as is common in 
other sister languages. A few examples may be givent

1. Kellog, Hindi Grammar, pp.541-2. Sec.925 and 925a*
2. (a) Mazuiadar, B.C. - ’The History of the Bengali Language,*

Lecture V. pp.68-9.
(b) Chatterjie, 5.K. - vBeng.L&ng«* Vol.I. pp.176-7 for

general agreement in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian word-ordc.
3. In Dravidian languages the negative particle *illat is 

regularly placed after the verb* e*g* Malayalami ’avan
pokunilla*i Kanareses *avanu hoguvudllla* - both meaning
*he does not go*f
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(a) 'amar apnar bolte keu nai9 - *1 have no 

near relation’ - (lit* There is none whom I can call my 
own) •

(h) 'na jani baoha amar kato kaato pacohe9 -
'I do not know how much my child is suffering*»

(c) f£ekhane tomake ke na dekheoilo* - 'Who did
not see you there?* (i*e. Everybody saw)*

The above is a negative question (in the positive
sense) containing a challenge*

(d) 9 jadi tumi amar ekhane na e!o* amio tomar 
okhane jabe na* - fIf you do not come to me* I too shall not 
go to you*9

In the conditional clauses the 'na' invariably

1* While 9naf appears before (in combination with) the verb
fto be9 (Skt. 'bhavati* ) in the sense of 'existing9 (as

in the other modern IA languages)* in some of the modern
languages (like Bengali) it is placed after with the same
verb (bhu-) used in other senses* eg* 9ta hay na9 - 'That
cannot be9 or 9£e amar keu hay na9 * 'He is not related 
to me9*

2* This seems to have been imposed on current use from Sanskrit 
ihi which* as we know* 'na jane' or 'na janami9 is an 
idiomatic expression* often in the beginning of the
sentence* It is interesting to note that Mara$hT joined
the two to form a compound negative verb 'neppe9 'not to
know' but it is infrequent in modem Marathi* (See 

M b  * D T  rtf 4 A M « *iw *• '
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appears before the verb* but if it is not conditional the 
fna9 1b placed after the verb in accordance with the general

* . j * a

rule (for languages like Bengali), e.g. 'tumi amar ekhane edo
na' • 'Do not come to we.'2.

(e) 'nai aamSr ceye kana mama bhalo9 - 'Something 
is better than nothing (lit* 9A blind maternal uncle is better 
than no maternal uncle')*

In the above example 'nai' is prefixed to the word
negatived*

(f) 9e kaj(& na korlei colbe na' - 'Bot to do this 
work, would not do*9 (i*e* This work must be done)

Thus 9na' is regularly used before infinitive,
absolutive, verbal noun etc*

Thommen has referred to a few instances in the
Vetalapancaviutdati where the negative appears at the end of 

3*
the sentence*

To summarise the results of this numerical enquiry 
into the position of the negative particle 'na', we find that

(1) In all the texts (except i(aJjhima-Kikaya) the

1* 'na' has the same position (before the verb) even where 
the condition is only implied ^i*e. 'Jadi' is not used) 
e.g. 9na jao na jabe, ato kathar darkar ki? • - 'If you 
do not (want to) go, do not go, what is the necessity of 
arguing (over it)?’ (- Skt* 'na ya»i, cen, ma yahi)* The 
use of 'na cet' in the very beginning of the conditional 
clause and the inversion of the verb of the principal clause 
in classical Sanskrit have already been noted above.

2* cf* 'nas tikslra gauh* where 'nasti* is the first member of 
the Bahubrfhi compound*

3* KZ. 38, p.523; See Jespersen 'Language' p. 136*
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•na* generally appears Just before the verb# In the 
Aitareya Brahma na. in 10 out of 19 oases it has that position, 
while in the remaining 9 it opens the sentence followed by 
words other than verbs. There is no example of 'na* 
appearing in the middle of the sentence#

(2) In the Mahabharata passage in 27 cases (including 
4 with inverted verbs) out of 48 9na' has been placed just 
before the verb. There are 16 instances (out of 48 i.e. 
exactly one-third) where it appears at the head of the sentenmej 
and 8 where it is put in the middle with words other than 
verbs.

1. Authors of Sanskrit Poetios have observed that in
emphatic denial, the 'na' should be connected with the verbj 

1 apradhapryam vldher yatra pratifedhe pradhanata 
prasajyapratipedho’sau kriyaya saha yatra nan.'

e
- S.D. VII. under Karika 574. 

'When the affirmation is not principal, but the denial is 
so, the latter is termed an 'Express negation' in the 
oase of which the negative associates itself with the verb9 
When the negative is placed before some other word and not 
before the verb, when the intended meaning requires it, 
it is considered as a defect of composition technically 
called 'aath&naathapadata'• See Chapter I, Enumeration 
of defects Ho# 3#
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(3) In the Arfokan edicts out of 30, in 24 cases 

the 9na9 has been placed immediately before the verb* In
7 cases only (of which 3 are with inverted verbB) it appears 
in the beginning of the sentence and in 4 in the middle 
(including 2 followed by verb). There is one instance of 
two negatives expressing a strong negative meaning.

(4) In the Majjhii&a-Nikaya the position is different. 
Here out of 30 instances (including repetitions) in 24 the 
9na9 is at the head of the sentence, but there î  no example 
where in this initial position it is followed by the verb.
In this respect as well as in the absence of any example for 
9na9 in the middle of the sentence the MHK. agrees with the 
A.B. In 6 cases only it appears just before the verb. Even 
if the repetitions are excluded, the number of examples for the 
Initial position will still oe more (7) than that before the 
verb (6).

(5) In the Badakumaraoarita out of 53 in 25 cases 
(including 5 followed by the inverted verb), the 9na9 appears 
just before the verb. There are 3 more cases in which it 
immediately precedes the noun or adjective predicate where the 
copulative verb has not been added. In 19 instances it has 
been placed first in the sentence and in 8 in the middle.
The proportion of examples for the initial position of the 
9na9 is nearly one-third (19 out of 53) as was in the Mbh. 
passage, while in the A.B. and Adokan edicts it was nearly 
half and one-fourth respectively. Some examples of the
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negative in the middle of the sentence ace found in all 
the texts except the A.B. and the HXK* In D.K* the 
examples for the fnaf just before the verb (25 ? 3) and 
those for other positions (25) are almost equal in number*

■ i -
In most of the modern Inao-Aryan languages, the 

place for the negative particle is before the verb and only 
in some it generally appears after the verb* But even 
these latter in certain typeB of sentences place the 
negative before the verb as is common with the majority of 
their sister languages*
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(o) Passive*

The pasaive construction is fairly common in
Sanskrit* When this construction is employed * it 1b clear
that the speaker1 s point of view is shifted from the subject
to the object of the original .active sentence* Mow that
the object is vthe centre of the speaker's interest at
the moment1, it is made the subject (i*e* nominative of the 

1*
'karma') of the passive verb, while the active subject

2*
becomes the agent and is put in the instrumental* As to
the respective position of the two in a sentence where both
are mentioned, it appears that the order of the (original)
active sentence is preserved so that all the texts prefer to
put the agent (instrumental, active subject) before the

3.
passive subject (nominative, active object)* But this 
rule has many exceptions (especially in the older texts).

1* See Si£ Kau, on Pacini XI* 3* 1* ("anabhihite' ) a 'ahhihlte 
tu karman pratipadikarthamatra iti (Pacini, II* 3, 46)*

sam&saipl
2* See Paplnl, II* 3, 18* ’Kartfk&ran&yos tftiya' , Sid* kau* 

on this, 'anabhihite kartari karape ca tjtlya syat'*
3* (a) Speijer, Sans* Synt* p*10* Sec* 16, Hem*

(b) Thommen, KZ. 38, p*518, Sec*17*

^Also Mahabhasya ed. Kielhom, Vol. I* pp.439-443, 
(jpr&thamaiva abhidhanam tu prayepa tin-kjt-taddhita-
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This may not be far from expectation because the original 
object (of the active sentence) now being prominent in the 
speaker9& thought, he would like to place this (passive 
subject) before the agent (instrumental) which is not

.V

considered as important as it was in the active form* In
fiaot there are examples where no necessity is felt to express

1*
the agent (active subject) either because it is clear from 
the context (or unknown) or because what is intended to 
bring home to the listener9s mind is the result of the action 
of the passive verb on its subject without any concern about 
the agent by whom the action was performed* As our task here 
is to determine the respective position of the oasslve 
subject and the agent* only those examples where both have 
been expressed xrill be considered below*

1* The Aitareya Brahmana
2*

In the second book of the A*3* there is no example 
in which both the passive subject and the agent have been 
stated* A few examples, however, are found where the passive 
subject only has been used; t&c agent is left out only to

1* Jespersen 9Phil* of Gram*9 • pp*167-188*
2* It has been said that primitive 9Indo-European seems to 

have known nothing but the active*9 - Yendryes, ’Language* 
P*
Chatterji, S*K. 9The Passive in Bengali9 - First page*
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be understood from the context* one or two examples may 
be quotedt

9prana vai dvidevatya ek&patra gphyante tasmat 
prana ekan&mano dvipatra huyante tasmat prana dv&ndam9 - 
AB. IX* 3* 243* - ’(The cups) for two deities are the 
breaths; they are drawn in one vessel; therefore the 
breaths have one name* They are offered in two vessels; 
therefore the breaths are in pairs*9

In the above examples even the passive subject may 
be held as to be supplied from the context

2• The Mahabharata 
In the Mah&bhar&ta prose passages there are 3)5 

passive sentences in which both the passive subject and 
the agent have been stated* Of these in 18 cases the agent 
(instrumental) appears before the passive subject and in 
it is the passive subject that has been placed before the 
(agent) instrumental*

In 3 instances the main predicate or a part of it
appears in the beginning of the sentence attracts the passive
subject near it followed by the agenti

1* 9 upayuktAh sa tenanivedya gurave* - Mbh* I* 3*
71.

2* 9ha hy aham upadhyayena samdisfah.......iti9 -
Mbh* I* 3* 87.

3* 9na hi ksamyate tan m&ya9 - Mbh* III. 195, 31*
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There are % examples where the passive subject 

has been placed first in the sentence; the agent appears 
lateri

1. • sa taya kruddhaya tatrokta]^' - ’There he was
addressed by her in a rage’ - Mbh. 1.3,8.

i 1

2. 1 sa. •••••• atribhUjj.# ••••.ukta^’ - ’He was
asked by the women’ - Mbh. I. 3, 85.< *

3. * akaryam api tvaya karyam’ - ’Even an improper
act should be done by you’ - Mbh. I. 3* 87*

4. ’purufa£ oapi m y a ^ d r s ’ - *A man also was 
seen by me’ - Mbh. I. 3, 163.

5. ’sarad eedam asya.. •«.gohftih..... kptara* -
’This pond was made by hiB cows’ - Mbh- III. 202, 11.

In the above two examples (nos. 4-5), the passive
subject followed by fca’ has been placed in the beginning to
show the connection they have with the preceding sentences.

6. ’ (yad ayam bruyat) tat karyam.••.bhavadbhi£ 1 - 
'(7hatever he may ask), it should be done by you’ - Mbh. I.
3, 20.
rwo more instances of this type oocur in î bh. 1. 3, 84 and 167 

The above being a relative sentence the relative
and the correlative have been put first in the clauses, so
that in the second clause the p&ssige subject (tat) appears

1.
first.

1. The position of the relative and correlative clauses will
be discussed in the next section (d) on the relative
sentences.
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In the remaining $ cases some words (e.g. adverb, 

instrumental etc.) begin the aentences and the passive 
subject which appears after them is followed by the agent*

1* 1 atha tad annam inuktakeeya b triyopahjrtam' —
’Mow, that food was served by a woman with dishevelled hair’ • 
Mbh. I. 3, 111.

2. ’samayenSham dakya tvaya labdhum* - ’I can be 
had by you on (some) condition' - Mbh. 111. 195, 11.

3. f tannimittam eva candraka la Brahmapa nihita* - 
fIt was for this reason that the lunar digit was placed
(there) by Brahma’ - Mbh. XII. 351. 27.

fiveThe other three, examples occur in Mbh. XII. 351. 27.
and 54 (two)* I. 3 , 89 and 122.

Thus we find that in the Uahabharata prose the
examples for the precedence of the passive subject is only
slightly lew-Er than those for the agent (1G| former against 
18 latter). When the passive subject appears before the 
agent, the former has a tendency to advance towards the 
beginning of the sentence. In |$ cases it is preceded mostly 
by one word while in $ it appears first in the sentence.

3. The Rock and Pillar edicts of Adoka.
In the fourteen Rook and seven Pillar edicts of 

Adoka there are 15 passive sentences in which both the 
passive subject and the agent have been stated. Of these 
in 2 oases only the passive subject followed by the agent
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appears in the beginning of the sentence and in 13 the 
agent precedes the subject (of the passive). The two 
exceptions occur in the opening sentences of Hii. I. and XXV.

1 iyara dhammalipl Devanampriyena ^riyadasina rana 
lekhapita’ - ’This rescript on morality has been caused to be 
written by King D.P.* - Rk. I. 1-2; XIY. 1 (here read ’ayam'
•iyam*)•

It may be noted that in other instances where a 
sentence with the same meaning is found, we have the regular 
order for these edicts, viz. agent - passive subject# But 
in these cases either the agent is not mentioned at all (as 
in R2S. V. 9) or the noun-subject (of the passive) has not
been used (as in RK. IV. 12. *  priyadasina idara lekhapitam)
or the agent is referred to by a pronoun and not by the name 
(as in PK. VI. 9-10. 9..... .me iyam dhanns&llpi likhapita).

Thus in the Adokan edicts the agent (instrumental) 
was regularly placed before the passive subject. There are 
13 examples of this order against 2 in which the subject 
precedes the agent.

4# The Majjhlma-Mlkaya
In the da(£hapala and the following suttas 

(Nos. 82 & 83) of the MMX. there are 18 passive sentences 
in 12 of which the agent (instrumental) has been put before 
the passive subject. In the remaining 6 it is the subject 
of the passive which appears in the beginning of the sentence.
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1. •ime kho pana, maharaja, tena bhagavata.••••••

oattaro dh&ramuddesa uddij^ha* - fO great king, these four moral 
sayings were expounded by the Blessed one.......9 - MHK.II.
68 last two lines to 69 first line.

2-5. 1idam kho tam, maharaja, tena bhagavata.••••
hhasitam....... iti9 - IttlK. II. 69, 22-24; 70, 71 and 72.

In the above examples (tfos. 1-5) it will be seen 
that the passive subject proper appears after the agent 
(instrumental) but it is referred to by a pronoun (9ime9 and 
9idam9) which is at the head of the sentences. The passive 
subjeot (with its attributives) being comparatively long is 
supplied later.

6. 9ayan te, maharaja, sahasaayutto ajannaratho 
sakkena devanam Indena pesito9 - ’This ajanna (unparallelled) 
chariot yoked with a thousand (horses) has been sent to you 
by Sakka, the chief of the gods9 - MMK. XI. 80, 4-5.

Thus in the part analysed from the MHX. though the 
examples are not many, still the exceptions number one-third 
of the total number (6 out of 18), the proportion being less 
than that in the Mbh. prose (1̂  out of 3^)* Therefore the 
agent - subject order in this text is more regular than that 
in the Mbh. prose.
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5. The Dadakumaracarita

In the first two chapters of the D.K. there are 
48 passive sentences with both the passive subject and the 
agent expressed. Of these in 30 instances the agent 
(instrumental) has been placed before the passive subject 
which, thus, in 18 oases precedes the agent.

Passive subject before the agent in the beginning 
of the sentence....... .*•••3.

1. ’gawyajanad ca bhuyan arthayogyah pratyacaksaij- 
ayanaya prakopitah9 - *A large number of admirers, capable of 
giving much wealth, she offended by rejecting them9 - DK.XI.
42 , 23-4.

2. ’Arthapatis tu........ kupitena rajna nigphya
nigadabandhanam anlyata9 - ’Arthapati, on his part.......was
seized by the enraged King and put in chains9 - BK.II. 55, 3-9*

3. f8a tu bhuyah steyaya bhramann agyhyata 
nagarikapurusai^9 - 9But he, wandering about again with the 
motive of stealing, was arrested by the city guards9 - BK.II# 
59, 11.

Passive subject attracted before the agent by the 
inverted verb which begins the sentence......... 7

1. 1 jagphe oa. •• • • • .Simhavarma. (Sandavarmana9 -
DK. I. 36, 8-10.

2. 9ninye casau rajaputro rajanganam rak§ibhi£f - 
DK. I. 37, 3;

3. ’abadhye cahaia aribhih* - DK. II. 57, 14.
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4* ’saia&gamsi caham ra jaduhfctra’ - DK.II* 64, 9.
5-6# ’krtad caham anaya maiauallakadeso

hftaaarvasvab taya capavahit&h’ -DK. 46, 23 to 47, 1.
7. ’dastad ca ijiamaisa nayako darblkarepa* -

DK. II. 49, 16*
In the last three examples (nos* 5-7) the verbs are

participial* All the examples above show, by the inverted
verbs with ’ca* after them, that the sentences are connected

1*
with the preceding ones* But it should be noted that the 
verbs of the preceding sentences are all (except in one caBe) 
in the active voice and have subjects different frota those of 
the inverted verbs followed by the passige subjects.

Passive subject (before the agent) preceded by adverb
adverbial phrase of time, locative, dative etc.......• • • *3

1. ’atha sa varayuvatis tena tapasena.....•.. 
sanukarapam abhihita’ - MJpon this, the courtesan girl was 
compassionately addressed by the sage1 - DK.II. 43, 3-6*

2* ’atha tu bharta Ragamanjarya^ kadoid aksadhurta^* 
maya samagjhyata* - ’Thereafter the husband of Ragamanjarl, a 
certain.expert gambler, came in contact with me (became my 
friend)’ - DK. II. 59, 7-8.

3* ’ksane ca tasmin murauce tad anghriyugalam 
raj atad jnkhalayu’ - DK. I* 37, 4-5.

1* Jacobi, IF. Vol. V. p.335*
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4. 1 tasiuinn eva kgagantare hato hatad

javarma....... kenapi duskarakarmapa taskarepaikenaiva
nakhaprahareiga........ iti vaoa^ oauabhavan1 - * Juat at that
moment a sudden cry arose that bap^avarma was killed with 
the single stroke of a ucimitur by a thief of extraordinary 
adventures1 - i)K. I. 38, 9-11.

%

5* 1 tadalabhe nidhanonmukham idam (darlram) api
tvayaiva dattam* - 9 It (ruy body) is (virtually) a gift from 
you, as it would have perished had I not obtained her (my 
beloved)1 - DK. II. 50, 14-15.

6. 9asyai dSsyam adyaprabh|*ty abhyupetam maya9 - 
•From to-day, I offer myself as a slave to her* - DK. II.
45, 7-8.

7. 1tasya ca mama ca..•...•vairam vairopajlvibhir 
udapadyata9 - 9An ill-feeling was created between him and me.... 
by the designing town-sharpers who live by creating discord9 - 
DK. II. 46, 14-15.

8. 9 tasyaiva dravyanam kenacid avayavena sa v&raki"..«
Dhanaraitrabhinoditena bhupenanvagjhyata9 - 9At the instance
of Dhanamitra, the wretched girl was favoured by the King wifc 
a portion of his (Arthapati9 a) treasures.* - DK.II. 50, 19-23.

From the figures and examples given above it may be 
said that in the D.K. the tendency is to put the agent 
(instrumental) before the passive subject. There are 30 
examples for this order against 18 where the passive subject 
has been placed first (i.e. before the agent). The 7 instances,
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where the inverted passive verbs followed by foa9 attract
their subjects after them towards the beginning of the
sentence and before the agent, may be especially noted
because examples for this particular construction of the
passive are not f ound in any of the other texts analysed
from the present study. The proportion of exceptions in
this text is less (18 out of 48) than that in the Mbh. prose
(1$ out of 3?) and is nearly the same as in the MMK. (6 out
of 18) but is more than that in the Adokan edicts where the
agent - passive subject order - was so regular that there were
only 2 examples of the reverse order against 1 of the regular.

In the modern Indo-Aryan languages the passive
construction is much less used than in f>anekrit and even then

1.
the agent (instrumental) is hardly - if ever - mentioned.
Almost any transitive verb may be conjugated in the passive
by adding to its past participle the verb fto go.1 (9jana9 in

2.
Hindi, ’jane* in Marajhl, •Jay9 in Bengali) e.g. Hindii
9ve nahl dekhe jate haf9 - 9They are not seen; Marathi*5 
- 4.fml marila Jato9 - 91 am beaten; Bengali i •toraake dekha j£yf-

1. This point has been discussed in the introduction to this 
section. See Jespersen, tFhll. of Gram.* p.157.

2. Kellog - 9Hindl Gram.9 p.251, fee.418.
3. Navalkar - 9Karachi Gram.9 - p.161, Sec. 303.
4. Chatterji - 9The passive in Bengali9 630-634.
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•You are seen9 or fYou may be seen.9 In Bengali the roots 
hay- and pap- are seme times added in oonneotlon with the 
passive of verbs. eg. 9pa$ha kata hay9 - 9A lamb is killed9 
9cor dhara popeche9 - 9The thief has been arrested.9

To summarise the results of this numerical enquiry 
into the relative position of the passive subject and the 
agent (instrumental), it may be noted that,

(1) In all the texts (except the A.B. where there is 
no,example of the use of both the subject and the agent in a 
passive sentence) the tendency is to put the agent before the 
passive subject. In the few passive sentenoen that the
A.B* Book II has, the passive subject is placed towards the 
beginning of the sentence but the agent is not mentioned.

(2) In the kahabharata prose, the examples for the 
precedence of the agent and of the passive subject are almost 
equally divided in number (18 for former against 1̂  latter).

(3) In the Adokan edicts the agent is regularly placed 
before the passive subject. There are 13 examples of this order 
against 2 in whioh the passive subject appears before the agent.

(4) In the Majjhima-Nikaya, the precedence of the 
agent is more regular (12 out of 18) than in the Mbh. prose (18 
out of 3^) but is not as regular as in the Adokan edicts (13 out 
of 15).

(5) In the Dadakumaracarlta, the proportion of 
examples for the respective position of the passive subject



and the agent is about the same (30 with agent first oult 
of 43) as in the M1TK* (12 out of 18). When the passive 
subject appears before the agent, the examples (7 out of 
18) with the inverted verbs followed by ’ca* attracting 
the subject after them towards the beginning of the sentence 
should be especially noted because no,example of this type 
is found in the other texts*
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(A) Relative

Vf
In this section an attempt 1 a made to determine the

position of the relative (or dependent) clause in respect to
the principal sentence. This refers to Subordination9
expressed 9 by the analytic structure where both the principal
and the subordinate facts are evolved into full sentencest

1.
either of them containing its finite verb.9 The dependent
clause which is generally characterised by a relative, usually
the pronoun 9yat9 or any of its derivatives, refers to seme
demonstrative (correlative) usually the pronoun 9 tat9 or any

2.
of its derivatives ocouring in the principal sentence. It

1. Speijer. Sans. Synt. p.347, Sec.449.
2. of. 9yattador nityasambandhah9 - 3.D. VII. under Karika 574. 

Thus we find relatives and correlatives such as (a) pronouns
9ya9 - 9sa9, 9yavan9 -9 tavan9, 9yadyda9 - 9 taejtsa9 ; (b) pro
nominal adverbs - fyata$f - * tatah9, 9yatra9 - 9 tatra9 , 9yatha9- 
vtatha9; (c) sometimes conjunctions 9yadi9 - 9tatafc9, 9̂ et9 - 
9tarhi9. [jcet9 51sually appears at the end of the clause and 
never in the b^&frmingTj Dee Speijer Sans. Synt. pp.348-9, 
Secs.451-2. The following is a striking instance of several 
different relatives placed in close succession followed by 
demonstratives of the same categorys-

1yaamac ca yena ca yada_ca yatha ca yac ca 
yavac ca yatra ca dubhadubham atmakarma 
t as mac ca tena ca tada ca tatha ca tac ca 
tavao ca tatra ca vidh&tyvadad upaiti.1

- Panoatantra.
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should, however, be noted that, of the relative fyatf and the
demonstrative 1 tat*, sometimes one is expressed while the
other is only implied* As the understood complementary relative
or demonstrayive can be easily supplied, there is no difficulty1*

in grasping the sense* With regard to the respective position 
of the relative clause and the principal sentence in Sanskrit, 
Pali, Prakrit and most of the modern Indo-Aryan languages,

2*
the general ryle is that the relative clause is placed first* 
This being almost the regular order, it may be said that in 
these languages (unlike most of the modern Indo-European} the 
relative, and not the demonstrative, is to be considered as 
the antecedent* Occasionally the relative sentence follows 
and in such oases there may always be found some special 
reason why the inverted order is resorted to* A desire to 
lay some emphasis on either the subject or the predicate of the 
principal sentence appears generally to account for such cases

1* ’ yatra ca yattador ekasyarthatvam sambhavati t&traik&syopa-
dane’pi nirakankfatvapratltir iti na kgatljili - 5*D* YI1*

t
under harika 574* See also KP. Ch* VII* p*309*

2* (a) Speijer* Sana* Synt* p*349, Sec*452j Ved* und Sans*
Synt* p*83, Sec*2o3*

(b) Thommen, KZ. 38, p*561. Sec*91*
(o } Bloch* • Lange Mara thev p*29&«4* Sec *277* (for Karachi,

Slndhi and KaBBiini)
(d) Havalkar* ’Maraflil Gram*' pp*296-7, Seos*549-50*
(e).Kellog* 'Hindi Gram*1 p*521. Sec*895*
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of deviation from the r egular order* Regarding the position
of the relative and the demonstrative words themselves, we mgr
say that, as a rule, these are the first words of the
Protasis1 (i*e* former) and the ,Apodosist (i*e* latter)

1«
respectively* Very seldom they (the relative and demon
strative words) appear in any other position* If there be 
an instance where the relative pronoun is at the end of the 
relative clause so as to be immediately followed by the 
demonstrative pronoun which begins the principal sentence, 
it will be a defect of composition technically called 
'Avimys^avidheyamda9 - •Non-discrimination of the Apodotio9*
The following illustration of this literary demerit and the

2*
criticisms thereof quoted from the 9Sahityadarpa$af will 
make clear the conception of the Sanskrit Rhetoricians on the 
point and how they wanted such undesirable combination of the 
relative and the demonstrative pronouns to be avoided in 
Literatures

*anandayati te netre yo* sau subhru samagata^9 - The 
sense intended to be conveyed by the above sentence is 9The 
one who delights your eyes, O you with fair brows, has come*9 
But &b it stands , it means, 9The one who has come delights•••! 
This is due to 9yo’sau9 appearing in close juxtaposition because

f

1* (a) Delbrhck, 5F. V* p*24. Sec*15*
(b) Speijer, Sano*Synt* p*350, Sec.452, sub-sec*5; Ved*

und Sans•-Synt* p*83, Sec* 269*
2* Chapter VII* under Karika 574.
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when the relative ia immediately followed by the demonstrative
it merely points to the well-known character of the person

1.
spoken of* In order to convey the intended meaning ,asau9
should have been placed at a distance from 9ya£9* Thus if
the sentence is put in the order

9anandayati te netre yodhunaaau samagatah9
the expectation created by 9yah9 is fulfilled and the intended

2*
sense properly expressed* fortunately the undesirable 
arrangement of words of this particular type is not found in 
our texts* Below are given the results obtained by the 
analysis of the several texts <£or the respective position of 
the relative clause and the principal sentence as also of 
the relative and demonstrative words*

1* The Altareya Brahmapa

In the second book of the A*B* there are 66 relative 
sentences* Of these in l4 oases only the relative clause 
precedes the principal sentence as is demanded by the so-called 
normal order* In the remaining 52 instances the relative 
sentence follows the principal* The Inverted order may 
generally be attributed to some special emphasis laid on

1* 9. tacchabdasyapi yacchabdanikajasthitasya praai-
ddhapaiiimarBitvainatrara9 - ibid*

2* 9yacohabdavyavadhanena sthit&s tu (tad-idam-ctad-ada£ 
dabda) nirakanksatvam avagamajanti9 - ibid*
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(usually the predicate of) the principal sentence*

There are Incases in which the relative clause with 
the pronoun in the beginning follows the principal sentence 
which^the demonstrative preceded by (except in 3 cases) one 
or more words.

jT / /  / // ^1. 'sa ha vava tam artim fcohati ya evam vidvan.....
upa va vadaty anu va vyaharati' - 'lie falls into misfortune

/

who knowing thus........ either reproaches or curses.' -
AB. IX* 7, 255.

2. 'sa va esa pa<ur evalabhyate yat purogasa^' - 
'The cake (which is offered ) 1b the victim which is killed' - 
AB. VI. 9, 179.' f

In the above example the verb of the relative clause
has been left out as it is the same as that of the principal
sentence.

3. 'iyam/kila pa6ar yavatl vapa' - 'The victim is 
just so much as the Amentum' - AB. VII* 3, 196.

4. »8a etavan eva kila paSur yavatl vapa' - 
AB. VII. 3 1 196.

5-9. 'tatra sa kama upapto yo*nupraharape' - 
'Thence is obtained the desire which is in throwing after' - 
AB. VI. 3, 151.

This sentence is repeated four times (with different 
nouns in the locative after ya£) in AB.VI. 3, 151; BII, 4.
199 (twice) and VII. 5f 203.
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In the seven examples (nos* 3-9) above, the verb

being mere oopula h&B been omitted in both the relative and
1*

principal sentences* In the last five instances (No b .5-9) 
the adverb 'tatra' precedes the demonstrative 'saf which 
occupies the second place in the principal sentence*

=1#* 'deva vai yad eva yajne*kurvams tad asura 
akurvan' - AB. 7, 252*

14* 'deva vai yam yam eva vajr&m asurebhya 
udayacchams tam tarn efam asurah pratyabadhyanta' - AB. IX* 7, 
253.

In the above example both the relative and the
demonstrative have been repeated to mean, 'each and all;2.vh'itever' * These two examples (nos. 10 and 11) are in the regular ofder.

12. 'sarvabhir va esa devatabhir alabdho bhavati
yo dlksito bhavati' - AB. VI. 9, 180.

1$. 'sarvabhya va iifa devatabbyo atmanam a lab hate
X2 dlksate' - AB. VI. 3, 152.

14,. 'sa tadS  vava yajna^ samtifthAte yadS hots 
tusnlmdams&m damsatl' - 'Then indeed does the sacrifice come 
to a conclusion, when the Hotf recites the silent praise' - 
AB. IX. 7. 254.

1. See Mahabhagya under Panini II. 3, 1, 'astir bhavantlpara^
prathamapurusp*prayujyamano’py asti'

* »
AIbo Delbrdck, SF. V. Sec.S, pp.ll, 14-.5

2. See SD. VII. under 574, 'yad yad ity anena yena kenacid
rupena sthitam sarvatmakam vastu vivaksitam' - p.217.
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In the last sentence the relative and the demon

strative are pronominal adverbs of time* In all the other 
examples they are pronouns in the nominative*

The following two are examples where the relative 
pronominal adverb (•Jratra1) has not got the correlative of the 
same category ('tatra'), butbas a noun-c&se (nominative (neuter!
and genitive) of the demonstrattive pronoun 'etad' to serve

1.
the purpose*

1* * etad vai var$ma ppthivyai yatra yupam unminv
ent i * - ’That is the surface of the earth where they set up 
the post*’ - AB. VI. 2, 143*

2* 'atha hasya deva yajnam eva gaoohanti
yatraivam vidvan etam jtnvaha’ - AB* VI* 2, 145*2*

In 3 instances the predicate of the principal
sentence has been put in the beginning, the demonstrative (sa)

3 •
is not expressed and the relative clause, which follows the 
principal, is introduced by *ya' as is demanded by the 
general rulet

1* 'pupyati prajam ca pcgum&^ca ya evam vidvan 
bailvam yupam kurute' - AB. VI* 1, 140.

1* This type of construction is not rare in Sanskrit* See
Speijer Sans* Synt* p*349, Seo*452* I*

2* Excluding the sentences with the relative clause 9ya evam 
veda', and the principal sentence having a demonstrative 
mostly in one of the oblique cases*

3* The point has been discussed in the introduction to this
section*
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2. 9tejasvl brahmavaroasI bhavati ya evam vidvan 

palafiam yilpam kurute9 - .AB. VI. 1, 141.
3. 9jyotih svesu bhavati tfres£ha£ svanam bhavati 

ya evam veda9 - AB. VI. 1, 14.
The emphasis on the predicate of the princupal

sentences in the above examples is evident. In fact that is
the reason why they are in the inverted - predicate-subject 

1.
order with the subject implied. In such cases where the 
relative pronoun introduces a clause of a causal nature 
implying a cause, motive or reason, almost regularly it

2.
follows the principal sentence which embodies the effect.

There are 33 instances in which the relative clause 
which follows, is always 9ya evam veda9 (except in one) and 
the demonstrative occupying the second or third place in the 
principal sentence is mostly in one of the oblique cases.

1. 9tisthanta asmai padavo*nnadyayalambhaya ya
#

evam veda9 - AB. VI. 3, 150.
2. ’naaya prajayam dypt£ ajayate ya_evam veda9 - 

AB. VI. 7, 173.
3. 9sarve§am hasya vanaspatlnam kama upapto 

bhavati ya evam veda9 - AB. 6, 1, 142.

1. Bee Chap. IV. for a full discussion of the question*
2. Speijer. Sans. Gynt. p.349, Gee.452, I.
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4. *sarvabhir hasya oam^d&hibhih sam^ddham 

havyam devan apy eti ya evam veda* -f Ad. VI. ICt 104.
5. ’sarvabhir hasya devatabhih pratara nuyakfî  

pratipanno bhavati ya evam veda1 - AB. VII. 6. 205.
6. ’sarvegam hasya padunam medhena yajate yah 

purodadena yajate1 - AB. VI. 9, 180.
The remaining cases occur in AB. VI. 7, 175, (the 

demonstrative not expressed) 8, 168; VII. 1, 1899 3. 197, 5* 
2C0t 201. 6. 206. 7. 208. 209 (two). 210 (two). 8. 213. 214; 
VIII. 1. 216; 2, 221. 224; 3 . 227 ; 4. 229. 5..233 (two)
6. 234 (three), 236; IX. 8. 256 and X. 1. 260.

These examples help to substantiate further
1.

Professor Jacobi’s remark that in olĝ Lê  prose sentences were 
composed after a standard pattern. The reason why, in such 
cases, the relative clause follows the principal has already 
been noted. The demonstrative words in the above examples 
appear second or third in the principal sentence because the 
disturbed order imparts emphasiB.

In one instance the demonstrative fsaf appears at 
the end of the principal sentence which follows the relative 
clause and has been put in the inverted order with the verb 
first for emphasis on the predicate.

fyo vai bhaginam bhagan nudate cayate va enam aa! - 
AB. VI. 7, 172.

1. IF. V. p.337.
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As against the 52 instances in which the relative 

clause follows the principal sentence, there are only 14 
where the former precede the latter which is, as will be shown 
below, almost the regular order in the other texts examined.
The reason is that in this text (the AB.) most of the 
relative sentences are of a causal nature and such being the 
case the general rule is that they follow the principal

tkjuA Ha j w w i t i A
sentence - and^order - which is found in later texts also.

2. The tfahabharata 
In the Ubh. prose passage (Book I. 3) there are 

22 relative sentences in 16 of which the relative clause has 
been placed first introduced by ’yat1 or its derivatives 
(except in one case where the relative pronoun»object - appears 
second, i.e. after the subject). The principal sentence 
which follows has the demonstrative 'tat* or any of its 
derivatives as the first member so that both the relative and 
the correlative are found in the irery beginning of the two 
parts. Thus in these oases we always have vyatv - ’tat1,
•ye* - ’ tef, ’yâ L* - ,sah,# 'yasiuat1 - ’tasmat*, 'tatha’ - 
'tatha', ’yada* - 1tada1 etc. as is demanded by the general 
rule noted in the introduction. There are only 6 sentences 
in which the relative clause follows the principal sentence.
In 3 of these, the demonstrative which is a pronoun (and 
not an adverb) has not been expressed but the dependent 
clause iB regularly introduced by the relative pronoun:
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1. 'phenam pibami yam ime vatsa.......udgiranti'

(s tam phenam pibami.••••) * $bh. 1. 3, 48.
2. * kugdale datum arhasi ye vai te ksatri-

yaya pinaddhe* - 'You art to give (me) those earrings which 
are put on by the ksatriya (i.e. your wife) (* te kupgale 
datum......) Mbh. X. 3, 104.

3. 'sa.•••••.purohitam anurupam anvicchamanah 
param yatnam akarod yo me papakytyara fiamayed iti' - 'He 
tried his best to find a suitable priest who might get i 
(him) rid of the evil deed' - (sa.... tam purohitam.. •• • )
Mbh. I. 3, 11.

In the above example (Ho. 3) tue relative clause
implies purpose and therefore follows the principal

1.
sentence.

In such cases as above where the relative 'yat' is
used in the latter clausest the demonstrative 'tat* may from
the context be understood in the former (i.e. principal

2.
sentence) •

In the following two examples the relative clauses 
introduced by pronominal adverbs follow the main sentences

1. Speijer - Sans. Synt. p.352. Sec.458. In this connection 
one is reminded of the infinitive and the dative of purpose* 
appearing at the end of the sentence. See Chapter IX (b)

2. See SD. VII. under 574. 'yacahabdasyottaravakyagafcatveno- 
padane samarthyat purvav&kye tacchabdasyarthatvam' e.g.
•mano janati y«rt papam' - 'The soul knows (that) which
is a sin.' - p.216.
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in which the demonstratire (pron-advs) stand second and 
third respectively*

1* 'tasmat tatra sarve gacchamo yatra sa gat&̂ i* - 
therefore let us all go (there) where he has gone* - Hbh. I*
3. 26.

2* 1 tvam api tathalva kuruava yatha~ k^tam
upadhyayena’ - ’You, too, should do the same as was done by 
(your) teacher' - Mbh. I* 3, 71*

It has been already noted that a relative adverb 
need not necessarily have a demonstrative of the same 
category (i.e. ’yatra’ - ’tatra' type) in the principal 
sentence. Thus in the following example an oblique noun
case - accusitive - serves the purpose of the demonstratives 

*tac ohrutva tasya mata sarama**.*.. tat sattram
upagacchad yatra sa Jan&mejaya^   .dlrghasattram upaste1 -
'Hearing that his mother Sarama went (to the place) where 
Janamcjaya.w. was performing a long sacrifice' - Mbh* X* 3, 7* 

Thus we find that in the Mbh* prose the relative 
clause is, as a rule, placed first in the sentence. There are 
16 such instances against 6 where it follows the main sentence, 
while in the AB. II has only 1^ with the former position 
against 50 with the latter* Therefore the precedence of the 
relative clause is almost regular in the Mbh* prose while in 
the AB. the reverse is the case* We should, however, remember 
that in that text (AB*) the inverted order - main sentence 
followed by the relative clause - was employed only in 
connection with some particular types of sentences*
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3, Tlie Rook and Pillar edicts of A 6oka
%

In the fourteen Rook and seven Pillar edicts of 
Ad oka there are 18 relative sentences. In 15 of these the 
relative clause has been put before the main sentence and in 
3 cases only the inverted order has been used.

1. •••......imani jatani avadhiyani katani se yatha
• •••....save oatupade £e pajibhogai no eti n&oa khadiyatl.9 •
 *  the following animals were declared (by me) inviolable
via..••••••• (and) all the quadrupeds which are neither useful
nor edible.9 PB. V. 2-7.

In the above example the relative clause is 
adjectival and being of longer extent follows the substantive. 
The demonstrative 9te9 in the preceding (i.e. principal) 
sentence has to be supplied.

2. 9na tu tatha danam va puja va Devanampiyo mamnate 
yatha kiti saravaghl aea savapasamdanam* - 9But D.P. does not 
value either giftB or honours so (highly) as (this) (viz.) that
a promotion of the essentials of all sects should take place9 -
RK. XII. 2.

3. 9Bevanampiyo no tatha danam va pujam va mamnate
yatha........ 9 - RE. XII. 8.

In the second sentence above the demonstrative adverb 
preceded by the negative particle has been placed in the 
beginning for special emphasis, while in the last (no.3) examp If
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the subject as usual in ordinary propositions opens the 
main sentence and renders the whole of the preceding sentence 
less emphatic than that in Ho. 2 where the subject has been 
puBhed outtff in

the relative clauses (2) which follow the principal, appear
to be equivalent to Sk. conjunction *yat9 (* Eng. •that)
whose function, here, is fto introduce the periphrase of the
subject of the main sentence, expressed by the demonstratives

ayam* and 9 esa* respectively and are no essential elements of
2.

the propositions1.
1. fayam ca etasa phala ya atpapasamdavadhl ea hoti 

dhammasa oa dlpana9 RE. XIII. 9.
2. Yesa hi dhammapadane dhansmpat i oa ti ca ya iyaip 

daya dane sace socave madave sadhave ca lokasa hevam 
vajhisati ti9 - PK. VII. 28.

Thus in the Adokan edicts, the relative clause is 
placed before the principal sentence in almost the same 
proportions (15 out of 20) as that in the Mbh. prose (16 out 
of 22).

4. The Maj jhima-Hlkaya 
In the 9£a$$hap&lasutta9 (Ho. 82) of the MHK. there 

are 27 relative sentences in 25 of which the relative clause

1. Excluding the examples where 9ya9 introduces simple noun- 
subjects.

2. See Speijer - Sans. Synt. p.358, Secs. 462-3.
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precedes the main sentence and in 2 cases only the former 
follows the latter.

1. * svaham, bhante, tatha karissami yatha mam
matapitaro <g.nujanissanti......*•1 - fX myself, 0 sirs, shall
act in such a way that my parents will permit (me to....... 1
IflJK. II. 56, 19-20.

2. 1kldisa nama ta, ayyaputtaka, aochar&yo, yaaam 
tvam hetu brahmacariyam caraelti* - *0 you son of a noble 
man, what are those celestial damsels like, for whose sake 
(i.e. to get whom) you are practising pious austerities?* - 
ilKK. II. 64, 10-11.

From the above example it would appear that when an
interrogative sentence contains a relative clause generally the

1.
main sentence, made emphatic with the interrogative word first,
precedes the relative, because the interrogation is more
important than the relative clause which usually expresses
only a subordinate idea (in the present case it is adjectival
in sense to ’accharayo*).

It may now be said that of all the four texts
examined so far, the MHK. is the most regular in placing the
relative clause before the main sentence. Here there are 25
instances with this order against only 2 with the inverted orden
in the Adokan edicts we have 15 against 5, in the Mbh. prose

2.
16 against 6 and in the AB. only lb against 50.

1. See Chapter IX. (a).
2. The reason for this comparatively large proportion of the 

examples with the inverted order has been given above.



5* The Dagakumaraoarlta

In the first four chapters of the D*K* there are 
33 relative sentences* In 25 of these the relative clause 
has been put before the main sentence and in 8 only the 
inverted order has been resorted to*

1* * aaiva dhanya gagikadarika yam evam
bhavanmano'bhinividate1 - DK. II* 53, 12*#

2. 1sa ega dhanagarbo nama yat parasya bharyam
dulklkjtam punas tatpitarau dravyena vilobhya svlciklrsasi* -
DK. II. 54, 16-17.

3* 'ega khalu ksatradharmo yat bandhur abandhur va
dufta^ sa nirapeks&m nirgrahya iti1 - DK* IV* 85, 22-23*

In the last two examples the copulative verb, in the
main sentence, is not expressed and 'yat' introduces the real
subject which was just referred to by the demonstrative

1.
pronouns in the beginning of the sentences* The second part 
of the example No* 3 contains, in itself, a relative sentence 
which, however, is in the normal order with ,ya£t (in the 
preceding clause) implied*

In the following two instances the pronoun which

1* Dee the last part of the analysis of A&okan edicts in this 
section. Chapter X* (d)* There is one example in the part 
analysed from D*K* where ’yat’ introduces the noun-subject 
only* This has not been considered here*
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introduces the relative clause after the main sentence are 
in the oblique case (instrumental).

1. * kah sa mahapuruao yenaitad manusaiuatradufkaram
mahat karmanusjhitam* - 9\7ho is that great man who has
performed this astonishing feat almost impossible for a human
being to do?" - DK, I. 38, 15-16.

When a relative sentence la also interrogative the
1.

main sentence often precedes the relative clause.
2. 1 so* sti tadydo mantro yena tv am....... .

#

bhavisyasy evamakftih1 - •There is a charm possessing that 
virtue whereby.•••••••••.you will surely obtain this form* -
DK. III. 75, 5-8.

In the next two examples the demonstrative is not
expressed.

1. 'ah&m eva mugho*paraddho yas tava 
duhitpsamsarganugr&hina^... •••••• .somad is Javan vadham* - *1
myself am the foolish offender since.. . . • • pronounced
capital punishment on you who did me the favour of accepting 
my daughter1 s hand1 - DK. IV. 83, 19-84, 1.

2. • krura khalu Taravall ĵ a tvam. •. • • .arpitavatl 
devyai Vasumatyai* - 'TaravalX is very cruel, indeed, since. «•••< 
she handed you over to Queen VasumatX* - DK. IV. 87, 21-88, 1.

1. For reason see the analysis of the i£NK« above X. (d)
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The remaining example has the relative and 

correlative adverb fyatha1 and 'tatha1 in the beginning of 
the relative andaain sentences*

mm • • mm• tatha visam stambhayeyam yatha mfta ity udasyeta' - 
'I shall restrain the venom from acting in such a way that he 
will be treated with indifference - DK* IV*
85f 18-19*

From the figures and examples given above« it may be 
said that in DK. also the general position of the relative 
clause is before the main sentence* There are 25 instahces 
with this order against 8 in which the reverse is the position* 
These figures ahem almost the same proportion of the inverted 
construction in this text (8 against 25) as in the Mbh* prose 
(6 against 16) and the Adokan edicts (5 against 15)* The Mnk* 
is by far the most regular in placing the relative clause first 
(2 against 25) and thus in using the so-called normal - 
relative clauBe-main sentence - order*

1* The sentenoe is of causal nature in which the relative 
clause embodies the consequence*
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The observations made above regarding the

respective position of the main sentence and the relative
clause are generally applicable to the modern Indo-Aryan

1.
Languages. The relative clause. constructed exactly like the 
main propositi on9 with the relative word in it (usually in the 
beginning) ia placed first (i.e. before the principal sentence) 
Sometimes. as in Sanskrit9 the principal clause precedes. As 
for example in Kindi t

'Raja Busyant chufavega jo Bab tapovan ka rakhvala 
hai# - 'King Busyanta will rescue (you)9 who is the guardian 
of the whole sacred grove••

or in Bengali! *£ei holo chele je bapmar katha £ one* 
•He is the son who obeys the instruction of his parents.1

The relative clause in such examples as above may be 
regarded as simple expansion of the correlative pronoun in the 
principal clause.

Sometimes only the relative clause may be expressed 
where the main sentence can be easily supplied9 e.g. in Bengali 

'ami to arnar kaj korlam. ekhon bhagaban ja karen' - 
•I have done my duty, now everything depends upon Fate (lit. 
now whatever God may do).

1* (a) Bloch - ' Lang.‘Jar a the'. pp.271—4. Secs.276-7.
(especially latter).

(b) Havalkar - HlSraJhT Gram.' pp.296-300. Gees.549-556
(especially 552)*

(c) Kellog - 'Hindi Gram.' pp.515-535. Secs.883-908.
(d) Taylor - 'Gujraji Gram*' p.105. Sec*118.
(e) Wenger's. Bengali Graimnar* p. 149.
(f) LSI. Vol. VIII. p.38 (for Sindhi).
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Here the main sentence ('tai hahe* that will

1.
happen9 or 'tai korun' let him do that') is understood.

2.
It is not infrequent in Bengali to put the 

relative clause Introduced by 9je# after the principal 
clause which ends with vki'.

'dedin tader barl giye dekhi kl je tara dui bhaye 
jhagya kocche' - 'The other day when I went to their house.
I found that the two brothers were quarrelling.9

In instanoes ab above the introductory relative 
#je' is often left out. This 'je' appears to be equimlent 
to Skt. 9yat9 introducing the proper subject or object of 
the main sentence which is only referred to by a demonstrative 
pronoun in the beginning.

In summarising the results of this numerical enquiry 
into the respective position of the main sentence and the 
relative clause, we find that.

(1) In all the texts (except the AB.) the relative 
clause is. as a rule, placed before the principal sentence.

1. Similar construction is found in Sanskrit (especially in 
the dialogue). Compares Sanskrit drama, 'yathajnapayati 
maharajah' or 'yathaha dev!' where 'tatha karisySmi or 
bhavi$yati' is left out. of. £ng. (colloq.) 'As you pleaaa

2. So also in MaraJhI Gujra£l. Sindhi, Kindi. Kashmiri etc. 
See. Bloch -'Lang. Marathi' pp.273-4.
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But in the A3, there are only l(d examples with this order 
against 5© in which the main sentence precedes the relative. 
This comparatively large proportion of sentences with the 
inverted construction is due to the constant recurrence of 
the same type of sentences. In other words the absence of 
the variety of construction in this text (which is found in 
the other texts) appears to be responsible for so many cases 
which are exceptions in other texts.

(2) In the Mbh. prose the position of the relative 
clause before the main sentence is almost regular. We have 
16 examples with this order against 6 with the inverted order.

(3) In the A^okan edicts also the position is 
almost the tame as in the preceding text (Mbh.). Thus here 
there are 15 instances with the general against 5 with the 
occasional order.

(4) In the Mbh. the position of the relative clause 
before the principal sentence is so very regular that we have 
only 2 examples with the inverted order against 25 with the 
general.

(5) In the DK. the front-position df the relative 
clause Is just as fixed as in the Mbh. prose and the A^okan 
edicts. Thus in DK. there are 25 instances in which the 
relative clause has been placed before against 8 where it 
appears after the main sentence. In all these cases with the 
occasional position of the relative clause« there is emphasis 
on either the subject or the predicate of the main sentence
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and that is why it is placed in the beginning.
The general rule for the modern Indo-Aryan languages 

also is that the relative clause is 3>ut first with occasional 
exceptions mostly for emphasis.

We are now at the end of our present investigations. 
From what has been noted in the foregoing pages, it is clear 
that though it is generally said that an inflexional language 
like Sanskrit is almost absolutely free in its word-order, we 
have found that usually the word-order follows the thou^xts as 
they occur to the mind of the speaker or writer. This order 
is occasionally disturbed for special reasons - mainly to lay 
emphasis on a particular word. 3uoh words are taken out of 
their usual position and placed (often) towards the beginning 
of the sentence. The word-order. as it was followed in the 
ancient period, has been preserved to a very great extent even 
to the present day in the modern Indo-Aryan languages.

 oGo— --
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^, a paritof&d vidufam na sadhu raanye prayoga-rijn&nam*

(api tu) ••• ••• ••• •••

< * kies ah phalena hi punar navataru vidhatte*

• • • •  • • •  •

T H E  E K D
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A i r o i T i c i t s  mn zcmr.srims

Cn p.15 add new paragraph after 1*10 (before the paragraph
beginning with Delbrftck...«••*)

The authors of Sanskrit Poetics* were, however, alive
to the fact that the normal order of words may be disturbed for

1*
special reasons. Thus some of the demerits enumerated above
may become merits (or at least arc not considered demerits j under
special circumstances* Aa for example 'Oamapatapunarattdt^a'

2 •
(the Resumption of the concluded) is not a demerit in the follow* 
lag*
*any&s ta gunaratnar o/tayabhuv o dhanya ard anyaiva sa 
sambhara^ khalu te'nya era vidhina yair e$a *?$£o yuva X 
drlmatkantijufam dvipam karatalat strfpam nitambasthalat 
d?f£e yatra patanti mujdiamanae&si astrani vast rani ca* IX 
1 Others are those lands which produce such ge.*s of excellence, 
other is that blessed earth, other are those materials whereby 
the creator made this youth, whom if his enemies or women of 
resplendent beauty but behold, down slip from their hands or 
hips the weapons or garments, agitated as they are with fear 
or love*•

Here though the sentence is completed by the former

1* K*i». 711. 2eo* 30, p*414* *varktrauyancityavadad do$opi
gunnel kvacit kvacin nobha^* •

2* 3.i>. 711* Secs.595-7, p.242. *3aiaaptapunar~a t ta tvam na dofo
na gun ah kv$oit’
Garbhitatva® gupa# kvapi.3* 3.D. VII* under Sec.’>96.



half of the st&nsa, yet in the latter it is resumed* Thus
it is to be understood that there is the demerit of the
Resumption of the concluded when only a qualification is
resu&ed, that is to say, takes up again the sense already
completed, but such is not the case when a distinct sentence1*
or clause is added*

1* V****evam ca videgagamatrasya punar upadane saaaptapunara 
ttatvaa na vakyant&rasyeti vijneyasw' - ibid*


